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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
1944-1945
I N C E this report is a preface to the
narrative of Association activities
you will hear described by other officers and chairmen,l it may be well to survey some of the internal and external conditions affecting its life. Our membership,
thanks to the efforts of the Membership
Committee and to each of you, has risen
steadily during the year to almost 4,000.
If you recall that this number is more
than double what it was in 1936, you can
appreciate the vigor of our growth. In
the same year we had sixteen chapters.
Now we have twenty-three. The two
which were added this year, the Puget
Sound and the Western New York, we
are proud to welcome, because their formation attests the initiative which characterizes our members wherever they are.
W e have heard recently of stirrings in
Honolulu that may result in another chapter. Extending our influence through the
0 . W . I. in London, in Cairo and in other
posts, members have established a good
reputation for themselves in foreign areas,
and for the Association, and have shown
the same spirit of enterprise.
Services of members to each other within Chapters and among Chapters, another
quality of association life, have not only
made the advantages of membership real,
but have also quickened the spirit of unity.
Our members have extended expert assistance to other organizations, as was well
illustrated in the Illinois Chapter through
work for the Industrial Editors Association. Contact is being made and aid is
being extended to foreign special libraries.
More and more is being done both for
members and for those outside the Association through giving information, lending classifications and professional literature, offering placement service, and promoting and organizing libraries, by Headquarters.

S

1 See pp. 391-407 in this issue for these reports.

Although our publications have not
been spectacular or "best sellers", they
have proved their value in use. As we
said last fall, publications are so important
in the life of our Association that we need
to be careful first, that what we undertake
will contribute to our profession, and second, that we achieve through each printed
production results that will be most widely
beneficial to our members. More important than the financial success we have
achieved through sales is the realization
of the purposes for which they were issued, namely, to help us find information expeditiously, to supply information
needed in our work, to help us in organizing and operating our libraries, to furnish us with ideas, to broaden our professional outlook and to produce works
that will represent our Association creditably to the larger public. The fact that
all but one of our publications have been
produced through volunteer work of our
inembers bespeaks the high quality of our
professional spirit.
Activities of Chapters, Groups and
Committees have shown intelligent api re cia ti on of i m ~ o r t a n factors
t
within and
butside the profission. Although there has
been long-range planning, it has not been
an excuse for avoiding action, but rather
for initiating and working on the larger
plans that characterize greater maturity
of thought than that expressed in quick
completion of minor tasks. I t may besaid
that an association is not the sum of its
activities, but the meaning of all those
activities apparent in their order, and in
their relation to a well considered system
of ideas.
Back of all this Association work lies
the financial means for accomplishment.
Referring again to 1936, we find our resources then were an income of about
$14,500, and a reserve of $500. I n 1944
we had an income of over $38,000 and a
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reserve of $27,208. Our income is derived largely, of course, from publications
and dues, both of which have shown
steady increase. Although expenditures
tend to rise along with income, particularly in the operation of Headquarters, because of largely expanded services to
members, our Finance Committee, under
the able chairmanship of Miss Cavanaugh,
has worked out a budget under which in
no case, as in the past, will expenditures
exceed income. In fact, with provision
for fixed addition to reserves and a margin of five percent between income and
expenditure, our position is firm. Because of uncertain postwar conditions
which may temporarily lower our income,
and because of rising costs, it is recommended that the reserve fund be built up
to $40,000, and that this fund be kept intact for such emergency use as may be
required for current and usual costs of
operation in years of critically low income.
W e should have a reserve that is equivalent to at least one year's cost of operation.
A few words may be said about general
conditions affecting the future of our
Association. Prospects seem favorable,
even when we dispel the rosy cloud of
postwar dream. Referring to the formation of special libraries we may note that
the curve representing the movement from
1892 to 1944 is a double reverse, with the
latest moment concave, and the lowest
period of this moment sometime in the
nineteen thirties. The duration of the
previous "cycle", from 1905 to 1929, was
about twenty-five years. W e do not need
this analysis, however, to tell us that we
are in a period favorable to the growth of
new special libraries. There is evidence
in almost every Chapter. In the postwar
years, if we conduct our long-range public
relations plans wisely, we shall be able, by
taking advantage of the great need for information to meet the challenge of confused conditions, to continue our growth.
It seems likely that after this war, as after
the one ending in 1918, both industrial

[Ocfober

and business research will increase. Service industries that have been hard hit in
the war will revive. Since many of our
libraries served that area of business, they
too should spring up again. Evidence is
already at hand of the extraordinary increase of research activity in industry.
Although this may be due in part to corporate evasion or minimizing of taxes, it
is at least a condition favorable to the
growth of libraries.
I n reviewing the work of the Association, one is forced to admit that there is
so much of importance to be done that no
one president,-no one board in the course
of a year can contribute more than a small
bit to the total. In choosing that bit, however. it is well to see how that fits into
the threefold purpose of the Association.
Stated briefly, the purposes are
1. T o continue the life of the profession. W e
want our jobs to continue, and we want to
continue in our work.
2. T o give continuity, coherence and significance to the programs. W e want the Association work to make sense, to be more
than a disordered series of activities with
little relation t o what has preceded o r to
what will follow.
3. T o perfect the structure of the Association so that it will be adequate, so that it
will be democratic and efficient. W e want
an organization in which ideas can flow
both ways: from members to the officers,
and from officers to the members; and one
in which there will be the sense of loyalty
and responsibility that characterizes the individual who is worthy of membership.

In what respects has our program this
year attempted to carry out any of the
purposes mentioned? Continuing the life
of the profession may be aided by the
Association in several ways. W e can relate special library service to the wider
sphere of action, to place it in trends and
conditions now existing. This I attempted
to do rather sketchily in my talks to Chapters ; therefore shall not repeat the matter
here. I have not been dragging in the
kitchen sink, for as I said in Pittsburgh,
unless we relate our activities to the movements that are affecting our lives, we
shall as individuals be living in one world,
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and as professional librarians, in another. ning, recruiting, standards, are all in that
The Association may promote the profes- well-known direction. W e have encoursion through a public relations program, aged the Chapters, Groups and Commitnot merely in the encouragement or acti- tees to formulate long-range plans to help
vation of new libraries, but also in having assure continuity, rather than to depend
the idea recreated in the public mind. on chance to attain that result. You will
Public relations, as I understand it, is hear more about these plans in other reshowing that your organization operates *ports. In view of the ~ n e - ~ e aterm
r
of
in the public interest. Such action is es- office that limits what part of the plans
sential in continuing the life of any insti- can be carried out, it was recommended as
tution, especially in these days of recon- part of the Postwar Planning Committee
sidering social costs. We cannot afford activities that the President, Presidentto encourage the exhibition of special li- Elect and Nominated President-Elect, the
braries as "show pieces". Another means Group and Chapter Liaison officers meet
of keeping the profession alive is by bring- to discuss problems, policies and trends.
ing into the work first-rate, young people. It seemed impossible this year to find a
W e must make very clear to them, in time suitable for all of us to get together,
order to attract the most desirable, what but it is none the less desirable in order to
they will do, what will be their rewards assure explicit continuity to programs and
and satisfaction, and where the profession policies.
stands in society. A further method by
Coherence is much more difficult to
which the Association may perpetuate the achieve than continuity of program, for in
profession is through the formulation and a democratic organization such as ours
observance of standards of performance
each Chapter, Group and Committee is
of libraries. W e need to clarify our own
position first in relation to the general free to evolve its own program without
field of library work, and second, to what regard to the work of others. In setting
we believe a special library should do. up two general committees, the Public
Unless we ourselves as an association have Relations-and the Postwar Planning,
- we
measures of excellence, how can we expect tried to bring together various activities
the institutions setting up or maintaining that had been previously carried on.
libraries to recognize or apply them? Brieflv. the Public Relations Committee
Since what we sell is service, the whole sought to combine activities throughout
structure of our profession depends on the the Association relating to special library
quality of that product, whether or not it promotion or extension and publicity. The
Postwar Planning Committee was aimed
is wanted.
to
include the existing C. E. D. CommitRegarding the second point, to give contees
in the West and in the East, continuity, coherence and significance to the
tacts
with other groups in this field, some
programs, it was pointed out at the fall
work of committees concerned with postBoard meeting that our work this year or
war international relations, and the probany other year must be built on that of lem of a d a n of action for the ~ssociation
previous administrations, on accomplish- itself. he membership of the committees
ments and on recommendations based on was broadened to include Chapter presiexperience. I n this way we shall derive dents and various chairmen so-as to furbenefit from the best thought and effort of nish another means to encourage the flow
our officers. Their work, whether or not of information among them. Since all
resulting in achievement within their these matters have been presented in my
term, contributes to the flow of continuing various talks to Chapters, there is no need
fulfillment of our aims. Our present pro- for repetition here. Our effort to secure
gram of public relations, postwar plan- greater coherence than is represented
-

d

,

-
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nornlally in the sum of Association activities was frankly experimental. The
amount of work required to set up the
machinery and the necessity for a series
of progressive rather than concurrent actions, precluded great accomplishment in
one year. The very nature of the idea
outlined in various Chapters suggested or
implied a unifying base for whatever programs might be worked out over a period
of years. I emphasized the desirability of
coherence, and presented our solution.
Since ours is a democratic organization,
we must depend on the appeal of larger
against smaller plans, of Association
rather than personal benefits. I still believe the experiment is worth a trial, for
we must have coherence in our activities
if we wish our members to understand
what we are about.

[October

Can we, and do we realize our purpose
most effectively? I s the line of responsibility clearly defined ? Several instances
may be cited to clarify the questions, but
one is enough. The Manpower Survey, a
very important project for all of us, was
promoted in various ways for almost two
years, but the response has been disappointing. I cannot believe that this result
was due to our members being shortsighted, lazy or indifferent. I think our
machinery for producing such work is not
adequate. Another aspect, the flow of information to and from the President, and
between the Committees, Groups and
Chapters is not as full or regular as it
should be. I t is improving through various means, such as chapter interchange
of bulletins, notes in SPECIAL, LIBRARIES,
Presidential visits. Occasions for intimate
W e need to have coherence also in working together of all officers, the Adorder to make the whole significance of visory Council and Executive Board
meetings, are not as well attended as they
our activities clear. What are the aims
should be. All this works against
a desir"
of the Association, and are the activities able coordination of programs,
and the
measured by those aims the most sig- stimulating interchange of ideas. I t is ennificant we could undertake? The work couraging, however, to note how splenof the Association must be related also didly some members cooperate. Groups
to trends and conditions of the times, so and Committees, and Chapters on the
that there shall be a harmony between our whole have been responsive to suggestions
lives as members, and our lives as citizens. in carrying out national plans. I t would
Each of us, of course, adds meaning be highly desirable for all of these units,
through his own participation in the pro- comprising the Board and Council, to
gram, but the importance of the whole work out early in the year a coordinated
must be apparent and real. Since these series of plans for the Association. As
ideas were developed in talks to Chapters, stated previously, we have a democratic
they need be merely mentioned here.
organization. Can we make it work? How
The third point, that of perfecting the can we develop among all who take office
structure of the Association to assure an the sense of loyalty and responsibility that
adequate, democratic and efficient organi- protects our organization from domination
zation is one that I have thought much by one or another faction, or from too
about but have frankly reached only the much centralized control? You are the
stage of questions. I believe we have a leaders. I leave these questions with you.
democratic system, with Chapters, Groups
This report is merely a prologue to the
and Committees functions only generally report of what members in their Chapters,
defined in the Constitution, By-laws and Groups and Committees have done. Beactions of the Board. Limitation of the
tern1 of President to one year probably re- fore ending I should like to express pubsulted from application of the same prin- licly my deep gratitude to all members,
ciple. But here come the questions. I s officers and to the national Secretary, Mrs.
our organization adequate or efficient ? Stebbins, for their vital assistance. With-

"THE WORLD MUST NOW USE IT"
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out their help I should not have been able
to carry on Association work as well as I
have. Members of the Board have been
very helpful in their discussions, advice
and support. Miss Cole has ably carried
on the tasks of the Publications Governing Committee, and has now assumed the
Chairmanship of the Convention-in-Print
Committee. Please give her full cooperation in this important work. Miss Cavanaugh has been helpful in so many ways
in addition to acting as Chairman of the
Finance Committee that I can scarcely
thank her enough. Mr. Henkle has aided
greatly both on the Board and as Managing Director of Special Library Resources.
Mr. Pettit has been a very faithful and
thoughtful counsellor on the Board. Miss
McLean has contributed to the deliberations of the Board. Dr. Carter, when she
was here, gave her careful consideration
to the many matters on the agenda of
Board meetings. Miss Norcross has
added much to considerations of the
Board as well as acting as Chapter Liason
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officer. I want especially to thank those
Chapters that extended to me their hospitality during this year. You really made
my visits a pleasure and an opportunity.
I wish I could describe the number of
ways in which the Secretary, Mrs. Stebbins, has helped me this year, not only in
numerous details of administration, but
also in carrying on the program for the
year. She has really done a fine job. Her
own reports as Secretary and as Advertising Manager will speak for themselves.
I might go on for the rest of the session with acknowledgements to all of you
who have been so loyal and responsive
this year. Special mention should be made
of the Convention Committee, of which
Miss Marion Wells is Chairman, for its
splendid work in spite of the disappointment it, along with the rest of us, suffered. I do indeed want to thank all of
you, but I think your own reports will
testify much better than my thanks how
much I am in your debt.
WALTERHAUSDORE'ER

"THE WORLD MUST NOW USE IT"
By RICHARD A. HUMPHREY
Assistant to the Chief, Division of Research and Publication,
Department of State, Washington, D. C.

T the final plenary session of the

A

United Nations Conference on
International Organization, June
26, 1945, the President of the United
States addressed the peoples of the world.
To the people's representatives he expressed their gratitude that a charter had
been constructed upon which a lasting
peace could be built. But the President
did not, with this expression, rest content. I n measured words he pointed
beyond the Charter to the responsibility
that all men must learn and understand
its purposes, and express their will that
it must succeed. "There is a time for

making plans," the President said, "and
there is a time for action. The time for
action is now! Let us, therefore, each
in his own nation and according to its
own way, seek immediate approval of this
Charter-and make it a living thing."
The people of America, the common
men and the great, have given every evidence of serious acceptance of their President's words. They have had experience
with a Charter-one
which helped to
make their nation survive. mature and
grow in strength, the while striving to be
a good neighbor in the family of nations.
The people of America know that the
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Charter of the United Nations, like their
own Constitution, is the point of departure
to a great goal and not the goal itself.
They intend to use it, for they know that
no instrument achieves of itself, without
the will of the parties to the attainment
of its purposes.
Americans, certainly as much as any
other people, appreciate that their will to
make this Charter succeed depends upon
their understanding-understanding
of
other nations as well as of the Charter
fashioned to bind them together in cornmon effort. T o state the case in this
way is to point to the problem which the
nation's libraries can have a vital share
in solving. The people wish to be informed. This is a library responsibility.
HOW

LIBRARIES CAN HELP I N BETTER
UNDERSTANDING THE CHARTER

It is pertinent to enquire into the
resources of the libraries when considering their role in increasing the people's
understanding of the Charter and of this
nation's partners in the undertakings
which it represents. These resources, it
seems very clear, greatly exceed the facts
of buildings and books.
Buildings housing books and other
printed materials are, in themselves and
with no other elements added, repositories. But warehouses could as well
serve the task at hand. The priceless
additional ingredient which differentiates
a library from a warehouse storing books
is the skill and devotion, the imagination
and the initiative of the librarians who
preside over its fortunes. Their task is
to make the collections in their care available and to increase the people's understanding of the issues before them.
It is axiomatic in the Department of
State that librarians command a great
deal of information on the foreign policies
of this Government. For this reason the
Department is always anxious to assure
that the libraries' needs for its printed
information are as fully satisfied as possible, and the Department's printing program encompasses a large part of this
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Government's official record of its policies
vis-a-vis foreign nations. T o this end
the Department prints the record of this
country's relations with other nations in
its Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States and in its Bulletin. To this end it prints its Treaty
Series, Executive Agreement Series, its
conference docun~ents, Digest of International Law, as well as special pamphlets and articles designed to inform the
people on sundry aspects of our foreign
policy. T o this end the Department
strives to assure that these materials are
readily available to librarians.
The Department shares every librarian's belief, however, that no library is
useful or effective because it is a repository. Knowing that sound foreign policy
is based upon the people's understanding,
the Department wishes to share with the
libraries the responsibility for furnishing
the tools of understanding, and it urges
the libraries to explore every means to
place them before the people. The Department hopes, then, that the men may
be "brought to the books," in the interests
of the nation.
Secretary of State Byrnes has stated
the problem in a way which should appeal
strongly to every librarian. "The making
of enduring peace will depend on something more than skilled diplomacy, something more than paper treaties, something
more even than the best charter the wisest statesmen can draft. Important as is
diplomacy, important as are the peace
settlements and the basic charter of world
peace, these cannot succeed unless backed
by the will of the peoples of different
lands not only to have peace but to live
together as good neighbors. . . . Today
there can be no doubt that the peoples
of this war-ravaged earth want to-live in
a free and peaceful world. But the supreme task of statesmanship the world
over is to help them to understand that
they can have peace and freedom only
if they tolerate and respect the rights of
others to opinions, feelings and ways of
life which they do not and cannot share."
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The Department of State has concrete
evidence in its very recent experience of
the will and imagination of the librarians
of this country to assist in increasing the
public understanding of world issues.
Everyone knows the widespread public
debate on the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals
for an International Organization which
preceded in time and formed the background for the discussions at San Francisco. The librarians played a very large
part in fostering and assisting this debate.
The extent to which American citizens
understood the terms of the Proposals
was due in no small measure to the
efforts of the nation's libraries, public and
private. As a matter of fact, the Department wisely inscribed the functional chart
of the Proposals which it drew up and
distributed with the legend "For further
information, ask your librarian."
Librarians throughout the land not only
"serviced" their collections in the usual
sense to meet the demands of this debate,
but extended their efforts by throwing
open their facilities for forums and lectures, by providing exhibits of materials
(official and unofficial) bearing upon the
Proposals, by preparing bibliographies of
pertinent materials, and drawing heavily
upon their reference techniques to provide answers to the host of questions with
which an interested public confronted
them. The Department, in turn, made a
determined effort to assure that pamphlets containing the text of the Proposals, compilations of the basic documents of the war in its pamphlet Toward
the Peace, functional charts of the proposed organization, Foreign Affairs Outlines, and other materials were made
available to the libraries to assist their
efforts. The librarians and others drew
so heavily upon these materials that the
Department's printing resources were
seriously taxed. The Department, however, welcomed the opportunity to aid the
libraries which were so effectively assisting the citizenry to acquire a knowledge
of the Proposals.
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As a result of its working relationship
with the libraries in bringing before the
public vital information on the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals, the Department is
confident that it may rely upon similar
assistance and co-operation in its even
larger task of contributing to public understanding of the Charter of the United
Nations. The imagination and initiative
of librarians will be challenged greatly.
In this Government's view, the task
before us all can best be summarized in
the President's previously quoted words.
The Charter of the United Nations has,
after full deliberation, been written and
placed before the people. "The world
must now use it," as the President has
said, ". . . and make it a living thing."
How best may the libraries assist the
people's understanding of this instrument ?
This is a question which each librarian
may answer somewhat differently. The
~ e p a r t m e n tof State can, however, suggest the issues which the people must
appreciate, and rely upon the librarians
to help make them more fully known.
The Department would wish that the
librarians fully apprehend and strive to
transmit to the people the fact that the
Charter is the most comprehensive expression of the foreign policy of this
Government. This is true because this
Government has striven, with the others,
for an instrument for peace which would
embody the common aspirations of the
greatest number of peace-loving nations.
In an interdependent world this is what
foreign policy must mean. The Department assumes that the libraries will make
available to the public the text of this
historic document. and as much official
and unofficial printed material regarding
it as the individual library can assemble.
Mere passing reference to the document itself will reveal that "foreign policy" is, in this modern day, a tremendously con~plexentity. But to say this
is not to say, as is sometimes popularly
conceived, that foreign policy is a tissue
of secretive and mysterious intrigue
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because it is complex. Foreign policy is
complex because our civilization is complex, and the interplay of economic and
social forces between nations must be as
constantly the concern of a foreign office
as the traditional political and diplomatic
relations between states.
An increased public appreciation of the
meaning and scope of foreign policy is,
then, an element which will contribute
to general understanding of the Charter,
its purposes, and this Government's policies with respect to it. The administrative structure of the Department of State
itself reflects the broadened scope of a
modern foreign office's responsibilities. I t
is doubtful that most people realize that,
of the six Assistant Secretaries of State,
the entire time of two is devoted to the
problems of economic policy and of public
and cultural relations. The subject matter of the divisions under the jurisdiction
of these Assistant Secretaries includes
such matters as aviation, petroleum, transportation and communications, international trade policy, international information, cultural co-operation, public liaison
and exchange of publications between
governments-widely
disparate matters
not normally associated in the public mind
with foreign office responsibilities.
DEPARTMENT O?!
STATE BULLETIN CONTAINS WEALTH OF I N F O R M A T I O N

A wealth of information about the
increased scope of the Department of
State's responsibilities and of foreign relations in general can be made available to
the public through the libraries in the
Departwzent of State Bulletin, which not
only contains the texts of the official
docun~entsof current foreign policy but
descriptive articles by responsible Department officials on a wide variety of subjects. The titles of some of these recent
articles are illuminating : "Geopolitics at
Munich", "International Information",
"Control of International Traffic in
Arms", "Safeguarding the State Through
Passport Control", "Jews in Germany,
1933-1939", "Elimination of Axis Influ-
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ence in This Hemisphere". Many more
could, of course, be cited.
The foregoing brief illustrations may
serve to make more clear the wide scoDe
of the responsibilities of the Department
of State in its role of interpreting the will
of the American people in their relations
with other peoples. Its goal is cooperation with other nations at all the myriad
points of contact where their interests
touch because it believes the vast majority
of the people wish it so, and believe that
permanent peace can only be attained by
such a course. If the unprecedented volume of the Department's mail is a reliable
guide to the interest of the citizenry in
its foreign office and policies, the libraries
can do much through careful planning of
their acquisitions, and the servicing and
interpreting of collections to show the
people precisely how their Government
is geared to the task of implementing the
foreign policy they have endorsed.
International
instruments, treaties,
agreements, the Charter itself, are evidence of the decision of the nations parties
to them to chart common courses of agreement. These instruments are evidence
that, in the give and take of adjusting
mutual interests to diverse problems,
common courses of action have been contracted in the common interest where
independent courses, based upon superficial self-interest, lead to disagreement,
chaos and war. But the very fact of the
need for such instruments serves to emphasize the divergent backgrounds and
views with which individual nations naturally approach problems of vital import.
I t is noteworthy that the theme of
understanding amidst differences was
echoed by principal delegates of other
powers who shared, with the United
States, the task of drafting the Charter
of the United Nations. I n the words of
Lord Halifax, British Ambassador to the
United States, "Here in San Francisco
we have seen but the beginnings of a long
and challenging endeavour. And there is
a sense in which what we have done
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here is less important than what we have
learnt here. W e have learnt to know one
another better ; to argue with patience ; to
differ with respect; and at all times to
pay honor to sincerity. That the thought
of many men of many nations should thus
have met in a large constructive task will
have a value beyond price during the coming years, as stone by stone we carry on
what he have here begun. . . .I' Ambassador Gromyko, the chief diplomatic
representative of the Soviet Union to this
country, pointed out, "Of course in the
course of the work of the Conference there
were some difficulties and differences of
views between separate delegations. . . .
However, one should be surprised not at
the existence of different viewpoints between separate delegations . . ., but at the
fact that, as a result of the work of the
Conference, all the main difficulties were
overcome, and we succeeded in fulfilling
successfully the task before the Conference."
Surely one of the primary tasks before
us all, in our endeavors to make this
Charter a living thing, will be the enlargement of an understanding of the quite different backgrounds and interests which
characterize the parties to it. I n the solution of this problem, too, the libraries must
play a prominent part.
I t is heartening to note the avid interest
on the part of others of the United Nations in increasing the flow of books and
publications about the United States to
their own libraries. Dispatches currently
received by the Department from points
as widely scattered as London, Paris,
Rome, Moscow and Chungking, point to
the dire gaps created by war in library and
institutional collections, and urge the resumption of flow of informational, technical and scholarly materials from this
country with all possible speed.
Similarly, the United States federal libraries and the principal research and institutional libraries of America are extending every effort to close the war-created
gaps in their own holdings of foreign pub-
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lications. The Department of State is doing its utmost to facilitate the opening of
normal channels for this much-needed exchange of cultural and scientific materials.
I t approaches this task with the firm conviction that such an exchange of the
products of men's minds is one of the
surest guarantees of mutual understanding
and respect between nations.
CHALLENGE TO LIBRARIANS

The Deace toward which the Charter
aims must be a peace of understanding.
The American people will have much to
say in the shaping of that peace. Their
comprehension, then, of the hopes and
aspirations, the characteristics and traits,
the needs and desires of their partners in
this enterprise, will be the starting point
of their contribution to the goal of peace.
Herein lies a notable challenge to librarians. For no sinde institution can contribute more largely to this comprehension
among America's people than the libraries
of the nation. Their field is every
, citv
and town, every village and hamlet, and
their shelves should offer the materials of
information upon which the people must
base their judgments.

-
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Much has already been said in print, by
radio, on the lecture-platform, in hearings, and by way of other media of public
discussion about the significance of the
Charter of the United Nations. Few will
expect, however, that the majority of the
citizenry will "read, mark, learn and inwardly digest" this seemingly legalistic
and formidable document. Yet, the purposes and principles alone, as stated in
the text are common, fundamental things.
The purposes of the Charter are of a
pattern with the ideals Americans absorb
from childhood and grow to regard as selfevident truths. "To maintain international peace and security . . . and to bring
about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of
international dis~utes. . . . T o d e v e l o ~
friendly relations among nations based on
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respect for the principle of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples. . . .
To achieve international cooperation in
solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian
character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. . . ."
The "Father of the United Nations",
former Secretary of State Cordell Hull,
looking to the essential fact that the challenge still lies before us, made this statement at the conclusion of the Conference:
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"There are many difficulties and complexities ahead of us. W e must still bring the
present war to a victorious conclusion.
W e must heal the wounds of war and repair its ravages. W e need build toward
new horizons of enduring peace and of an
increasing measure of social and economic
well-being. I n the performance of these
vast tasks, our chances of success have
been immeasurably strengthened because
50 nations--different in race, language,
historic background, and attitude toward
life-have found common ground at San
Francisco and have agreed on a Charter
for the United Nations."

TELEVISION-A MAJOR POSTWAR
INDUSTRY
By LAWRENCE W. LOWMAN

Vice-president in Charge of Television, Columbia Broadcasting System, New York, N. Y.

T

0 discuss the prospects of television
as a major postwar industry is a

favorite indoor sport of many advertisers and broadcasters-a pleasant exercise for the imagination that is stimulating as well as enjoyable. T o enter such
a discussion without benefit of rose-colered glasses, however, is not so enjoyable.
More clouds can be seen with the naked
eye than are visible through the glasses,
and not all of them are pink.
Had television been introduced to the
postwar world of 1919, with no more
experience or better facilities than we have
today, its success would have been immediate and spectacular. Silent flickering
movies would have offered feeble competition, even among the few automobileowning families who could conveniently
attend them. Radio didn't exist, except
in the form of expensive, complicated and
noisy pieces of equipment to be found in
a few scattered cellars and attics.
Today, through the media of movies
and radio, America has an abundance of

entertainment, either at its fingertips or
just around the corner. And it is good
entertainment, cheap entertainment, informative and amusing entertainment. I n
the years that have passed since 1919,
America has been spoiled for entertainment whose quality fails to equal that of
radio or movies. Television, if it is to
win the heart of America. must offer
America entertainment "in the manner to
which it has been accustomed." Today,
it could make no such offer.
TELEVISION NOT NEW

There is a generally prevalent, though
mistaken impression that television is
something new, at least as new as helicopters, high-octane gas and DDT. O n any
list of the dream products that are to
brighten our postwar world, you will find
television. Actually, television is not new.
I t has been introduced to the public on
at least two previous occasions. Both
times the public has failed to acknowledge
the introduction.
In the New York area before the war,
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for example, television programs were
available fifteen hours weekly on three
different stations. Sets could be purchased in a number of stores, and for less
money than was spent for many of the
early radios. Fewer than ten thousand
sets were ever bought, and fewer were
bought in 1941 than in 1940. Moreover,
families who bought sets used them less
and less as the novelty wore off. The
truth is that neither sets nor programs
were good enough, either to attract or
hold an audience.
A natural forgetfulness is partially responsible for the fact that television is on
the roster of "new" products that will dazzle postwar eyes. T o ballyhoo, however,
may be traced a heavier responsibility. If
television measured up to what has been
written and said about it, it would, indeed,
be something the world had not yet seen.
Unfortunately, the new medium is still
far short of its advance notices of postwar perfection.
Surveys seeking to measure postwar
buying intentions usually include television
sets among the consumer products on
which information is sought. T o the question, "Do you intend to buy a television
set after the war ?" affirmative answers are
always in the majority, sometimes running as high as 75%. The wholly unqualified "Yes", however, is misleading if
not meaningless. I t does not answer the
far more important question, "What kind
of television do you expect to see on your
postwar receiver ?"
Billy Rose, a phenomenally successful
showman, exerted all his talents late last
year in announcing plans for his first legitimate stage production. So skillful were
his efforts that the advance ticket sale to
Seven Lively Arts broke all Broadway
records. But so "out of this world" was
the Rose ballyhoo that the show, itself,
opened to a disappointed, still earthbound
audience. It was a good show, but it was
not as good as people had been led or had
led themselves to expect.
Television's publicity may be doing a

similar job of over-selling. If this publicity were based wholly on facts, the widespread interest it has stimulated in the
new medium would be all to the good.
There is no doubt that this interest exists.
The surveys cited above are probably a
fairly accurate reflection of it. Everybody
has heard about television; most people
are interested in i t ; many think they
would like to own sets as soon as possible.
POSTWAR SETS MUST BE SUPERIOR TO
PRGWAR SETS

The trouble with this public interest in
television is that it is based on a nonexistent product. The sets and programs
that people expect after the war exist, so
far, only in the imagination of the prospective viewer. When sets are again put on
the market, they will have to be superior to
prewar sets in at least five respects if they
are to win the approval of the millions
who are now interested in postwar television.
1 . Pictures must be larger. The standard 7% by 10-inch screen of prewar sets
is not large enough to permit comfortable
viewing, except for the individual who
moves his chair close to the set in a darkened room. Group viewing, free from
eye-strain, is impossible with so small an
image. Moreover, the small picture in1poses severe limitations on the program
producer. People and objects, to be
recognizable, must be shown in close-ups ;
groups and panoramas are usually indistinguishable.
2. Pictures must be clearer. People
expect their television pictures to be equal
in quality to the best home movies, if not
the best that Hollywood can offer. T o
attain this quality, vast improvement is
needed in both the lighting and definition
of television images. Lighting, of course,
depends on sensitivity of equipment, but
definition is a matter of the number of
lines contained in a single television picture or frame. And these lines cannot be
increased in number (or density) without
a radical change in present standards of
transmission.
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3. Pictures w u s t be i ~ color.
z
Although
most people have not yet seen television
of any kind, they already look for it to be
presented to them in full and natural color.
Advertisers, too, expect faithful color reproduction of their products, in return for
their eventual sponsorship of the new
medium. Although color television was
demonstrated by CBS in 1940-and in the
opinion of most critics, successfully demonstrated-the
quality of color that the
public will demand after the war, like the
improved line definition of black and white
pictures, will require new standards of
transmission in much wider bands and
higher frequencies.
4. Pictures m c s t be reliable. I n the
early days of movies, audiences strained
their eyes without complaint, sat patiently
while fllm breaks were mended, laughed
indulgently when the picture jumped out
of focus and even off the screen. They
will not be as tolerant of television. Neither
will the people who were content to strain
for some recognizable sound out of the
cacaphony they brought forth from their
efforts to synchronize a panel full of knobs
and dials. Television, right now, is far
better than either the early movies or the
first radios. Nevertheless, it must get rid
of its distorted images and of its shadows
or "ghosts", before it can win the wholehearted acceptance of the mass audience
it seeks.

5. Sets nzust be cheaper. Commercial
television receivers before the war were
priced from $150 to $600. They were also
mechanically superior to anything that
pioneer radio had to offer at comparable
prices. Here, again, however, the American public has been spoiled. I t has learned
that excellent radios and combination
radio-phonographs can be bought for comparatively low prices. I t expects to buy
television at similar prices. This problem,
of course, will be solved automatically
with the solution of the other difficulties
in the way of mass acceptance. For mass
acceptance will bring mass production, the
one sure road to lower prices.
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BETTER PROGRAMS ESSENTIAL

These five technical improvements are
not all that remain to be accomplished before television wins the nation's heart and
the advertiser's dollars. Better programs
are also essential. The technical excellence
of a television picture will count for little
if it is uninteresting. Radio's high quality
reproduction does not attract listeners to
unpopular programs. Neither will the
most nearly perfect picture that engineers
can devise ever attract viewers to a dull
television program.
For more than a year, CBS researchers
have conducted weekly studies of audience
reaction to television programs broadcast
in the New York area. Respondents,
drawn from the ranks of typical radio listeners, have had little if any experience in
television. Most of them, prior to the tests,
have never seen a television set in operation. Yet these people are extremely
critical of what television offers them
today, in both pictures and programs.
These tests, which are continuing under
the direction of Columbia's Television Audience Research Institute, have now uncovered sufficient evidence to warrant a
few general conclusions on what tomorrow's audience will accept and reject in
television programming. I t has been interesting to note, in nearly all tests, that
people are more confident of postwar technical improvements than they are of improved programs. They have already accepted the miracle of television as an accomplished fact, and fully expect to receive the high quality pictures they have
heard and read about. They are not so
sure of satisfactory programs.
Television must offer its viewers something more than the gratifications they
now receive from radio and the movies, if
it is to compete successfully with either
of these established media. Many of today's programs fail to take advantage of
any of television's special attributes, and
can best be described as illustrated radio
shows. Others slavishly imitate Hollywood techniques and, lacking Hollywood's
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wealth of facilities, fall far short even of
a good imitation. Both types of program
produce an "I wouldn't buy a set to see
that" reaction.
Most viewers realize that television
today is working under severe handicaps
of restricted facilities and personnel, and
they are patient with the producer who
tries to do an honest job with the tools he
has at hand. Simple, informal programs
that create a sense of intimacy between the
viewer and the subject on the screen are
usually received with approval. Pretentious programs, on the other hand, are rejected. Viewers are quick to spot false
stage props or clumsy attempts to make
artificial sets appear real. They are not
as tolerant of television as were the early
movie-goers of similar short-comings.
EFFECTS OF TELEVISION O N RADIO

Nobody knows at this date what effect
television will ultimately have on radio.
Today's viewers, however, do not like to
think of the possibility that television may
some day replace radio. They have established listening habits that will not be
easily or willingly broken. They feel that
certain kinds of programs, particularly
musical programs, may be less enjoyable
if they require viewing as well as listening. They dislike the thought that certain of their favorite radio programs and
stars might not be able to meet the requirements of television.
Some of this misgiving can be traced
to a subconscious feeling of guilt which
most viewers sense, even in the weekly
CBS tests. These people recognize that
television will require more concentrated
attention than radio, and they worry about
the time-consuming distraction of having
a television set in their homes. Programs
that include some justification for looking,
such as shopping or household hints, are
one answer to this objection. Programs
that can be followed without constant,
close attention are another.
Almost all viewers think of what they
see in terms of their home environment.
In fact, the CBS audience studies are con-
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ducted in an atmosphere to encourage
such thinking. Some people envisage a
postwar television set as the focal point
of much of the family's leisure activity;
some believe set ownership will be an
asset in neighborhood social activity. Considering the new medium as family-athome entertainment, respondents frown
on anything that might be an embarrassment to mixed viewing or construed as
bad taste. Situations and costumes, ior
example, that are acceptable on stage and
screen may not all be approved for home
consumption.
OF THE PICTURE
These, then, are a few of the clouds
that can be seen over the horizon of television's immediate development. But the
situation is not nearly as gloomy as the
clouds alone would indicate. Actually, the
barometer is high and the wind is in the
right direction. There is even a possibility that these particular clouds will have
disappeared by the time television is ready
to make its next public bow. When that
time comes, the improved pictures and
programs that are so necessary for success
may have been achieved.
In April 1944, the Columbia Broadcasting System announced a postwar television policy that brought into the open a
matter that had been the subject of interindustry discussion for many months. I t
flatly stated that the technical quality of
television pictures was not good enough to
win public approval after the war. But it
maintained that war-time electronic research provided the answer; that vastly
improved pictures could be attained, in
both black and white and in full natural
color, if television would move into much
higher frequencies and wider bands of
transmission. CBS, in short, advocated
that the industry scrap its present standards and equipment, and start at once
along a new path of development.
Industry response to the CBS proposal was not encouraging. "It can't be
done," said some; "A crazy dream," said
others. CBS was accused of trying to
THE BRIGHTER SIDE
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delay the progress of television "five to
ten years", although it had repeatedly
emphasized the need for united effort to
speed the development of better pictures.
There were objections that the changeover would entail too great a sacrifice of
public and private investment, although
only nine transmitters and less than 7,000
rapidly-aging sets were involved. A few,
in spite of the contradictory evidence of
past experience, insisted that prewar pictures were plenty good enough for postwar exploitation.
Much has happened in the last sixteen
months to lend support to the CBS stand.
One of the first and most encouraging endorsements came from a group of U. S.
Government experts, representing the
State Department, the FCC, the Army
and the Navy. This official group, with
access to every phase of secret electronic
progress since Pearl Harbor, submitted
in August 1944 a plan for postwar radio
in all its complex national and international aspects. Its provisions for television were strikingly similar to what CBS
had urged. As had CBS, the Government's Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee also recommended new space,
more space and higher space in the radio
spectrum for postwar television.
A few weeks later, the FCC opened
public hearings on the whole subject of
frequency allocations for all postwar radio
services. On the subject of television, the
Commission heard expert witnesses from
all branches of the industry; listened to
every conceivable argument why television
should or should not be moved into new
frequencies. When the FCC's own recommendations, based on these hearings, were
released in January 1945, they were found
to include 440 megacycles of ultra-high
frequency space for the new, high-definition television. Moreover, the Commission's report on the allocation findings
contained the following expression of confidence in the ultimate destiny of the
video medium.
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electronic a r t a wide-channel television broadcasting system, utilizing frequencies above 400
megacycles, can be developed, and the transmission of higher-definition monochrome pictures and high definition color pictures
achieved."

Acting on its own recommendations,

C R S had moved as rapidly as possible

toward a demonstration of the new highfrequency television. One month following its original policy announcement, it
placed an order with the General Electric
Company for a new kind of television
transmitter, one that could broadcast wideband television in frequencies above 300
n~egacycles. An order for a second highfrequency transmitter was accepted by the
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
a few months later.
Permission for CBS to operate a New
York City television station on a 16-megacycle band in ultra-high frequencies was
granted by the FCC last summer, and installation of one of the new transmitters
in the spire of the Chrysler Building is
scheduled for this year. Four other CBS
applications are now on file with the FCC
for licenses to operate high-frequency television stations in Boston, Chicago, Los
Angeles and St. Louis.
Although no public demonstration of
high-definition television has yet been
made in the United States, French television engineers have succeeded in demonstrating a picture containing approximately twice the line count of the standard American picture. The 1000-line
French picture was developed secretly in
Paris under German occupation, and
shown to American engineers and journalists shortly after the liberation of that
city last year. Reliable eye-witness accounts reaching this country are in agreement that the French picture is equal in
technical quality to the best home movies
and is completely lacking in marginal distortion.
Meanwhile, and to the extent that wartime contracts permit, many manufacturers of radio and electronic equipment in
"The Commission is fully convinced that
by virtue of the recent developments in the this country are at work on various phases
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of high-definition television. The fact that
improvement has also been made in prewar standard pictures, particularly in projection to larger screens, has not changed
the growing conviction that postwar cornmercial television will be in the high frequencies. There is a possibility that the
greatly improved pictures will be demonstrated in field tests this year; a strong
probability that the public will have an
opportunity to judge their quality before
any postwar sets are marketed.
Notable progress has also been made
since Pearl Harbor in the field of programs. Less spectacular than the technical advances born of wartime research,
the improvement in programs has nevertheless been remarkable. Although the
war temporarily stopped all programming
and has prevented needed expansion in
facilities and personnel, the war, at the
same time, has given program producers
a unique opportunity to work in private;
to conduct experiments and make mistakes
without worrying about audience reaction. For the only audience that has seen
television programs during the war has,
for the most part, been comprised of people who are directly or indirectly connected with the industry.
These people, like the friends of a theatrical producer who are invited to sit in on
rehearsals, are guided in their judgments
of what they see by special knowledge or
special interest. They have been helpful
in their suggestions of ideas and methods
for improving programs, but they are not
typical of the audience that will be "out
front" when television's war-given period
of rehearsal is over. Recognition of this
fact is one reason why the CBS television
audience studies have been based on the
opinions of tomorrow's rather than today's
set owners.
The criticism of these test groups is the
kind that producers might have received
had they gone through the past year's program developments in public. It is less
tolerant and less informed than that of
the set-owning audience, but it has been

very helpful. It has been directly responsible for many bits of tangible evidence
that CBS tel&ision programs are better
today than they were a year ago. Specific
suggestions coming out of these studies
have been acted upon, and subsequent audience groups have approved the program
that earlier groups, before its revision, had
criticized.
The discussions that are part of every
test session invariably go beyond the subject of the programs that have just been
seen, and branch off into speculation on
the future possibilities of the new medium.
It is in these discussions that the verv real
and almost universal interest in television
is revealed. Hard-boiled and realistic as
critics, these same people are equally enthusiastic and optimistic when they talk
about what television may eventually bring
into their homes. They seem to feel that
television will bring them closer to reality
than any other medium; that its coverage
of world events, for example, will be more
believable and satisfying than newsreels
or radio. This is particularly significant
when it is remembered that television will
eventually become an international medium; that pictures can cut through all
linguistic barriers, and may effect a greater
change in the world's social and political
thinking than has been accomplished by
any other medium of communication.
Respondents have also been quick to
recognize in television an educational medium that will be more welcome than anvthing they have yet experienced in the
field of learning. They speak of its uses
in schools and factories, but they are particularly interested in its home and family
applications. They look forward to the
time when television will show them,
through demonstration, how to do things
that will lighten housework and enrich
leisure hours.
I t has been interesting to note in this
connection, a continued and lively interest
in television as an advertising medium.
People seem to think that television will
bring them advertising in a more useful

-
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form than they have yet experienced. They
speak of it a s "window shopping at home"
and feel that it will not only save them
time, but produce fundamental changes in
their buying habits. If our respondents
are typical of tomorrow's television audience, and they have been carefully selected
as typical of today's radio listeners, advertisers may find a surprisingly effective
medium in television.
There is increasing evidence that advertisers are already aware of this possibility.
Most large agencies and many large advertisers have, by this time, appointed men
"in charge of television". They, like the
broadcasters, are taking advantage of today's opportunities to improve tomorrow's
programs. They are experimenting in
their own and in broadcasters' studios, so
as to avoid having to expose their first
amateurish efforts to tomorrow's viewers.
Last July, CBS invited its network
clients to join us in intensified experimentation of this kind, covering all phases of
the production, testing and broadcasting
of programs. \Ye believe we have now
accumulated the necessary staff, facilities
and experience to make this working partnership mutually worth while. W e feel
sure that, with the added thought and
talent of our clients, far greater progress
will be made in the coming year than has
yet been achieved.
How long television's rehearsal period
will continue, how long we can go on
making our mistakes in private, nobody
yet knows. At least the period has not
been wasted. Progress, perhaps, has been
slow, but there has been progress-steady,
orderly and reasonably intelligent. Today,
if New Yorkers had television sets, they
could see programs every day in the week,
for a total of 19 weekly hours. They are
better programs than they were a month
a g o ; far better than they were last year.
I t is not too optimistic to believe that,
when sets are again available, programs
will be good enough to win the public's
encouragement, if not its instant acclaim.
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RECENT BOOKS A N D PAMPHLETS
ON TELEVISION

(exclusive of technical material)
prepared by the CBS Reference
Library.
Caldwell-Clements. Get ready now to sell
television. N. Y., Caldwell-Clements,
1944. 180p. ( A guidebook for merchants).
Dunlap, Orrin E., Jr. T h e future of television. N. Y., Harper, 1942. 194p.
De Forest, Lee. Television today and tomorrow. N. Y., Dial press, 1942. 361p.
Hubbell, Richard F. 4000 years of television. N. Y., Putnam's, i932. 256p.
Hubbell, Richard F. Television programwzing and production. N. Y., Murray
Hill books, 1945. 207p.
Hylander, C. J. and Robert Hadcling. A n
introduction to television. N. Y., Macmillan, 1941. 207p.
Lee, Robert E. Television: T h e revolutionary industry. N. Y., Duell, Sloan
& Pearce, 1944. 230p.
Lohr, Lenox R . Television broadcastiq:
Production, economics, technique. N.
Y., McGraw-Hill, 1930. 274p.
Porterfield, John and Kay Reynolds. W e
present television. N . Y., Norton, 1930.
298p.
Radio Executives Club. Television seminar. N . Y . , Radio Executives Club,
1944. (Mimeographed addresses delivered at NBC on the present status and
future prospects of television).
Tyler, Kingdon S. Modern Rndio. N .
Y . , Harcourt, Brace, 1914. (Contains
four chapters on television).

Several broadcasting and equipment
manufacturing companies have issued reports and other material on television.
CBS has issued several reports and summaries of which the following are still in
print and available on request.
Prewar vs. postwar television. 1944. 16p.
(Some questions and answers for advertisers and advertising agencies).
Television. Apr. 1944. 16p. (An illus-
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trated brochure which attempts to state
and describe ( 1) the tremendous opportunity which the war has given postwar
television, and (2) the problems which
lie ahead).
Television comes of age. 1944. 12p. (Reprint of an article in T h e Nation of
July 29, 1944, by Alan Barth of the
Washington Post).
A ten-league stride. Aug. 1944. 6p. ( A
progress report on CBS's original proposal for new and higher postwar tele-
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vision standards. Contains the substance of recon~mendationsof IRAC.
(Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee).
Invitation to experinzental cowtnzercial television. June 1945. 9p. (An illustrated
brochure describing plan for clients to
(1) collaborate in creating new techniques of commercial television ; (2)
pretest the effectiveness of these techniques; ( 3 ) field-test them under conditions of actual broadcasting).

THE CHANGING PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS
By F. C. MINAKER

Editor, Industrial Relations Service, Chicago, Illinois1
U S T how important will industrial
relations be after the end of the war?
Will industrial relations departments
be dropped by many plants, decreased in
importance, or expanded? Whether decreased or expanded in scope depends a
lot upon the decrease or increase of the
total number employed in a plant or factory. However, one thing seems certain
and that is that the industrial relations
department will need to be strengthened,
regardless of its size, if it is to help meet
the problems growing out of the reconversion period.
There seems to be no doubt about the
seriousness of these problems and the concensus of those who are in a position to
judge indicates that labor will be the No.
1 problem of the postwar period from
both the econon~icand the political standpoint. Labor, as a political force, was
pushed into the background and in most
cases entirely eliminated from the picture
in fascist Europe, and it will be some
time before it becomes important again in
those countries. However, in England,

J
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1 Published by The Dartnell Corporation, Chicago.

Canada and the United States, labor is
assuming an ever more important position in government affairs. The sudden
change-over in England just recently
from a twelve-year reign of the Conservatives to a Labor government is indicative of this trend.
In the economic picture, the position of
labor cannot be ignored whether it relates
to problen~sof employment, inflation, production, wages, prices or the assimilation
of the returned veteran. All these problems are tied together in one package and
the whole belong just as much to labor as
to management. In fact, if the whole economic structure of our world is to endure,
these economic problems must be solved
by labor and management. Neither one
can do it alone.
I n order to understand more clearly the
part industrial relations will assume in the
postwar years, it may be helpful to sun]
up, briefly, the path labor has taken leading up to this era. There have been four
fairly distinct periods of labor relations
in the United States which, for want of
more scientific terminology, may be desig-
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nated as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Exploitation Period
Political Period
Paternal Period
Mass Organization Period
THE EXPLOITATION PERIOD

The era in which this country began
changing from the agricultural to the industrial state was well known for its exploitation of the worker. Labor was plentiful and therefore cheap, also, labor was
without protection or restriction. Previous
to this period, the worker corresponding
to our industrial worker of today belonged
to a craft or guild which by reason of its
organization protected him through his
apprentice years as well as during the
years when he became a skilled craftsman.
With the great development of the country after the American Revolution and
the rise of the factory era, thousands of
workers lost their independence and the
x p p o r t of these guilds or crafts organiza'ions. This was bound to happen when
he work of the nation was removed from
(he homes and the little shops to the factories and mills which became increasingly larger as the country developed.
Such workers became tenders of machines
in great mills, lost their identity and importance in the community and became
but little cogs in the vast industrial machine growing so speedily under their
hands.
The expansion of the country westward, together with the great influx of
foreign labor, only served to emphasize
this condition. Ditch diggers, canal workers, railroad workers and other construction workers, augmented by foreign labor,
served to swell the army of industrial
workers and all became part of this great
exploited army of men. Labor became
cheaper and cheaper and housing conditions worse and worse. There were no
state laws to protect men subject to daily
accidents in mills or in construction gangs
on the highways. If a man lost his arm
in a textile mill or his leg working with
a railroad construction gang, there was
nothing to be done about it. I t was too
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bad, but his limb was gone and, also, his
job. H e might find a more poorly paid
job in his community at something a
cripple could do, or he could become the
village bum.
The working day was frequently 16 or
18 hours. Wages were so low that it was
often necessary for whole families to work
in order to earn a living wage. There
was no such thing then as industrial relations. Men, women and children worked
their full day for their wages and were
likely to lose their jobs if they took time
off for sickness. Workers were considered
lucky if they had a "good" boss.
THE POLITICAL PERIOD

The political period grew out of the
great needs of the first period and to some
degree the two periods overlapped. Labor
began to feel a growing need for better
wages, better hours and safer working
conditions. Labor's strength was growing
and its first reaction was to reach out for
better working conditions. Industrial relations began to take form in a faint, insignificant sort of way.
I n this period industrial states like
Massachusetts began putting safety laws
on the books. Accidents were so serious
and so numerous workers had to be safeguarded from dangerous machinery and
as few employers took steps to safeguard
the safety of their workers, labor took
matters into its own hands. Workers'
con~pensationand employers' liability laws
were to come later-much later. So far,
the worker was protected only from the
machine. Further pressure from labor
groups began to put a limitation on the
working periods of little children so that
they might be assured of some opportunity for education. The twelve-hour day
for adult workers began to be a subject
for conversation.
During this period there was also the
co-incidental development of trades unions
-organizations
of skilled workers such
as bakers, hatters, printers, carpenters,
tailors, etc. By 1860 there were some 26
national unions. Between the 1860's and

the 1890's, the unions gathered strength,
which culminated in the American Federation of Labor in 1886. As far back as
1881, the predecessor of the American
Federation of Labor was demanding at its
convention an eight-hour day, obligatory
education of all children and the prohibltion of their employment under fourteen
years of age, uniform apprentice laws, the
adoption by states of an employers' liability act, and a number of other labor laws
which have since been enacted. This platform back in 1881 was, needless to say,
far ahead of its time.
While labor did not achieve all its demands immediately, there did grow out
of the political consciousness of these
workers and the actions of organized
labor a tendency on the part of employers to make the lot of the worker a more
pleasant one. This next period is given,
for want of a better term, the appellation
of the "Paternal Era".
THE PATERNAL PERIOD
During this era which coincided with
the Political Period, the employer assumed a paternalistic attitude which, at
first, seemed a pleasant change to the
worker. Efforts were made by the larger
employers of labor to make working conditions much more pleasant. The paternalistic employer looked over the slum
areas in which his workers lived and decided to provide better housing conditions.
In the plant, places to wash or showers
were installed. More opportunity for recreation was provided and later he established employe libraries and rest rooms.
All of this was a far cry from earlier
working conditions and did much to counteract demands of labor for the time being.
However, the cost of living was rising;
wages were not. Soon much of this paternalistic interest began to pall and the
worker decided he could provide his own
showers, his own home, his own books, if
the employer would provide wages suficient for these purposes. Then began the
period of nation-wide strikes. One of the
most outstanding and far-reaching in its

consequences was, of course, the Pullman
strike. The town of Pullman was a good
example of the height to which the paternalistic tendency had grown and consequently the strike was one that shocked
the nation. Here was a group of workers
which had been given everything by a
generous employer and yet they went out
on strike. What did labor expect? What
would the workingman demand next?
I n spite of this warning signal, the
period of paternalism went well into the
twentieth century and those of us who can
remember back 25 years will recall the
"welfare worker" employed by many of
the larger companies. The welfare department set up in these companies was responsible for stirring up employes' interest in company baseball teams, annual picnics, dances and other employe activities.
Company hospitals were established and
doctors and nurses installed to take care
of accidents or illness. A visiting nurse
or the welfare worker called at the worker's home for a checkup when he, the
worker, was absent from his job.
Some of these innovations were all to
the good, but the trouble with the whole
program was that the welfare work was
solely the prerogative of management. I t
seemed a bit too much like coddling for
the American worker who is well known
for his feeling of independence and his
resentment against any interference with
his personal life. The term "welfare
worker" acquired, finally, a stigma which
remains to this day !
The whole setup during this period was
one of management giving and the workers takilzg. Employes began to feel that
they could do without some of these innovations if management had to give them.
I n fact, workers preferred to give such
things to themselves and felt they could,
provided they were paid enough to do so.
They finally reached the point where they
just wanted management to leave them
alone.
WORLD WAR I1

How this period might have worked out
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is any one's guess, but along came World
War I1 and the whole picture changed
rapidly. The last vestiges of welfare work,
as such, disappeared and the worker and
management got together to figure out the
problen~sof the day. Aside from the one
big problem of production, these were
mainly housing, food, transportation and
hours. No longer, however, was the employer giving everything and the worker
taking everything. I t was now a case of
joint effort of labor and management and
this made all the difference in the world.
Joint committees of labor and management were set up for the purpose of sending greater production of war goods to
the fighting front in the quickest possible
time. This meant that the men on both
sides had to learn to cooperate.
How this was done i s a story in itself
and a mighty interesting one. I t is a
splendid example of what can be done
when both sides forget their age-long enmity and cooperate whole-heartedly for a
cause. Whether it can be done in peace
as well as war is the question since the
"drive" will be lacking. However, the
way of cooperation has been learned and
to all intents and purposes, the method
Laborby which it was achieved-the
management Committee-is here to stay.
If it is not emasculated in the reconversion period, it will be a powerful factor
for peacetime cooperation.
Out of this period another important
step has been taken-the development of
industrial relations as we know it today.
Whether it is permitted to sag into lethargy and impotence or whether it will go
forward with greater vigor, depends
largely upon the farsightedness of those
responsible for its well-being in the period
just ahead of us.
MASS ORGANIZATION PERIOD

As it happened in World W a r I, so it
has happened in World W a r 11, unions
have greatly added to their importance.
Not only have they increased their membership, but they have increased in number. A whole new group of unions has
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grown up, the Independents, which have
had considerable influence in the industrial field. With but few exceptions, industrial workers have become members
during the war of one or the other of the
big unions-the A. I?. of L. or the C. I. 0.
-or have joined an independent union.
Although some organization work in the
industrial field will be continued after the
war, the unions have pretty well covered
this field and are now ready to enter the
so-called white-collar field.
The next period, therefore, which will
develop after the war is the unionization
of the white collar class and may well be
termed the Mass Organization Period.
U p until the last decade, a union man was
generally a skilled worker. H e was likely
to be an electrician. a steel construction
worker, a tool maker, a baker, a coal
miner or a machinist. In any event, he
was a man with a well-developed skill or
trade. During the war, however, the
union organizations took into their menibership great numbers of the unskilled,
including women as well as men.
The unions are now reaching out into
another group, the white collar class,
which comprises approximately 15,000,000 workers. These are clerical. technical,
sales and professional men and women.
Although the unionization of this group
of workers is, so far, negligible, the activities of union organizers indicate that
the time is not far off when union ranks
will be swelled by the additions of thousands of such workers. The retail clerk
who sells you shoes, the person who gives
you your books in a public library, the
grocer's clerk at the corner, the insurance
agent who hands you your health and accident policy, the clerk, typist or stenographer in the office-all will carry union
caids, if the union organizers continue to
be as active in the next decade as they
have been in the last couple of years.
What will this Mass Organization Period
mean in terms of industrial relations? I t
will mean that the work of the industrial
relations executive will extend beyond the

-
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plant and factory; it will cover office, store
and branch house organization. I t will
mean that a larger group of men and women will be involved in handling employe
relations. There will be a greater emphasis upon training in personnel procedures,
upon employe merit rating, upon the
newer applications of psychology in selecting and training employes. And, too,
there will be a need in these fields for the
development of techniques involved in negotiating labor contracts.

If he does not have it, he can only try to
bluff his way and the result will be dissension among workers and possibly poor
discipline of the group involved.
I t is important to recognize this development in industrial relations as it will
tend to become even more emphasized in
the future. I t will mean more training in
personnel relations at the supervisory
level-in itself, a bigger job for the industrial relations department.

LINE RESPONSIBILITY FOR INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS

The period immediately after the war
will, as everyone is aware, be a period of
reconversion and readjustment. I t will be
freighted with many problems, not the
least of which will be the reassimilation of
millions of returning veterans and dislocated war workers. Layoffs and unemployment may be only temporary but even
temporary unemployment has the makings
of a panic. Surplus military stocks must
be disposed of ; government-owned plants
must be dissolved; war plants must retool for production of civilian goods.
Added to these difficulties are those related to price and wage control and the
ever-threatening matter of inflation.
The best minds will need to be alert to
these difficulties if the reconversion period
is to be passed over without a great economic upheaval. In all these problems
labor has a big share. If management or
labor tries to solve such problems without
the help of each other, there is apt to be
a resulting confusion which can easily
become national hysteria or even panic.
This is why labor and management must
now organize for the peace even as they
did for the war. For four years they
proved capable of backing up the biggest
production program in the history of the
world. It was a big job and not without
its bad moments, but it was done.
Here is another big job that needs
doing just as urgently; a further test of
labor-management cooperation. I t is a
job for leaders in the industrial relations
field. Many a speech is being made today
about what is going to happen after V-J

Another development of importance in
industrial relations will be the accent upon
line responsibility for personnel. Personnel policy and administration should, of
course, be in the hands of a well-trained
expert who knows his specialty better than
anyone else in the organization. This individual should function in a staff or service capacity to the line operator and the
size of the department under this head
should depend upon the size of the company. However, the real responsibility
for personnel should be placed squarely
upon the shoulders of line operators and
supervisors. This means that full authority must be given to supervisors to direct
and be responsible for those under their
supervision.
Naturally, giving this authority to line
operators and supervisors means that
these individuals must be given adequate
training in how to use such authority. Direct training should strengthen and improve this line organization. Too often,
in the past, the entire responsibility for
personnel has been put on the shoulders of
those in the personnel or industrial relations department, with a consequent
weakening of the line organization. In a
large company, it is the department head
or the supervisor who is the "boss" so
far as the average worker is concerned.
Consequently, if he really is the "boss",
i.e., has the authority that goes with such
a job and the backing of top management,
the workers will recognize it immediately.

RECONVERSION YEARS
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Day. Even though we know what is
going to happen, what we are going to do
about it is the big question. W e know
that in the coming years, there are half a
dozen or so problems that overshadow all
others, namely :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Minimum wage rates
Equal pay for equal work
Guaranteed annual wages
Wider application of collective bargaining
Maintenance of membership
Full employment
Unionization of white collar groups
Job security
9. Arbitration of disputes

Bills covering some of these matters are
already being presented before committees
in IVashington. For instance, there are
now two separate bills in committee regarding equal pay for equal work. This
being so, now is the time to study and
come to some conclusion regarding the
need for and the effect of such lecrislation
upon the whole economic structure. Now
is the time for labor and nlanagernent to
get together and decide upon a code.
Recently, Eric Johnston, former president of the United States Chamber of
Commerce, William Green, President of
the A. F. of I,. and Philip Murray, President of the C. I. O., announced their intention to work together in solving the
management-labor iroblems of a postwar
world. This indication that the leaders in
the field of management and labor are
cognizant of the need for cooperative effort is important and represents progress.
But this is not enough. What is needed
is more than a code. There should be a
meeting between important leaders on
both sides of the fence-a
meeting at
which both groups will sit down in amity
and good will to secure the objectives important to our welfare now and to plan
for those that will be needed in the next
decade if a strong, enduring econon~ic
structure is to be built out of this chaos
of wartime years.
Recently there was published in the
CIzrisfian Laywzen, a code for management
and labor as formulated by Howard T .
Curtiss, member of the Executive Comu
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mittee of the United Steel Workers of
America, C. I. 0. This code is appended
here not as the last word on the subject,
but as a start in the right direction of
better industrial relations in the postwar
era :

I. Labor Agrees With Management:
1. That the management and control of a n
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

industrial unit should remain in the hands
of representatives of the company.
That the authority of management should
be questioned only when an injustice is
alleged and then only by orderly prucedure.
That the property and materials which
represent the investment of stockholders
must be protected both as to its existence
and reasonable earning power.
That the intelligent planning and control
of production and marketing by management should be adequately compensated.
That the company's position as a c o w
petitor with other companies in the same
line of production must be protected.
That management must be free to select
and assign its own executives.
That management has a right to expect
every worker to do his work well up to
the limit of his normal capacity to produce.
That management has the right and obligation to introduce new equipment and
methods designed to increase the amount
of, or reduce the unit cost of production.
That top management cannot be held responsible for the errors or misdeeds of
minor executives until it has affirmed
them by denying relief from them.
That management has the right to enter
the field of political action and exert reasonable and honest influence on state and
national administrations.

11. Management Agrees With Labor :
1. That workers have a right to organize
into unions of their own choice for purposes of collective bargaining.
2. That labor has a substantial interest in
many problems of production and can
assist in their solution.
3. That a worker acquires a right to job
security commensurate with length of
service.
4. That labor unions, having established a
record of dependability, have a right to
some measure of security.
5. That disputes between management and
labor which cannot be adjusted by conference between the parties should be re-
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6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

ferred to a n arbitrator whose decision is
final.
That the terms of wages, hours and conditions of employment should be established by a written agreement signed by
representatives of labor and management.
That grievances should be adjusted
quickly, preferably a t the level of the
first complaint.
That workers have a right to a wage
level that will provide more than mere
subsistence.
That there should be equal pay for equal
work within a given plant and, approximately, throughout a given industry.
That labor has a right to express itself
in political action and to influence state
and national administrations within the
bounds of reason and honesty.

111. Labor and Management Agree
Together :
1. That they have a joint responsibility to
maintain and promote the economic welfare of the nation.
2. That they have a joint responsibility to
consider the safety and health not only of
the plant personnel but also of the community and nation.
3. That they have a joint responsibility to
promote and support public agencies engaged in the solution of social problems.
4. That in time of war the security of the
nation and victory of our armed forces
are of prime concern to both labor and
management.
5. That they have a joint responsibility to
maintain and promote the principles of
equality, justice and democracy which
constitute our civic heritage.

One single requirement remains, that
men be honest with one another.

BROADER CONCEPTION OF
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A code such as this, if carried out even
in part, presupposes a broader conception
of industrial relations. For want of a better term, this conception of industrial relations might be called Human Relations.
It is predicated on an awareness of the
need for an over-211 program embracing
not only the worker's time on his job, but
his whole day on or away from the job.
It is tied in with the employe's life in the
comnlunity as well as' in the factory or
plant or office.
On the face of it, this sounds like the old
idea of welfare work. However, this
broader idea of industrial relations is a
far cry from welfare work as it was known
in the early part of the century. A wide
path exists between the "better life" for
the worker as it is attempted by the employer alone and the "better life" as it is
worked out by the employe himself with
the intelligent cooperation of the employer.
This new thinking on industrial relations will not come about overnight. I t is
a matter of growth and understanding
which will undoubtedly take time. I t may
even be sidetracked by the repercussions
of the peace. But those who have been in
industrial relations over the war years
know that, in time, this better understanding will be achieved. As Mr. Curtiss so
aptly states it can be greatly accelerated
by the requirement that "men be honest
with one another."

RESEARCH IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
By E R W I N

T. R E I S N E R

Research D e p a r t m e n t , N a t i o n a l Labor Bureau, San Francisco, California

RECENT survey of college train-

A

ing in personnel management and
industrial relationsl has revealed
that this training is expected to be
greatly expanded, after the termination

of the war. Actually, most schools offer
only. general courses, such as personnel
administration, industrial relations, labor
~ s , r i e g e i ,William R. l G Survey
~
of College Training in Personnel Management or Industrial Relations," Personnei, 21 :229-234, (January 1945).
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a representative number of collective bargaining agreements, they necessarily can
offer only a more or less haphazard selection of contracts or contract clauses. They
are helpful tools for the study of collective
bargaining and industrial relations patterns, but only the analysis of great nuinbers of original contracts and other primary material will give the student adequate insight into prevailing practices and
enable him effectively to improve them.
As in other fields of research, the primary
sources must be the chief concern of advanced studies in industrial relations.
For somebody sufficiently familiar with
the literature on industrial relations it
should not be too difficult to compile a
satisfactory collection of general material
published on this subject. Much material,
particularly that issued by government
agencies, is easily obtainable, and generally distributed free of charge or only at
nominal fees. Likewise, it is not difficult
to obtain textbooks and other studies in
the field which can be purchased through
regular channels. However, these types of
material are sufficient only for the limited
curricula prevailing today. Much of the
primary material, required for advanced
study, is extremely difficult to procure.
This is especially true with respect to a
representative number of collective bargaining agreements, as the writer knows
of his own experience. Among these diiNUMEROUS STUDIES HAVE BBEN
ficulties are the establishing of the right
PUBLISHED
contacts,
the task of overcoming suspicion
Nunlerous studies on specific aspects of
collective bargaining have been published and indifference, irregular or no office
by government as well as by private agen- hours of the officers of the organizations,
cies. These very valuable studies present lack of spare copies, and, last but not least,
san~plesof collective bargaining contracts, the reluctance of many persons to answer
or discuss various angles of industrial re- written requests.
lations, embodied in collective bargaining
However, after some companies and
agreements, or company and union poli- unions, a few of the representative memcies. For study purposes these publica- bers of city or statewide labor councils
tions have certain shortcon~ings;gener- and employer organizations, chambers of
ally, they represent only the national pic- commerce, etc., have been convinced that
ture, with little or no consideration of the an intensive study of collective bargaining
very different regional patterns; as a re- will be to their own advantage, they can
sult of the difficulties in gaining access to be expected to support the library in procuring collective bargaining agreements,
1 Monthly Labm Review, 60:816, seq. (April 1 9 4 5 ) .

problems, industrial management and the
like. Only very few offerings of research
in collective bargaining were discovered.
Although the published findings of the
survey might not give a complete picture
of all college work in the field of industrial relations, they demonstrate beyond
any doubt that it has not kept pace with
the rapid growth of collective bargaining
during recent years. The fact that 14%
million gainfully employed persons work
under collective bargaining agreements
and that these workers represent 65 per
cent of all wage earners in manufacturing
industries and 33 per cent in non-manufacturing industries1 is sufficient evidence
that collective bargaining should be a
major field of academic research. Such
research requires libraries which specialize in collecting material adequate for this
purpose.
The general textbooks on personnel administration, industrial management, labor
economics, social problems, etc., constitute
the background material for studying industrial relations. They can be found in
any university library; they are not only
necessary in providing an elementary introduction into many intricate problen~s
but are important reference books for
more detailed studies. Therefore, a good
collection of them should be part of every
special library on industrial relations.
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Sotne examples of established cooperation of employers and unions with schools
of industrial relations permit such a statement.
For the start it is advisable to limit the
collection to one labor market area or to
selected industries. This method is more
promising than to start with collecting
source material haphazardly and without
such lin~itations. The decision with regard to the boundaries of the area or the
determination of the industries to be
studied will vary according to location of
the institute and to the research facilities
available. But there are more basic considerations which warrant the restriction
of planned research activities and thereby
the collection of source material. Such a
limitation avoids duplication. I t permits
the concentration on details and regional
patterns. Even on such a limited basis
the maintaining of contacts with many
persons as well as the keeping up with the
events in the field by following the periodical literature and other pertinent publications will present a man-sized job.
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS
I M P O R T A N T DOCUMENTS

As pointed out above, collective bargaining agreements are the most important documents in the field of industrial
relations. Trade and union papers as well
as reports in the daily press are often additional sources of information on new
developn~entsin the relations between the
parties which may not at all or only much
later become part of a formal agreement.
The great number of these papers as well
as the uncanny size of some of them make
the keeping of complete files prohibitive.
For this reason a careful selection must be
made of those papers which are most inlportant to the region or industry
studied. If they are kept on file and pertinent articles indexed, they will constitute
a valuable asset, which is hardly to be
found anywhere else, for all students of
industrial relations. Pertinent reports
from other papers which are received by
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the institute should be clipped and the
clippings properly filed.
-\ third source of primary material is:
arbitration awards, minutes of negotiations, company rules, constitutions and
by-laws of employer and union organizations, etc. These provide additional information on prevailing conditions not to
be found in the agreements between the
parties or the aforementioned publications.
I n order to obtain this type of material,
particularly good relations must exist between the industrial relations school and
employers and unions, based on full mutual confidence.
An enormous wealth of industrial jurisprudence is accumulated in the reports
and decisions of the National Labor Relations Board and the National and Regional War Labor Boards. To a large extent they are easily accessible in printed
form. One should be warned, however,
that these collections are not coin~leteand
their index summaries not always sufficiently comprehensive. An intensive case
study reveals many aspects of collective
bargaining relations which are not included in the summaries.
I n this connection attention of those
universities and colleges, which intend to
set up or to expand libraries of industrial
relations, is directed to a potential source
of invaluable research material of the type
described above :l The War Labor Boards
require that the parties submit to the
Board their collective bargaining agreements and a great deal of other data in
support of their contentions. These materials reveal the wage structure as well
as industry and area practices on such
issues as vacations, holidays, overtime
premiums, shift differentials, sick leave,
severance pay (the so-called "fringe wage
issues") and may also deal with such important problems as union security, managerial prerogatives, seniority rights,
grievance procedures, job evaluation, etc.
I n disputes over union security and checkoff, moreover, the union is required to
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1 The writer has not investigated the legal aspects

of this proposal.
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submit its constitution and by-laws. T!le
Board's analysts often collect additional
data supplementing those submitted by the
parties. If at least part of the material
thus accumulated by the Boards could be
made available to interested schools, located in the corresponding geographic
areas, it could serve as a rich foundation
of an industrial relations library. If the
interested universities and colleges, well
ahead of the termination of the national
wage stabilization policy, attempted to secure an option on this material, they might
well be able to prevent valuable material
from disappearing into Washington archives. Such a request should also include
those Board releases which are at present
restricted or not reprinted in the aforementioned collections of Board decisions
which are definitely incomplete with regard to regional rulings.
Training in collective bargaining requires at least some study of federal and
state labor legislation. Therefore, an industrial relations library has to contain
the pertinent codes and regulations as well
as some interpretative literature. Finally,
the collection must provide a file of statistical data such as is periodically published by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the appropriate state agencies, the
Department of Commerce, the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, the National Industrial Conference Board, Federal Reserve Banks, Chambers of Commerce and
some trade papers. The student of industrial relations must be thoroughly familiar
with these sources and know their characteristics and limitations. Therefore, the
study of the proper use of economic data,
applied to collective bargaining, is an integral part of an advanced curriculum of
industrial relations.

It would go beyond the scope of this
paper to describe the various methods of
solving the intricate problem of effectively
filing and indexing the source material
embodied in an industrial relations librarv.
It is in place, however, to mention briefly
the question of indexing specific provisions appearing in the text of collective
bargaining agreements. In order to avoid
examining repeatedly the whole collection
of contracts on file a t o ~ i c a lindex card
system can be developed. Such an index
permits the determination of trends and
gives prompt information on prevailing
practices. An interesting system, permitting prompt information on prevailing
practices is being used, for instance, by
the Industrial Relations Section of the
California Institute of Technology which
is described in publications available to the
p~1b1ic.l
Advanced study of industrial relations
should not be restricted to a few s~ecialists. The great need for persons well
trained in matters of collective bargaining
suggests that as many students as possible,
after completing their basic curriculum in
industrial relations, participate actively in
collecting and analyzing the primary material on which their studies are predicated.
Only those schools of industrial relations which have at their disposal adequate research facilities can meet the
needs for well trained ~ersonnel. Thev
can keep the public correctly informed of
the important developments in the field of
industrial relations, and promote the
peaceful settlement of differences between
industry and labor.
1 "Five Years of Industrial Relations", Bulletin of
the California :nstitute of Technology, 5 3 : No. 3

(Sept. 1944); Method of Indexing Provisions of
Colrective Agreements", Bulletin No. 3, Dec. 1941
mimeo).

CLEVELAND PUBLIC LIBRARY WORK
WITH VETERANS
By ROSE L. VORMELKER
Head, Business Information Bureau, Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland, Ohio

w

O R K with veterans is "part and
parcel" of every department,
every branch and every other
unit of the Cleveland Public Library serving the public. The main collection of
source materials for what seem to be the
principal problems of veterans, namely,
choice of vocation, employment and privileges of the G. I . Bill are carried on primarily by two units: The Education Section of the Sociology Division and the
Business Information Bureau.
In the Education Section there has
been set up a vocational corner where the
material on vocational guidance is emphasized. In the Business Information
Bureau, the emphasis is upon finding jobs,
small business, new industries, new uses
for old products and advantages (especially the loan privileges) of the G. I. Bill.
T o do this effectively, there has been
assembled as comprehensive a collection
of books, pamphlets, special reports,
periodicals and clippings as possible. Also
pamphlets and reprints of explanatory
material about the loan privilege of the
G. I. Bill and information concerning
small business have been gathered for free
distribution. In addition, effort is made to
call the attention of people in industry to
the material available on these subjects so
that in their counselling and guidance with
veterans, this will be brought to their attention.
W e have worked actively with the city's
War Information Center and Postwar
Planning Council of Cleveland, Cotnn~ittee on Economic Development and with
the Veterans Service Committees of such
organizations as the Cleveland Advertising Club, the American Statistical Association and many others. Our bulletins,
Business Infornzation Sources and War-

Infowzation Center Bulletin, for several
months past have been devoted to subjects with this in mind.
For example, the March 1945 issue of
Business Information Sources was devoted to sources of information on employment for handicapped veterans. This
particular bulletin was the result of a
request made by the teacher of a course
at Western Reserve University to foremen and supervisors in industry. The
course was designed to "condition" foremen to accept handicapped veterans, and
to assure the veterans that while a handicap could not help but be a liability to the
person involved, it did not necessarily follow that the handicap needed to affect all
jobs.
The instructor asked for a bibliography
of "practical literature" to "document" his
statements. The bibliography was amplified and used as the basis for Business Information Sources for March. In it were
listed references to articles which discussed the kinds of jobs these men could
do, as well as references to accounts of the
experiences which firms had following
World War I with the crippled and disabled.
One of the latest War Information Center Bulletins was entitled What the Returned Serviceman Wants to Know and
included : Where to Go for a Job, Where
to Apply for Mustering-out Pay, Where
to find Information and Help and References for Reading and Study.
Another bulletin was devoted to the
background of small business. This is to
be followed by a series of bulletins about
individual businesses just as soon as the
literature catches up with the need. W e
have been instrumental in calling the attention of this need to a number of book
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publishers who, in turn, have been s u 6 ciently interested to get qualified authors
for the forthcoming books on the subject.
W e are awaiting with great interest the
nineteen manuals on small business prepared by the War Department and promised for distribution through the Department of Commerce. Only two of the nineteen have appeared as yet, the one on establishing a small metal shop, and the one
on a shoe repair shop.
The current issue of Business Inforwzcltion Sources is devoted to Latin American
Markets because of the great interest in
Latin America, and because a number of
servicemen have expressed a desire to investigate possibilities there with the idea
in mind of establishing themselves in Latin
America.
The Scientific A m e r i c a n carried a note
about our small business bulletin. I do
not know how they found out about it, but
of all the announcements made of these
various bulletins in the professional, business and trade publications, none has had
the pulling power of the Scientific Amcrican. The requests for the bulletin as a result of that item have come by V-Mail
from men overseas, by regular letter mail,
by air mail and by telegram.
Discharged veterans are visiting the library daily in increasing number, and it
has been our experience that they are
deeply grateful for the awareness of their
problem on the part of the library, and
they are particularly grateful that so many
reprints are available to them.
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The preponderance of requests from
these men is for data on specific jobs. ,4
good many of them have made up their
minds that they want to get into something new : air transportation, plastics, dehydrated food industry, food lockers, television, radar, radio. They spend a great
deal of time examining the literature of
these fields, getting the names of firms engaged in these fields, and then following
this up with material on how to write the
right kind of letter to gain an inter\-iew
with the right person.
A t present we are in the process of assembling as much material as possible on
the plans in use by specific firms for dealing with their returned veterans.
One other department which is concerned with the work of the veterans is
our Youth Department which, as its name
implies, works with the younger people,
both from the angle of vocational guidance, and of persuading them to go back
to school.
I n addition to working directly with the
veterans, we work with them indirectly
through our branches. Whenever we solicit material, it is presented to the
branches for order so that they, too, may
have the advantage of this kind of elusive material with which to work. The
branches, in turn, have been in direct contact with Selective Service Boards in their
particular regions and through them have
secured the names of returning veterans.
The branches have then sent invitations
to the veterans to come for guidance.

SERVICE T O THE RETURNED VETERAN
A T THE FERGUSON LIBRARY
By MARY LOUISE ALEXANDER
Librarian, The Ferguson Library, Stamford, Connecticut

A

PUBLIC library in a city the size
of ours (population about 70,000)

must necessarily limit its service to
any special group, even the returned vet-

eran, because we are neither highly departmentalized nor staffed with specialists. Regular library work to the whole
con~munitymust go along and with a liin-
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ited number of assistants there is little
chance of borrowing one from some permanent assignment long enough to do an
adequate job in a new field. W e do attempt, however, to be alert to trends and
current problems, and to organize special
collections around them. W e usually segregate these collections and publicize them
both in and outside the building. I t was
helpful that I, as the city Librarian, was
invited to serve on the Stamford Postwar
Planning Council when it was first being
organized. I n those early days a great
many pamphlets were being issued on the
planning activities of other cities, and as
the library was able to collect these quiclily
I would take a briefcase full of material to
each cornnittee meeting. As a result, this
Library was invited to prepare an informal bibliography on postwar planning,
which was distributed widely to the meillhers of the Council, and to industrial
leaders in Stamford.
After several months of postwar organization work, all of us on the councilfelt
a need for a directory of the agencies in
Stamford that are equipped to serve veterans and displaced war workers. That,
too, seemed to be a "library job", and I
was asked to serve as chairman of a Directory Committee. W e issued questionnaires to secure the facts,-names of officers, hours, specific services, fees and
other practical information which would
be needed by anyone in Stamford who desired to help a veteran or to direct him
to the proper agency.l
As for service within the Library, we
have set aside a special section on the
main floor containing all of the best
pamphlet and book material on "jobs".
This has been made colorful with posters
and lists, the material being grouped on
the shelves for easy browsing. The shelves
are uncrowded so that title pages and
pamphlet covers can be displayed. W e

-

1 Stamford Postwar Planning Council, Rehabilitation and Re-employment Division. Directory of
organizations; a selected list of organizations in
Stamford that offer service to the returned veteran
and the displaced war worker. Stamford, Corm.
January 1945. 7 3 pp.
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are finding that many people spend considerable time at these shelves.
This Vocational Corner supplements a
small, carefully selected collection of reference material for the veteran, which is
kept very near the Reference Librarian's
desk, and is constantly consulted when
veterans or their families want information on rights under the G. I. Bill, on educational opportunities in the town or in
the state, i k insurance or other types of
information. When this ready-reference
collection was organized, we notified the
Home Service Department of the Red
Cross, the Veterans' Service Center and
other organizations in town which we
knew were coming in contact with. veterans. W e also make periodic visits to these
organizations and take copies of our reading list, When the Vetera% Comes Back,
and other specialized reading lists which
we are constantly preparing. I t has been
gratifying to us that our veteran material
at the main 1,ibrary has been sufficiently
practical and timely so that the Stamford
Veterans' Service Center has felt no need
to build extensive files of its own at their
Center. Instead their own staff members
use the Public Library and also advise
veterans to do so.
I am sure that every library in the country is doing practically the same things
that we are and the above notes are only
the usual, dull, "we-do-this" type of story.
I should like to be able to make some
constructive suggestions for better service
to veterans in a typical small city but until
more boys return, none of us feels that
he has really been tested. Our difficulty,
first and always, is the lack of specialists
who can spend the time needed to analyze
our materials and ~ u them
t
to work. I n a
small general library it is almost impossible to spare enough time from regular
schedule to do an adequate job in any
special field. My long experience in special library work has taught me what can
be done, and I still have hopes that our
public library can approximate those same
(Continued on page 414)

SPECIAL REFERENCE COLLECTIONS FOR
THE ARMED FORCES
By GRACE M. SHERWOOD

Rhode Island State Librarian and Director of the R. I. State Library's Book Pool
for the Fighting Services, Providence, R. I.

T

0 comprehend in entirety the special reference service which it has
been the pleasure and privilege of
the Rhode Island State Library to extend
to the Fighting Services through its Book
Pool, you must visit i n absentia the smallest State in the United States, heavily impacted with Army and Navy Installations
along its 400 miles of coast line washed
by tidewater. Let me remind those of yog
from Texas and other states of significant
physical area that Rhode Island is only
about 48 miles in length, 37 miles wide
and that of its 1300 square miles, more
than 200 of these are watery geography.
If you drive swiftly down any one of three
main arteries of thoroughfare from Providence you reach the sea in an hour. And
it is along the sea, along Narragansett
Bay which reaches inland for 28 miles,
and other estuaries and tributaries that
many of the great training centers and
staging bases of our military installations
lie.
For one year previous to the Victory
Book Campaign, the Rhode Island State
Library collected books for soldiers. The
state truck and the station wagon, piled to
the roofs, made the circuit of these training centers, some of them just scratching
the ground surfaces in developing, others
long established by the Federal Government, but geared to pre-war program.
The first relationship with each Commanding Officer opened a channel of confidence which widened to overseas' book
service when contingents, trained in our
several Centers and Bases, departed from
Rhode Island to Theaters of Operations.
When the State Librarian became the
State Director of the Victory Book Campaign, Rhode Islanders gave generously,

as was the case with all other states, of
book contents of attics, cellars, storerooms, inheritances from Aunt Martha
and Uncle Jonathan, their own libraries,
college backgrounds, Literary Guild and
Book-Of-The-Month selections, and book
flotsam and jetsam down the ages. Sixty
per cent of these books were not suitable
for servicemen's reading. W e librarians
appreciate that each donor within his ex.
perience thought that he was filling the
reading requirements, but telephone books
of 1925 and the Newport Social Regish'r
of 1917 would not be helpful to the morale,
so-called, of a sailor headed for Saipan,
thousands of miles away from the Newport Naval Training Station and Bailey's
Beach.
To be sure many fine books were given
and from these and from funds also
turned over to the State Librarian to
modernize the collections eight permanent Post Libraries were selected and
cataloged for the Army Forts and Camps
of the Harbor Defenses of Narragansett
Bay.
Until its Navy Library was professionally established, the great new Naval Air
Station at Quonset was cared for by the
State Library. At Melville, where the
Station Library now serves the United
States Naval Fuel and Net Depot and
the Motor Torpedo Boat Squadron Training Center, (the Annapolis of the P?'
Squadrons), the beginnings of a model
reading collection developed.
BOOK POOL A LIBRARY BRIDGE
TO OVERSEAS

W e are endeavoring to impress upon
you the fact that personal relationship
with the Officers in Command and in au-
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thority at Rhode Island Installations has
been the keystone supporting the structure of the Book Pool which has been for
several years a literary bridge to overseas.
I n a State the size of Rhode Island, given
the will to undertake this special War
Effort, the get-together has been speedy.
Telephone con~munication has not been
costly naturally nor the time involved in
traveling to seaboard too great.
Modestly, we must say frankly that it
has been necessarv for someone to dedicate special effort to this service, raising
the funds for book purchase from Legislature, cities and towns, organizations,
groups, industrial firms, societies and
wealthy donors, and living, eating, sleeping, breathing, heartbeating with the Book
Pool, never once relaxing vigilance, when
the books donated through the Victory
Book Campaign were n o t enough to answer the reference and reading needs from
contingents overseas. That however was
yesterday. Since nearly everything to a
good sportsman is just another notch in
the handle of the gun, let us look at the
Rhode Island State Library's Book Pool
for the Fighting Services as it is operating today.
The morning mail from the Far Pacific
brings a long letter from the Chief Staff
Officer of the Motor Torpedo Boat Squadrons of the Pacific Fleet. who has just
arrived at this assignment after three
years spent at Melville, part of the period
as Commanding Officer of the PT Training Center.
At Melville, working through the Captain of this Base, we have been selecting
and purchasing the books which steadily
augment the original Library we installed
there. Funds are now released to us
monthly from the Base Welfare Fund to
cover the cost of these book ~urchases.
Meticulous reports of expenditures are
sent regularly to the Captain. The two
contingents at this Base feel they have
one of the most rounded Libraries of any
Navy Installation anywhere. All special
requests are immediately cared for and
careful thinking has been given to the se~
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lecting of books which will educate as
well as interest.
As the War has moved forward towards
Japan, so also move the branches of the
Fleet and the Plywood Fleet naturally
advances its Base along with others. From
the Chief of Staff, whose association with
us for the past three years has bred complete confidence, come our instructions
for the development of a highly specialized
reference a n d reading collectio~for this
new Base along lines which the situation
requires.
I t is a challenge, but we have had four
years' experience in meeting other challenges and, as the nucleus of this special
library, 153 new books and several pertinent maps, charts, graphs were packaged and sent, the first of many consignments.
Anticipating certain needs, as the W a r
advances, closing in upon Japan, we have
searched and purchased in advance
against the emergency call from land base
or aircraft carrier. These texts are already a tangible part of the Book Pool
ready for immediate shipment.
Ships' companies of aircraft carriers,
many of them, receive their initial training at our Quonset Naval Air Station in
Rhode Island, continuing their courses
in practical experience along Cape Cod
or Martha's Vineyard Island previous to
"shake down".
Each aircraft carrier, according to class,
has a certain number of Squadrons
aboard. I t has been our great privilege
to work with the Air Combat Intelligence
Officers of many of these Squadrons, men
of high calibre, particularly chosen for
this position, keen, alert, highly intelligent.
O n our mailing roster are now many
Squadrons, stemming f r o m Quonset
Naval Air Station, who receive special attention from us. Each ACI Officer comes
personally to the R. I. State Library for
conference concerning his "ready room"
requirements and the kind of book, map
and tear sheet aid we are in a position to
supply.
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Security debars a recital of the materiel
given, but an acknowledgment of the services sent to His Excellency, the Governor,
from the Air Group Commander, himself
a distinguished Navy Ace, may indicate
the trend
"For the past several months, Squadrons
attached to this Air Group have been receiving books and services from the Rhode Island
State Library's Book Pool for the Fighting
Services. During this period we have received several hundred new books of current and lasting interest, specially compiled
and bound articles from the 'National Geographic Magazine,' and large scrapbooks for
Squadron use. In addition we have been
assisted in obtaining portable record players
and recorded music, all new.
"These services and books have been supplied primarily through the efforts of Miss
Grace M. Sherwood and her staff who have
been most generous and cooperative. Since
this Group is scheduled to depart within the
next few months for an extensive tour of
duty at sea, the reading and recreational material supplied through the generosity of the
people of Rhode Island will provide many
hours of pleasant diversion.
"May I express the sincere appreciation of
the officers and men of this command for this
fine spirit and generous contribution by the
people of your State."

Special librarians may perhaps be interested in some of the requests for very
special subjects which have been filled
through this reference service.
A distinguished surgeon in one of the
general hospitals in the Mediterranean
Theater, where Army flyers were restored
to physical health and personal pulchritude when their faces had been badly injured, lost all medical tests by torpedoing
when he crossed from the United States.
A Special Service Captain of a Wing
Command, whose earlier Fighter Group
had trained at the Army Air Base in
Rhode Island and who later came under
the deft ministrations of this eminent surgeon, wrote me of the loss of medical
handbooks not only of this special surgeon
but of others in the Staff, whose "gear"
went in the same torpedoing. A list of
these texts was sent us by V-mail and
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every title procurable was provided from
the Book Pool, much to the great joy of
this healer, who had been "three eternities" away from great medical collections
in this country.
W e again helped this same Surgeon,
when he was awaiting transportation at an
embarkation port and sent us V-mail
asking for special maps, articles and physical descriptions of the Great Northwest
and of Alaska, where now are the stimulating opportunities for medical men. This
material was immediately sent airmail in
order to reach him before embarkation,
so that he could have in his hands for
consideration the postwar opportunities
he is seeking.
A Brigadier General from Rhode Island, in Command of a famous Artillery
Division which has already made history,
asked for a library of books on agriculture and farming for the men of his Dioision, who have been living and fighting
in the open for so many years now that
they cannot bear the thought of returning
to offices and work indoors. They have
expressed a great desire to return to the
land and own their own business and
home when Peace comes to the World.
Chaplains in Far Theaters, worn and
war-weary, ask for the most recent serious writing as exemplified in religious
books and books upon psychiatry to
freshen their thinking and help them in
relationship with the soldier temporarily
in the doldrums.
From isolated bivouacks of the cold
North, the Aleutians and similar assignments, where our men are guarding the
frontiers, come grateful letters for the
many books sent them on the simple techniques of creative arts and skills, on how
to make things with the hands with the
material at hand, on how to tan skins, on
how to whittle and woodcarve, to draw
and paint, to model, weave or fabricate
from rope. Since I have always believed
in presenting opportunities of this nature
to those who have had no time or chance
for formal art training and have backed
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an Arts and Crafts Center in Rhode Island, where these theories are put in practice, all this previous experience has made
the selecting of these texts child's play.
Believe it or not, the pilots of great aircraft carriers are also interested in handicrafts and take up their whittling where
they left off when the mission intervened.
Books on music appreciation, the operas
and symphonies, the lives of the cornposers, how to listen to music, its history
and meaning, are often requested by
Squadrons on carriers and others. Music
brings surcease to them, tranquilizes. To
answer these requests we conferred with
brilliant pianists and other musicians in
Rhode Island and with their assistance selected the best scores for all-round tastes.
W H Y NAVY CANNOT SUPPLY ALL BOOKS
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query comes to us in this guise from a
Wing Command, for instance, or an Air
Combat Intelligence Officer, just words
such as Kurile, China Coast, Formosa,
Coral Sea, Manchuria, Burma, the Philippines and we know they mean for us to
tear out every article we can find in the
National Geographic upon the designated
spot from 1899 to the present month.
These we rebind in our State Bindery.
W e know positively that these are worn
dog-earred by the briefing officers and
we have been told of a General who was
using one of these collections in planning
the next o~erations. Thousands of Geographics are given to us. W e purchase
hundreds of special war plotting charts
upon request and other survival charts,
specially designed by the Professor of
Ladd Observatory in Brown University
in the event of torpedoing when navigation by a wrist watch and the stars may
be the only method of direction.
Americana Corporation and The Quarrie Corporation have worked with us
when sets of Encyclopedia Americana or
the World Book Encyclopedia have been
needed for Advance Bases. W e shall
never cease to be grateful, nor will officers and men who have benefited by these
outstanding works, for the generosity of
these two firms which have been so willing to give and give and give for the reference service to the Armed Forces.

I can hear you saying, but why docs
not the Navy supply these books and
charts and pamphlets or the Council for
Books in Wartime? The point is well
taken. The Navy sends ship's libraries
for the enlisted men, and technical works,
of course, to Administrative and Executive Officers, but there is a tremendous
field to cover all over the World and it
cannot always take the time to care for
the specialized reference request. The
Council for Books in Wartime does excellent work, but it cannot be expected to
give minute, detailed attention to such
specific requests.
BOOK POOL A N INTERNATIONAI, WAR
There are many isolated units by-passed
BOOK SERVICE
by war, far removed from libraries at
bases or on ships, and whenever word
Originally the personal war effort of
comes to us of these we try to augment the State Librarian, the Book Pool has
the splendid book service of the Army now grown into an international war book
and the Navy by special attention from service of challenging proportions. I t has
our Book Pool. W e hear of these because assembled many more than 104 libraries
the word passes along from ship to shore, for Naval Construction Battalions (Sea
from one contingent which trained in this Bees), one in the Philippines of nearly
State to another which never touched the 2,000 volumes in a specially constructed
Atlantic seaboard. W e try never to fail mobile trailer, as only the inventive Seathem and so the mailing roster grows and bees can devise, and, when orders come to
grows.
move forward, the sides of the trailer are
Mention was made in the Air Com- closed and the whole library in trailer
mand's letter of tear sheet articles from dropped into an LST ship and carried
the National Geographic Magazine. The along with the Battalion.
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I t has selected libraries for Army Air
Groups, four in Italy, two in England,
fine basic material for Education and Information courses after the "cease fire"
order, three in the Philippines and three
most important ones now building in the
Burma-China-India Theater.
1ntere;ting phases of our work have
been the assembling of ship's libraries for
21 British cargo-combat ships which were
built locally. For five years we have been
in constant touch with one of the Squadrons of the Royal Air Force. One of the
units of the New Zealand Navy has
shared the books deposited at an Advance
Naval Base. W e have provided beautifully illustrated texts for the Officers'
Lounge of an Anti-Aircraft Training Center; special shelves of technical material
for a branch of the Coast Guard; libraries for all the A P C ships which were constructed at the Herreshoff Plant at Bristo], R. I., where once the keels of the cup
defenders were laid.
Groups, Squadrons, Wings of the Army
Air Forces from all quarters file lists with
us to augment the earlier collections provided when they left Hillsgrove for overseas and today the Casual Battalions and
the ships which leave with supplies and
"gear" from Hut Area in a local Installation carry libraries we supply.
One great aircraft carrier has a six
months' agreement with us to select and
purchase titles to add to the ship's library
for the enlisted men. The Captain of the
ship sends us a money order each month
in amount of $100.00 and we submit the
Invoices to him directly as well as our
Report.
W e place many subscriptions to periodicals and often provide the magazine
covers which protect the current issue.
The "ugly ducklings" of the Navy, the
A N ships, for fueling and the laying and
guarding of submarine nets everywhere,
are well known to us, as are Anti-Aircraft
Artillery Brigades, the Transport Air
Command and GI Joe.
W e learned through one of our British

officers that Surrey, England, was badly
bombed by robots and so we are selecting
and forwarding in small shipments a children's library for the small ones of that
corner of Britain, the best books in text
and format American publishers issue.
W e have checked the list of basic texts
in law and the background of history and
economics which has been issued by Harvard University for law students whose
careers have been interrupted and have
purchased extensively, sending the books
to those law students in foreign waters
and strange lands where law, as we have
experienced it, is unknown.
POSTWAR ACTIVITIES

Even when V-J Day comes, our work
will not be completed. The men in the
Army of Occupation have already received some of our collections which have
been left with them when North African
troops received "proceed home" orders
and the men whose task it will be to preserve the peace will be doubly in need of
the personal service which singles them
for attention to the extent that there is
supplied to them not a general deposit of
books, shall we say, but the volumes they
wish most to have with them.
And when we say "personal service",
we mean informal. Just a mere covering
official, mimeographed letter, advising the
Officer or the contingent that thus and so
in the reading line has gone forward, is
certainly not the spirit of this kind of
specialized service.
W e do say for the record that "the
following books are on their way to you
from the Book Pool as the gift of the people of this State, including so and so,"
listing each title and author, asking them
to acknowledge by reference to our letter
without trouble of repeating titles, if each
is received, but there is never too little
time, and we make time if there isn't any
such commodity in sight, to write the
trivia of the home front, or a bit about
Mark Twain's ever-changing New England weather, or a recital of how spiritual
strength is restored by sinking the busy
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fingers deep into the soil where there are
growing things.
There must be a friendliness and a
warmth in the way "Herein are listed" is
airmailed to them. That is the Dart of
the service which pays off in the coin of
the heart. There can never be too much
of the expression of the understanding
that we are the privileged ones, safe here
in our unbombed Capital city under our
non-shattered marble dome and thev are
the warriors frustrating the enemy, safeguarding the peace of the world. Not al-
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ways said, perhaps in so many words, but
implied in the simplicity with which we
take them into confidence and present
New England and America to them upon
a literary platter.
I t surely must mean food for the spirit,
or so the nearly thousands of letters do
indicate, and is the living testimony to
the virtue of the well mellowed phrase"the gift without the giver is bare."
And four of these Special Overseas Libraries bear the name of the State Librarian.

UNCLE SAM, PUBLISHER
By THE HON. A. E. GIEGENGACK

Public Printer of the United States, Washington, D. C .

I

N order to understand completely the
relation of the Public Printer t o the
Government departments, one should
know something of the laws under which
the G P O functions. I t is a Dart of the
legislative branch of the Government, being directly responsible to the Joint Committee on Printing, which represents both
houses of Congress. Many of its present
printing laws are reforms which grew out
of the first World War and the printing
procurement practices of the various del
partments, particularly of the Army and
Navv.
, at that time.
Under present laws, every executive
department, agency and independent establishment of the Government is required
to requisition from the G P O all printing
required for general Government use.
This is done on a reimbursable basis;
Congress appropriates to the GPO only
the funds for Congressional printing. All
other branches of the Government secure
,

1 The Public Printer delivered this address on December 12, 1944 before the S. L. A. Washington

D. C. Chapter. When it was decided to publisd
his talk he brought the statistics u p to date, F O
that they now represent figures taken from records of the Government Printing Office a s of
July 20, 1945.

an appropriation for printing and binding
and transfer to us the money to cover the
cost of the work done for them just as
though it were an ordinary comn~ercial
transaction. But though we do not ourselves produce all of the vastly increased
quantity of war printing required, under
the law we retain control of procurement.
By this centralization, we have kept the
industry on a fairly stable basis while
benefiting both the Government and the
comn~ercialprinter.
G R O W T H O F U. S. P R I N T I N G P L A N T

I t may be interesting to know how
Uncle Sam's printing plant has grown
since it was established in 1861 with a
staff of 350 employes. Today we employ
approximately 7,000. W e occupy four
buildings in Washington, D. C., with 33
acres of floor space. W e have technicallystaffed warehouses in New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Dallas and Atlanta for
supplying of paper and supervision of
printing in those areas. W e have representatives in St. Louis and Philadelphia
who su~erviseour contract work in those
cities. Our present business amounts to
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80 million dollars a year as compared to
20 million dollars in 1910.
This growth is not so remarkable. I n
fact, the expenditure for printing does not
begin to keep pace with other Government
activities. Expansion in some of the departments, even excluding W a r and
Navy, has far exceeded ours. But the
way we have taken care of our expansion
is a departure from common Government
practice and, I think, merits a few words
of explanation.
When it became apparent that we were
heading into the present conflict, I began
to consider how we might best cope wit!^
the inevitable increase in the demand for
printing. I n 1941 we had just moved into
enlarged quarters where we were able to
produce approximately 20 million dollars
worth of work annually. This was our
maximum, unless we enlarged our work
forces and added to our equipment.
Wars have many terrible features, but
one thing about them is that so far they
have always been temporary; they invariably end sometime. So I had the alternatives of building up a huge temporary wartime printing plant in this and
other cities, adding to the competition for
buildings, equipment and manpower, or of
utilizing the existing commercial establishments. I chose the latter course.
W e asked commercial printing firms
everywhere to make an inventory of
equipment and file it with the Office. W e
set up standard-rate contracts providing
the price allowance for every item involved in printing all kinds of forms and
publications. I must say that there have
been many advantages in the arrangement.
One of the most important is that we can
print the job in the city where the department asks for delivery. W e can, and do,
print simultaneously in half a dozen cities
when the whole country has to be blanketed, or the W a r or Navy Departments
want delivery at several depots or ports.
Usually, but not always, we set the type
in the G P O and distribute proof, mats,
patterns, shells or other platemaking
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media to the contractor. This facilitates
clearance of proof with the ordering
agency in Washington and expedites the
beginning of actual work in the printer's
plant. For example, we operate a huge
program for the Office of the Adjutant
General, which provides complete delivery
of manuals and other similar work in
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Denver, Dallas and several other cities within
five days after copy is submitted to the
GPO in Washinpton.
Another i m ~ o r t a n t
"
advantage besides the saving of time is
the economy in the use of the country's
overloaded transportation system. Our
system eliminates thousands of ton-miles
of freight traffic through decentralization
of printing while retaining centralization
of control.
Imagine the effect on the printing industry if we had tried to recruit and bring
to Washington 20,000 of the industry's
workers-three times the number of employes now in the GPO. W e operate 200
presses and an equivalent complen~entof
typesetting, platemaking and bindery
equipment. Expansion of our own plant
to take care of war work would have
meant installation of three times as much
equipment as we now have. Probably
more, because we would need enough for
a maximum load.
On the other hand, for many months
after the outbreak of war. commercial
printers found their equipment idle when
their customers began conversion to war
work. Government printing helped to fill
this gap until conversion was complete.
Today, the printers who besieged the Office f& contracts during the early part of
the war sometimes have to be urged to
take our work. On the whole. our national printing program is going well, and
the Government's commercial contractors
deserve a word of commendation for
their assistance.
GPO ACTIVITIES

In the GPO, we think that the success
of the war effort is dependent on our activities. Our reason for thinking this is
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that every war agency has told us so.
People like you, who are principally concerned with the part of our work that
goes into your libraries, may not realize
how many other things we are doing.
Consider any large and vital Government
activity. Every one of them requires a
printing program to start it and to keep
it going.
Soldier mail ? Before V-E Day we were
producing V-Mail at the rate of 21 million weekly. The standard form has been
reduced to about 1% nmillion a week. But
we now have orders for 140 million VMail change-of-address forms for the redeployment, which we are producing at
the rate of 7% million weekly.
Bond sales? For the Seventh War
Loan we printed 2% million color posters,
streamers and car cards, besides 13 thousand 24-sheet billboards. The War Finance Committee also required 5 million
8-page sales booklets in 2 colors, 2 . g
million 2-color folders, 6% nmillion W h a t
Issue Shall I Buy? folders, 6 million sales
incentive tags made up as Army and Na-gy
insignia, and 49 million Straight Talk
booklets of 8 pages in 2 colors. The lastnamed job alone required 375 tons of
paper and total War Bond printing required approximately a thousand tons.
This is only a part of the printing program. In addition, we made the mats for
the ads which appeared in daily and
weekly newspapers from one end of the
country to the other during the campaign.
Rationing? Printing for the O P A program is beginning to taper off, but it has
been one of our biggest jobs. W e had to
develop the special paper on which the
ration currency is printed, design the
forms of the various books, work out production plans for printers who had never
attempted a stamp-printing program of
such volume. To date we have used 21
million pounds of the safety paper in
printing 227 billion stamps. To make
these figures more graphic, let us look at
them from another standpoint. The safety
paper required 73,000 cords of pulpwood
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cut from 9% square miles of woodland.
Yet this is less than a fourth of the paper
consumed for the entire O P A programtotal requirements being 9% million
pounds. As rationing of many commodities has been eliminated, there has been
a comparable reduction of printing, and
we are now manufacturing only 5 million
coupons annually. These are for gasoline.
Last year, the income tax laws necessitated printing of 55 million tax instruction sheets; 50 million tax declaration
forms; 54 different types of withholding
forms aggregating 785 million copies.
The Department of Agriculture, normally one of our biggest customers, is engaged in war activities comparable to
those of the emergency agencies; and its
printing requirements have been multiplied many times. I have cited only a few
of the Government's agencies and their
wartime printing needs which have been
added to regular normal orders. Despite
the war, postal card printing for the Post
Office Department continues to exceed
the 2 billion per year mark, only a little
below the average. Money-order blanks
are on the increase-372 million having
been produced, numbered and printed
with the names of individual post offices.
I strongly suspect that the 2-way flow of
money orders between home and the
~ r m camps
y
has a lot to do with this increase. Defense workers, too, probably
send an occasional dollar through Uncle
Sam's mail to the old folks at home.
Printing for the Congress keeps our
night force busy. Congressional printing
jobs are done for the most part on a 24hour basis, or better, and consequently
are produced in the Office. Delivery
would be past-due almost before we could
reach a contractor by telephone. The Congressional Record is the biggest job, being
printed every day that Congress is in session. The irregularity of its volume,
which ranges from 2 to 400 pages, would
drive the average editor or newspaper
composing room foreman completely insane. The way we do the job, of course,
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is to have so many dated periodicals that
they all average up. I think the last count
for dated publications which I heard was
159-made up of dailies, weeklies, monthlies, quarterlies and so on.
U p to this point, I have said very little
about printing for the War and the Navy
Departments, which we naturally recognize as our most important and biggest
job. The volun~eis so big that no compilation has ever been made of the totals
involved. On a percentage basis it probably equals 60 per cent of all our work or
approxin~ately50 million dollars annually.
In paper it would mean between 7 and 10
carloads a day. I t would represent about
130 separate daily orders for 130 different jobs.
The highly technical nature of the present war has greatly multiplied the use of
instruction manuals for every sort of military activity. A million soldiers of the
last war probably had relatively the same
training experience that I had. I was
put through a few days of close-order
drill, learned the manual of arms, and
was then shipped overseas, presumably a
fully trained soldier. About the only
printed materials issued to me were a
Red Cross testament, a troopship bunk
card, a couple of printed passes and an
honorable discharge certificate. Alexander Woollcott, the "Man Who Came to
Dinner", was the only soldier in our company who ever owned a copy of the Infantry Drill Regzclations. Where or how
he acquired it I don't know, but then Ales
always read anything he could get his
hands on, and all of us were sure he
would never amount to much. W e kidded
him so much about studying to be a soldier that he finally cut patches out of the
volumes to line his field shoes. I can't
recall any other official instruction material that we ever saw except an occasional
printed notice on the bulletin board. It's
a different story today. W e have printed
7 n~illioncopies of the Soldier's Handboolz
alone for our present army.
Today's soldiers and sailors do a lot of

reading and studying to keep up with the
technological advances in military equipment. hey are schooled in chemistry, bacteriology, electrical engineering, hygiene,
psychology and half a dozen other -01ogies
related to the maintenance and o~eration
of planes, ships, tanks and guns. Every
new device which is perfected by our own
military engineers calls for an instruction
manual. Every enemy development calls
for a manual as soon as we bcome familiar
enough with it to describe it for our men
and tell them how to beat it. For exanmle,
one of the hottest printing jobs we ever
had was the manual telling our troops
s antihow to deal with the boobv, t r a ~ and
personnel mines which we first encountered in the African Campaign. Scarcely
a week goes by without our having to
print changes and corrections to bring
our armies up to date on the enemy's
latest developments. And so it is in every
branch of offensive and defensive warfare.
The use of printing has increased many
times.
A

.

.

S. I,. A. HAS ASSISTED IN PREPARATION

OF' M A N U A L S

Your own Special Libraries Association
has been of invaluable assistance in the
preparation and assembling of the scientific material which has gone into the field
and technical manuals, technical data bulletins and other instruction publications.
In the earlier stages of arming our nation
for the eventual day of victory, workers
in special libraries were doing their part
of the research which is built into every
piece of equipment we use and is a necessary preliminary to all of our war activities.
Yours is a splendid record of loyal and
devoted service. Your work is done without fanfare and often without the recognition that it deserves. But in total war
every interest which you represent is
called on to take part in the fight against
our enemies. Whether your own particular special library is connected with manufacturing, engineering, public utility,
finance or science, it is needed and has
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served in some way to equip or train or
feed or instruct or maintain our armies.
The Superintendent of Documents is
~ r o u dthat his Office has contributed to
the source material which you, through
your libraries, are making available to
our war-connected activities.
I said in an earlier part of my talk that
there had been some curtailment of the
work in which vou are interested. That
statement needs some clarification : Uncle
Sam's publishing business is still growing
and his public sales have jumped about
25 per cent. But publication of the results
of research has been postponed by many
of the departments until we dispose of
our present most important businesswinning the war. Also, there is the requirement by the Inter-Agency Committee of the O W 1 that all nonadministrative
publications must be cleared for quantity,
distribution and so on. Still another litnitation on distribution of our ~ublications
is that so many of them are considered
secret or confidential. Naturally, the Government wants to keep any valuable information confidential-until we are sure
that it can be released without aiding the
enemy.
I am very much interested in seeing
that some provision be made after the
war for distribution of material that is
now restricted because of its confidential
nature. The special libraries and others
concerned ought to be given a chance to
acquire these publications for they deal
with advances made in many fields.
Nearly all of them will have a peacetime
application.
Uncle Sam's success as a publisher and
book seller is dependent to a large extent
on the constituent members of the Special
Libraries Association. Many of you keep
deposit accounts with the Superintendent
of Docun~entswhich total thousands of
dollars.
DISTRIBUTION O F GOVERITMENT

DOCUMENTS

Last year the Documents Division of
the Government Printing Office sold more

than 33 million publications ranging from
small paper-back pamphlets to full sets of
casebound books. Value of these sales
reaches a total in excess of 2 million dollars. The law of 1912 centralizes distribution of Government publications in the
Public Printer through the Office of the
Superintendent of Documents and forbids
t l k departments to use public money for
addressing, wrapping, mailing or dispatching such publications. While the intent
of the law is to discouracre indiscriminate
free distribution of publications, many of
the departments have been reluctant to
curtail their activities in this line. I t is
my opinion that the distribution of a public document is immensely more valuable if
the fellow who receives it wanted it badly
enough to part with coin of the realm to
get his copy. Your experience will tell
you that it is a lot easier to buy a 10-cent
pamphlet or a 60-cent volume from us
than it is to secure a complin~entarycopy.
Moreover, it's easy for organizations or
for libraries such as yours to consolidate
their orders and place them all at one
time with the Superintendent of Documents. Surely no one wants to go back
to the old practice of writing to 30 persons or agencies to try to secure half a
dozen or a dozen docun~ents. D e s ~ i t e
continued free distribution by many
agencies, sales continue to grow, which
may be considered evidence that the public likes to deal with us.
The Office of the Superintendent of
Documents turned into the Treasury more
than a million dollars last year. This sum
represents the difference between receipts
and cost of the publication sold, a tidy
sum to amass from sales which averaged
less than a dime. The way the business
works out is something like this: The
original ordering agency requisitions a
publication from the Office and is billed
for all costs of printing and quantity ordered. The Superintendent of Documents,
if he believes the document will have a
public demand, orders an additional
quantity, escaping all preparation charges
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and paying only for presswork and binding. Fifty percent is added to establish
a sales price, as the law requires. Out of
the money received from the sales, cost of
printing and overhead of the large Documents Division is met. At the end of the
year, I return any balance to the Treasury.
Uncle Sam's bookselling business is
built on a stock list of 65,000 items. H e
has a relatively small allowance for publicity which is spent principally for the
issuance of a free semi-monthly list of
selected publications and for free price
lists of special publications.
For $2.25 a year, the Superintendent of
Documents sells a monthly catalog which
lists all the printed publications which he
offers for sale and also mimeographed or
processed publications which the departments themselves distribute. The compilation is done in the library of the Superintendent of Documents. GPO's Document library houses the world's largest
and most complete collection of Uncle
Sam's publications, 1,146,007 separate
items. These are made up of the printed
sale items, plus the maps, charts and processed material produced by the departments. These latter items are received at
the rate of about 3,700 items monthly.
There are few busier spots in the Government than the Documents office. W e
receive 370 thousand letters of inquiry a
year, asking whether we can supply a
publication on care of bees; how to tend
a wood lot; the First World W a r history
of Company B, Umpteenth Infantry; how
to rid the pantry of mice; how to mix
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white wash. We handle nearly a million
orders, many of which are not very definite as to title or number.
In addition to the sales activities of the
Documents office, we make an annual distribution of about 119 million copies of
publications for the legislative and executive departments. These publications cover
mines and minerals, labor relations, education, public health, safety in industry,
dairying, agriculture, research in disease
of men and animals, standards in industry, Inter-American relations, and every
other field of public interest. Every one
of these subjects relates to the work of the
Special Libraries Association. I would
like you to feel that you can call on our
Superintendent of Documents for any
help you think he can give you. When
you have special problems that affect your
group as a whole, I should like to have
you remember that I represent the Government Printing Office's institutional
membership in your Association. I have
a very genuine interest in your work.
I appeal to you to go on with the labors
which you have up to the present performed with so much distinction. Even
after our war is won, America will have a
big job to do, a job which will continue
to call for the best efforts of all of us. If
we attempt to stand still, to rest on our
laurels, the fruits of victory will escape us.
Commerce, industry, finance, education,
and science will depend perhaps more
than ever on the type of research which
the Special Libraries Association makes
possible. Carry on.

A BRIEF REVIEW OF CENSUS BUREAU
PUBLICATIONS
By MORRIS B. ULLMAN
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Washington, D. C.

T

HE Bureau of the Census, as the
Nation's leading producer of basic
statistics, publishes reports not only

on the major censuses which it conducts
but also on a vast amount of current data.
The decennial Census of Population, the
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quinquennial Census of Agriculture, the
biennial Census of Man~facturers,~
the
Census of Business, the Census of Housing, the Census of Governments and similar major surveys are the standard
sources for detailed statistics on these
subjects, serving not only to show intricate relationships but also as a base upon
which current estimates could be built.
Current reports cover these subjects and
foreign trade and vital statistics as well.
The extent of the program of current
statistics can be measured by the number
of publications issued and by the number
of report forms used. During the year
ending June 30, 1945, more than 2000
separate reports aggregating more than
22,500 pages were published. Only a few
of the publications were special reports of
the major censuses listed above, and none
were the basic reports of these censuses.
A slight inflation was caused by the delayed release to the public of data hitherto
confidential under security regulations.
On the whole, however, the publications
were almost entirely the results of the
regular current work of the Bureau.
During the same year over 300 report
forms were used by the Bureau of the
C e n s u ~ .Most
~
of these (240) were used
for recurring surveys of annual or greater
frequency. The other 60 included forms
of the quinquennial Census of Agriculture, the biennial survey of elections and
single time forms.
Although many special librarians are
familiar with the reports of the Bureau of
the Census, a brief summary of the program emphasizing recent developments
will probably be helpful. This summary
will also serve to indicate the subjects
covered by the current program for those
who have not had occasion to become fully
acquainted with Bureau of the Census
publications.
1 After the 1939 Census this survey was discontinued

for the war period to permit concentration of the
B u r ~ a u ' sfacilities on the preparation of urgently
needed current industrial statistics.
2 A copy of List of Schedules Used for Collecting
Data b y the Bureau of the Census, 1945 is available
on request.

SUBJECTS
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COVERED
Agriculture: The Census of Agriculture, taken quinquennially, is now under
way. Data have been collected from
every farm in the United States covering
agricultural operations in 1944. Immediately upon completion of preliminary
tabulations, a one-page report is being issued for each county in the United States
announcing the number of farms, the land
in farms and the average size of farms.
The preliminary announcement is being
followed by a two-page advance report for
each county with totals for specified crops
harvested and for specified livestock on
farms. Early in 1946, a second advance
report of four pages for each county will
be issued giving information on uses of
land, value of farm property, farm dwellings and population; characteristics of
farm operators, tenure, facilities, roads,
motortrucks, tractors, automobiles, farm
labor, value of farm products by source of
income, and farms classified by total value
of farm products. State and national summaries, together with preliminary figures
based on tabulations of a sample of the
farms covered, will be issued as early as
possible. All information will then be
published in a series of final reports by
States and in a summary for the United
States.
Current reports are issued on cotton
ginnings, spindle activity, cottonseed and
cottonseed products; also on factory consumption, factory and warehouse stocks
of animal and vegetable fats and oils.
These current reports are summarized in
three annual publications.
Business: Monthly reports are issued
on retail trade for 34 States separately
and in summary ; on wholesale trade ; and
for the confectionery and competitive chocolate products group. The Census of
Business taken in 1940 and covering the
year 1939 reported on retail and wholesale trade; service establishments and
places of amusement, hotels and tourist
camps; and the construction industry.
Foreign Trade: Recent revisions in se-
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curity regulations permit release of almost
all information on United States import
and exports on a current basis. Still restricted are details for Pacific area countries and for a few military items. Information is made available as quickly as
possible in a series of current reports. T h e
Montlzly S ~ m m a r yof Foreign Commerce
and the annual Foreign Commerce and
Navigation bring together the information in final form.
Two lists of Foreign Trade reports, one
covering the years 1942-1944 and the
other outlining the reports for 1945, are
available on request.
Governments: Reports on finances of
States and of cities with populations over
25,000 are published annually in three
volumes. I n each instance, the first volume is composed of separate reports on
the individual units, each State and each
city with more than 250,000 population.
The second volume presents topical reports on specific subjects, for example:
state tax collection or city capital outlays.
The third volume is a convenient handbook or statistical compendium of less detailed information for all the places covered.
The reports of decennial Census of Governments, last taken for 1942, are available except for the summary volume.
The government employment series
gives county, state and local government
employe and pay roll data and includes
summaries of all public employment. Other
series cover county governmental units,
elections and state and city documents.
Industry: Much of the current industrial information collected by the Bureau
of the Census during this period, as well
as current information on industry, is now
being made available through two parallel
Facts for I+zdusfry series.
The W a r Production Board Facts for
Industry series is the medium by which
that agency carries out its policy of releasing industry statistics whenever such
release does not interfere with the W a r
effort. Many of the reports in this series
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are issued jointly by the War Production
Board and the Bureau of the Census. Inquiries and requests for all numbers of
this series should be directed to the Bureau of the Census.
According to present plans, surveys of
the War Production Board which have
general econonlic value will be taken over
by the Bureau of the Census as those surveys are no longer needed for war purposes. I n order to present the current
Census Bureau industry reports, some of
which date back to the first World War,
in an integrated series, a parallel Facts
for Indzistry series was established which
will eventually include those parts of the
W a r Production Board surveys which
will be extended beyond the war period.
A list of all reports issued under this
program is available from the Bureau of
the Census.
The biennial Census of Manufactures,
last taken in 1940 for the year 1939, was
discontinued to permit the staff of the
Bureau of the Census to concentrate on
the collection of current industry statistics needed by the War Production Board
and other government Agencies.
Population, Labor Force and Housing:
Current estimates of the population are
published which include a series on farm
population issued jointly with the Bureau
of Agricultural Economics. Tlze Monthly
Report o n the Labor Force gives current
data on employment and unemployment.
Other reports present estimates of population by selected characteristics based on
sample enumerations, number of marriage
licenses issued and institutional populations. The results of special censuses
taken in local communities at their request and expense are also published.
A recent report presented current estimates of housing characteristics. Surveys
of occupancy and of vacancies in privately financed dwelling units in selected
localities, made at the request of the National Housing Agency, are also available.
The basic reports of the 1940 Census
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of Population have all been issued ; a few
special reports on fertility, on migration
and on education are still forthcoming.
Vital Statistics: Reports on births and
deaths are prepared b; the Bureau of the
Census and issued in the Special Reports
series, which includes state reports: national summaries, and selected studies.
The annual two-volume report Vital Stcztistics i n the United Sfates, presents the
data by both place of occurrence and
place of residence. Current data are made
available in the W e e k l y Mortality Index,
the Monthly Vital Statistics Bulletin and
the monthly Current Mortality Analysis.
The last named report presents current
death statistics by geographic division and
by cause based on a 10 per cent sample of
all deaths recorded in the State offices.
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brought together in one report 79 items
of information from 18 different sources
for each city which had 25,000 or more
inhabitants in 1940. This publication has
proved extremely popular and other supplements are now being planned.
CENSUS PUBLICATIONS

T o assist librarians and other users to
find their way through this wealth of material, a new index series, Census Publicatiom was inaugurated last January.
This series consists of three separate parts
as described below, which will later be
combined into an annual reference volume.
The first part of Census Publications,
which is now in preparation, will describe
the publication program for the fiscal year
1945-1946, including all regular publications and special reports to the extent to
which they can be anticipated. The secSTATISTICAL ABSTRACT
ond
part lists each month those publicaI n addition to the specific subjects covtions
which are actually issued, with the
ered in the reports outlined above, the
exception
of regular monthly and quarBureau of the Census also prepares and
publishes the annual Statistical Abstract terly releases. The omission of the
of the United States. This standard ref- monthly and quarterly reports, which will
erence work summarizes data presented be described in part one, makes the list
not only in the reports of the Bureau of much shorter and easier to use. The third
the Census, but also in the reports of other part of this series is a subject guide to all
governmental and nongovernmental agen- Census publications. The first three
cies. I n addition to being a convenient months of 1945 were covered in three sepsource for information. this volume is also arate issues, but since time was lost in
used extensively as a guide to statistics, getting started, the publications for April,
since the source is given for each table. A May and June will be covered in a single
table on a particular subject in the A b - issue in order to put the series on a more
stract will thus furnish the title of the re- current basis. The release of this part
port, or of the agency, where additional quarterly instead of monthly is now under
detail can be obtained. The "Bibliography consideration.
The Bureau also has available an invenof Sources of Statistical Data" included in
tory
list, Censzcs Bureau Publications,
this volume3 contains references to reports
which
includes all recent publications
not represented among the statistical tables
available
either from the Bureau or from
and should also be of help in locating
the Superintendent of Documents. This
needed information.
list is now being revised.
To meet requests for similar integrated
UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL
information in greater detail than can be
found in the Abstract. the Bureau of the
I n addition to published information,
Census has recently inaugurated a series additional tabulated detail is available
of supplements to it. The first of these4 from the files of the Bureau for the cost
of transcription. Special tabulations of
3 pp. 928-956 in the 1943 edition.
the information available are also made at
4 Cities Supplement-Statistical Abstract o f the United
States. Selected Data for Cities having 25 000 or
(Continued on page 414)
more Inhabitants in 1940, Washington, D. c:, 1944.

PUBLICATIONS-CURRENT AND PLANNED
BY BUSINESSMAN'S BUREAU
By C O R R I E C L O Y E S

U. S. Bureau of Foreign a n d Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C.

HE approach of a keenly competitive buyer's market focuses the attention of all business on the necessity of marketing analysis. But to evaluate
properly their market possibilities, individual businessmen must have both past and
current economic and statistical data, as
well as a knowledge of broad trends.
Thoroughly aware of the need for basic
facts and figures on which to plan, the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce has intensified its efforts toward
providing them. Thus the past year has
seen a continuation of a program that has
been beamed in the direction of the reconversion and postwar periods as long
ago as 1943, when Markets after the war,
the United States in the world economy,
and Foreign trade after the war were issued. These over-all studies have provided necessary benchmarks for American
firms in analyzing their own markets
both in this country and abroad. At the
same time, they have served as valuable
bases for the Bureau's published studies
on specific industries, commodities and
trades.
In the July-August 1944 issue of this
magazine, a paper on "Government Publications and Statistics", delivered before
the joint meeting of the Advertising and
Financial Groups of the Special Libraries
Association, was printed. I t summarized
published material available as of June
1944. This article, therefore, briefly describes some of the publications that have
been issued by the Bureau since that date,
and reports on future plans of particular
interest to business librarians.

T

B U R E A U PERIODICALS

The principal vehicles for reaching
Survey of Cztrrent Busibusiness-the

ness, Domestic Commerce, and Foreign
Commerce Weekly-have carried a continuing flow of articles designed to aid in
marketing analysis.
In normal times with a plentiful supply
of paper and other materials, the more important of these studies would have been
published in fuller detail in separate reports. Because this has been impossible,
it is suggested that librarians catalog many
of the individual stories.
This recommendation applies to the
three magazines published by the Bureau
but particularly to the Survey of Current
Business to which specialists in marketing
research look for basic statistics and analyses of broad national trends. The following titles are descriptive of the type
of studies that have appeared in the Survey since June 1944:
New and Discontinued Businesses, 1940-43 (July
'44 issue)
Wartime Debt Changes in the United States
(July '44 issue)
Magnitude of Transition from W a r Production
(August '44)
State Income Payments in 1943 (August '44)
Corporate Profits and National Income (September '44)
Components of Wartime Wage Changes (S2ptember '44)
Retail Sales and Consumer Incomes (October
'44)
Wartime Construction and Plant Expansion
(October '44)
Foreign Trade in the Postwar Economy (November '44)
Drug Store Sales in the W a r Period (November '44)
Compensating Unemployment in the Transition
Period (December '44)
classification of ~ o n s i m e r Expenditures by
Income-Elasticity (January '45)
Service Industries-Trends and Prospects (January '45)
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The Economy in the Third Year of War-Review of 1944 (February '45)
How Can Business Analyze Its Markets?
(March '45)
Wartime Changes in Regional Concentration
(March '45)
Industrial Concentration of Employment (April
'45)
Trends in Textiles and Clothing (April '45)
Corporate Earnings by Size of Firm (May '45)
New Construction by States, 1939-43 (May '45)
Probable Postwar Sales in Michigan ( a demonstration of how the techniques of income-elasticity are applied (May '45)
Planned Capital Outlays by Manufacturers
(Part I, June '45)
Planned Capital Outlays and Financing (Parts
I1 and 111, July '45)
Reconversion in the Metal Fabricating Industries (June '45)
Revised Estimates of Wages and Salaries in the
National Income, 1929-43 (June '45)
National Economic Activity in 1945 (July '45)
State Income Payments in 1944 (August '45)
Financial Performance of Large Corporations
(August '45)
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Profits in Colombia. Price of entire Service-$2 per year.
At the present time the following reports in the International Reference Service are in the process of being published;
Living and Office-Operating Costs in
Ecuador; Economic Situation in Haiti,
1944; Preparation of Shipments to Peru ;
Summary of Current Economic Information in Cuba; U. S. Trade with Canada
in 1945; An Economic Summary of
British Malaya; Marketing Areas in
Colombia ; Brazil in 1944 ; Economic Conditions in Ecuador in 1944, and in Central
America in the same year; and Documentary Requirements on Shipments to Latin
America. And these are but the start of
a continuing series that will eventually
cover all world areas.
I n d u s t r i a l Refererzce Service-This
Service will consist of from 10 to 14 parts
when complete, each dealing with a major
REFERENCE SERVICES
commodity or group of associated comTwo well-known prewar Services re- modities. At present the following are
cently resumed by the Bureau are the In- available :
ternational Reference Service and the InPart 1, Transportation which includes
dustrial Reference Service. Both Services Air-Cargo Potentials between the U. S.
are printed in loose-leaf form for ready and Chile, Bolivia and Ecuador (separate
filing in standard three-ring binders. Sub- reports). Price, including forthcoming
scriptions can be entered either with the releases, $1 .SO.
Superintendent of Documents, WashingPart 2, Chemicals, Drugs and Pharmaton 25, D. C., or at any field office of the ceuticals which now includes 25 reports.
Department of Commerce.
The first, Chemical Trends and DevelopInternational Reference Service-Conments, reviews the industry as to inortains wide coverage of economic subjects ganic chemicals, fertilizers, insecticides,
such as surveys of foreign market areas, plastics, paints and varnishes. Among the
foreign industrial development, methods others are : Synthetic Aromatics-Flavor
of doing business abroad, cost of doing and Perfume Materials ; Paraguay-Regbusiness, appraisal of transportation prob- ulations Governing Pharmaceuticals and
lems, foreign commercial laws and foreign Toilet Preparations; Synthetic Organic
trade reports.
Chemicals in Brazil; Mexico as a ProNow available are : Colombia (Foreign ducer and Consumer of Plastics; The
Co~mmerce Yearbook Country Series) ; Paint Industry of Cuba; and a series of
Economic Situation in Cuba; Effects of leaflets giving a synopsis of information
the War on Brazil's Foreign Trade; Do- on specific commodities, such as butanol,
ing Business with Russia; Living and Of- casein, acetone, and potassium hydroxide.
fice-Operating Costs in Colombia ; Prepar- Part 2 is priced at $2.
ing Shipments to Chile, Ecuador, and
Part 3, Motion Pictures and EquipBolivia (separate reports) ; and Taxation ment, currently includes the following :
of Income, Personal Property and Excess Postwar Market Potentialities for Motion
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Picture Equipment covering Gibralter,
Spain, Turkey, and Russia; Motion Picture Equipment Survey of Chile; The
Argentine Motion Picture Market ; Motion Picture Equipment Survey of Brazil;
Postwar Market Potentialities for Motion
Pictures in Switzerland, and similar surveys on India and Ceylon. Price of series
-$1.50.
Part 4, Electrical Equipment, the initial release of which is Electronics in
Cuba. Price-$1.50.
Part 5, Foodstuffs, Fats and Oils, now
available-Meat in the Two World Wars.
Price-$1.50.
Part 6, Forest Products, now available
-Veneer and Plywood in Greater Demand. Price $1.50.
Part 7, Leather and Its Products, introduced by Hide and Skin Developments
and Trends in Brazil, Panama and Venezuela. Price-$1 .SO.
The following reports in the Industrial
Reference Service are in the process of
being published : Part 1, Air-Cargo Potentials between the U. S. and Honduras,
and Guatemala, and Telecommunications
in Surinam. Part 2, Paint Market in
Ecuador, and in Mexico; Plastics Market
in Peru, Colombia, and Venezuela (separate reports) ; Pharmaceuticals Regulations of Nicaragua, and of the Republic
of Panama; Organic Chemical Market in
South America.
Part 3 will be enlarged by Postwar
Potentialities for Motion Picture Equipment in Cuba, Venezuela, Egypt, Mexico,
United Kingdom and Eire, Sweden,
Portugal and Possessions, Paraguay and
Bolivia, China, Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica, Ecuador, Africa, and Peru;
also Motion Picture Market in the Barbados, Bermuda, Bolivia, Chile, and
Brazil.
Forthcoming additions to Part 4 are
Electronics in Mexico, and the Electric
Power Industry of Cuba. Part 5 will he
increased by the following: Fruit and
Vegetable Canning in Cuba; Dehydration
Industry in Cuba ; Cuban Dairy Industry ;
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Sausage Casings; Rice Production and
Trends in Brazil; Cuban Potato Production and Trade; and Leaf TobaccoHigh Ranking Commodity,
Additions to Part 6 will include reports
entitled Paper covering 20 of the South
and Central American Republics ; Pulp
and Paper-Foreign
Economic Development ; Peacetime Lumber Demand ; Lumber in Bolivia; and Foreign Resources of
Mexico. Due soon in the Part 7 series
are: Hide and Skin Developments and
Trends in Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Calcutta, Johannesburg,
Barbados, Jamaica, Antigue, and Trinidad.
Part 8 will cover General Products and
will be initiated with Mexican Glass and
Glassware Market, followed by British
Pottery Industry. A beginning has also
been made on Part 9-Textiles.
Three
releases now being printed are Carpet
Survey-Iran;
U. S. War and Prewar
Cotton Exports; and the Brazilian Market for Women's Outerwear. Parts 8
and 9-$1.50 each.
Iwzportant Companion Releases-Before
the resumption of the International and
Industrial Reference Services, geographic
and con~modity analysts in the Bureau
prepared a continuing series of reports
which are important to librarians seeking
complete files on various subjects. Among
those processed during the latter half of
1944 are: Motion Picture Markets in
1944 in Africa, Europe and Atlantic
Islands, and the South Pacific ; Air-Cargo
Potentials between the U. S. and South
Africa, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela.
The series entitled Establishing a Business was enlarged by the issuance of studies on Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and
Venezuela. Reports were also issued on
General Economic and Commercial Information in the Belgian Congo, Iran, Liberia
and Turkey.
GENERAL INTEREST PUBLICATIONS

The B~tsinessw~an'sBureau-A
booklet designed as a convenient reference on
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what the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce offers the businessman. Of
particular value to librarians are the geographic and commodity indexes which
specify the unit in the Bureau handling
each area or commodity. This report
will be revised when the need arises to
insure its continuing usefulness.
Survey of University Business Kesearch Projects, 1943-44-A compilation
of the studies in business and economic
research recently completed or in process
in universities, colleges and research institutions. A Check for tlze Introduction of
N e w Conszc~vler Products - Provides a
working tool for the manufacturer to
judge whether he has properly analyzed
his merchandising and selling problems
before placing a new item on the market.
Available from Superintendent of Documents, price 10c.
Selected Indicators of General Business
Conditions i n the United States-An
annual compilation arranged on one sheet
for quick reference. Covers national
income, consumer expenditures, retail and
wholesale sales, manufacturing industries
-value
of product, cash farm income,
value of mineral production, and of new
construction, export from the U. S. and
imports into the U. S. Latest table published March 1945 present statistics for
the 1929-1944 period.
T h e World's Paper and W o o d Pulp
Industry, Before and After V - E DayAttempts to project trends in the pulp
and paper industry in the first 3 years
following victory in Europe, and estimates production and consumption needs.
Some Factors i n Postwar Export Trade
with tlze British E~~zpire-A follow-up of
the Bureau's postwar studies, such as
Markets after the War and Foreign Trade
After the War.
State Advertising Legislatio~z-A cotnprehensive compilation of State advertising laws, prepared by the Bureau and
published and distributed by Printers' Ink
Publishing Company, Inc., New York.
Price-$2.
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Establishing and Operating BusinessSeries of booklets written at the management level, originally prepared for publication by the War Department for
servicemen. To fill the demands of veterans, war workers and businessmen, the
series is being revamped and reissued by
the Bureau. Currently available areEstablishing and Operating Your Own
Business (10c) ; Establishing and Operating a Metal-Working Shop, and a Shoe
Repair Shop (3% each).
In various stages of publication are:
Small sawmills, grocery, service station,
auto repair shop, bakery, real estate and
insurance, beauty shop, electrical appliance and radio shop, painting contracting,
variety and general merchandise, hardware store, apparel store, laundry, dry
cleaning, restaurant, building contracting
and plumbing and heating.
Basic Business Data by CountiesPamphlets which provide significant statictical information on selected counties
in the United States. For greater convenience, they are published by States.
Also available are a list of counties covered, and a finding guide for obtaining
similar data on counties not included in
the Bureau's series.
Basic Information Sources - Among
pamphlets issued on sources of information are the following: Foreign Trade;
Record-Keeping Systems for Small
Stores; The American Lumber Industry;
Radio and Domestic Electrical Appliances
-Merchandising and Repair Servicing ;
Restaurants and Eating Places; Store
Arrangement and Display ; and Prefabricated Homes.
P L A N N E D PUBLICATIONS

I n addition to the reported additions to
the International and Industrial Reference
Services, well conceived plans are in the
process of being carried out in the fields
of (1) statistical and economic analyses
on a national and international basis, (2)
management aids for the distributive
trades and small manufacturers, and (3)
foreign trade promotion.
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These, of course, will be announced in
the Regional Co~~z~uerce
Bulletin issued
by the Department of Commerce Field
Service, as well as in the Bureau periodicals. I n the meantime, the following will
serve as an indication of what librarians
can anticipate. Because of the frequent
necessity to change titles before publishing, forthcoming output will be described
as to subject matter.
Domestic Statistics-A survey is being
initiated on outstanding business commitments among chain stores at the retail
level. The information which will appear
in the Survey of Current Business should
be extremely valuable in forecasting retail
activity in the near future.
Detailed price indexes are being compiled in connection with consumer expenditures by type for the period 1929
to date. The project, which will take
several months to complete, will bring up
to date the Bureau's work in this field.
An addition will be consumer services
(previously only commodities have been
covered), and a rearrangement will be
made of comn~odityclassification in line
with present usage.
International Statistics-The Trend of
U . S. Foreign Trade and Total Trade,
Series No. 9, for first quarter of 1945 is
completed and will soon be available. A
balance of payments bulletin covering the
war years 1940-44 is being prepared.
Because of the widespread interest in
world trade, the Bureau plans to expand
its analysis of international statistics. I t
also hopes to analyze the foreign investment situation to a greater extent than
ever before.
Capital Outlays Series-As a follow-up
to the comprehensive reports on the
planned capital outlays of manufacturers,
railways and utilities in the June and
July issues of the Survey, more specific
plans among the various industry groups
will be published soon wherever data is
available. I n this connection, economists
in the Department hope to continue this
series by conducting quarterly surveys.
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The Pattern of Expenditures for Urban
Residential Repair and MaintenanceThis study is now being prepared for
publication. I t will provide a better basis
for estimating dollar expenditures for
residential repair and maintenance. I t
will also serve as a market analysis aid
to manufacturers and distributors of
building materials and contractors.
Other studies scheduled for future
release in the Survey of Current Business
cover the financial -oosition of railroads.
the age of businesses that are discontinued, the size of public and private debts,
and analyses of various segments of the
economy in relation to full employment
and a high level of production.
Management Aids-Work is underway
on a distribution cost analysis report
which re-appraises the principles and
techniques on this subject as developed
in the Bureau over the past 20 years.
When com~letedit will be issued as a
booklet for the convenience of wholesalers and retailers in analyzing their
own departmental, commodity and customer costs.
A complete revision is being made of
Postwar Problems of Wholesalers, bringing the material up to date and adding a
discussion on prewar trends. Other management aids now in various stages of
preparation include : Controlling markdowns, retail store location, retail cost
ratios, retail expense ratios, self-selection
in retail stores. distribution cost accounting, territorial cost analysis and retail
price experiments.
Analyzing Foreign Markets-A
program has been initiated to provide foreign
market data in easily-read, convenient
form. These single sheets will give
thumb-nail sketches of a specific commodity, say electric irons or razor blades,
in all countries of the world, starting with
the other American Republics. Through
these, the American businessman will get
a quick picture of the number of items
produced in the foreign country, the
(Continued on page 415)

EDITORIAL AIDS TO TECHNICAL WRITERS
By LURA SHORB and L. W. BECK

Hercules Experiment Station, Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Delaware
P I E C E of scientific work is not
completed until it is reported in
such a way that others can understand, evaluate and make use of its results. Records of scientific work may be
in the form of company reports, letters or
publications, but whatever medium is
chosen, the basic principles of good scientific writing and the many matters of
style and form are the same.
The purpose of style manuals is to present these principles in a way in which
they can be most easily applied by the
scientist who must write up his work.
Many scientists, better trained in doing
laboratory work than in giving a concise
and readable account of it, are almost
paralyzed by a blank sheet of paper to be
filled and a deadline to be met. However,
with the help of such manuals and with
conscientious effort and practice on the
part of the scientist, reasonably good reports can usually be expected.
The Research Department of Hercules
Powder Company has prepared three style
manuals, each of which bears on a specific
aspect of scientific writing. They are generally known by their short titles, Report
Booklet, Suggestions to Authors, and the
W o r d L,ist.l
T H E PREPARATION OF REPORTS
Every technical employe of Hercules
Powder Company who has occasion to
write reports on laboratory or pilot plant
experimentation is given a copy of a 40page booklet, T h e Preparation of Reports.
This booklet was written by two chemists whose work brings them into daily
contact with the majority of all reports
prepared. They were aided by a commit-

A

1 These booklets were prepared and issued in a lim-

ited edition f o r the exclusive use of employes of
Hercules Powder Company. They a r e not, therefore, suitable for distribution outside the company.

tee of chemists who had had long experience in writing, editing and indexing re~ o r t s . Numerous conferences were held
with other persons in the company whose
experience made their advice particularly
useful. Moreover, published manuals of
style and textbooks bn the composition of
reports were studied in order to profit by
the experience of other companies faced
with similar problems. A great deal of
effort was expended to make sure that
the booklet included the very best available advice and directions. When one
realizes that Hercules' chemists write over
30,000 pages of reports each year, and
that these reports are the only organized
record the Company has of the results of
its large research program, it is clear that
high quality reports are a desideratunl
worth working for.
The resulting booklet consists of useful
information of two kinds: that which is
important in any report writing whatsoever, and that which is especially relevant
to the writing of reports of specific kinds
in Hercules Powder Company. The former comprises the logic and technique implicit in report writing generally; the latter consists of the Company's own particular standards. Both kinds of directions are essential for writing good reports which will meet established company standards.
First of all, the "Outline of a Report",
gives the "logic" of report writing. The
purpose of any report, it says, is to answer
five questions, viz. :
(1) Why has this work been done?
(2) What work was done?
( 3 ) What were the results?
(4) What do the results mean?
(5) What action do these results suggest?
To answer these questions, the book
continues, four sections are needed in any

'
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report. They are the Introduction (answering Question l ) , the Procedure and
Results (answering briefly Questions 2
and 3, which should be answered in complete detail in the Experimental Section j ,
and the Conclusions and Recommendations (answering the last two questions).
The organization of each of these sections,
what should be included in each, and how
each should be written are then described
in considerable detail.
Most reports at Hercules are preceded
by a digest especially designed to be read
by executives and others who often do not
have time to read every page of every report. These digests are described, together with the errors commonly committed in writing them. Other sections
describe the various kinds of reports written by Hercules chemists, the specific
rules which apply to each type, and the
filing system used for them.
The longest section in the book is "Aids
in Report Writing". I t deals with such
matters as preferred nomenclature; rules
for calculating yields; correct usage of abbreviations ; preparation of graphs, tables,
drawings and photographs; proper forms
for citing literature references, patents,
other reports and correspondence ; and directions for preparing the manuscript so
that it may be typed accurately and
quickly.
About one-half of the booklet is devoted to examples of various types of reports. So far as possible, all the rules and
directions given in the first part of the
book are illustrated. I n order to make
these examples (which are, of course, fictitious) appear like the actual reports,
they are set up in typewriter type and
arranged on the pages just as they would
be if actually typed. They are even signed
to give them greater verisimilitude.
Throughout the booklet, line drawings
are interspersed in order to make important points stick in the mind and to break
the monotonous appearance of full pages
of type. For instance, a "flow sheet" of
the progress of research from its initial
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phases through the various stages of reporting graphically illustrates the various
kinds of reports and their relationships to
each other.
This booklet is bound in a water-repellent cover so that it can be conveniently
and safely used in the laboratory. Display
material is printed inside both covers,
pointing out the salient features of good
and bad reports, and a prominent place is
given to a statement by the Director ~f
Research emphasizing the importance of
writing well and using the booklet in order
to enhance each chemist's contribution to
the progress of company research.
SUGGESTIONS TO HERCULES AUTHORS
OF' TECHNICAL PAPERS

Scientific workers have an obligation
to contribute not only to the success of
their own organization, but also to the
advancement of science generally. These
two obligations are not incompatible with
each other when a publication policy is
wisely administered, and in the long run
publication of scientific results contributes
indirectly, but no less certainly, to the
progress of a company as well as to that
of the science and industry as a whole.
Our Company, therefore, encourages the
timely publication of worthwhile research
of interest outside the company.
I n order that Hercules chemists may
write their contributions to scientific literature in the most acceptable forms, two
chemists in the company who had had
most experience with publications wrote
another booklet, Suggestions to Herczdes
Authors of Teclznical Papers.
This forty-page booklet describes first
the company rules and regulations concerning publications. Such matters as obtaining clearance for publication, ordering
reprints and standard covers for reprints,
proper forms in by-lines, and the like are
described in detail in order to insure uniformity of practice throughout the research organization.
The remainder of the book consists of
useful information which is of help to the
chemist-author but which does not have
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the force of company rules. Among these policies of American Chemical Society
topics are : preparing the manuscript for publications, Webster's N e w I&ernatl.onal
the publisher ; proofreading ; "printer's Dictionary ( 1937), and the standard
language" (so that the author will under- form-books of large publishers such as
stand the printer's queries) ; rules of sev- the U. S. Government Printing Office and
eral important journals with respect to the University of Chicago Press.
tables, drawings and footnotes ; the prepGeneral rules are given for word forms,
aration of lantern slides; good practice eg., for prefixes, suffixes and endings; for
and style in presenting papers to an audi- capitalization ; for hyphenation ; and for
ence; and the general characteristics of plurals. There is a word list, giving proscientific exposition and how it differs per spelling for technical terms, trade
from other kinds of writing.
names and other words whose spelling,
One of the most useful parts of this hyphenation and capitalization have given
book is a compilation of periodical titles trouble in the past; other lists give symand abbreviations. This is a selected list bols, abbreviations and Latin words and
of the technical journals most often cited abbreviations frequently used or misused.
by Hercules chemists. Clzenzical Abstracts Finally, an important section contains a
abbreviations are followed throughout, list of names and proper symbols and forand some important bibliographical data mulas for important inorganic and organic
are included which will help clear up compounds (especially useful to typists)
many ambiguities in citations. Because of and chemical elements, together with their
its relatively small size, it is more con- atomic weights and numbers.
venient to use than the List of PeriodiT o be of maximum usefulness, such a
cals abstracted by Chemical Abstracts. compendium must be kept up to date. The
Another useful feature of this compilation person who prepared this booklet is availis an alphabetical list of the abbreviations able at all times for answering questions
of journal titles.
which are not answered in the booklet
In addition to this booklet, more direct itself. Periodically these new items are
editorial aid is given to authors preparing issued in mimeographed form to be intheir papers. One of the authors of this serted in the proper places in the booklet.
booklet acts as editorial adviser during the
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
preparation of a paper for publication, and
The effort expended in preparing such
the other acts as the final editor of papers style manuals is, we believe, justified by
before they are sent out for publication.
the results obtained. Several general conWORD LIST, ABBREVIATIONS, AND
siderations on preparing material of this
C H E M I C A L SYMBOLS AND FORMULAS
kind have emerged from our experience in
While the two preceding booklets were issuing successive editions of these bookprepared for the use of chemists writing lets, and they should make our future
reports or articles, the W o r d List is de- work of this kind somewhat easier.
signed both for chemists and for secretar- Among them are :
ies and stenographers. Its purpose is to
(1) Large manuals covering a great
insure uniformity of style in all technical deal of ground are not as useful as smaller
writing in the company, and its rules ones dealing with more specific topics.
apply without exception to reports and This entails a certain duplication of the
technical correspondence. When preferred contents of the several publications, but
forms within the company diverge from it saves the time of the user, who does not
those of a particular periodical to which have to hunt through a large book, but
an article is to be submitted, the rules of who only needs to refer to the specific
the periodical, of course, take precedence. booklet dealing with his immediate writAs a whole, the booklet is based on the ing problem. The Hercules Research De-
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partment has thus issued three different
manuals, each of about 40 pages, instead
of one of about a hundred pages.
(2) The books should be uniform in
size but different in appearance, eg., in
color of cover.
( 3 ) They should be made as attractive
as possible in order to overcome the adverse effect which a large number of more
or less irksome rules often inspire in the
reader. Good quality paper, clear type,
an occasional clever illustration and explicit examples closely related to the
user's work should be included.
(4)These booklets must grow out of
actual experience with the difficulties and
pitfalls of writing. I t is useless, for instance, to make a word list before one has
learned, from correcting many manuscripts and typescripts, what words are
most likely to be misspelled and misused.
( 5 ) The books must be kept up to
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date. As company policy and the editorial
policies of journals change, the booklets
must be revised. It is disheartening to a
writer to follow a rule with care, only to
find later that the rule no longer applies.
Sometimes entire new editions are required; occasionally mimeographed supdements can be issued to show new and
important material; blank pages should
be provided so that the user can make his
own notes.
(6) The booklets should not be simply
issued with the expectation that they will
be used. W e have found it to be desirable
to call attention to new editions throuzh
the plant newspaper and to organize group
discussions based on new editions. Then
constant follow-up is needed to see ;hat
they are being used. Also an effort must
be made to collect an earlier edition when
a new one issues. so as to remove out-ofdate instructions from circulation.

UNIVERSAL DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION
By HELEN ROWLEY
Assistant Librarian, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Rayon Department,
Technical Division Library, Buffalo, New York

T has been suggested that the following historical description and discussion of the Universal Decimal Classification System may prove of some assistance to special librarians seeking a classification scheme suitable for their needs.
Through the efforts of a pair of enthusiastic Belgian librarians, LaFontaine and
Otlet, who had worked for six years on
the classification of material in the field
of sociology, there was held in Brussels in
1895 an international conference of librarians, the first meeting of its kind. As a
result of this conference, the International
Institute for Bibliography1 was organized
1 This organization was later known a s t h r I n t r r -

national Institute of Documentation, and since
1937 has been called the International Federation
of Documentation Organizations.

for the purpose of devising a scheme of
indexing all the literature of the world.
The members of the group sought to classify and record on cards the subject matter of all kinds of docun~ents-not only of
books, but of every journal article, patent,
trade catalog, abstract, etc., of any value.
The Institute agreed that the Dewey
Decimal System was capable of serving
as the basis for the main table of subject
subdivisions. The classification numbers
in this system were made up of Arabic
figures which could be understood by
readers of any language. The system as it
stood was one for use in the classification
of hooks onlv and it was evident to the
Institute that much more minute subdivisions must be made if they were to approach their goal of "giving a definite
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order place to every product of human
activity or thought."l They believed that
the Dewey system would prove sufficiently
flexible for their purpose because of the
possibility of indefinite expansion by the
addition of new decimals. So they secured pern~issionfrom Melvil Dewey to
expand his classification tables and, also,
to devise certain auxiliary tables.
As their first step, the Institute translated the Dewey classification tables into
French in 1898 with the title, Manuel de
la Classification Dicimale. I n 1905, they
issued an expansion of the system entitled,
Manuel du Ripertoire Bibliograflzique
universal, and, in 1927, another edition,
much more finely subdivided, entitled,
Classification Dicimale Universalle. The
scheme they devised has since been known
as the Universal Decimal Classification
or, popularly, as the Brussels Classification. According to Margaret Mann, the
second edition (1927) is "some ten times
as large as the American code, having
more than 100,000 divisions in the main
tables as compared with about 11,000 in
Dewey (13th e d i t i ~ n ) . " ~
The 500's and 600's were particularly
expanded. The second edition of Brussels contains 1,111 double-column pages
of these tables, while the 14th edition of
Dewey contains only 381 single-colun~n
pages. The 500's in Brussels have 250
double-colun~npages in contrast with 111
single-column pages in Dewey; the Brussels' 600's have 861 double-column pages ;
Dewey, 270 single-column pages.
In Dewey, the number 578.6 is assigned
to the topic, "Preparation and Mounting
of Objects," under the subject, "Microscopy." The number is not subdivided
further. The Brussels system adds twelve
subdivisions to the number, thus:
578.6 Prkparation et montage des objets.
.61 Collectionnement et conservation sommaire des objets.
.63 Traitement spCcial des objets.

-

1 Duyvis, F. Doner. "Institut international de documentation". Special Libraries, 25:88, April 1934.
2 Mann Margaret. "The Brussels classification and
its geAeral use abroad". Special Libraries, 25:51,

March
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1934.

.636 Traitement des matieres suspendues, deposees.
.64 Dissection.
.65 Coloration. D6coloration.
Deshydratation.
Impregnations metalliques.
.66 Injection.
.67 Preparation pour le travail au microtome. Appareils pour inclusion.
.68 Dispositifs spkciaux pour le montage des
preparations.
.682 Dispositifs pour examiner des ttres vivants (lames Q concavitks)
Compresseur. Lames Q anneau, B deux
tubuures. Frog plate.
.683 Chambre Q culture. Chambre humide.
.684 Chambre thermostatique. Plaque chauffante.
.69 Reconstruction des sections, modeles.3

.

The Brussels classification differs from
the Dewey in form as well as in minuteness. Even with the expansion made, it
is obvious that the 2,153 pages of the second edition of Brussels would not permit
the allotment of a class to each aspect of
every conceivable subject. The Brussels
classification, therefore, provides a group
of syn~bolsto show relationship between
subjects, and five auxiliary tables for subdivisions common to many subiects to express form, place, language, time and general point of view.
The symbols used are as follows
(1) The accretion sign (+) indicates
that the book, pamphlet, article, etc. deals
with all subject matter connected by the
E.g. 667.6 is the number for paints;
667.7 is the number for varnishes. 667.6+
667.7 therefore indicates material on both
paints and varnishes.
(2) The coupling sign (-) "denotes
the association of the ideas represented by
the decimal numbers so j ~ i n e d . " ~This
sign is ordinarily used only where indicated in the tables. E.g., 622.342 is gold
and 622.19 is prospecting. Therefore,

+.

-

3 International Federation for Documentation. Cla?
sification dPcimale icniuerselle. Tables de classl-

cation pour Irs bibliographies, bibliothPques, archives
administrations.
publicat~ons brevets,
m u s ~ e i et ensembles d'objects pour 'toutes les
espPces de documentation en gineral et pour les
collections de toute nature. Bruxelles. 1927-33,

4 v.
4 Rradford, S. C. "Brussels classification".
neer, 145:685-6, 1928.

Engi-
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622.342-19
would express material on
prospecting for gold.
(3) The relation sign ( :) shows relationship between the subjects of the two
classification numbers joined by it. E g . ,
if 780 represents music and 920 biography, 780 :920 would be used to indicate
a biography of musicians. Final zeros,
however, are dropped in the Brussels system so that this number would actually
be written 78:92. This number may be
used in reverse order, depending on which
subject the classifier wishes to emphasize.
(4) The universality sign (00) indicates
"without limitation" in place or time. E g . ,
9 (00) means history of all countries.
(5) The Roman letters A to Z are
used after any classification number to
arrange proper names such as authors
under literature, towns under counties,
etc. Individual biographies are arranged
alphabetically with the proper name written out in full. E g . , 92 (Franklin, Benjamin) is a work on the life of Franklin.
The auxiliary tables of common subdivision are as follows:
(1) A table indicating flze form oof the
publication. The original Dewey form
numbers, .Ol to .09, are retained but so
greatly expanded that the table occupies
over seventeen pages in Brussels. The
decimal point is dropped and the numbers
are enclosed in parentheses. Examples of
some of the expanded form divisions are:
(058)
Annuals. Yearbooks. Directories.
(083.4) Tables. Synoptic and statistical tables.
(083.74) Standards.
(083.75) Specifications.
A chemical journal is classified 54(05).

( 2 ) A table representing geographical
subdivisions. These are the regular Dewey
geographical numbers, as found in the
900's, enclosed in parentheses. If 45 represents Italy, and 667, dyeing and bleaching, 667.2(45) is the dyeing and bleaching industry in Italy.
(3) A table consisting of subdivisions
b y language. These are taken from
Dewey's 400's, dropping the initial 4, and
replacing it by the symbol =. These may
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be used to show the language in which
the literature on a subject is written.
54(05)=2 would represent a chemical
journal in English; 54(05)'3,
one in
German.
(4) A table denoting time. These subdivisions are identified by the symbol,
,
". Dates are given in the sequence
of year, month, day. Years are always
written with four figures, zeros being inserted where necessary, and two figures
are used for months and days. Therefore,
"1945.05.10" is used to express May 10,
1945. A minus sign signifies B.C. E.g.,
"-541"
is the year 541 B.C. Centuries
are indicated by the use of two figures.
E.g., "03" is the fourth century. A period
is shown by the use of the relation sign
( :). E g . , "1917:1919" indicates the period from 1917 to 1919. This system is
used in place of the Dewey period divisions in the 900's.
(5) A table expressing general point
of view. Each figure begins with a double
zero and is not put in parentheses. The
following are the main subdivisions used.
each one (except 005) being subdivided
further than here indicated :
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009

Speculativ : Theory.
Realization.
Economics. Finance.
Service and use.
Equipment and apparatus.
Sites and buildings.
Personnel.
Organization.
Social and moral point of view.

The number representing net cost of
raw materials is 00311 ; 676 is paper-manufacture. So, 676.0031 1 indicates material
on the manufacture of paper from the
viewpoint of net cost of raw materials.
The work of further expansion and
changes in the Brussels classification
scheme is controlled by a board called the
"International Committee on Decimal
Classification," which consists of representatives of national sections of the International Federation of Documentation Organisations. The headquarters of this
body is at the Hague. It has begun pub-
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well. The call numbers of the books,
wlziclz are quite independent of any classiDezimal-Klassifikation, deutsche Gesamtausgabe, fication sclzenze, are also on the cards . . .
bearbeitet v o m Deutschen Normenaussch~~ss When the Brussels Classification is used
(3. internationale Ausgabe ; Berlin : Beuthver- in this way, all criticism of complicated
lag, 1934).
notation is avoided since the decimal numUniversal decimal classification. Complete Eng- ber becomes merely a filing medium; it
lish edition (4th international ed. ; Brussels :
does not have to be copied by the reader;
Keerberghen, 1936).
its purpose is merely to assure logical arThe Brussels classification has proved rangement of subjects.""
A modification of the Brussels system
successful in practice, especially in Europe. Its chief advantages are found to be is being used satisfactorily in the techniits elasticity and the fact that it employs cal library of some 2,000 volumes in
a notation which is independent of lan- which the author is employed. The tables
guage. The expansions made in Dewey which we use in classifying were prepared by the Science Museum of London
plus the newly devised auxiliary tab&
and symbols have made possible the classi- in 1936.3 They are an abridgment of the
fication of millions of periodical articles. Brussels system, containing only those
The great disadvantage bf the system, par- classes that are included in the subject
ticularly when applied to the classification matter of a science librarv. This work
of books is the length of the numbers. contains the auxiliary tables, also abridged,
They become so long and complicated that and an explanation of the use of the symthey cannot be accommodated on the back bols. T o date. however. we have not
of books. Dr. S. C. Bradford of the Lon- needed to make use of these aids to close
don Science Library says that this length classification since we are classifying only
"is necessitated by the extent and. com- books. The expansion made in Dewey's
plexity of human knowledge. I t is the 500's and 600's enables us to classifv
price that must be paid for the advantages minutely enough to separate the specialof rati~nalization."~I t must be remem- ized subject matter on our shelves, and,
bered, also, that the scheme was devised yet, keep the classification number sufprimarily as a means of arranging an ficiently short to permit it being placed
enormous card bibliography, not-for ap- easily on the back of a book.
The chief disadvantage in employing
plication to book classification.
the
Science Museum system is that. heMargaret Mann found that in Europe
cause
of rapid strides in chemical techlibraries were using the Brussels system
nology
in recent years, the tables are out
more frequently for the classification of
of
date
and
a revision is needed. To offset
catalog cards than for books. I t is well
this,
in
some
instances, we have been
known that the classified catalog is used
forced
to
coordinate
revisions made in the
much more in Europe than the dictionary
14th
edition
of
Dewey
with the Science
catalog common in America. Miss Mann,
Museum
tables.
in explaining the application of the BrusIn the present world situation, all work
sels scheme to this use, says, "the reader
on
the Brussels system or any adaptations
who wishes to see what books the library
of
it must be virtually at a standstill.
has on a definite subject goes to the cataFurther
developments must be awaited
log instead of to the shelves. There he
until
after
the war.
locates his subject and finds not only books listed, but analytical material as
2 Mann, Margaret. Brussels classification and i t s
lication of two other editions of the classification. These are :

-

1 Bradford, S. C. "Why the science Library adopted
the Universal Decimal Classification".
Library
Journal, 55:1005, 1930.

general use abtwad. SPecial Libraries, 25:52, 1934.
3 Science Museum. Classification for works m pure

and apfilied science i n the Science Museum Library. 1936. 3rd ed. London.

A TEACHING EXPERIMENT
By ELMA T. EVANS

Librarian, Airplane Division-Research Laboratory, Curtiss-Wright Corporation,
Buffalo, New York

T

HIS past year a group of us were

asked to cooperate with the Chemistry Department of the University
of Buffalo in offering a course in chemical
library work for majors in chemistry at
the University as well as for chemists in
industry who might be interested in the
current or postwar possibilities of the
field. This paper will describe the organization and content of the course and our
personal experiences and reactions in
teaching it.
The first step was a series of conferences of the four instructors and a representative from the Chemistry Department
of the University to determine and outline
what personal experiences had shown to
be necessary for the training of intelligent
assistants in a library in the chemical industry. This course was not designed to
train library administrators but to supply
the demand for library trained personnel
in an industrial area where it apparently
was con~pletelylacking.
The course was experimental to the
extent that we had no precedent to follow from other library training organizations. W e believe that the same general
content should be followed in teaching
the course a second time, but this experience and a survey of student background
in any class group might dictate some
minor changes in method of approach or
content. W e believe that we had an ideal
teaching staff, in that we had two trained
chemists and two trained librarians with
some chemical training and all with industrial chemical library backgrounds. Our
classroom was ideal since lectures were
given in the Science Library of the Uni-

-

1 Other instructors in this course and contributors

for this paper were Barbara R. Cole, Rayon Technical Division, Elizabeth H . Burkey and uliet 1-1.
Walton, Electrochernicals Department,
I. duPont deNemours and Company, Inc.

k

versity and the librarian and reference
texts were always immediately available.
W e enjoyed the experiment, although
at the beginning we had qualms since we
were not professional instructors but the
fact that we had had the daily task of
training assistants for our own staffs gave
us courage to undertake the work. This
course is not to be offered during the
coming academic year, but it is expected
that it will be made an elective course for
a major in chemistry as well as an elective in the currently inactive library school
curriculum and will be offered in alternate years.
College credit of two semester hours
was given for the two-hour instruction one
evening each week for each of two semesters. The majority of the registrants for
both semesters were from industry; this
definitely indicates the trend of realization of the importance of the library in
private organizations. I n many of these
cases the expenses of the student were
paid by the employers and, since that tinie,
these students have been given the opportunity of working in, or organizing, their
company libraries and have become members of S. I,. A. One student had library
school training and one had public library
experience. Of the four undergraduate
students who started the course, only two
continued for the second semester.
The first semester covered reference
and literature sources, both general and
specifically chemical, with a term project
being a literature search in the student's
chosen field. The second semester covered
library organization and techniques with
a term project being the organization of a
library on paper for their employer or for
some company within the western New
York area which did not have a library
set-up.
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The texts chosen for the students for
reference and specific reading assignments
were :
Soule, B. A. Library guide for the cltemist. 2d
ed. McGraw-Hill, 1938.
Mann, Margaret. Introductioft to the cata1ogirz.q
atzd classificatiotz of books. 2d ed. A. L. A.,
1943.

These were not followed consistently
chapter by chapter since we felt there
were other texts and journal articles
which deserved emphasis. Since Mudge,
or a comparable text, was not purchased,
several duplicated lists of reference sources
in the various fields were given to the
students from time to time.
The following is the outline of the
course :
FIRSTSEMESTER :
I General outline of the course and use of
the card catalog.
I 1 How to write abstracts and make literature surveys, emphasizing acceptable bibliographical form.
111 General reference sources.
A-Biographical
1. Who's who in America.
2. American men of science.
3. Who's who in various fields.
4. Society membership lists.
B-Geographical
1. Atlases.
2. Telephone and city directories.
3. Hotel and A A A directories.
C-Trade catalogs.
D-Encyclopedias,
almanacs and dictionaries.
E-Statistical
sources, i.e., Standard
and Poor's, Moody's, U. S. Bureau
of census, etc.
F-Foreign language dictionaries.
G-Technical dictionaries.
H-Handbooks
i n t h e engineering
fields.
I -Bibliographical tools.
I V Chemical reference sources
A-Handbooks,
i.e., Perry, Lange,
Chemical rubber publishing company.
B-Dictionaries, i.e., Hackh, Condensed
chemical, U. S. pharmacopoeia,
Gregory, Miall, Merck, etc.
C-Encyclopedias,
i.e., Thorpe, UI1mann, International critical tables,
Landolt-Bornstein, Seidell, etc.
D-Inorganic
chemistry, i.e., Gmelin,
Friend, Mellor, Inorganic syntheses, etc.

V
VI

VII
VIII
IX

X
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E-Organic
chemistry, i.e., Beilstein,
Heilbron, Whitmore, Organic syntheses, Meyer and Jacobson, Organic reactions, etc.
F-Analytical
chemistry, i.e., Scott,
T r e a d w e 11 and Hall, hlulliken,
Allen, Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, American Society for Testing Materials, Yoe,
Shriner & Fuson, Feigel, Chamot
and Mason, etc.
G--Physical chemistry, i.e., Reilly and
Rae, Glasstone, Egloff, A n n u a l
tables of numerical constants, International critical tables, LandoltBornstein, Taylor, Getman-Daniels,
Ostwald, etc.
NOTE: I t was pointed out to the
students that these chemical reference sources were the general
ones and that they would have to
become acquainted with the specific ones in any field in which
they might be working.
Abstract journals, i.e., Chemical abstracts,
British abstracts, CItenzische setttralblatt.
Other indexing and abstracting services,
i.e., Engineerittg index, Industrial arts iadex, Agriczdtural index, Nezv Y o r k Times
index, Reader's guide, Sciemc abstracts,
Biological abstracts, Index mcdicus, journals containing abstract sections, patent
gazettes, etc.
Periodicals, trade journals, and house
organs.
Patents.
Miscellaneous : theses and other university publications, monographs, reviews
and government documents.
Examination.
Organization and administration, including a study of the company organization,
a survey of existing library facilities and
the types of library services desired and/
or possible.
Equipment and physical arrangement.
O r d e r i n g , w i t h special emphasis on
sources of supply and the techniques
necessary in dealing with a company purchasing agent.
Classification systems
A-Dewey decimal.
B-Library of Congress.
C-Universal decimal.
D-Schemes peculiar to a specific organization.
Subject headings with detailed instruction on basic principles and cross-references
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VI

VII
VIII

IX
X
XI
XI1
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A-SLA-S-T-Chemistry
section.
B-Library
of Congress.
C-Sears.
D-Cameron.
E-Supplementary
headings needed for
a specific organization.
Cataloging: only a unit card system was
considered, based upon the style of Library of Congress printed cards or a
slightly simplified modification if printed
cards were not used or were not available.
Binding: the four instructors and a library binding representative participated
in a panel discussion.
Duplication methods for library materials
of all kinds, i.e., typewriting, Ditto, Mirneograph, blueprint, Ozalid, Duplicard,
Photostat, microfilm and microcard.
Handling of ephemeral material.
Company reports and correspondence containing technical information.
Professional standards, ethics, and S. L. A.
Examination.

The student reaction indicated that the
undergraduates were not as interested or
as alert as the group from industry. W e
were not able to determine if this was due
to student background at the University
or our lack of experience in handling undergraduate personnel.
One student from a chemical research
organization with an excellent background
very frankly said that she was interested
in the course and in library work, but that
the scope of the work frightened her.
I t was difficult to promote class discussion, particularly early in the course, but
each student had numerous questions arising from the lectures and assignments.
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The instructors were freely consulted outside of the class period for help.
One student was discouraged by her
employer from participating in the course.
This company has an excellent chemical
library for the use of the patent and research departments but has a librarian
only intermittently. This was an unusual
reaction. The positive reaction was indicated by visits of the directors of research
and other executives to the libraries of the
instructors. These visits were mutually
profitable. Several requests for recorninendations for library personnel came
from other sections of the country as well
as from western New York area.
Teaching library sources and methods
made us evaluate those used in our respective libraries. Agreement had to be
reached on the preferable practices before
class presentation. I t was helpful in many
instances to have the practices of each of
the instructors discussed since it very defnitely showed that there were many ways
in which a certain job might be accomplished but that the best way depended
upon the individual organization.
While the division of responsibility
among four teachers made it difficult to
coordinate the instruction, this was the
only way the course could be offered since
we were all working at our own job 44-48
hours per week, but even under the pressure we would not have foregone the experience.

THE RECRUITING, TRAINING AND
MANAGEMENT OF LIBRARIANS
By

CARL W. HINTZ

Director of Libraries, University of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland

A

CCORDING to the American Library Association report on Postwar Library Personnel, dated
January 29, 1944, an additional 18,000 li-

brarians must be recruited and trained to
meet estimated needs during the six year
period following the end of the war. This
number, which may seem staggering inas-
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much as the total number of practicing
professional librarians at the time of the
report was given as about 27,500, is
broken down as follows :
Present shortage ............................................ 3500
Normal replacements (for six years after
the war) .................................................. 6500
Additional librarians for planned expansion (for six years after the war) .......... 10,000
20.000
Librarians now in armed forces, military
libraries, etc., who will probably return
to civilian libraries ................................. 2000
T o be recruited ........................................... 18,000

The number needed for planned expansion, of course, is predicated upon certain
assumptions regarding the national income and progress toward a better social
order in which people will have the freedom, leisure time and opportunity to read
for pleasure and education. On the basis
of past experience it seems reasonable to
expect a decided increase in the number
of librarians needed. Whether the increase
will be as marked as this report forecasts
is open to question, desirable as it would
be. I t is true that the Census recorded
15,297 librarians in 1920 as against 29,613
in 1930 and 36,347 in 1940. If the golden
expansionist days of the twenties can be
repeated a corps of professional librarians
numbering some 55,000 by 1955 is entirely within reason. Regardless of the
exact rate of expansion there is no doubt
that recruiting is a problem requiring serious and thoughtful attention on the part
of the entire profession. With library
school enrollments at their lowest point in
years, the question of replacements alone
assumes major proportions.
At first sight, perhaps, an intensified
recruiting campaign might provide the
answer. A little thought seems to indicate
a deeper problem than that of merely attracting numbers. T o this writer the
whole problem of recruiting is linked to
the larger one of training for librarianship, as well as that of utilizing the resources of personnel now available. The
three point discussion which follows may
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raise more questions than it answers but
it may, at least, provide a point of departture for further investigation along these
lines.
RECRUITING

In considering the problem of recruiting
desirable personnel we should consider
two basic questions ; namely, what are the
factors influencing choice of profession,
and with what other occu~ationsdo we
compete for recruits?
Until the fairly recent development of
aptitude and interest tests as a part of the
counselling process, it is likely that many
people decided to enter library work because they knew someone who was a librarian, because they thought it offered a
good livelihood, because they had "always
liked books" or for a host of other reasons. All these are valid motives. Fundamentally, though, it would seem that a
thoughtful choice of profession, granted
aptitude and interest, is based upon prestige value and material rewards. Under
the latter heading we might well include
pleasant working conditions as well as
the intangible but nevertheless important
idealistic appeal of "doing good."
Contrary to the judgment of some, it is
the writer's opinion that the prestige value
of librarianship is not high in the minds
of the general public. Too many people
still think of libraries and librarianship in
terms of the small town library, often open
onlv a few hours a week. with a miscellaneous collection of books, and frequently
operated by personnel with limited educational and professional backgrounds. It is
amazing to find that many people have no
conception of a librarian's duties, beyond
that of handing a book across the desk.
How that book came to be in the library
and the various steps which took place
before it was ready for use seldom occur
to them. This fact was rather graphically
illustrated at a High School Career Night
in a Washington suburb not long ago.
The librarian who spoke on librarianship
as a career had briefly described the operations and objectives of library service to-
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gether with the educational and personal
qualifications desirable in practitioners of
the function. Whereupon one boy's father
immediately said, "I don't see why you
need all that education to hand a book to
a patron and stamp the date in the back."
And that from a man who has had the opportunity of using a good public library
system! A hasty review of recent films,
for instance, shows that the doctor, lawyer, priest and nurse are all portrayed
more sympathetically than are librarians.
Can it be that we have failed to educate
the public as to the true worth of libraries
and those that operate then?? I believe
not entirely, for many people speak appreciatively of libraries but less so of librarians. Apparently the inanimate object so fills the mirror of the public's mind
that there is no room for the human element which makes the wheels run.
One reason, perhaps, for the low prestige status of librarianship is the feminization of the profession. Lest this statement cause storms of protest, let me hasten to explain. Simply this: many of our
librarians are active for a limited period
of years until they become married and
established as homemakers. This tends to
increase the possibility that librarianship
is considered not as a career likely to estend over a period of forty years, but
rather as a stop-gap between the close of
school and entrance upon marriage. This
is likely to remain a problem as long as
approximately 90 per cent of the librarians of the country are women, unless our
general social pattern with regard to the
employment of married women changes.
In this connection, too, it might be pointed
out that the feminine college graduate who
contemplates marriage within a relatively
short period of years is often unwilling to
spend a year in library school at considerable expense in order to prepare for a
short term job, even though the shortness
of the term is of her own choosing.
As a first step in recruiting, then, I
would suggest something of a public relations campaign aimed toward raising the
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prestige value of librarianship. This cannot be, and should not be, a glorified advertising venture but rather a thoroughly
honest and sincere effort to bring about a
better understanding of libraries and librarianship on the part of the general
public.
A second deterrent to entrance upon librarianship, and this is frequently cited, is
lack of financial rewards. Admittedly the
easiest way to attract large numbers of
good people to the function would be to
raise salaries to the point where librarianship would be so attractive financially that
one just couldn't afford to stay out. Let
us be practical, though, and fair, by comparing ourselves with other professions in
this respect.
If we take the old line, well established
professions, we come up with a list composed of architecture, dentistry, engineering, journalism, law, librarianship, medicine, nursing, social work, teaching and
theology. Of these only librarianship,
nursing, social work and teaching are
thought of as primarily attracting large
numbers of women, with journalism as a
rapidly developing possible addition to the
list. Unless the ratio of men to women in
librarianship changes radically within the
next few years, it would seem that we
must use the smaller list as a more valid
yardstick for comparison.
According to Clark : Life Earnings i??
Selected Occzcpatio%sin the United States,'
the average earnings in dollars per year
for the period 1920-1936 were as follows :
INCOME I N SELECTED OCCUPATIONS
I N THE U. s., 1920-1936

Occupation

Average,Earnings
~n
Dollars per Year

Medicine .......... 4,850
Law .................. 4,730
Engineering .... 4,410
Dentistry ........ 4,170
Architecture .... 3,820
College Teaching ................ 3,050
-

Estimates in Percentage
of the Limits Within
Which True Fjgure
Probably Lles

* 20
+ 35
*20
225

+ 40

lfI 10

1 Clark, Harold F. Life Earnings i n Selected Occupations in the United States. New York, Harpers, 1937. p. 5.
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Journalism ...... 2,120
Library Work.. 2,020
Ministry .......... 1,980
Social Work .... 1,650
Public School
Teaching ...... 1,350
Nursing .......... 1,310
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*

45
125
2 15
115
5 0s
110

On the basis of income alone, librarianship appears to be in a position to compete
favorably with the three predominantly
feminine occupations of public school
teaching, nursing and social work. The
sharp gradation between the predominantly male professions and those largely
staffed by women is obvious and must be
disturbing to those who believe in equal
rights.
I t is to be regretted that these figures
are no longer up to date, but reliable indices of salaries are hard to establish in
the rising flurry of war time wages.
An interesting and possibly important
comparison may be made on the basis of
a Gallup Poll Report and the present income levels of A. L. A. members. The
Gallup Poll in question was reported in
the Washington Post for December 7 ,
1944 and gave the results of a survey of
what the American people themselves
think a fully adequate postwar income
ought to be in terms of a fair standard for
health and comfort. The question asked
was: "How much income per week do
you think the average family of four needs
for health and comfort?" Notice that this
is phrased in terms of a family of four
living in health and comfort. Here are
the results:
Area

Weekly Income

New England States.............................. $48.00
Middle Atlantic States .......................... 49.00
East Central States................................
48.00
42.00
West Central States..............................
Southern States ...................................... 40.00
Mountain States .................................... 48.00
Pacific Coast States................................
50.00

In other words, an income of between
$2,080 and $2,600 per annum, depending
upon geographic location, constitutes reasonable security and success in the mind
of the general public. The national average was $48 a week, or $2,496 per annurn.
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How does this compare with the income
of A. L. A. members? According to the
A. L. A. Department of Membership Organization and Information, the A. L. A.
personal membership at the end of OCtober 1944l was as follows:
$ 2.00 memberships (Income not more
than $1200) ........................................
$ 3.00 memberships (Income between
$1201 and $1500 inclusive) ..............
$ 4.00 memberships (Income between
$1501 and $2100 inclusive) ..............
$ 5.00 memberships (Income between
$2101 and $3000 inclusive) ..............
$ 6.00 memberships (Income between
$3001 and $4000 inclusive) ..............
$ 8.00 memberships (Income between
$4001 and $5000 inclusive) ..............
$10.00 memberships (Income $5001
....
and over)

1793
24.54
4108
2768
561
139
122

11,945

It is obvious at a glance that most
A. L. A. members do not meet the standard expressed in the Gallup Poll cited.
This is particularly striking if we assume,
and it would appear to be a justifiable assumption, that librarians belonging to the
A. L. A. are representative of the professional group at its best. The discrepancy
between the number of A. L. A. personal
memberships and the total number of professional librarians, as given in the report
on Postwar Library Personnel, is alarming. If we add the 3600 odd members of
the Special Libraries Association to the
11,945 A. L. A. members we still have
only slightly more than one half of the
professional librarians in the country
holding membership in these two major
organizations. Overlapping memberships,
of course, make the proportion even
smaller. It seems unlikely that many people in the higher income brackets would
fail to join their professional organization,
so it would seem logical to believe that the
salaries of librarians, as indicated by
A. L. A. membership groups, are likely
to be more representative of the high income group than the lower.
To return to the figures in round numbers 15 per cent of the A. L. A. member-

1 Letter dated December 13, 1944.
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ship receive salaries of less than $1,200 a
year; 21 per cent receive between $1,201
and $1,500; 34 per cent between $1,501
and $2,100; 23 per cent between $2,101
and $3,000 ; 5 per cent between $3,001 and
$4,000; 1 per cent between $4,001 and
$5,000; and 1 per cent over $5,000. In
other words, only 30 per cent fall within
or exceed the Gallup Poll national range
of $2,080 to $2,600, and of this number
only 7 per cent definitely exceed the national average of $2,496. At best we could
make the general statement that not more
than 30 per cent approach or exceed the
national average of $2,496.
The following arithmetical exercise may
draw fire from the mathematicians, but it
attempts to postulate an average salary for
A. I,. A. members. If we take the middle
point in each salary range, allowing
$600 as the average for the group receiving $1,200 or less and $7,500 as the
average for those receiving over $5,000
we arrive at the following:
Members

1793
2454
4108
2768
561
139
122

11,945
11,945

Average Salary

$ 600.00
1,350.00
1,800.00
2,550.00
3,500.00
4,500.00
7,500.00

Total Earnings

$ 1,075,800.00
3,312,900.00
7,394,400.00
7,058,400.00
1,963,500.00
625,500.00
915,000.00

$22,345,500.00
$1,870.69

$22,345,392.05

On the basis of this admittedly rule-ofthumb calculation, then, the average salary of A. I,. A. members is $1,870.69!
What do these two sets of figures mean,
if anything? The first, taken from Clark:
Life Earni~zgsi n Selected Occupations i n
the U . S . , would seem to indicate that librarianship, in normal times, is in a favorable position to compete with the other
predominantly feminine occupations for
recruits; the second, that the average income of librarians, based on A. L. A.
memberships, is well below what the general public anticipates as a satisfactory
standard for health and comfort, in the
postwar era.
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Admittedly the present time, with its
uncertainties as to the future ~urchasine
.,
power of the dollar, is scarcely suited to
the formulation of wage standards on a
long term basis. I should like to suggest,
therefore, as a second step in a recruiting
program, that we consider our position
with regard to other occupations requiring
the same general qualifications. Simply
raising a hue and cry for increased salaries is likely to accomplish little. A definite
step in the right direction has been taken
with the publication of Classification and
P a y Plans for Libraries in Institutions of
Higher Education.l The schedules proposed therein are, of course, open to criticism, but there seems to be some evidence
that library administrators are using them
as a basis for the preparation of individualized schedules and are pressing for
their adoption on the part of college and
university authorities. I t is only by means
such as these that we can convince those
that hold the institutional purse strings
that librarian's salaries are not what they
ought to be.
EDUCATION FOR L I B R A R I A N S H I P

Education for librarianship is still in
its infancy as compared with training for
some of the older professions. prior to
the 19th century, at least, library work
did not require any peculiar qualifications
which the educated man did not possess.
With the great development of public libraries in particular, it became necessary
to develop routines and procedures peculiar to the function and requiring specialized knowledge. As a result, the first library school w a s founded just over fifty
years ago at Columbia, to be followed in
fairly short order by numerous other
agencies for training librarians.
T o analyze and discuss in detail the developmentof the curriculum to the present
day is not within the scope and purpose
of this paper. Suffice to say that the early
schools emphasized practical work almost
-

1 American Library Association.

Board on SalarStaff and Tenure. Classification and P a y
for Libraries in Institutions of Higher E d ucation. Chicago, A. L. A,, 1943. 3v.
ies
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to the point oi apprenticeship and stressed the same brush-or
with very similar
routines which were largely of a clerical brushes !
nature. I t was not until 1923 when Dr.
The foregoing cursory summary will
Williamson's report Training for Library serve as an introduction to the leading
Service was presented that attempts were question : How satisfactory are our presmade to disGnguish between the profes- ent methods of training librarians?
sional and clerical aspects of library work,
The debate, which is at least smoulderand to shift the emphasis primarily to the ing, if not raging, is all to the good. I t is
professional phases of the c u r r i ~ u l u m . ~fitting that we should look at ourselves
How successfully this has been done is a with a critical eye with improvement as
moot question, although Ralph Munn's the goal.
study3 shows that much progress was
The answer to the question, "How satmade during the decade following Wil- isfactory are our present methods of
liamson's report, even after giving due training?" needs to be sought basically
consideration to the criticisms levelled along two lines. I n the first place, is the
against the library schools.
first year course at the proper level; and,
A t the present time, training for librar- in the second place, what shall the conianship is concentrated primarily, if not tent be ?
I t may come as somewhat of a surprise
almost exclusively, in the 34 schools acto
raise the question as to whether the
credited by the Board of Education for
Librarianship. Of the 34 schools, 11 are curriculum in librarianship belongs in the
Type I11 and give only the first full aca- undergraduate or graduate levels. The
demic year of library science, not requir- trend of recent years has been definitely
ing four years of college work for admis- toward requiring four years of appropriate
sion; 17 are Type I1 and give only the college work as a prerequisite for admisfirst full academic year of library science, sion to the course. But what evidence is
requiring four years of appropriate college there that the present first year course
work for admission; and five are Type I , contains anything of a graduate nature?
requiring at least a bachelor's degree for The standard definition of work at the
" r a d u a t elevel is that it shall be directed
admission to the first full academic year ~
of library science and/or giving advanced toward extending the boundaries of knowlprofessional training beyond the first year. edge through the medium of research.
One school is both Type I1 and Type 111. This holds true even for the M. A. degree
which is normally given for one year's
With due allowance for ada~tations. work beyond the baccalaureate degree.
variations, extensions, abridgments and Engineers are trained for their profession
supplements, the first year curriculun~in on an undergraduate basis; the average
these schools revolves basicallv around public school teacher is considered comfour courses : Administration, Cataloging, petent to teach upon the completion of
Book Selection and Reference. There may four year's work; t h e architect completes
be. and are. considerable variations in his professional education in four years.
titles of courses, in outline and content, I s there not some basis, therefore, for beand even in credit hours, but this does not lieving that librarianship should be placed
change the fundamental character of the back in the undergraduate school? If this
work. I n other words, the graduates of were done, the opportunity to shape the
first year curriculum are all tarred with student's choice of related courses would
be greatly enhanced. And, of course, it
1 Metcalf Keyes D.; Russell, J. P. and Osbor~i
A. D. ' T h e Program ,of Instruction in ~ i b r a r ; seems very probable that many college
Schools. Urbana, Univers~ty of Illinois Press.
students now heading toward teaching
1943. y. 3-4.
2 Munn, Ralph. Conditions and Trends in Educawould be inclined to consider librariantion for Librarianship. New York, Carnegie Corporation, 1936.
ship as a promising career. This latter
u
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I t seems that in attempting to answer,
or even consider, the above two questions,
we need to ask a further question: What
are we training for ?
Perhaps this point can best be illustrated by the following quotation from thz
report of the committee convened April
1933, by the Carnegie Corporation to study
trends in education for librarianship. "it
is being more frequently pointed out that
there are two, possibly three, kinds of iibrarians: The lowest rank does work
which is largely clerical; then there is the
middle class who make up the larger part
of the output of the one-year library
schools; and finally, the strictly professional group. Possibly librarianship could
further its cause if it gave some thought
to the preparation of several classes of
workers, rather than lumping its personnel, as at present under the one term,
librarian."l
I n the college and university field, for
instance, there is a growing and insistent
demand that librarians be more than custodians of books, good housekeepers and
The second question, as to the content skillful technicians. Books are tools of
of the course, is open to wide discussion. learning: if need be they should be conAs has been summarily pointed out, the sidered as expendable and not held as
rrenerations.
trend has been from a curriculum primar- sacred monuments for future "
ily intended to impart techniques and I n a way, they are like laboratory equipskills to one which emphasizes the truly ment, chemical supplies, and cats, dogs
professional and cultural aspects of li- and frogs for dissection. If the library is
to be a teaching tool, it means that we
brarianship. But even so the basic quesshould have on a typical staff a corps of
tion is still whether the emphasis shall be
librarians, perhaps relatively small as
on techniques or on a broader cultural
compared with the total size of the sta8,
program. I s it true, for instance, that the
who would be capable of interpreting
essentials in the present first year course
books and stimulating their use in support
can be covered in one semester? If so,
of the instructional program; a second
what should be taught during the balance
cadre, not necessarily inferior in quality,
of the year? Shall the student be encourbut skilled primarily in the technical proaged or directed toward a field of subject
cesses; and finally, at the lower level, a
specialization based possibly upon his unrelatively large number who would handle
dergraduate major? Can enough be done
the more or less routine activities of the
in this length of time to train a student
library. Are these varied types to come
in the terminology and literature of a
from -the same fountain of professional
given field? How shall it be done-in cotraining-the library school? At the presoperation with other departments of the
ent time, there is no other source unless
university or by means of courses specially designed for the library school?
1 Munn, op. cit. p. 34-35.

point, however, should not be given much
weight in reaching a thoughtful decision.
I n all honesty, though, we must admit
that the present first year course is primarily concerned with the transn~ission
of already established knowledge and not
with the extension of its boundaries. If
the first year course were placed back at
the undergraduate level, the schools could
devote greater attention to the development of a graduate program leading
toward the M.A. and P11.D. degrees.
Admittedly this tends to negate the idea of
a professional course and places library
science on the same basis as any other
undergraduate major. The other side of
this argument is that the student entering
library school with an A.B. degree can be
expected to have a broader cultural background than the average undergraduate.
Furthermore, of course, we have the example of professions like law, medicine
and dentistry, which now tend almost uniformly to require four years of undergraduate work for admission to professional
school.
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we take a teacher, for instance, and give
him the minimum amount of library training to supplement his other qualifications.
And this, it might be said, occurs freq ~ ~ e n t enough
ly
to disturb our professional
cquanimity ! Over and over again we find
the statenlent that librarians are needed
with better general education and infinitely more book knowledge than they
now have. Can we acquire this better
general education and greater book knowledge within the confines of the present
system by changing the course content?
Administrators, of course, are intrrested in securing staff members familiar
with the practice as well as the principles
of librarianship. This would imply that
a certain degree of emphasis on techniques
must be retained in the curriculum. O n
the other hand, administrators want people with the widest possible general background. Where shall the line be drawnor is it possible for administrators to have
their cake and eat it too?
But stated in more general terms: I s it
the function of the library schools to coacentrate on the production of what, for
the want of a better term, we shall call
leaders, rather than the rank and file of
library workers? After all, in any system
there are but relatively few department
heads and first assistants. At present the
screening process, or the development of
leaders, takes place largely in the field,
for, as previously pointed out, all library
school graduates are products of a fairly
standardized course, as far as the first
year work is concerned, and are therefore
equal under the law. Individual ability
and proven worth in the field determine
advancement beyond that which ordinarily
accrues purely on the basis of longevity of
service.
MANAGEMENT

This brings us to the third side of the
triangle ; namely, the utilization of present
personnel. For some years now there has
been a persistent call for a clearer distinction between professional and sub-profes-
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sional and clerical duties in our libraries.
Great strides have been taken in this direction but it is doubtful if many libraries
meet the standard expressed in Classification and Pay Plum for Libraries i n Institzttions of Nigher Edztcation that between
40 and 60 per cent of the staff be in the
sub-professional and clerical grades. Pos
sibly this standard provides at least a partial answer to the present crisis in recruiting and to the problem of training.
I s it within the realm of possibility that
a better utilization of our present trained
personnel would result in a sharp downward revision of the number of recruits
needed within the next few years? Freed
from routine duties, the present practitioners of the function, together with those
who would normally enter it within the
next few years, may provide the trained
corps which we need. They would be able
to look forward to more satisfying careers
both financially and spiritually. The library schools would be able to intensify
their programs to concentrate on the production of leaders, and of librarians capable of performing the truly professional
functions, rather than serving as a niedium of supply for the rank and file ot'
library workers.
I t seems likely that a clearer differentiation between professional and routine
tasks would do much to eliminate the feeling of disappointment and professional
frustration which seems to exist on a
fairly large scale, particularly among the
younger graduates. Is this an indication
that the schools are training people beyond the positions which many of them
will occupy? This feeling is stimulated
by the contents of a letter from one of our
leading library schools, which, in discussing the curriculum, went on to say, "This
supposedly means that libraries must offer
enough positions and careers which will
appeal to persons of scholarly and administrative capacity, provide salaries suited
to the abilities and preparation of such
persons, and reorganize in whatever zuays
are necessary to attract and hold t h e w . . .
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can satisfying careers be promised to able
people ?"I
Certainly a policy of this kind, tending
to concentrate the professional work of
the library in the hands of the few, raises
the problem of a source of supply for the
lower brackets. At present, as previously
intimated, in filling a position we have in
general a choice between a library school
graduate or a person without training. As
a result we almost invariably choose the
library school graduate even though the
job is not quite all that it might be,
viewed from the professional side. If we
improve the calibre of professional training and then use the product in profes-

-
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sional positions, some provision must be
made for filling positions at the lower
level. A large library system could probably install an apprentice course for this
purpose; the smaller system could hardly
afford to do so. Hence the need for training at different levels, as mentioned in the
report of the committee convened April
1933, previously cited, becomes apparent.
Possibly training for the lower levels
should be done on an undergraduate basis,
with an improved professional course at
the graduate level for the higher ranks,
and an outright graduate program, not
necessarily in librarianship, for those at
the very top.

1 Italics are the author's.

THE VALUE AND NEED OF THE TRAINED
LIBRARIAN I N THE NURSING SCHOOL
CURRICULUM
By

ANN DOYLE, R.N.

Officer-in-Charge, Outpatient Department and Instructor, School of Nursing,
Bellevue Hospital, N e w York, N. Y.

"H

I S T O R Y is philosophy teaching by examples." (Thucydides) For the second time in
the history of American nursing education we have been faced with the problem
of recruiting and preparing large numbers of student nurses to augment the
nursing services of the Armed Forces, the
Civil hospitals and the civil public health
services. For the second time "Acceleration" has become the demand of the
moment. How well history, past experience, that is, has served us; how much
better prepared were we to assume in
1945 this heavy task of an Accelerated
Curriculum and all of its attendant problems, than we were in 1917, time alone
will tell !
A very good idea of the problen~s

involved in accelerating the nursing curriculum, may be seen in the following
quotation from the address of Ruth
Sleeper given before the Conference of
the National League of Nursing Education at Buffalo, New York in June 1944.
She says:
"Acceleration was aaopted by educators as
an emergency measure to meet an emergency
situation, and in nursing education it is indeed
an emergency in every respect. While the
student nurse is being moved more rapidly
through her program she lives in a residence
overcrowded by an accelerated admission
plan; she goes to classes in makeshift classrooms provided to take care of the quickened schedule; she is often taught by instructors who have accelerated their postgraduate preparation; she learns her skills in
a shorter period of ward experience during
which she cares for more patients in a hospital whose admissions have been accelerated
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by better financial conditions and whose patients are being treated by younger internes
who are also the products of accelerated curriculums or by doctors overburdened by a n
accelerated practice; she is expected to relieve graduate nurses for war service, and all
too often she is moved rapidly into advanced
nursing situations before she has the requisite
knowledge or skill. She is a n accelerated
product of an accelerated situation.
She
represents large numbers of students moved
through the program in a shorter period of
time. And we who have set this schedule
to secure numbers quickly will learn in time
whether the products now being graduated
are prepared just for this emergency type of
nursing situation or whether they will, after
the war, be prepared to render the quality
of nursing service necessary to adjust the
sick and the well to the now unpredictable
type of sickness or of healthful living which
peace may bring."

This discussion is concerned with but
one aspect of the problem of "Acceleration," namely, the value and need of the
trained librarian in helping to maintain
as far as possible "the root exigencies of
[Nursing] education" while meeting the
immediate and immense need for technical, or practical, if you will, training and
experience, under the most trying circumstances.
TEN YEARS OF LIBRARY B U I L D I N G

"It may reasonably be predicted that
the next five or ten years will witness
active interest in the development of the
library idea." This prediction, stated in
August 1934, was based upon the interest
aroused by the publication in the Awzerican Journal of Nursing in August 1933
of the study of nursing school libraries
made by the Committee on the Grading
of Nursing Schools in the course of its
work. This study revealed that "half of
the nursing schools in the country have
less than 160 reference books in their
school libraries. Seven per cent have no
reference books at all. Only 11 per cent
have 500 books or more. During the
year, 15 per cent of the schools did not
spend a single dollar for reference books,
and half the schools of the country spent
less than 35 dollars." No mention whatsoever was made of the librarian.
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This report caused the editors of the
Joztrnal to remark: "Evidently we [nurse
educators] have not yet very generally
come to realize that a good library is
essential to satisfactory teaching." And
in plain and brave words they warned
that if we were to maintain nursing education on a reasonably high professional
level "one of our immediate tasks must
be to build up adequate nursing school
libraries, and keep them so."
During the ten years which have followed the publication of this report, great
strides have been made in building up
nursing school libraries. Many articles
have been written by nurses and librarians
on various aspects of this building process
and these have been published not only in
the American Journal of Nursing but in
library periodicals and hospital magazines.
Talks have been prepared and delivered
by librarians and nurses before state and
local nursing associations as well as hospital and library groups. A library handbook on the organization and administration of a nursing school library has
been compiled, copyrighted and published
by the National League of Nursing Education. A scheme of Classification and
a List of Subject Headings, especially
adapted to meet the needs of nursing
school libraries, have been constructed.
These were published in The Library
Handbook for Schools of Nursing. A
List of Books Suggested for Libraries in
Sclzools of Nursing has been compiled
and published.
I n January 1943 the Board of Directors
of the National League of Nursing Education brought to full committee status
the sub-committee of the Nursing School
Library. According to the report sent
to the American Library Association in
August 1943, "This was done to bring
the committee and its usefulness to the
attention of members of the National
League of Nursing Education, to establish direct contact with state and local
nursing education leagues in carrying out
the functions of the committee, and to
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develop a consultation service for scllools
desiring help . . ." in working out methods for the development of their libraries
and to improve the use of their libraries
as an educational tool. And in 1945, June
25 to July 7th, at the request of the Massachusetts League of Nursing Education,
the School of Nursing in cooperation with
the School of Library Science of Simmons College, conducted a workshop at
the college to help schools of nursing in
the organization, development and administration of nursing school libraries.
There are no current figures as to the
number of nursing schools which have,
in the past ten years, organized libraries,
but it is considered to be a large number.
Viewed in the light of the slow development of the library idea in the previous
sixty years, one would be inclined to feel
a great sense of pride and satisfaction in
these achievements, were it not for the
fact that along with the building process
there has not yet developed, except in a
few instances, an appreciation of the fact
that a traimd librarian is essential to the
proper functioning of a library. That no
matter how beautiful, how well equipped,
how well endowed a library may be, it
will not function as a library until it has
been put into the hands of a trained and
competent librarian. But as Bishop, that
most brilliant and sensitive of librarians
tells u s : "It is perhaps a national failing
to exalt the visible and tangible and to
ignore the subtle and unseen work of
culture and study." The next phase of
library building, therefore, should be that
of promulgating the doctrine that it is the
trained librarian who is the vitalizing
force which quickens the library and
makes it serve the ends of "culture and
study."
THE TRAINED LIBRARIAN AND T H E
NURSING CURRICULUM

Matthew ArnoId's dictum that there
can be no great poem without a great
subject has become a truism which may
be paraphrased and applied to nursing
education a s : There can be no great
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curriculum of nursing education without
an adequate library directed by a trained
and competent librarian. W e may also
add with equal confidence that without a
broad and liberal educational program for
preparing nurses for the piesent crisis
and the postwar program, the professional status of the nursing profession is
imperilled! And that such a program
calls for the widest use possible of the
library and its librarian by both instructors and students !
As one contemplates the curriculum of
nursing education and its underlying
philosophy, it is difficult to understand
why the idea of the trained librarian, as
a member of every nursing school faculty,
has taken so long to develop. For years
we have concerned ourselves with integration and correlation; we have thought
in terms of broad principles as opposed
to set patterns. W e have taught our students to consider the whole man and total
situations, instead of limiting their interest
to his illness or an aspect of his illness,
divorced from the man himself and his
various and several social worlds. I n
spite of this sound theory, which calls for
the practice of wide reading and thoughtful discussion, we have for the most part,
in too many instances, taught the several
studies of the curriculum as isolated, unrelated studies and have seemingly not
felt the need for any further reading
beyond that of the text book. This
approach has tended to develop in the
student the attitude that the purpose of
teaching and study is to remember facts
rather than to develop ideas, and has disregarded the need for instilling in the
student a desire to develop a scientific
attitude of searching for source material
and an interest in reading per se. I n
order to reach the desired goal in the
accelerated program the trained librarian
takes her rightful place in inspiring and
further aiding the student to understand
the true function of the librarian and the
library.
All of the individual studies in the
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curriculum should have meaning. Each
should provide the student with specific,
usable knowledge and skill. But they
should not be allowed to remain in the
mind of the student as unrelated bits of
information, "a mere accumulation of data
without order or significance." This will
be the case, however, unless these studies
are made to have meaning in totality.
Thus they, the individual studies, must
be synthesized through wide reading and
planned discussion, under the guidance
of wise and thoughtful teachers. I n this
way the student will acquire proper prospective~and sound conceptions not alone
of the science and art of nursing, and
their social and economic in~plications,
but of her own relation to society as a
person who not only carries great responsibilities but who is expected to
discharge those responsibilities in a manner so as to influence society for good
beyond the area of sickness and health,
wide as this area is. She will be able to
comprehend the limits of her rights and
the extent of her duties. She will be
aware of her own abilities, her values and
the ideas and ideals by which she lives.
And she will emerge from her "period of
training" with the necessary knowledge
and skill to make her not only a competent
nurse but a competent woman in her generation.
I t should, therefore, be evident to all
who are true students of the nursing curriculum that the accomplishment of proper
teaching, if the studies are to have meaning in their totality, requires the constant use of the library's resources and
an appreciation by faculty and students
of the worth of these resources in student
self-development ; and that the librarian
is as important to the functioning of the
curriculum as any other member of the
faculty. If this be so, why have we not
long since provided this important person
to our faculty?
One is inclined to put the onus upon
the faculties of nursing schools : the need
has not been demonstrated by the char-
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acter and quality of teaching. Too many
instructors have been brought up without
knowing or feeling the need of the trained
librarian in their own learning and teaching. Until we have professors and instructors who teach on a professional
level, and whose assignments have an
integrating influence upon the student's
thinking, we shall have no need for the
trained librarian.
But there is a stirring in the mass.
Here and there one comes upon the most
skillful and imaginative teaching by instructors whose reading assignments are
so wisely chosen that they not only
enlarge the student's concept of a specific
subject, but which "unlock doors of
learning and free the mind and spirit of
provincialism." These teachers are almost
always aided by or associated with brilliant, enthusiastic librarians who together
carry out the educational objectives of
the nursing school library.
I n emphasizing the importance and
value of the library in the nursing curriculum one should be aware of the
warning issued to teachers of the medical
school curriculum in the Final Report of
the Comnission on Medical Education:

. .

'I.
A valuable asset, which will be
of great service in subsequent professional
and scientific activities, is the ability to use
intelligently the standard reference texts and
current periodicals of scientific literature. It
is important that the student not only be familiar with the literature and with the technique of finding original articles, but that he
should develop a n ability to discriminate between those which are sound and reliable and
those which are not. The library offers the
opportunity for this training and its use
should be more widely emphasized.
This type of work can easily be overdone
and valuable time can be spent unproductively
unless the purposes of such activities are
fully appreciated. The library cannot serve
as a substitute for other essential, first-hand,
thorough experiences in the laboratory, clinic,
and hospital, but it can be an aid of great
value. T h e newer methods of education impose greater, not fewer, demands upon itzstructors, and the tendency to assign students
to library reading to protect the instructors
from these demands can inadvertently be
overdone."
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The influence and contribution of the
librarian as a member of the nursing
school faculty can be far reaching. Faculty meetings, except for those held primarily for the consideration of administrative details, should be devoted to
philosophic discussions of the implications
and meanings of the several studies in the
curriculum and the significance of the subject matter each is teaching in the whole
plan of nursing education. These meetings,
deliberations in fact, require preparation,
preparation acquired through reading and
study, no matter how long one's experience has been, consequently there is need
to seek counsel and assistance from the librarian. Also from these discussions the
librarian is led to a better understanding
of the needs and problems of students and
is in a better position to assist at certain
periods of their development or place in
the educational program.
The past ten years of library building
in schools of nursing show evidence of
fruitful work in the improvement of the
general quality of teaching and opportunities afforded the student for learning.
However, this should be regarded as an
unfinished task until we shall have

brought into it the trained librarian. This
is our task for the immediate future. This
we ?nust do !
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LIBRARY SERVICE AT THE UNITED STATES
NAVAL HOSPITAL, OAKLAND
By MARY CATHERINE BAKER
Librarian, United States N a v a l Hospital, Oakland, California

T

HE fact that the U. S. Naval Hos-

pital, Oakland, California, is located on a golf course might lead
one to suppose that a country club atmosphere would still persist, where Navy librarians might relax in the late afternoon
with a game of golf. If so, one's suppositions would be quite incorrect. The fair-

ways are unrecognizable, and any lingering atmosphere has been relegated to the
old clubhouse at the far end of the compound, now an officers' club. Even there,
surgical dressings are prepared, and Red
Cross workers are to be found. All the
buildings in use for the actual work of
the hospital have been constructed since
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Pearl Harbor, or since the commissioning of the hospital on July 1, 1942. On
the compound of 183 acres of hills, there
are now 27 wards, two commissaries, a
community service building, a library of
14,000 volumes, an outdoor amphitheatre
seating 3,500, six bowling alleys, a swimming pool, badminton, handball, basketball and tennis courts. There are about
5,500 patients, and a staff of 2,500, including doctors, nurses, cadet nurses,
corpsmen, W A V E S and civilians. Positions for seven civilian librarians have been
authorized, though at present the staff
numbers five. I n addition, there are two
full-time corpsmen in the library, and
from 50 to 60 patients working part-time.
This is all very different from when
the first librarian arrived in September
1942. After reading an article by Miss
Isabel DuBois, head of Navy libraries,
describing the work of her section and
telling of the need for librarians, this particular librarian requested a transfer from
the U. S. Public Health Service to the
Navy. When she reached the hospital,
she was not too surprised to discover tlrat
there was no library. She found that it
was to be in the clubhouse, which was being remodelled into a recreation building.
T o keep her busy in the meantime, there
were 6,000 books awaiting processing.
Three thousand were new books supplied
by the Library section, Bureau of Naval
Personnel, and 3,000 were Victory Book
Campaign contributions. The Librarian
installed herself in the rather chilly storeroom with a desk, a typewriter, a borrowed lamp, a borrowed heater, an auto
robe, wool socks and a coat. When the
Library emerged about a month later,
3,000 books had been cataloged. The 1,ibrary was located in a space about 25 feet
square in a corner of the former diningroom of the clubhouse. Seven-foot shelving comprised the library walls, so that
if one mislaid the key, it was an easy matter for a sailor to climb over the top of
the shelves and open the door from the
inside.
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In the Library,
- . there was no room to
sit down, and in fact there was no room
for the Librarian's desk, which could not
be moved through the door ! I t was, therefore, left outside, and the rest of the dining-room, supposed to be a lounge and
writing-room, became a reading room,
with shelving on either side of the huge
fireplace. The magazines were first placed
on the long refectory table, then later in
a rack. Such furniture as there was, was
luxurious, but inadequate, so that men sat
or lay on the floor. After Guadalcanal, a
rug was apparently a perfectly acceptable
substitute for a chair. Because the reading room and the auditorium were connected by an open archway, no lights
could be on in the Library during the
evening when movies were being shown,
and the Librarv therefore closed at five.
As soon as we came out of storage, all
the books were unpacked and placed on
the shelves. I n such a co1np&t space,
there was no way of keeping any of the
books out of the hands of the borrowers,
who always found the uncataloged books
more attractive than those that were ready
to circulate. During the first few weeks,
~ e o ~ sometimes
le
stood in line while the
librarian either cataloged, or simply prepared book cards for what they had
chosen. Dimified commanders learned to
paste
and date slips into their
own books, and one of them later said
that he felt that he had practicaly helped
organize the library. Three or four patients were detailed to help, and one literary yeoman adopted the library on a volunteer basis. For his stay of six weeks in
the hospital, he was practically assistant
librarian.
A

For the first year, district welfare funds
were allotted on the basis of the 500 beds
which the hospital was supposed to have,
rather than the thousand it actually did
have. There was therefore no monev
available for purchase of library equipment. The catalog was kept in cardboard
boxes, and it was fortunate that three by
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room about 25 by 35 feet. When the commanding officer realized that this would
be inadequate, he turned over to the Library a building about 30 by 72 feet,
which had been used as the contractor's
office. This was moved to a site opposite that of the recreation building, and
con~pletely remodelled according to the
Librarian's suggestions.
A porch ten feet wide was added to
two sides of the building, two-thirds of
which was glassed in, and book shelves
were placed against the side of the building. These porches now house our large
collections of biographies and westem
stories, current magazines and newspapers, as well as providing space for writing tables, easy chairs and davenports
enough for thirty men. The open porch
has seats for thirty men, and has a Coca
Cola machine as an added attraction. This
is a popular place for entertaining friends
or families, and meeting dates. Because
of the mild climate, it is usable practically
the year around. Recently, a much-needed
addition has been built to provide workroom space, cupboards for supplies and
magazines and 75 twelve-inch compartments for magazines and books to be
taken to the wards. The room also gives
us a place for book trucks when they are
not in use. I t adjoins the Librarian's office, and also has doors opening into the
main reading room and onto a ramp leading to the street.
The interior of the Library is decorated
in
pale green. One end of the room is
THE LIBRARY MOVES TO NEW QUARTERS
furnished with conventional library tables,
When it became apparent that the old and the other with floor lamps, maple and
clubhouse was too far from the wards homespun - upholstered davenports and
for a satisfactory recreation center, plans chairs enough for fifty men. As is usual
were made for a new building to be con- in many service libraries, smoking is perstructed nearer to them, which was to in- mitted, and numerous smoking stands and
clude Red Cross offices, ships service store ash trays are in evidence. There are also
and fountain, welfare offices, auditorium two cookie jars, from which the men may
and the Library. But the architect, not help themselves. Another feature of the
realizing that in addition to the 6,000 Library is the aquarium, presented in
books which crowded our shelves, provi- honor of a Marine sergeant killed in acsion would have to be made for at least tion, whose peace-time hobby was tropical
6,000 more, had allotted the Library a fish.

five cards, book cards and pockets could
be obtained on requisition. Our chief
problem was how to get books to the bed
patients without buying a book cart. As
a temporary expedient, collections of
books and magazines were placed on the
sun porch of each ward. By December,
the Steamfitters' union had presented the
Library with a large book truck having
slanting shelves and bicycle wheels. An
inscription on each side kept us busy explaining that the library was not sponsored by the A. I?. of L., and that it would
not compromise a C. I. 0. man to push
the cart.
With the Library half a mile from the
nearest ward, it was clear that space was
needed nearer the patients to be served.
One of the eye, ear, nose and throat
wards, where patients were kept a relatively short time, allowed us to use a
large closet intended for storing patients'
bags. W e kept the book truck there and
about five hundred books. Gradually we
furnished the gear room with two chairs,
shelving consisting of 40 or 50 egg crates
borrowed surreptitiously from the commissary across the way. The Librarian
was fortunate enough to have a car with
a luggage compartment and a back seat,
so that every day, patients, three or four
cartons of books, and a few armloads of
magazines were moved from the clubhouse to the "branch". Our passengers
could usually be persuaded to help move
books from the car to the ward.
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Although the Library is centrally located, it is too far for patients in some of
the more distant wards, and for this reason, a branch library of about 1,200 books
is maintained in the solarium of one of
the hill-top wards. Since the original
branch was within a block of the new library, it was turned back to its former
use as a gear-room. With the opening of
the new building, it was apparent that a
much larger staff was needed. The Library hours were extended to cover evenings and Sundays, so that the Library is
now open from nine in the morning until
nine at night, and from noon to nine on
Sunday. To cover these hours, from two
to four corpsmen were detailed to the Library full-time. I n November 1943, the
first civilian assistant arrived, and the
staff now includes five professionallytrained librarians.
As has been inferred, a general Navy
hospital has little resemblance to the usual
civilian hospital. I n this hospital, the patients remain for relatively long periods
of time, during part of which they may
be ambulatory. Although many patients
are sent from Oakland to one of several
convalescent hospitals in California, Oregon, Colorado and Idaho, to await discharge or return to Oakland for further
treatment, many others remain here for
months, and are able to get about at least
some of the time. The number of bed patients, of course, is related to naval battles in the Pacific, so that Guadalcanal,
Tarawa, the Philippines, Iwo Jima and
Okinawa were all followed by large increases in admissions of bed patients. I n
addition to the Marines and sailors from
overseas, there are also men and W A V E S
from nearby stations in the Twelfth Naval
district, as well as members of the hospital's own staff, who are in sick bay.
Wards providing for the care of about
200 dependents of naval personnel are
always full. With the exception of obstetrical patients, whose stay is very limited, the Hospital Library provides service
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for dependents, who are principally women. With this group, plus 350 WAVES,
460 nurses, 80 cadet nurses and 50 Red
Cross workers, the Library must make
provision for books that appeal to women,
as well as men.
PATIENT'S RANGE OF INTEREST I N
READING

Actually no special buying of books for
women has been necessary, since people
have given most generously to the Library, and the Librarian has deliberately
retained many books which would not
have been kept if the Library patrons had
been exclusively masculine. I n general,
the men's range of interests is wider and
the calibre of their reading is better than
that of the women. There have been intellectuals who wished to re-read Proust,
and who watched for each volume of Lee's
Lieutenants, as it was published. As with
the general public, best-sellers are, of
course, very popular. I n 1942, Guadalcanal Diary was the favorite; in 1943 ;
A Tree Grows i n Brooklyn, in 1944 and
so far in 1945, Forever Amber. Classics
like W a r and Peace, de Maupassant's
short stories, and Wuthering Heights, as
well as historical novels, such as those of
Kenneth Roberts, Van Wyck Mason and
James Street are much in demand. Perennial favorites, such as Thorne Smith,
Hemingway, Steinbeck and Cain indicate
the rather robust reading tastes of the
patients. Although we have conscientiously consulted the A. L. A. Hospital
Book Guide, and other hospital book lists,
the monthly Veterans Administration's
Recent Books for Hosjital Use is the
most helpful to us, because their patrons,
like ours, are principally men, and their
selections are made with an eye to their
positive contributions to the mental health
of the readers. Our impression is that the
men with whom we are concerned are
considerably tougher-minded and more
realistic than women, so that the impact
of literature is much less than on more
sheltered personalities. Such a statement
would, of course, not be fully applicable
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to psychoneurotic patients, and it should
be remembered that the hospital has no
psychotic patients. Restriction of reading
matter is almost impossible, without making the collection insipid for the majority,
since practically every one has the freedom of the compound or could send a
friend in to borrow for him.
I n May 1945, 12,532 books were borrowed, and in June, in spite of ten davs
of hot weather, 12,014. I n addition to
this, an unrecorded number of books were
borrowed from the Oakland Public Library to meet special requests. Also not
counted in circulation statistics are magazines. W e receive regularly over a thousand copies of 200 different periodicals,
and several thousand more as gifts and
undeliverable mail from the postoffice. All
usable copies are distributed in the wards,
to quarters or to departments, either by
the book carts or by messenger.
Two-thirds of all books borrowed are
fiction, of which probably about a third
are westerns and a quarter are detective stories. Westerns and mysteries are
shelved separately from the rest of the
fiction, but circulation statistics have not
been tabulated separately. Westerns are
especially popular with men who have not
read much since boyhood, or who like i:
story with action, a familiar plot and a
happy ending. Zane Grey is still the most
popular, with Max Brand, Tuttle and
MuIford as runners-up. Adventure stories, such as these, and the Tarzan books,
often interest the poorer readers, and help
to lure them away from the comic books,
which are read to some extent by the majority of the men. The Library purchases
none, but can usually meet requests froin
gifts collected among children. Of detective story writers, Earle Stanley Gardner
is best-liked.
I n non-fiction, history and literature are
almost equally popular. Together with
science and technology, they represent
over half the reading done. Accounts of
personal adventures in the war explain
most of the borrowing in history, which
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further supports our contention that by
no means all the reading is escapist, but
that the men have a natural interest in the
very exciting events in which they have
been participants. Humor accounts for
most of the books read in the 800's,
though poetry is also in some demand. Almost as popular as literature and history
are scientific and technical books, of which
the library has an excellent collection.
Material on handicraft, electricity, radio
and Diesel engines, as well as on farming
and gardening, is much used. Biography
and fine arts are about equally popular.
In fine arts, cartoon books, sports books,
music appreciation, photography and
other hobbv books are most circulated.
Travel is next most popular, partly at
least because of the interest in foreign
lands visited or about to be visited. Perhaps because books on the Navy fall in
social sciences, this class has the next
largest circulation. Incidentally, etiquette
books are consulted frequently. Psychology and philosophy are next in demand,
followed by language books, more of
which would be borrowed from the Library, if it were not for the educational
services department, which takes care of
Navy training courses, as well as study
courses, conducted either by correspondence or on the compound. Names of patients whose requests indicate that they
need teaching aid or materials not in the
Library, are referred to the education officer. Those who ask for Bibles, or any
but the most general type of religious information, are referred to the chaplain's
office. Medical books are kept in a separate collection, accessible to the staff.
With the interests and requests of the
men in mind, we use such aids in selecting
books as the A. L. A. Booklist, the Standard Catalog and its supplements, the
Book Review Digest, the Hospital Book
Guide, the Veterans' Administration's List
of Recent Boolzs, the New York Times
Book Review, New York Herald Tribune
Weeldy Book Review, Pztblishers' Weekly, the Saturday Review of Literature,

-
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and the San Francisco Claronicle. U p to
the present, however, the majority of our
books have been acquired through the
Navy Department rather than by local
purchase. I n addition to regular monthl.y
shipments of new books from the Navy,
authorization has been granted the librarian to make selections from the excellent stock of new books at the Oakland
Naval Supply Depot. These are purchased by the Navy Department, upon
the recommendation of the Library Section of the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
Local welfare funds are used to supply
books not available there and to meet requests for additional copies of popular
titles.
DUTIES OI? LIBRARIANS

Since only one-third of the books are
borrowed by the staff and by ambulatory
patients, service to the bed patients represents two-thirds of our work. Each of
the five librarians has her regular ward
schedule, as it is felt that this maintains
interest in the less exciting but necessary
work of preparing books for circulation
and keeping a few minimum records. One
librarian is responsible for the branch library, another for periodicals, a third for
circulation records and a fourth for assisting with cataloging. Records are kept not
only of circulation of fiction and non-fiction by classes, but also of books circulated in the wards-fiction and non-fiction
by ward-so that the work loads of the
librarians can be kept at comparable levels,
and additional information gleaned as to
the reading preferences of patients.
Originally, one librarian covered the
entire compound once a week. She visited
wards from five to six hours a day six
days a week, and even then it was sonietimes necessary to use corpsmen for part
of the work. With five librarians, 70
wards are visited twice a week with the
book carts. Additional book trucks have
been purchased until we now have six
besides the original one, which is practicaly worn out. All are Colson carts, with
five slanting shelves in front, and two rear
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shelves for magazines, reserved and returned books. When visiting librarians
sometimes express surprise at the small
size of our book carts, we point to the
steep hills, and remind them that a truck
is useless if it is too heavy to be pushed
by a man. In fact, for some of the hills,
two men are needed. Coming down hill,
there have been a good many upset book
carts. For teen-age patients and corpsmen, coasting down on book trucks was
an irresistible temptation, so that finally
librarians had to stay with their trucks
until they were safely back in the Library.
Incidentally, the bluejackets call the book
trucks floating libraries, and are inclined
to criticize one's navigation through the
crowded wards. o n l y - two wards bn the
entire compound are on the same level,
and it is only possible to move book carts
from one ward to another by using outdoor ramps. All of these are roofed over,
but not all buildings on the compound are
connected by ramps. The Library itself
is half a block from the nearest ramp. T o
protect books from winter rains, we at
first used newspapers or blankets, but we
now have canvas covers made especially
for the book carts. During the rainy season, galoshes, raincoats and umbrellas are
all usual equipment for librarians during
working hours.
As the book trucks hold only about 75
books each, selections have to be made
very carefully. Ordinarily, one rear shelf
is filled with magazines, and one with
books requested on a previous visit. One
of the five front shelves is devoted to
westerns, part of another to detective
stories, about two shelves to other fiction,
and the rest to non-fiction. Our idea is to
include not only books which will be borrowed, but which will suggest the various
subject fields in which material is available from the Library. This is a place, of
course, where book lists on various subjects would be useful. Such lists have
been published at intervals in the regular
weekly Library column, which the Librarian writes for the station paper. W e
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have been interested to find that the Library column has been at least occasionally preserved by patients as a guide
to further reading.
No list, naturally, is a satisfactory substitute for a librarian trained and experienced in giving readers' advisory service.
Any reading is strictly limited by the patient's physical condition. Cases are
grouped together by type, so that there
are wards devoted to dermatology, eye,
ear, nose and throat, neurosurgery, internal medicine, urology, plastic surgery, orthopedics, neuropsychiatry, cardiology
and tuberculosis. T o guide her, the hospital librarian needs background information as to the mental characteristics associated with various types of disabilities.
Because of the size of the hospital, and
the large number of persons whom she is
expected to see in the course of a day,
advance information as to individual patients is practically in~possibleto obtain.
I n fact, a good deal of the information
which would be most useful to the librarian, is in process of compilation and not
available. The librarian must use her own
judgment in deciding quickly whether a
patient is too ill to be approached at all;
and even if he thinks he wants a book,
whether he is well enough to look at anything but cartoon books or magazines. A
great deal, probably too much, depends on
a glance at the patient's bed tag for diagnosis; a guess as to his age; observation
of what books seem to appeal to him, and
when he talks, of his speech habits, which
usually tell from what section he comes,
and his educational background. With
this as a beginning, the librarian makes
a note of his preferences or specific requests on a form which she carries with
her. With emphasis on individual service
and the large number of men seen, one
cannot depend very heavily on memory.
PATIENTS A N D T H E LIBRARY

As soon as the patient is able to get
about, he is urged to come to the Library,
though he is, of course, never refused
service in the ward. The Library has no
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fines, much to the surprise of our publiclibrary-conditioned patrons, but books
must be returned or renewed at the end
of a week. With sometimes as manv as a
thousand transfers or discharges a month,
the polite persistence of the librarians,
plus numerous reminders sent through the
station postoffice, some telephone calls,
and the kindness of other Navy libraries
in returning books, have been fairly effective in keeping most of the Library in
Oaliland. Of course, the patients come
to the Library with clearance slips before
discharge, but the records of the books
loaned to each man have had to be abandoned because of lack of help. Visiting the
patients with books seemed to us more
important than keeping readers' records
which we had no time to consult or analyze. I n most cases, patients do not remain at the hospital for more than a few
weeks or months, though one veteran of
19 or so finally left after 29 months, which
must have been practically a record-breaking stay. This is one of the points of difference between a Naval and a Veterans'
hospital. I n the latter there are patients
who have used the same library for twenty
years.
The comparative brevity of the patients'
stay and the constantly changing conditions require considerable flexibility in
the Library's organization and great
adaptability on the part of the librarians.
As part of the rehabilitation program, patients are detailed to work from two to
four hours a day in the Library.
Usually half their time is spent in physical training, though in some cases, the
entire day is scheduled at the Library.
From 55 to 60 names are usually on the
Library muster, but medical and dental
appointments, transfers to other hospitals,
leaves and discharges prevent about a
third from appearing when they are expected. Keeping attendance is therefore
complicated, but important, because the
patients' Wednesday and Saturday liberty
is earned by reporting regularly to their
details, unless excused. W e soon found
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that a chief petty officer or a Marine sergeant could handle such matters more
efficiently than librarians who were supposed to be otherwise occupied. The patient in charge of the detail is given an
outline of the work with which the men
are to assist, and makes his own assignments, in consultation with the Librarian.
Patients who cannot be on their feet are
automatically assigned to mending or filing. About six patients assist in processing and mending books and reinforcing magazines for circulation. The book
repair consists in re-backing, reinforcing
hinges and putting in new end-papers. As
the librarian who teaches people how to
do this work is never sure whether she
will see her pupils a seconhday, any but
the most elementary instruction would
be wasted. This group also pastes pockets
and date slips in new books, marks them
with the library stamp, and shellacs them.
Patients who can exercise gently or
who have the use of only one arm help
with shelving, which is nautically described on the muster as "stowing books".
Patients also help with certain parts of
the cleaning, such as washing windows
and dusting, though the corpsmen wax
the decks once a week and sweep daily.
W e mention these details because one of
the customs of the Navy is its emphasis
on weekly inspections. A captain or conlmander, a nurse and a Hospital Corps
officer form the inspecting party, which
is primarily concerned with detecting the
presence of dust, so that cleaning gradually becomes a phobia with librarians who
once vowed that they would never allow
the Navy to exploit their housewifely instincts.
Book truck pushers to take the carts
up the hills and assist librarians in the
wards, are another important unit, because
without their help, the book trucks would
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be marooned in the Library. I n the
wards, they date books and write the bed
patients' names, rates and wards on book
cards, and help the librarians retrieve lost
and overdue books. In the I,ibrary, a
man is needed at the desk to slip books
and stamp clearance slips, though the sergeant or chief in charge of the detail sometimes takes over these tasks himself. Because of his responsibilities and extra
hour of work, h e is given liberty every
night. A sailor with a storekeeper's or
yeoman's rate, accustomed to office work,
can usually be found to file cards, tabulate
statistics and type. To help with the
Branch Library, two or three more patients are needed: one res~onsibleman,
preferably a chief, to be in charge in the
librarian's absence, and others to assist
the librarian with her book truck. The
object of the rehabilitation program is to
prepare patients for a gradual return to
normal life, as their strength permits. The
Library offers an unusual range of work
from sedentary to very active and from
manual to clerical. Together with the rehabilitation program, physical training,
craft work, educational services, recreational activities such as games, movies and
dances, the Library h a s a n important part
in maintaining morale, especially among
bed patients, whose activities are restricted.
As a democratic institution, our Library is a service which functions alike
for &erv one. For men from sections inadequately served by public or county libraries, this is sometimes a first contact
with libraries, and indicates what they
can mean to a community. Despite the
size and pressure of our program-the
100,000th patient was admitted the other
day,-we
still think library service in a
naval hospital the most fascinating and
challenging work imaginable.

A PLAN FOR A SMALL HOSPITAL LIBRARY
By MARION KAPPES
Librarian, The Joseph Brennemann Library, Chicago, Illinois
E V E R A L years ago I undertook the
organization and administration of
the medical library in a hundred
bed hospital in addition to my
practically full-time work in the well developed library of a larger hospital in the
same city. This was a first step in a proposed plan for joint operation of several
hospital libraries under one supervising
1ibrarian.l. There have since been some
interesting developments of similar plans
in other parts of the ~ o u n t r y I. n~ our case,
while nd full-fledned coo~erativescheme
has been developed, the experiment so :ar
has pointed the way toward a practical
solution of the question: how can the
small hospital meet minimum library requirements ?4
The plan I shall outline is based in part
on actual experience and in part on proposals yet to be tried out. I t is both a
description of the present operation of an
active- library, and an account of what
might be done under given circumstances
to perfect a practical library service for
any- small hospital.
u

LIBRARY A "REPERENCE CENTER"

The library in the small hospital, functioning efficikntly and economically, is a
"Reference Center" that draws from many
resources outside of the hospital rather
than a collection of books and journals
within the institution's walls. Limitations
of space and money make it impossible for
the-average hospital to attempt to house
all the literature which should be available
to doctors, nurses, administrative staff,
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1 K a p p q M., "Cooperation between hospital medical l ~ b r a r ~ e s . "Bulletin of the Awzerican Collega
of Surgarns, 26:217-218, June 1941.
2 Idem. "Medical library goes cooperative." Modern Hosfiital 58:57-58 f i n e 1942.
3 See for exakple, case;, A. E., and Hidden, E. !-I.
"This medlcal hbrary gets around." Modern Hosbitrrl 63 :69-70. Aueust 1944.

not to mention the patients. Yet every
Derson connected with the institutionthe dietician, engineer, social worker and
pharmacist, as well as the patient-has
needs that may and should be served
through the library.
Let me think of the library then as a
"Reference Center" covering the fields of
medicine, nursing and administration with
all of their branches, plus a "Reading
Service" specializing in recreational literature for the staff and bibliotherapy for
the patients. ,A truly large order for a
small institution, but not an impossibly
large one. The secret of success in such
an ambitious undertaking is the use of
services and opportunities that are freely
available to any hospital that will provide
the channels of contact-and that means
primarily an experienced, imaginative and
resourceful librarian.
Getting down to practical necessities,
there must be provided for any sort of library service first, equipment ; second,
books and journals and other material;
and third, personnel. Equipment will include a study table and chairs, good standard adjustable library shelving, vertical
files (legal size preferred !) , some sort of
work desk or cupboards with locking
doors for library supplies, a microfilm
viewer, and, for the patients' library, a
book cart. The location of this library
center and the actual floor space to be
devoted to it will depend on many factors,
but I need hardly suggest that the wise
librarian will take the best space and the
wzost space she can get, and enhance the
value and attractiveness of her library
accordingly.
Books and journals and vertical file material will divide themselves into several
categories : professional, for doctors and
nurses ; recreational, for the entire hospital
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personnel, with the addition of a specially
selected collection for patients; and general reference and n~iscellaneous. The
medical books and journals may well he
chosen from the lists prepared by the
American Medical Association and the
American College of Surgeons,l the particular selections depending on the special
interests of the hospital and the staff. Thc
guiding principle should be to buy the
books that will be most frequently needed
and that other libraries would hesitate to
lend. Only latest editions of textbooks
should be in the library.
For the use of nurses, there will be
added such books as are prescribed for
the training school, or, in a hospital having no student nurses, accepted texts such
as are mentioned in the Library Handbook for Nursina" S ~ h o o l s . ~
Professional journals are of the greatest importance. These, too, may be
chosen from the American College of
Surgeons' list and the Library Handbook. Interested staff members may be
depended on to contribute certain journals, thus keeping down the subscription
budget. The Duplicate Exchange List
found in most S. L. A. Chapter Bulletins
will be a first thought for filling in missing
numbers of journal sets. A binding fund
should be provided and all journals of the
regular subscription list should be bound
and kept.
In addition to books and journals, a
valuable part of the library is the vertical
file collection of reprints, clipped articles
and microfilms. These are all free items
gradually acquired by requesting reprints
from authors or microfilms from the Army
Medical Library, and by clipping articles
from miscellaneous journals that are donated. This material, filed by subject in
folders, makes an excellent quick-reference collection easily found b; any user
without the services of a librarian. The
microfilm collection is of great value in a
1 JournoI

o f the American Medical Association,,
128:228-232, May 19, 1943; Bulletin o f the American College of Surgeons, 26:131-160, April 1941.
Reprrnt corrected to September 1 , 1943.
PNational League of Nursing Education, New
York, 1936.
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library with limited space, and warrants
the purchase of a good microfilm viewer.
For the second category of books, those
for recreational and therapeutic reading,
several possibilities suggest themselves.
Purchase of such books may of course be
provided in the library budget, but if that
is not feasible there are other ways of acquiring an interesting collection. Perhaps
a fund from some s~ecialsource will be
set aside for this purpose, or such fund
may be raised by small annual contributions from hospital personnel. Sometimes
members of women's boards donate current books from their own libraries. O r
a book club may be organized, each member choosing a book from a prepared list
and paying for it, then exchanging books
with other members of the "Club". Another possibility is cooperation with a
local public library which will send a loan
collection and replace it with other books
everv few months. In case several hospitals decide to cooperate in developing
and servicing their libraries, collections
may be exchanged between hospitals, or
through some local hospital organization,
provided transportation can be arranged.
Whatever plan is adopted, the collection
must be periodically renewed if it is to
continue to attract readers. The recreational library should include as many
good magazines as it can get through
budget subscriptions, gift subscriptions or
miscellaneous donations.
For the patients' library it will not do
to depend on chance acquisitions. The
best guide is the Hospital Book List3 and
the best source for these books is a public
library organized to serve hospitals. However, it is quite possible for any hospital
to build up its own permanent collection
under competent supervision, and since
the patient population changes while reading needs of patients remain the same, a
basic collection will last a long time,
especially as it may be supplemented from
the general recreational books.
3 American Library Association.
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How is this library to be cared for and
how shall it serve the needs of all the busy
workers in the hospital, as well as cater
to the exacting demands of sick patients?
The library staff consists of a part-time
trained librarian experienced in medical
reference work, an assistant assigned
from some other department of the hospital and volunteers. This is a workable
combination and one which is possible for
the hospital to finance-and is a great improvement over the present library situation in many hospitals. The librarian, employed in a supervisory capacity, keeps in
touch with the hospital and plans and
directs the work of assistants. She selects
the books and articles and attends to such
ordering, classifying and cataloging that
cannot be turned over to an assistant. In
addition, her services are available for
any requests that come to the library
which cannot be taken care of on the spot.
She receives requests when she is at the
hospital, or may be reached by telephone.
Being familiar with medical and nursing
literature and general reference work, and
also with the resources available in the
locality or elsewhere, she will usually be
able to provide the information or sources
desired immediately.
The library assistant should be a fulltime employe of the hospital who gives
interest and attention though not much
time to the library affairs. She must
know the library thoroughly and must be
available to library users at all times that
the library is open. She will be liaison
agent between library users and library
volunteers on the one hand, and the supervising librarian on the other.
VOLUNTEERS

The thought of depending on volunteers
for regular library duty will make most
librarians shudder. But remember, the
hospital situation is different. Most hospitals do use volunteers in some capacities-board members for instance are always volunteers-and
some hospitals organize volunteer corps in addition. Then
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there are volunteers assigned to hospitals
by the Red Cross. A hospital may ask for
volunteers and obtain them when other
organizations cannot. Remember, too,
that we are planning for small hospitals iz
which library service of any kind has
probably seemed out of the questi0n.l In
the larger cities it is possible that we will
choose Gray Ladies trained by the Rcd
Cross for library work. O r we will interest members of the woman's board and
persuade them to give regular time. Doctors' wives sometimes are most intelligent
helpers with a special interest in the professional library. For work with patients
the volunteers must be carefully chosen;
if possible they should be assigned by a
Red Cross library department or by a
public library hospital service. Failing
these possibilities, the responsibility for
proper contacts with patients will have to
be shared by the nursing supervisor, the
superintendent, and the supervising librarian, who will determine which assistants may visit the patients and assist them
in their selection of books. The delicacy
of this phase of the work from the psychologic point of view cannot be overemphasized. I t should always be thought of
in terms of bibliotherapy.
The nursing department will have general supervision of material for nurses'
use. One nurse on the staff should be
specially designated for library contacts.
If the time ever comes again when nurses
are not overworked, it may be feasible to
have nurse volunteers in the library for
certain hours.
The work of this volunteer staff will include the routine mechanical duties-a11
the pasting, stamping, checking in, keeping in order-the development and care
of the vertical file collection, the circulation of books and journals, and the referring of any questions that arise to the
supervising librarian.
A word more as to resources for this
"Reference Center" that is to answer ques1 For the use of volunteers in the hospital library in

war time see Kappes M. "The hospital library
mobilizes" . ~ o s p i t d lManagement, August 1942,
p. 20.

. .
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tions and obtain printed matter for the
entire hospital, wherever this hospital happens to be located. It is the big nationally
functioning libraries that will be drawn on
in most instances: the American Medical
Association, the American College of Surgeons, the American Hospital Association, the Army Medical Library, all lend
material by mail anywhere. I n addition,
and wherever possible, local sources will
be used--county medical libraries, public
libraries, other institutional libraries or
private collections. It is essential that the
librarian have access to medical indexes,
and if none are available otherwise, the
small hospital will have to include in its
subscription fund the amount necessary
to obtain the Quarterly Cumulative Index
Medicus on regular subscription. The de-
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partments of the hospital other than the
medical and nursing may need special material that cannot be easily borrowed. I
think the small library that is trying to
supply an adequate service on a small
budget should be prepared for extra expenses occasionally to cover needs that are
exceptional.
I n these days of planning, public librarians, special librarians and in particular
biological science librarians, can make a
real contribution if thev are alert to the
possibilities of sharing resources and services in various new and hitherto untried
ways. In the field that I have discussed
thi benefits I feel sure will accrue not
only to the small hospital and its limited
clientele but to the growth of the concept
of special librarianship.

THE SPECIAL LIBRARY IN THE STATE
WELFARE AGENCY
By HELEN CINTILDA ROGERS

Librarian, Indiana State Department of Public Welfare, Indianapolis, Indiana
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I T H the passage in August
1935 of the United States Social
Security Act the giving of relief and the maintenance of social security
and public welfare were revolutionized
for the entire United States. Prior to this
time there had been scattered federal and
state programs, with the major responsibility for the amelioration of need left to
local governmental units. Local responsibility, inherited from the Elizabethan poor
law system, completely broke down under
the stresses of the depression of the 30's,
and was reinforced during that period by
federal and state emergency programs.
The President's Committee on Economic
Security, set up in 1934 and making its
report in 1935, provided the basis for the
new social security programs. The Social
Security Act, which became law in Au-

gust 1935, coordinated and expanded programs for the entire United States by establishing a system of federal grants and
grants-in-aid; under it the states passed
legislation enabling them to participate in
the social security programs and to set up
administrative machinery for carrying
them out. The various programs covering
old age and survivors insurance, unemployment compensation, maternal and
child health, services for crippled children,
child welfare services, assistance to the
aged, aid to the blind, aid to dependent
children and medical aid are administered
on a federal level by the Children's Bureau and by the Public Health Service,
the Social Security Board and other units
of the Federal Security Agency. In the
states these various categories are administered or supervised by welfare, health,
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needed organization and care; the needs
of various divisions in the Department
brought about much duplication of book
purchases ; much current and other "live"
reference material was lost in routing
from one division and section of the Department to another; centralization and a
source of ready loan, reference and other
library service were badly needed.
Indiana's experience is fairly typical of
the planning for and establishment of libraries in public welfare agencies. Out
of 46 agencies recently surveyed, only one
agency in each state reporting, the following experience is found. Thirty have libraries in some degree of formal organization and nine have informally organized libraries. Three feel the need for and are
doing some planning toward libraries. Four
do not have libraries and neither feel the
need for nor are doing any planning for
libraries. Of the thirty with some degree
of formal library organization, one, the
library in the Washington Department of
Social Security, is maintained jointly by
the Department and by the Ren W. Tidball Memorial Association. One of the
four s d ~ w ' sneither having" de~artmentlibrary facilities nor feeling the need for a
library is in Ohio. The state of Ohio has
a large office building wherein state departments and agencies and the State Library are housed' together. This close
PLANNING AND ESTABLISHING OF
physical relationship in addition to a close
LIBRARIES I N P U B L I C WELFARE
working relationship gives the department
AGENCIES
the library service it needs directly from
The Library of the Indiana SDPIY the State Library. Michigan, which is not
was established as a unit of the Depart- counted in the above tabulation, reports
ment in November 1937. Decision for es- the purchase of books and other library
tablishment was based on several factors : materials which are turned over to the
material inherited from the old Board of State Library and circulated by it as a
State Charities and from various emer- separate collection.
gency relief agencies of the 1930's, and
Some statement concerning the relationthe material accumulating in the offices of ships of a state library to the working lithe S D P W formed a formidable bulk that brary needs of a state department seems
here to be indicated. As most of the state
1 In many states the central official agency administering or supervising public welfare programs
libraries were originally organized to proas defined by taw, is titled the State ~ e p a r t m e n i
vide library service to departments of
of Public Welfare; in other states there are various designations. Here, for brevity and unistate government, the question of why the
formity, all welfare and security agencies are
grouped as state de~artments of public welfare.
library needs of the state department canor sdpw's.

education and employment or labor agencies, part of which in turn administer or
supervise local participation. In most of
the states the assistance categories of services to crippled children, child welfare
services, aid to the aged, aid to the blind,
aid to dependent children, and medical aid
are bulked under a public welfare department of a series of welfare or assistance
divisions. Indiana set up fairly typical
sdpwl framework in that these functions
were given over to the newly established
(1936) State Department of Public WeIfare. The ISDPW, as set up, absorbed
the powers and duties of the old Board of
State Charities (since 1933 designated as
the State Department of Public Welfare)
and was given certain other responsibilities aside from those of the social security
programs, which include the maintenance
of mental hygiene clinics throughout the
state, some supervisory work in state mental institutions and state hospitals, educational and classification programs in
penal institutions, review of paroles, supervision of parolees throughout the state,
and inspection of infirmaries and jails.
Various other duties, such as N. Y. A.
and C. C. C. certification and establishment of eligibility for general relief given
by township trustees, have been handled
by the Department at various times, and
as the need ended, the functions ceased.

1
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not be met by the state library may be
asked. Over the periods of their existence
most state libraries have assumed very
definite and heavy responsibilities in other
areas; since the systems of state government have grown and become more complicated in-their functioning, more than
one building has usually been necessary
and as most state houses are located in
heavily congested areas it has been impossible to obtain adjacent real estate for
state office buildings, hence departments
of state government and the state's library
are frequently widely separated ; the library needs of many state departments, of
which the sdpw is most certainly one, are
too highly specialized for a general library,
unless specially equipped, to handle. More
or less the same set of reasons has led to
the establishment of a network of libraries
through federal departments, bureaus and
agencies in Washington, D. C.; thus also
has the situation evolved in most of the
states. In only three sdpw agencies reporting is there noted integration of the
sdpw library function with the state library. The library of one of the departments having a formally organized and
professionally staffed library is actually a
branch of the state library. Ohio and
Michigan experiences are explained above.
Other libraries that carrv collections to
a large degree similar to those of state
public welfare department libraries are the
libraries in the schools of social work. libraries in private philanthropic organizations and in private research and service
organizations. The Library of the United
States Social Security Board1 serves the
Social Security Board in much the same
capacity as the sdpw libraries serve their
departments. State departments of unemployment compensation, which also operate under the United States Social Security Act frequently have department libraries.2
Indiana administers, supervises or 0th-

-

"Publications of the Social Security Board and the State Unemployment Compensation agencies." In Special Libraries Association Proceedings, 31st annual conference. 1939.
pp. 113-116.
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erwise carries out its assistance programs
and service functions through five assistance and service divisions. Administrative services include administration, legal
services, statistics and research, central
files, inter-state correspondence, audit and
other financial controls, public relations
and library; these, with the exception of
public relations, are lumped together in
an administrative or staff services division
functioning under and directly responsible
to the administrator.
There is considerable variation from one
state to another in actual department organization as well as in definitions and
scope of functions. In one state research
and statistics may form a major service
division while in other states it may simply be one of the functions of the administrative service, or may even be carried on
separately by the various categorical aid
and service units of the department.
Hence the place of the library within a
public welfare organization does not
necessarily draw a consistent picture. Out
of 33 libraries reporting, 12 are attached
to the administrative function, 4 to inservice training or some form of personnel unit, 4 to the research function, 2 to
information and public relations, 4 to filing and 8 within specific service or assistance divisions of the department. Of the
latter type of library, two departments
report the maintenance of separate libraries, formally established and professionally staffed, within more than one division
of the department. At least one of these
is accounted for by the fact that the department's divisions are housed in widely
separated buildings.
P U N C T I O N O F P U B L I C WELFARE LIBRARY

This analysis probably reflects better
the service and function of the library
within the public welfare organization
rather than presenting an accurate picture
of organization. The largest number are
attached to the administrative function,

1 Commons, Ellen.

2 Noonan

Madeline Shaeffer. "Library of a Division of 'placement and Unemployment Compensation." I n SPECIAL LIBRARIES. 36:160-161. MayJune, 1945.
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which in turn serves the entire organization and gives the library the greatest possible flexibility in turning its organization
and service toward all units in the department it serves, keeps its policies in line
with the general over-all policies of the
department, and saves it from bias. That
the largest amount of any sdpw library's
work lies within the area of in-service
training and staff development and in connection with research is reflected in the
attachment of 8 libraries to one or the
other of these two functions. The two
which are under or related to information
and public relations reflect a close tie between the functions of public relations and
library. Eight are attached to assistance
or service units. With the exception of
the one noted where separate and formally
set up libraries staffed by professional librarians are maintained by different dirisions of the department due to the physical separation of the divisions, most of
these division libraries are probably
"Topsy" libraries in that they were weil
on their way toward growing up before
their development was recognized. They
are easily explained by any of several possibilities: the fact that federal funds are
available for library purchases in social
security services operating under the
United States Children's Bureau ; the possible staff member who from experience
or inclination is particularly "library
minded;" or the accumulation of needs
and problems within a specific area that
are best met through library resources.
I n approximately one half of the departments reporting a library in some degree of formal organization, qualified librarians are employed. Size of library
staff varies from one to seven. A wide
variation in salary ranges is reported. Librarians in all but one reporting agency
are appointed and hold their positions
under a state civil service or merit system.
Most of the libraries were organized between the years of 1936 and 1913. Four
were organized prior to that period. Two
are at present in process of organization.
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Very few of the sdpw libraries are allocated specific budgets; needs are met out
of departments' general budgets. One has
a budget. Three work under partial
budgets.
All libraries report acquisition of material through purchase, and all but one
report acquisition through gifts and exchange. Three libraries look to some form
of a library committee for approval of material to be purchased. Others are responsible to the immediate supervisor or to
the various division directors of the department, or a combination of the two.
Little in the nature of formal reporting of
library services appears to have been done.
Four make yearly reports. Three make
quarterly reports. One makes a monthly
report.
Several of the libraries report development of their own classifications. Most
of them use the Dewey Decimal Classification. At least four, of which the Indiana
SDPW library is one, have adopted the
Dewey Decimal Classification as modified
by the Russell Sage Foundation Library.
Only one library reports use of the Library of Congress Classification. Six or
more libraries have not yet been classified. Sophia Glidden's Library Classifi-

cation for Public Administration Materials1 probably provides the most adequate
classification and breakdown available for
materials in the field of governmental activity, public administration, public welfare, social work, social pathology, planning and the related subjects that form
the collection of every public welfare library. Its use is not reported by any sdpw
library, probably because it was not available until 1942, and by that time most of
the sdpw libraries now formally organized were already established and had
adopted classification systems. The earlier public administration classification
scheme, A S y s t e m of Classification for

-

1 Glidden Sophia Hall. A library classification for
public hn:inistration materials. Chicago, Public
Administration Scrvice and the American Library
Association. 1942. 5 12p.
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service programs set up through state
legislation. Common and basic to all sdpw
library collections are material on public
administration, public welfare, social security, social pathology, social work, social work interpretation, case work, research and statistics, personnel, office
management and legal and legislative material. Some general reference and other
works are requisite. Publications, manuals, studies and other records produced
by the agency itself are necessarily a part
of the library even though these might not
legitimately be a part of a more general
library, for with reorganization and weeding of files and with changing staff, these
are frequently lost or otherwise become
inaccessible to the agency unless preserved in the library. The scope of the
agency's activities determine other subjects to be covered. These may include
special groups, as crippled children, dependent children in their own homes, children outside their own homes, blind and
partially sighted, transients, disabled and
handicapped, mentally ill, mentally defective, juvenile delinquents, criminals and
parolees as well as working material on
occupational therapy, physical therapy,
nursing, orthopedics, public assistance,
child welfare, medical care, psychiatry
and mental hygiene, psychology, instituLIBRARY COLLECTIONS
tional and hospital management, crime,
The collection of a sdpw library varies corrections, probation and parole, delinwith the administrative, supervisory and quency, housing, cost of living, nutrition
service functions of the agency it serves. and all the thousand and one ramifications
As has already been pointed out, these of these and other subjects. The library
vary widely. An agency may carry from must have available as a part of its collecone to six or even more programs under tion material on state and local governthe federal act as set up by state legisla- ment, cultural studies, area surveys and
tion, and have added to them mental hy- studies of all kinds. These are particugiene, correctional, institutional and other larly useful for new workers who are
from other states, and for workers new
1 Anderson, William, and Glidden, Sophia Hall. A
to localities of the state to which they are
system of classificmtion f o r fiolitical science collrctions. Minneapolis. University of Minnesota press,
assigned, and in the work on all kinds of
1928.
reports and studies which are constantly
2 Special Libraries Association.
Social Science
Group. Social W e l f a r e ; a list of subject headings.
in process of preparation in an agency. A
New York, Special Libraries Association, 1937.
64p.
biography file of persons of past and
3 United States. Social Security Board. Library.
present prominence in state, national and
Selected List of Subject Headings used i n the Social S e c u r r t ~ Board Library. Washington, D. C.,
local welfare and related activities saves
The Social Security Board Library, 1940. 335p.

Political Science CoZlection,l not only did
not adequately cover such fields as public
welfare, relief, housing and planning, but
was already out of print and unavailable
by 1932.
There is much uniformity among the
subject headings used in public welfare
libraries although several libraries report
development of their own. The use of the
Reader's Guide and the index to the Social Work Yearbook were reported, ns
was the Sears List of Subject Headittgs
for Small Libraries and the Library of
Congress Subject Headings. Social welfare; a list of subject headings in social
work and public welfare,Qrepared by the
Social Science Group of tlie Special 1,ibraries Association was also reported as
being in use by a gratifying number of
reporting libraries and one library gave
as its preference the Social Security Board
Library's Selected List of Subject Headi n g ~ Among
.~
sources used in making the
Social Security Board list were the Social Security Act and the Board's own
publications; this fact plus the insertion
of definitions of various controversial and
ambiguous terms, gives it many advantages for use in a library of an agency
most of whose programs operate directly
under the Social Security Act.
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many hours of searching for needed information. All kinds of school, hospital
and other institution directories have
their value. Newspaper clippings and
files of speeches and papers are difficult
to keep but valuable in reference work.
Laws, Court decisions, legal interpretations, reports, manuals, directories and
other materials from all the 48 states and
the territories are necessary to fill daily
needs regarding dependents changing or
contemplating change in state residence,
interstate correspondence problems, complaints and appeals, responsible relatives
and many other questions, as well as study
needs of the agency's own staff members
who are revising procedures or otherwise
working with specific problems. Statistical and news periodicals of other state departments of public welfare should be included. Sometimes selection of these for
the permanent files may be made on the
basis of adjoining states, states having
similar organization or problems to those
of the state agency, or of those departments which are conducting currently outstanding state programs.
The reference shelf of a department of
public welfare library is small as compared
with the reference shelves of other libraries. I t may consist of an unabridged dictionary, medical, psychiatric and social
worker's dictionaries, a thesaurus, the Encyclopedia of the Social Science, a small
general encyclopedia, the W o r l d Al~nanac,
the Statistical Abstract, a small atlas, a
gazetteer, the Social W o r k Yearbook, T h e
Book of the States, the Congressional Directory, W h o ' s W h o in A~uterica,the Directory of Public Administration Organizations; the directories of the American
Public Welfare Association, the American
Medical Association and the Osborne Association; all hospital directories, the
membership lists of the American Psychiatric Association, the Child Welfare
League of America, the American Association of Social Workers, the National
Conference of Social Work and the American Hospital Association; city director-
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ies, the state yearbook and available state
directories or rosters, federal and state
social security laws, Huston's Social W c l fare L a w s of the 48 states, U . S. census
reports, a quotation handbook, a secretary's handbook, the U . S. Oficial Postal
Guide, the Government Printing O f i c e
Style Marzual, and the International
Causes of Death. A few other volumes,
while not basic to a reference shelf, will
save the librarian many steps. These may
include such volumes as Readings in S o cial Case W o r k , edited by Fern Lowry,
T h e Field of Social W o r k , by Arthur E.
Fink, T h e Mentally Ill in America, by
Albert Deutsch, a manual of medicine and
a manual of psychiatry. Other books,
bibliographies and book lists may be
added as they are available and are
needed in the work of the librarian.
Periodicals may include such federal
publications as the Social Security Bulletin, T h e Child, T h e Monthly Labor R e view and Federal Probation; monthly and
other publications of other state departments of public welfare, of which there
are nearly one hundred; publications of
official and non-official agencies within
the state whose interests and scope of
work coincide with or brush public welfare concerns ; and publications issued by
national associations or under commercial auspices and which carry articles related to public welfare programs and keep
the reader informed of developments and
happenings on the welfare front. Among
the latter are T h e Family, Slirvey Midmonthly, S u r v e y Graphic, T h e Conzpa~s,
Public Welfare, T h e Social Service Review, T h e Crippled Child, Sight-Saving
Review, the Bulletin of the Child Welfare
League of Anaerica, Mental Hygiene, T h e
Prison W o r l d , T h e American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry, Public Management and
similar publications.
Indiana has been much more fortunate
than most of the states in that her own
official and unofficial historical material
is preserved and in a fair state of availability. Work prior to 1890 is recorded
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in reports of state institutions, the work
of such private individuals as Dorothea
Dix and such groups as the Quakers. I n
1890 the Indiana Board of State Charities was established. It worked very
closely with the State Conference on Social Work and the State Committee on
Mental Hygiene, with other volunteer
groups and with county and city organizations. Records and reports were meticulously preserved and analytically inindexed. Currently issued publications,
including books, magazines and society
material, were obtained.
Varying with the exact form and function of the department library and the
agency it serves, there are variations in
special collections and emphasis on various subjects covered in the library collection. One library has a collection of
maps. One has an extensive collection of
state cultural material. Another has a
collection of fiction including such titles
as T h e Sound of Running Feet, by Josephine Lawrence, London Pride, by
Phyllis Bottome, February Hill, by Victoria Lincoln, T h e Triuwtph of Willie
Pond, by Caroline Slade and Old M a t t
Minnick, by Edna Ferber ; these are sensitively written books about human problems, which will help the new social
worker and the layman to understand
some of the problems met in public welfare and case work. One library very interestingly reports a collection of "mimeographed case records which have been
edited for training purposes and are available in sufficient numbers to be used by
a staff group." In a public welfare agency
there is the constant recurring need for
case records for use in conferences and
discussions, for use in in-service training,
case work supervision programs and for
public relations work. The best records
are those taken from actual experience
and stripped of names and other identifying data. Records involving all kinds of
case situations are needed ; the child aboct
to be placed in a foster home, the aged
woman in the home of a married daughter,
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the ADC child whose father is an epileptic, the unmarried mother, the married
woman illegitimately pregnant, the blind
who may be rehabilitated to employability. These case records may be used to
bring about understanding of situations
involved, and for use in guidance in case
work treatment.
As happens in any special library, the
sdpw library transmits much of its work
through the clerical staff of the agency.
In turn, the library can do much for the
clerical staff members by providing them
with interpretative material on public welfare programs, by giving quick reference
aids of addresses, spelling, punctuation,
capitalization rules and so on. Clerical
staff members are frequently interested in
fiction recommended for social work
groups. And they, as well as professional
staff members, are grateful for occasional
help in locating the little town in the
Alps where a soldier is stationed, selection of a current book as a gift, or assistance in mending a pet pamphlet. Service
to clerical staff members is bread upon the
waters, and it will come back a hundredfold in the form of co-operation in getting
overdue and lost books returned, route
lists hurried and clearer explanations of
reference and research requests which
they transmit to the library from members of the professional staff.
WORK OF LIBRARY CLOSELY ALLIED
WITH AGENCY

The work of an sdpw library is very
closely integrated with the work of the
agency itself. Its policies, its aims, and
its emphasis must be those of the agency.
As public welfare is a field that serves
human needs, and human needs are constantly changing, the library must maintain a very close relationship with the entire agency and all parts & the agency,
so that its policies and emphasis do not
lag, and so that it may give quick service
to the agency. A large part of an agency
library's value lies in its ability to do a
necessary job more quickly or more efficiently than could be accomplished by
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the members of the staff for whom the
work is being done. Successful accomplishment of this depends on close working relationships. I t involves knowledge
of policies, programs, work and special
problems throughout the organization.
It is impossible for any sdpw library,
within the confines of its budget and space
and with its limited staff time, to keep an
adequate collection to serve all needs.
Every library reporting notes that other
libraries are called on for material supplementary to their own collection. Most
of them note that they call on local, state
and university libraries, and special libraries such as medical and private agency
libraries within the area. One sdpw library which is a unit of the state library
borrows directly from the state library's
general collection.
The sdpw's not having library service,
or those having only partially organized
and functioning library service, use the
supplementary library resources of the
American Public Welfare Association
which is a part of the Association's membership service. Those sdpw's which hax-e
fully organized and functioning library
service also have access to this service and
use it to fill occasional needs which they
are not able to complete from their own
and local resources.
SERVICES RENDERED BY LIBRARY

All libraries reporting mentioned services rendered by the library as including
loan and reference work, and all but a
very few report bibliographical work.
Other services given by reporting libraries include in-service training advisory
service, routing of periodicals and other
new materials, research service, excerpting
and library advisory service to district offices, county departments and state institutions. One library reports a partial
index of current magazines, and three report a definite need for such indexing.
One indexes magazines not indexed in
P A I S . The need for indexing of periodicals is brought about by the fact that
many of those received and used in public
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welfare libraries are not indexed by any
commercial indexing service. T h e Reader's Guide, T h e International Index, T h e
Education I n d e x and P A I S each index
publications that the public welfare worker
uses, with the P A I S probably giving widest coverage. One library notes subscription to P A I S ; two note subscriptions to
the Reader's Guide.
Library service by reporting libraries is
given to all sdpw staff members. Nearly
all the libraries extend their services to
district offices and to county staffs; by at
least two department libraries this service is augmented by the librarian issuing
instructions for the organization anti
maintenance of regional office and county
department office libraries. One, on an
associate basis, maintains libraries in six
county departments. Another maintains,
with the assistance of library committees,
small informal libraries in two county
dpw's. Most, though not all of the libraries, extend their services to college
faculty members, faculty and students of
schools of social work and staff members
of related agencies. Three give service to
the public, though of these three only one
lends books outside the premises of the
library. Those public libraries connected
with agencies having working or supervisory relationships with institutions give
service to institution staff members; at
least one such library supervises patient
and inmate libraries and does some work
with medical and administrative libraries.
More than one half of the reporting libraries make their services available to
other libraries.
The loan period of nearly one half of
the reporting libraries is given as four
weeks. An equal number limit their loan
term to two weeks. Two note "no definite
period." One maintains a two week loan
period for sdpw staff members, and a four
week loan to county staff members. Again
Indiana is in the middle, for it with three
other libraries has a loan period of three
weeks. The Indiana SDPW Library considers its collection too small and without
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the recipient of gifts, mostly duplicates of
its present collection, from staff members ;
as many of these are periodicals they are
useful for filling in broken files and for
clipping. Recently the old nursery school
collection of the W P A of Indiana was received. After careful sorting of the old
Board of State Charities library, obsolete
and ephemeral material having no present
and future significance to the Department
was returned to the state of origin or was
PUBLICIZING LIBRARY HOLDINGS
discarded. Material of academic interest
I n publicizing library holdings, all but only was sent to the Indiana State Lione of the reporting libraries issue acces- brary, the Indiana University Libraries
sion lists and internal memoranda on new or to the library of one of the schools of
books and pamphlets. These are issued social work, as need was expressed for it.
at monthly, quarterly or irregular inter- The books and pamphlets in the profesvals. Five issue full lists of library hold- sional libraries were sorted, and those
ings. More than half of them issue occa- which were not to be retained in the
sional bibliographies and special reading I S D P W Library were listed and copies
lists. Five use the department's magazine of the list were sent to twenty-five libraras a medium for publicizing library acces- ies. Very little was left after requests
sions. Two issue special lists of new were filled. Obsolete files are culled for
books; one of these is called "On the legitimate library material filed in them,
Shelves," the other includes articles in surveys and reports no longer confidential
periodicals and is titled "Selected Sum- (the I S D P W Library keeps in its collecmaries."
tion some confidential material, so marked,
and not available for general use). Old
DISCARDING MATERIAL
board minutes, and such inspection and liAs most of the sdpw libraries are com- censing and other reports as give inforparatively young, little has yet been neces- mation which should be a part of the persary in the way of discarding. Only seven manent file in the library are retained.
libraries report discarding. One of them The remainder are sent to the Public Recmakes an out-and-out discard. Three dis- ords Commission and from there, dependcard to the state and university libraries ing on the Department's recommendawithin the area. One discards to the local tions and the Commission's decision, are
university library only. A fifth transfers shredded and sold for waste paper or are
fully indexed material to a warehouse for sent to the State Archives Division for
future need. The Indiana S D P W Library permanent preservation. In recent months
hgs evidently been alone in having done the problem of space has brought the Inan extensive amount of discarding. This diana S D P W Library to a few very defimay be accounted for by the following rea- nite discard policies. Routine monthly
sons: first, the fact that there had been no statistical reports from other states are
previous discarding of material accumu- discarded when annual reports are relating since 1890; second, two personally ceived. Only current college and univerowned large professional libraries had sity catalogs are kept. General material
been acquired by the Department Library ; which is seldom used and is readily availand third, the Library has taken over final able in one of the public libraries within
disposition of the Department's obsolete the area is not saved.
files. Further, the Library is constantly
(Continued on page 412)
a sufficient number of duplicates to justify loans for longer periods. The two
weeks is ample for most staff members,
but for staff members to whom books
must be mailed. a two week loan is inadequate. A uniform three week loan period
saves the trouble of maintaining two
charge files, and equalizes the two week
loan period for the borrowers by mail.
All the libraries extend loans when there
are no reserves on the material requested.

A FINANCIAL LIBRARY PREPARES
FOR POSTWAR BUSINESS
By MARION G. EATON

Librarian, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Boston, Massachusetts

T"

I S paper is quite frankly a counsel of perfection, an Utopian program, a library in an Ivory Tower
in a Castle in Spain. Based on such a
program is this outline of what I should
like to do to prepare my library for the
work of the next two or three years. Some
of it has already been started within the
last few months.
CURRENT WORK MUST BY KEPT

UP TO DATE

Clippings must be collected and pasted,
circulated and then filed. They must also
be weeded out at frequent intervals so
that only information of permanent value,
not available elsewhere in convenient
form, is kept. This is especially necessary
now when so many clipped items are but
forerunners of big events and as likely as
not turn out to be but straws which do
not point the way the wind is blowing.
Every officer, too, has his favorite legislation to be watched, his own idea of
which postwar trend is most likely to
point the way to business prosperity or
depression. W e must watch closely what
clippings get ragged from circulating from
hand to hand or from being carried home
for careful reading. Those will be called
for when we least expect it.
After clippings come magazine articles
to be indexed for the miscellaneous file in
all the ways necessary to find them again.
Then there is the welter of pamphlets,
free and otherwise, which seem to come
forth from the presses in a steady stream
undeterred by any shortages of paper.
Some of these are unmistakably of permanent importance and should be put in
some sort of a sturdy binder at once and
cataloged for an eventual place on the
book shelves. But many of them will soon

be worthless and these can best be carded
sketchily for the pamphlet file and weeded
out when the rush is over. As we keep
our pamphlet files classified by L.C. it
is easy to find the material on any given
subject without too much search.
I t is a chore to keep the cataloging
right up to date, and this includes indexing a daily news sheet for which we are
responsible. But it has to be done and
as this part of the work is conducted by
set rules and can proceed n~echanicallyit
is a question of finding the time to do it.
T o keep the material to be cataloged up
to date is much more difficult. Tiny items
in financial columns of newspapers will
mention publications of banks or business
houses. Every month Burroughs Clearing
House has a list of such pamphlets. Other
libraries and government departments put
out lists of additions. If we had a list of
our own we could always offer to swap it.
Such a list is a handy reminder to the librarian of the material which has come in
and leads to a check-up to see what has
become of it. Since the press of war work
and the shortness of help we have had to
discontinue our list of additions. HOWever, we should publish one from January
1, 1943 to date and then keep it up to date
every month or every quarter. Failing the
long list it would be well if we started
with a list of additions for April-June,

1945.
Books are not quite so impossible as
pamphlets to keep up to date. The financial and economic magazines all run book
reviews. SPECIAL LIBRARIES has useEul
book advertisements. The Library J o w nal is an easy source to check advance notices although it doesn't cover the financial
field very adequately. The Sunday New
York Times ,and the Sunday Herald Tri-
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books that you would know about anyway.
We just have to watch reviews and follow up chance clues. Financial librarians
whose offices are near should lunch together now and then and call on each
other just to ask "What's new?"
When our collecting of new material is
all nicely arranged on a morning schedule
we can devote our afternoons to getting
old material ready for use. Now is the
time to read shelves, to turn out the corners and get rid of dead wood. Some of
the latter can go into the archives but a
lot of it will help the paper drive to better purpose. The latest editions of popular reference books, up-to-date copies of
manuals, replaced copies of lost books
that may be called for suddenly should all
be in place on the shelves or properly
checked out and accounted for so they
can be rounded up in case of need. Replacements are difficult nowadays. Editions are small, reprints uncertain, I t
takes time to hunt second-hand copies.
FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS
When
an executive goes on his vacation
Foreign material is going to be more
it
is
a
good
plan to search his office and
and more important for all financial litake
back
what
you find of library propbraries. A good London bookseller such
erty.
The
chances
are that he will never
as Stevens and Brown ought to be cultiknow
it
is
gone
!
vated as a friend. Through this connecREADING OF SHELVES NECESSARY
tion one can receive monthly lists of British books. I t will also provide a source
The reading of the shelves will serve
upon which we can call by airmail in se- more than one purpose. It refreshes our
curing continental as well as British books memory as to what we have to offer as
and publications and will furnish the well as making us aware of what we have
quickest way to pick up any English books lost. It seems to point out gaps in the liwhich may have to be bought second-hand. brary material that otherwise might have
The London Times weekly book section only appeared one by one with chance inis a good habit to acquire. The London quiries. What have we done about up-toEconowist has some book reviews al- date atlases ? What about geographies ?
though this section is not as good as it Can we answer even elementary questions
used to be before the war. However, this as to what lies on the boundaries of Rusmay not be the fault of the editors, it may sia and China? What natural resources
be the cut in the paper supply.
are there that the Export-Import Bank is
If you are fortunate enough to have going to need its increased lending powers
among your friends a bookseller who buys to develop and where are they situated?
a copy or two of new financial and eco- Have we histories that will explain what
nomic books for display purposes call on has happened to Europe in the past and
him regularly every Wednesday and look that will be a guide to what will happen
over his stock, although most of them buy to her in the future. (Even as I write
only what will sell or what is ordered. this I wonder where I shall turn if any-

bune Book Reviews are both necessary.
A general knowledge of the whole field of
books is well to have. The Cumulative
Book Review under the subject headings
of topics of special interest to us will often
bring a reminder of a book once noticed
but forgotten. Frequently it will provide
the first notice of some really valuable
book by a small publisher which has not
been widely advertised. Mr. Woodlock's
articles in the Wall St. Journal will many
times tell us of a book or an author we
might not hear about in any other way
for weeks. In the case of foreign authors
we might never have discovered them if
his review had not spurred us on to pester
the book dealers.
If I were a financial librarian in lower
New York I should try to organize a
lunch group and invite Mr. ilroodlock
to come and just talk about books at a
round table. ( I said at the beginning that
this paper was an Utopian dream !)
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one asks what happened to England under
her first Labor Government.) For there
is a connection down the years through
history. And in no field of human endeavor is there more obvious relation between cause and effect than in finance and
economics. What about gold? If we are
asked can we produce arguments for its
continued value to answer the ipse dixits
of the bright young men as to its, to them,
uselessness ?
What foreign bank reviews and reports
were received before the war that are not
now being received? I t would be wise to
check these now and write letters saying
such publications were hopefully awaited
now that the war is seemingly ended.
Mailing lists over there may not have
waited undisturbed to be automatically revived on V-E Day. The same thing holds
true of public documents. There is one list
of additions I know of which is showing
some revival along this line of foreign
publications. But I dare not call names!
Perhaps our Financial Group Bulletin
might help us out with such a list if we
asked for it.
I n the process of reading shelves and
clearing out the pamphlets we find the
catalog has also developed empty spaces.
Subject headings to meet modern material
will sometimes have to be invented, or at
least catch cards provided. Some general
subjects will have to be subdivided for the
sake of speed in locating material. Some
subject headings will have to be set up
and then material hunted out to put under
them.
MISCELLANEOUS CATALOG E X A M I N E D

W e have a miscellaneous catalog which
has all sorts of things in it, subject headings and classification numbers, odd
sources of information and "catch cards"
such as "G. I. Bill of Rights". W e know
under what number the bill is to be filed,
but have we any articles indexed on banks
and veterans loans? Has there been any
local newspaper discussion of the matter?
Now is the time to find out. This catalog
should be cleaned out and a lot of it thrown
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away or combined on fewer cards. There
is a lot of stuff in it of wholly academic interest that could be found now by consulting the main catalog. On the other
hand we may find in it a lot of references
to the early twenties and material we ma.y
soon be glad to know about.
When all the material is in apple pie
order, and maybe before that, the librarian should pause to consider her own mental preparation to use her material efficiently. Probably the cleaning out and
reviewing will have been a lot of help in
the program I shall now propose.
LIBRARIAN SHOULD REVIEW PAST HISTORY

First of all the librarian should review
the history of the first world war and the
postwar years of the twenties. Let her
iearn a fkw dates bv heart so she won't
be forever having to look them up. There
may not be any analogies between events
then a$ now but everyone will expect to
find some. Then we must go farther back
and read up on earlier "economic consequences of- the peace". There are two
books useful for this purpose. One is A.
W. Acworth's Fifiancial reconstrzrction in
England, 1815-1822, London, 1925, and
the second is the two volume Economic
annals of the nineteenth century by William Smart, London, 1910-17. This will
give a background knowledge of the handling of the British debt after the Napoleonic wars when prosperity followed on
what seemed hopelessdepression. H. A.
I,. Fisher's History of Europe is the most
readable review of the whole historical
background that ought to be fresh in our
minds right now. There is a one volume
edition that was published in 1937 by
Longmans in Toronto. Even if you have
read it before a review will do no harm
and will give a perspective on the whole
development of modern Europe.
This war has been so terrible and its
devastation so vast that this one decade
tends to dwarf all the hundreds of years
that have preceded it. Any outline of historical events may seem to put history into
clean cut con~partments. But history
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never seems that way for the people who
live in it and rightly so. There is a volume of letters by Sidonius published in
the Loeb Classical Library which were
written in the fifth century by a Roman
bishop and writer who had been a favorite
in the Emperor's court for many years.
H e writes these letters from his retirement
on his farm in Gaul near a provincial city.
H e watches the infiltration of the barbarian hordes and writes of the processions put on for their weddings all as if
it were a passing phase and he would
some day be able to travel again to see his
friends. H e had no sense of an ending but
only of a change. One era was growing
out of another. And in four more centuries Charlemagne was to come. Which reminds me that I must read again G. ?.
Baker's Clzarlewzagne and the united states
of Europe, published by Dodd in London
in 1932 and brought out here a year or
two later. It is one of the most exciting
histories I have ever read and the most
provocative of after thoughts. Then came
the terrible century out of which Dante
emerged and then the Renaissance. In
England the eighteenth century followed
on Civil War and Restoration and the
Whigs began to talk as statesmen do now,
while on this side of the water a new nation was stirring that only now has grown
to sufficient stature to seem to dominate
the old world from which it came. Once
again the new world is going to try to find
a formula for peace that shall surpass even
the old Pax Romana, which failed because those at top came to forget the
world that was outside their immediate
ken until the edges of the Empire gave
way and the floods poured in. How complete was the wreck of that old civilization is nowhere better illustrated than in
the chance paragraph somewhere in Gibbon in which he tells in wondering admiration of the seeming fact that villas in
England under the Romans were heated
from a central fire with the warmth drawn
through flues under the floors and in the
walls. No such phenomenon had ever
developed again up to his day and he
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could scarcely credit that it was true.
All this past may seem of little importance in this age of airplanes. But
people still live on the ground and their
past is still with them. Human nature
changes far more slowly than its environment. If we are wise we will not let our
civilization fall into the utter oblivion that
holds so many nations from the days of
the fabulous lost Atlantis down to kingdoms of Egypt. Some of these may have
perished because of natural catastrophes
but many were ruined by wars and some
by the prosperity of victory and a false
striving after security. But this age has a
better record than any that have preceeded
it of the mistakes that civilization has
made and it should have a better knowledge of the means at hand to rectify them.
I t is the job of a good special library to
have some of this material ready for quick
consultation.
A financial library must stick to its subject but it cannot be intelligently used
without some background knowledge. Not
all reference material can be kept at hand,
either, but the librarian should know
where it is to be found and should be able
to suggest the use of it.
SPECIPIC SUBJECTS WHICH WILL
BE REQUESTED

Here are some specific subjects we expect to be asked about in the months to
come and on which we are going to do a
little advance research :
The gold standard.
Exchange controls.
The League of Nations and the International Monetary Conference.
The Dawes Plan and the Young Plan and
reparations.
The Bank of International Settlements.
The London Economic Conference of 1933.
Prices after the first World War.
Inflation of currencies in Europe after the
first war.
The Treaty of Versailles.
Military Currency.
Foreign Relations of Russia in the past and
probable future trends.
Postwar plans of various countries such as
the Beveridge plan.

Perhaps this article seems to place too
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much emphasis on the Librarian and too
little on the library. But books, pamphlets
and all printed matter are only tools to
our hands. Because there are more of
them now than ever before in the world,
intelligent choice of them is more difficult
than ever before. The librarian is like the
nurse who must hand the surgeon his
instruments quickly. There is no time for
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fumbling. That is why I have emphasized
the need of constant reviewing and renewing of material. Alertness of mind and a
lively mental curiosity are absolutely essential to any intelligent weighing and
grouping of material which is why I have
emphasized the necessity of study and
wide reading. Good librarianship can
never be a perfunctory thing.

THE LIBRARY AS A WORKING TOOL
OF INDUSTRY
By LEVA A. SPENCER

Librarian, General Motors Overseas Operations, New York, N. Y.

T

H E future which industry is now
facing promises to present not only
much opportunity, but also an
unprecedented array of pitfalls of every
description. Management is aware of these
eventualities and has been preparing for
them.
World-wide turmoil has given sudden
and possibly permanent importance to
heretofore remote territories which have
enormous potentialities and whose inhabitants often speak obscure tongues. As
a result, business in general is finding a
need for an amazing variety of information. What railway facilities has such
and such a place ? What is the prevailing
language of a certain country? Where
can one find information regarding
the tariffs of still another, its natural
resources, normal wealth and the needs
of its citizens?
Authoritative and factual prewar information can be obtained through varying degrees of effort, sometimes easily,
but more often only after much digging.
However, any information which would
help us to approximate the postwar conditions of each place, is of course most
valuable. For this type of information
we depend upon material written by
authors who are acknowledged authorities

on such subjects. Obviously the acquisition and organization of all this material
has become quite a problem for various
organizations and for business managements in particular, and the need for special libraries as a source of such essential
information has become imperative-a
vital fountain of necessary nourishment
for our new business and industrial
sinews.
Reference and technical works, sometimes in considerable number, have always
been recognized as an essential part of
office equipment, but they were usually
obtained and kept by the departments or
individuals interested in that particular
material. Only in the last decade or so
has the general reference library been
accepted as an important element of most
organizations, both large and small.
THE GENERAL MOTORS OVERSEAS LIBRARY

Before the General Motors Overseas
Library was established each department
accumulated reference and technical material in which it was particularly interested, and subscribed to those magazines
which were needed for individual work.
This meant numerous duplications and a
helter-skelter search throughout the organization for information when it was
badly wanted. I t was therefore under-
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standable that some departments would
have an over-abundance of information,
while others, not having such material on
hand, and being unaware of its availability
in the organization, would be at a loss as
to how to obtain certain pertinent facts.
The situation clearly indicated the
necessity of having one focal point in the
organization where all this material would
be available for anyone wishing it. Only
after it was brought together and put into
the custody of a librarian could everyone
be advised uniformly by bulletins and
circulars of the material ready for his use.
Since our trial and error days in the
beginning, we believe that we have
ironed out the more persistent problen~s
which faced us at that time. A t first we
made a point of acquainting ourselves
with the functions of each department and
the type of material which they might
require with the result that many ideas
were discarded and replaced by new and
more efficient ones.
Today, our Library has a collection of
more than 1,000 references, technical and
general interest volumes, a large collection of pamphlets on international affairs,
published by various organizations in the
United States and abroad, and government agencies of different countries. W e
maintain a current file of more than 110
magazines, bulletins and news letters.
These, too, are both national and international. W e also have a complete set
of reports and studies issued over a numper of years by our own organization on
the economic and industrial aspects of
various countries. All our material is
cataloged and filed in accordance with the
Dewey System. Persons keeping material out more than two weeks are reminded of it by a special form which we
send them asking when we may expect
its return.
Our reference material which has
proved most beneficial is the collection
of Encyclopedias (Britannica and Social
Sciences), Statistical Yearbooks, Biographical, Technical and General Diction-
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aries of the different countries, and United
States Government publications.
The members of the organization are
notified of new acquisitions in the library,
and of pertinent magazine articles by a
bulletin issued bi-monthly.
For this
bulletin we use either the "blurb" from
the jacket, or a published review of the
book-giving
credit to the reviewer, if
such review is used, and always in
"quotes." (Provision for the review of
the more promising material is made elsewhere in the organization, and is issued
regularly under a special bulletin for that
purpose.) For the magazine articles, we
use only the title and the source.
W e clip, mount, classify and circulate
to the Management Group daily pertinent
articles of interest from representative
newspapers. Also, a few foreign newspapers are circulated to the interested
persons. They are then clipped and these
clippings included in the regular distribution of clippings. As these are returned
they are filed by subject, cross-referenced
and maintained for a period of one year,
or even longer if we think they may be
of value in the future.
Twice yearly we distribute to all personnel a list of publications received regularly in the Library, in order that they
may delete or add to their list of publications which they wish routed to them.
The incoming magazines are scanned
for articles which should be called to the
attention of some particular member or
members of the organization, or, if the
articles are of wider interest they are
mimeographed and given a general circulation anlong the Management Group.
Our control and circulation of magazines
has worked out satisfactorily, because we
have divided them into three groups:
1. No CIRCULATION-theseare the general interest magazines such as Time,
Newsweek, etc. Unless these contain
articles which should be called to the
attention of some member of the organization, they are immediately placed on the
reading table, and are available to anyone
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wishing to see them. Should they need overseas and who want to know just what
to be forwarded to someone, the circula- is available for their libraries. After they
tion's slip reads, "This material is not have made their selections, we obtain the
being circulated. Please note pages . . . material, apply the library stamp, enclose
(Subject), and return direct to Libra- the author and title cards and shin them
rian." This slip is also used for pam- through our regular forwarding departphlets, bulletins and speeches. 2. SPECIALment. Other books and pamphlets of
CIRCULATION-there are about 50 maga- our own selection are sent forward from
zines, having a special interest to a nuin- time to time. Also, all magazine subber of our members, which we circulate scriptions for the Overseas Plant Libraby a distribution slip providing space for ries are handled by us, and any article
four names only, and a re-circulate col- which we think applies to a certain localumn. When the four persons have seen ity and would be of interest to our perthe publication, it is returned to the li- sonnel there, is sent them on our own
brary for re-routing. Therefore, if need initiative.
be, we are able to locate a certain issue
Besides requests which come to us
by contacting four persons. A duplicate direct from plant libraries, there is a regof the routing slip is kept on file in the ular influx of requests from individuals
library. Should anyone on the list be in our plant organization, some asking
away at the time it arrives at his desk, for specific titles, but occasionally calling
the secretary indicates in the re-circulate simply for "some new books" which we
colun~nwhen it should be returned for select hoping the recipient will like them
his attention. 3. GENERALCIRCULATIONas well as we do.
-these are the ones for which there is
The plants, on the other hand, send to
no great demand, and it is not necessary our Library any material published in
for us to keep such a close check on their their territories which thev think would
circulation.
be of interest to the executives in the
home office.
LIBRARIES I N OVERSEAS PLANTS
I n this brief article we have endeavored
Keeping up to date the libraries of all
our overseas plants, distributed through- to give a general picture of the services
out the world, is an interesting part of which a modern special library can render
our daily duties. W e maintain a list of to the management of an alert business
technical, reference and general interest or industry, and some representative probmaterial available for the information of lems and solutions discovered in the creexecutives who come to New York from ative process.

THE LIBRARY OF THE DOMINION BUREAU
OF STATISTICS, OTTAWA, CANADA
By GRACE S. LEWIS

w

Librarian, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada

H E N by the Statistics Act of
1918, the former Census and
Statistics Office was absorbed
in the organization of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, a valuable statistical

library had for many years been evolving.
As far back as 1887, when Dr. George
Johnson of Grand PrC, Nova Scotia, was
made first Government Statistician, this
Library came into being. Dr. Johnson
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founded and directed the Library as a
very necessary part of the office under his
leadership.
John R. Munro, later Col. Munro, upon
becoming Dr. Johnson's private secretary,
took care of the Library in addition to
his regular work. In 1916 Mr. H. P. Bell
was appointed Librarian. After Mr. Bell
left for the University of Toronto, Col.
Munro again took care of the Library
until late in the year 1919, another librarian not being appointed until the spring
of 1920.
The Census and Statistics Office was
attached to the Department of Agriculture until 1912, when it was transferred
to the Department of Trade and Commerce. Then, when the Statistics Act
had been passed in 1918, the Bureau was
placed under the same departmental jurisdiction, where it still remains.
At the time of the passing of the Statistics Act, certain official publications for
Canada were already assembled in the
Library in complete sets dating from
various early years : for the western provinces from their creation, arid for other
provinces from about 1886. The files of
some of the serial publications for Canada
begin fifteen or sixteen years prior to the
year of Confederation: 1867. Of these,
most notable are the Trade and Navigation reports, which are complete from
1351. Early British and colonial reports
were included, also foreign documents of
not quite such early dates.
I n later years it has been possible to
acquire a nearly con~pleteset of the publications of the Royal Statistical Society,
and a complete one of the Journal of the
Royal Agricultural Society. The Library's set of the American Statistical
Society's Journal is still quite incomplete
for the early years.
Before the present war, and mainly on
an exchange basis, the Library was in
receipt of the statistical publications of
practically every national government of
the world, as well as those of many states
and provinces. I t has thus been enabled
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to maintain a collection unique for the
Dominion of Canada. These documents,
together with the unofficial statistical publications and the other periodicals filed in
the Library, make a collection of about
80,000 volumes, with as many pamphlets.
As this article has been written at the
request of the S. I,. A. Chairman of the
Transportation Group brief reference will
be made to the transportation material in
the Library of the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics and to the transportation libraries of the Canadian Government.
I t will be seen that this Library is not,
except in one section, a transportation
library. One of the important Branches
of the Bureau is that which deals with
statistics of Transportation, Communications and Public Utilities. However, of
at least equal importance are several other
branches, the largest being that of the
Census. Closely related is the Vital Statistics Branch. Of outstanding iinportance, too, is the External Trade Statistics Branch. Then, of course, the production statistics, for both primary and
manufactured material, require the attention of several branch staffs. Agricultural statistics, from estimates to production and practically to delivery of crops;
forest products statistics ; animal products
statistics, meaning those of the animal
kingdom, and including fish and fur, hide
and leather and dairy products; statistics
of mineral production, and all transactions
through the history of these products, to
their manufacture and use; prices, cost of
living, business and financial statistics in
all forms, are dealt with by the Bureau.
For the workers in all of these Branches
the Library must supply reference material, both historical and current. Representative newspapers from the larger
Canadian cities; trade and business journals, Canadian, American and British,
must be kept up to date, as well as the
journals and transactions of the statistical
and many economic societies, and those
which deal with population from its biometric aspects. Text books are essential,
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so are many kinds of year-books, also all
of the Canadian Government and Provincial statutes, but, as all special librarians know, the general periodical material and many government documents are,
most frequently, of much greater value
to the statistician.
This Library is the only purely statistical one in the Dominion, and being
under government administration, is
available for the use of serious-minded
research workers of Canada or any other
friendly country. I t is not specifically a
lending library, but will lend material by
special arrangement, particularly by the
inter-library loan method. Like other
libraries, this one has been forced by the
war to resort more and more to this
means of carrying on its work. The Government libraries in Ottawa, over fifty in
number, co-operate with each other very
willingly.
For the librarians of the S. L. A.
Transportation Group one might point
out that there are several Dominion Gov-
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ernment libraries doing work along the
same lines as themselves. These are : that
of the Department of Transport, then the
Transport Con~mission, also the Aero
Library of the National Research Council,
and the new library of the Air Transport
Board, besides the National Defence Department libraries of the Naval Service
and the Royal Canadian Air Force. All
of these are located at or near the capital
city of Ottawa. The library of the Canadian National Railways, also under
Dominion Government control, is in the
city of Montreal.
With all of these, as well as with the
rest included in the half hundred plus
to which allusion has been made, this
Library carries on in friendly relationship.
However, we do not confine ourselves to
the group of Government libraries, but
reach out to our Carnegie Library, the
University, society and business libraries
in Ottawa and in other parts of Canada,
even to Washington, and, occasionally, as
far as the southern universities.

THE TRANSPORTATION LIBRARY
IN TRANSITION
By ADRIAN A. PARADIS

Department of Economic Planning, American Airlines, Inc., New York, N. Y.

P

O S T W A R p l a n n i n g , much the
vogue in 1942-43, is gradually being
translated into action today as some
industries are allowed to reconvert their
production to peacetime products and
services. Although the operating companies of our transportation industry still
have a major war job to finish, certain aircraft and automotive manufacturers have
already completed their war contracts and
are ready to resume manufacturing civilian goods. I t should not, therefore, be too
soon to briefly review a few of the changes
and problems in library administration

which the transportation librarian may
anticipate as he prepares to meet the unpredictable demands of the transition and
early postwar periods.
Subject Fields. The transportation Iibrarian must be alert to the changing
world in which he works. During the
complex years ahead, management will
need data and information on a greater
variety of subjects than ever before. Reconversion, traffic forecasts, competition,
integration, new aspects of labor and management problems, attitudes of government regulatory authorities, equipment
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data, technical and scientific developments,
are only a few of the more important subjects which will demand study and research. I t will be the librarian's continued
responsibility to anticipate management's
needs. This can be accomplished only
through a thorough understanding of the
fundamentals of one's own business plus a
broad reading background in associated
subject fields.

Rook Selection. When paper again becomes plentiful it is anticipated that there
will be a tremendous increase in the number of books published. Then, the librarian will find it more necessary than ever
to exercise sound judgment in the selection and purchasing of new books. Unless a conscientious and careful job is
done, the library may soon be stocked
with many books of dubious or little value.
Keen appreciation of the company's objectives and the library's role in assisting
it to attain that goal, will be essential for
sound book selection. The librarian should
beware of the book agent peddling newly
revised and "indispensable" editions of
expensive reference works. Undoubtedly
innumerable new reference aids will be
compiled and old ones revised but unless
the subject matter bears directly on the
library's primary subject interest, one
should be certain that such information is
not already available in the library.
Rcdzcced Staffs. Upon the return to
peace most transportation libraries will
find their once unlimited budgets restricted. Already some libraries have
closed and merged with the company's
main library; others have been cut to a
bare minimum. I t may even be necessary
to streamline the staff even though the
volume of work has not fallen off. To
cope successfully with this situation the
librarian will have to replan his organization completely, modify his program by
eliminating unimportant services, review
and improve existing methods and train
the staff to shoulder more responsibility
and work more efficiently.
Equipment. During the war it often
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was necessary to purchase equipment that
was constructed of wartime substitutes.
Particularlv was this true of vertical files
which were for the most part obtainable
only in wood. Experience has shown that
few of these cases were built to last. Most
of them need major repairs quickly and
all of them require the strength of an
Amazon to open and shut the drawers
when thev are filled. Wooden followblocks have proved so impractical that libraries using wood cabinets have drawers
of file folders which will not stand UD. As
a result file folders and their contents are
usually creased and crushed making
added work for the file clerk. A logical
program for replacing such filing equipment should be planned.
L,

Likewise some standard library equipment purchased during the war contained
plastifs substituted for parts normally
supplied in brass or steel. Library supply
houses should shortly be able to furnish
metal replacement
which should be
obtained at the first opportunity. Additional steel bookends will not only improve the shelf appearance but will preserve the bindings of recently acquired
books which insist on falling to one side.
Durinz the war tremendous advances
have been made in the use of microfilm
and microfilm reading equipment. Libraries with voluminous files of engineering,
technical or other data, which, althouzh
space consuming, must be kept available,
would do well to investigate the possibilities of microfilm. hlanv firms are recording important files and records on microfilm to be kept in a fireproof vault lest the
original be mislaid or destroyed by fire.
Discarding W a r Material. After V -J
Day many libraries will of necessity weed
their files and shelves of much obsolete
material that dealt solely with the war.
There will be a temptation to celebrate the
occasion by throwing most of this inaterial
away. Before anything is discarded however, careful consideration should be given
to the possibility that it may be needed
again. Possible investigations of war
3
'
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contracts, historical research jobs requested by management or unforeseen national emergencies may make it desirable
to save such material. Those of us who,
after Pearl Harbor, searched frantically
for documents, data, information and statistics on various aspects of transportation
during World LVar I, are not likely to
discard valuable records compiled or assembled during World W a r 11. Inasmuch
as warehouse space is comparatively inexpensive, it would be well to store such
valuable data rather than junk it.
Interlibrary Cooperation. During the
war librarians really learned the art of
cooperation. Interlibrary loans and the
exchange of bibliographies, reference aids
and research projects have been an everyday occurrence. Newly compiled S. I,. A.
directories listing resources of special libraries have been indispensable. Librarians on the West Coast discovered the
need for closer collaboration and under
the leadership of Miss Emma Quigley
banded together to establish a workable
clearing house for the exchange of information and books.
With the return of peace-and competition between transportation companies, it
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is hoped that librarians will not abandon
the practice of interlibrary cooperation.
Although it is anticipated that there will
be much data and information which will
of necessity be considered confidential by
individual firms, this should not ~ r e v e i i t
any of us from working closely with fellow librarians wherever such cooperative
action would not be contrary to our company's best interests.
Established essentially to enable those
librarians actively participating in the war
effort to become better acquainted with
each other and to use more easily resources of member libraries. the S. L. A.
Transportation Group is performing an
important service for the library profcssion. What it has accomplished during
the war must not be lost in-~eace.Transportation is destined to play a leading role
in world affairs. Those librarians privileged to participate in this adventure will
find indispensable the opportunity to review, nlutually share and discuss problems and experiences encountered ;long
the way. The continued success of the
group is contingent upon the interest and
enthusiasm of its members and the extent
of their participation in its activities.

PLANNING TOWARD A COMPANY MUSEUM
By LAURA E. ARMITAGE
Research Analyst, The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, Richmond, Virginia

N planning to establish a company

I

museum the Chesapeake and Ohio
has in mind a project similar to what
various other railroads have already set
up. Due to its being initiated in war time,
however, a mere beginning has been made
and progress will necessarily be slow as
no continued emphasis is being laid on it
at present. Travel conditions, including
gas rationing, preclude any roaming on
"treasure hunts" to unearth material
which may be discarded in the current

drives for scrap and waste paper. Also,
building space which might otherwise be
available for display purposes is more
vitally needed by departments at this time
for furthering the transportation job. Material continues to arrive however, for the
most part from interested employes. This
is promptly cataloged and filed.
Publicity in the Company magazine was
responsible for the bulk of the items received. The response indicated that attics
and old trunks had been searched to lo-
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cate articles saved by former generations.
Word of mouth solicitation, passed on by
others, also brought and still brings in
material that for years may have been
on the verge of being scrapped. I n a few
cases items are bought from dealers or are
attained through the "swap" method.
I n classifying our collection, which at
present deals more with reference material than with exhibits, the comprehensive
system suggested by Laurence Vail Coleman in his Company Mz~scl~ms,
is followed. As material is received an entry
of it, the donor, date and any other necessary information is recorded in an accession book, with a temporary number. This
number is also affixed to the item. A
cross-index of cards is typed and the article filed under the main heading. For
our purposes this main heading would be
the name of the predecessor railroad. For
example, an original engineering survey
of 1854 dealing with the Hocking Valley
Railroad, would be placed in the Hocking
Valley folders. Under "Survey-original", a card gives the descriptive matter
and where the item may be located. This
facilitates reference as students or employes study some phase of the building
of the road. A separate set of cards indicates where additional Chesapeake and
Ohio historical matter may be located, if,
as in many instances, it is already in city
museums, libraries or on college campuses. I n a manner of speaking, these
cards are a bibliography. They note where
magazine articles, pamphlets, books and
the like, not yet acquired, may be consulted.
The railroads of former years have developed through an intricate pattern.
When zssociating with southerners one
often hears the expression, "Who's she
kin to?" This applies to individuals interested in a person's family tree, of
course, but it may as well refer to railroads. Now that early stretches of road
have succeeded each other under various
titles and, through consolidation, grown
into systems, the years often obscure the
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parent road. The railroads inherit much
of which to be proud from their ancestors
if only through comparison of what the
founders dreamed and of how these
dreams became a reality. I t required
courage and faith to plan to conquer a
wilderness; it was no mean feat to lace
it first with iron, later with steel. The
Chesapeake and Ohio hopes through its
museum to preserve such records as still
exist of its growth and service to the
country.
The majority of American railroads
have already or will soon celebrate their
one hundredth birthday. With few exceptions, the works of the chartering
fathers and their objectives are of small
interest, due perhaps to the scrapping of
equipment and destroying of files. This
elimination took place particularly if the
original general offices have moved from
time to time to more spacious quarters.
The data, not considered important then,
would be of untold interest today. Annual reports, of course, make mention of
major construction, of traffic and financial
matters, noting details even about the loconlotives and cars. Rarely more than a
few people on a road know where the annual reports are stored or have time to
read them. Dust-covered, in some old
stack, these volumes are seldom consulted.
Yet what a story they tell! Fortunately
the Chesapeake and Ohio has a complete
set of its and its predecessor con~panies'
annual reports. Through them the niuseum gains ideas of material for which to
search though perhaps it has already gone
with the times, and with the wind.
Though realistic railroad executives are
primarily concerned with the present performance of their industry, being alert to
the future rather than to the past, the roots
of the past have a way of protruding into
everyday matters. There is always some
member of the public who wishes information that may only be obtained from, in
many cases, scattered archives. I n order
to obtain this, various departments have
to be consulted. How much simpler to
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have a central bureau to which to turn,
where data is indexed and is known to be
accurate; where the public and students
may come to do their own research; where
the employes may visit to form an estimate of the background of the corporation for which they work. I n matters
such as this the company museum proves
its worth. Our Museum has not as yet
set up dioramas or visual displays but
students are using it to acquire information for their dissertations and it is becoming recognized as a central bureau for
checking and accuracy.
Some railroads are fortunate that due
to the vision of a former executive, their
antiquities have been preserved. America is the richer for being able to view early
locon~otives, and through comparison,
gauge the progress of this form of transportation. Other items too have a similar
value.
I n our collection there is a length of
wooden rail laid in 1837. T o some this
may seem just another potential Charles
McCarthy and it is a wonder that it was
not destroyed, burned perhaps, when the
W a r Between the States raged through
this stretch of territory of what is now
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway. This
block of wood formed the base for the
strip of metal laid originally on the Louisa
Railroad in Virginia. Replaced by iron
rail of the T pattern weighing what was
then considered very heavy, all of fifty
pounds, this wooden rail was used by a
farmer to build a barn. Later an employe located it and sent it in. Beyond its
historical value, it speaks volumes of the
better ballast, better rail, better operation
possible today.
Old pictures of locomotives, old timetables, pamphlets, payrolls, books of rules,
orders for supplies when the road was
under construction westward, still continue to arrive. Among these in our possession is an 1865 shop's payroll with
United States revenue stamps affixed,
which were cancelled by the employe with
his initials as he received his wages. If
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this payroll had been issued a bit earlier
in that same year it would have borne the
mark of the Confederacy. As it is, it is
entitled, "Virginia Central Railroad". The
road we know as the Chesapeake and
Ohio was not chartered until 1868.
Virginia Central records so far have not
proved plentiful for some of them were
emptied out of the vault into the creek as
past history when offices were moved, according to an old enlploye, now deceased,
and some of them, no doubt, were consumed in the fire when Richmond was
evacuated in 1865. The station bell that
last tolled on that memorable occasion
now reposes in the Confederate Museum
in Richmond.
If the camera had been invented earlier
perhaps there would be a picture of a certain Virginia Central locon~otive of the
1850s which is described as having an
image of Little Boy Blue on the pilot
house. Engineers loved their engines then
as they do now and the one who was at
the throttle of this particular locon~otive
stopped along the countryside to gather
fresh flowers to place in Little Boy Blue.
How the Iron Horse of today would snort
at this performance! W e have the name
of builder, dimensions, etc., of the locomotive and the search continues for an
engraving of it.
Perhaps some member of the Special
Libraries Association is familiar with the
EverN S a f u ~ d a yMagazine, in one issue
of which, about 1869, so a notation in our
files reads, "There is an article by Charles
Nordhoff describing a trip up New River
by Collis P. Huntington and party". New
River was a canyon described by George
Washington in his diary as being so inaccessible that it was formidable for transportation purposes. H e was thinking of a
canal or a turnpike but Huntington laid
rail through the canyon in 1873 thereby
completing the Chesapeake and Ohio to
the Ohio River. W e would like to possess
a transcript of the Nordhoff article.
Some day when times are normal the
(Continued on page 413)

SOURCE MATERIALS O N PACIFIC COAST
MARINE HISTORY
By WILLIS KERR
Librarian, Claremont College, Claremont, California

R

ECORDS and archives of six
major and six minor Pacific coast
steamship companies are preserved
in the library of Claremont College, the
Graduate School of the group of colleges
at Claremont, California. This collection
aggregates 408 volumes of general ledgers,
bill-books, cash journals, voucher books,
insurance records, tariff books, corporation papers, boxes of insurance papers,
mortgage registers, stock ledgers, pursers'
records, cargo manifests, agent and ticket
records and other papers. The lot weighed
about two tons when shipped from a warehouse on the Seattle wharves to Claremont, some six years ago.
Acquisition of the material came from
the interest and acquaintance of Professor
John Haskell Kemble of the Pomona College faculty, historian of the CaliforniaPanama route, and scholar in Pacific coast
marine history. One of his steamship
friends at San Francisco told him of the
existence of the materials on the Seattle
docks. of the likelihood that the records
might be destroyed, and of the approach
for obtaining possession. W e promptly
sent Dr. Kemble to Seattle, and financed
the packing and transportation of the records. During the year 1940-1941, under
the joint direction of Dr. Kemble and the
library, the materials were roughly recorded by a graduate student, Mr. R. C.
Thon~pson,in a 22-page typewritten "Calendar of archives and records of certain
Pacific coast steamship companies, preserved in and the property of Claremont
Colleges Library, Claremont, California."
Copies of this Calendar are deposited at
the Huntington Library and at the University of Washington Library, Seattle
(none available for distribution).

That the interest of the San Francisco
steamship official who told us of the material was not fleeting is evidenced by the
recent receipt at Claremont of three cases
of additional records, shipped in the absence of Dr. Kemble, who is now in the
historical section of the U. S. Navy.
The companies represented in these materials, the approximate dates covered,
and the number of volumes, are as follows :
Alaska Coast Company. 1906-1919................ 37
Alaska Pacific Steamship Company. 19051928 .................................................................... 40
American Mail Steamship Company. 19261935 ....................................................................
9
Pacific Coast Steamship Company. 18661917 ....................................................................
14
Pacific-Alaska Navigation Company. 19121925 .................................................................... 65
Pacific Steamship Company. 1917-1935........ 208
Minor companies :
Aroline Steamship Company. 1916............ 1
Olympic Steamship Company. 1925-1929.. 4
Pacific Lighterage Company. 1917-1933.... 9
Pacific Motorship Company. 1923-1933.... 3
Portland-California Steamship Company.
1931 ................................................................
2
United States Lines Company. 1933-1934 3
Miscellaneous general records and papers.
1911-1935 .......................................................... 13

-

Total ...................................................... 408

Analysis of the largest group of records, those of the Pacific Steamship Company (which operated the steamships
H. F. A l e x a n d e r , E w m a A l e x a n d e r , Ruth
A l e x n n d e r , etc., and also various A d w i r a l
steamers), may help to understand the
scope. The Calendar above referred to
gives these headings :
Abstract records, alphabetic by ship and port.
1919-1923. 3 vols.
Agents and pursers records. 1916-1933. 10 vols.
Balance sheets. 1919-1927. 3 vols.
Business papers and contracts (labor, mail, wireless), etc. 1916-1929. 1 box.

65
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Cargo manifests. 1919-1922. 6 vols.
Cash books. 1916-1927. 6 vols.
Checks issued. 1916-1924. 5 vols.
Circulars, time-tables, advertising folders. 19161920. 7 vols.
Employes, lists, wages, etc. 1917-1919. 2 vols.
Equipment record and repairs. 1917-1928. 2 vols.
Freight way-bill, tonnage and revenue. 1918.
2 vols.
Fuel oil, by ship, alphabetically. 1918-1919. 2
vols.
Insurance claims. 1917-1930. 8 vols.
Insurance policies. 1918-1930. 13 boxes.
Journals, auditing, accounting. 1917-1926. 9 vols.
Ledgers : general, ticket, freight, etc. 1916-1930.
32 vols.
Mortgages. 1918-1931. 13 vols.
Office expense. 1916-1928. 10 vols.
Organization papers. 1916-1918. 2 vols.
Purchase papers. 1918-1934. 5 vols.
Recapitulations. 1928. 3 vols.
Reconciliations. 1916-1932. 3 vols.
Sale bills. 1916-1924. 2 vols.
Statements, business and financial. 1916-1930.
14 vols.
Steamer expenses : disbursements, distribution,
analyses, record of voyages, earnings, etc.
1916-1932. 23 vols.
Stock, common and capital, etc. 1925-1928. 5
vols.
Tickets : analysis, inter-line reports, sales, etc.
1917-1931. 6 vols.
Voucher register. 1916-1921. 11 vols.

Related to the Pacific Steamship Company is the Pacific Coast Company, which
operated a narrow-gauge railway from
San Luis Obispo, California, to the nearby coast, also a cement company, and various coastwise steamers, from 1881 down
to the present. The Pacific Coast Conipany eventually acquired mortgages on
several of the ships of the Pacific Steam-
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ship Company. The Claremont library
has a microfilm copy of the file of annual
reports to stockholders of the Pacific
Coast Company, 1882-1929 (from the
original file in the Huntington Library),
and the printed reports 1930 to date.
Supplementing these coast steamship
company archives, the Claremont College
Library has the following manuscript record books :
Pacific Mail S.S. America. Captain's log, New
York to Yokohoma, via Cape of Good Hope,
Singapore, and Hongkong, May-December
1869.
Steamers Costa Rica and Nevada. Log book of
Capt. Frank Williams. Plying between Yokohama and Shanghai. 1869-1875. 6 vols.
Pacific Steamship Company (Admiral Line).
Log book o f S.S. Admiral Scbree, E m m a
Alexaizder, and R u t h Alexander, Pacific coast
ports, 1922-1930. 6 vols.

Pomona College Library has the unequalled collection of books and maps on
Pacific northwest cartography, assembled
by Dr. Henry R. Wagner and presented
by him to the college.
I t is understood that the Huntington
Library has the records and papers of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, which
operated trans-Pacific business for many
years. This collection is not yet sorted or
calendared, and is believed to bulk about
ten tons.
I t is evident that the researcher into
Pacific comn~ercial marine history and
organization has rich resources in the
Claremont and Huntington libraries, less
than twenty-five miles apart.

THE LEXINGTON GROUP
By R. C. OVERTON

School of Commerce, Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois

HE chief characteristics of The
Lexington Group are its informality, is spontaneity and the fact that
it is kept together solely by a common intei-est in railway history. Our members

T

try to keep each other informed of opportunities for research and of new publications in that field through the medium
of individual or circular letters, and, in
normal times, meet together for that pur-
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pose two or three times a year in conjunction with such learned societies as the
American Historical Association, the
Mississippi Valley Historical Association
and the Economic History Association.
True to the tradition it has followed
ever since, the Group originated in a
purely spontaneous fashion. After one of
the M. V. H . A. dinners at Lexington in
May 1932, nine of us gravitated to a coffee shop to swap information about the
state of railroad history. W e found that
Edward Alexander of the Wisconsin Historical Society was keenly interested in
Alexander Mitchell and the history of the
Northwestern and Milwaukee railroads
which have played such a decisive part in
the development of his state. Herbert
Brayer, who was then well started on his
colossal job of cataloging the Denver Si
Rio Grande Western archives, told us
about the possibilities in his field and, incidentally, picked up a good bit of information about other sources of material
that he subsequently put to good us-.
Kenneth Colton of the Iowa Department
of History and Archives discussed the extensive source material at Des Moines
concerning railroads, and Paul Giddens of
Allegheny College spoke of the interesting
possibilities of studying t!le movement of
petroleum by rail in Pennsylvania. Frank
Heck of Miami University and Marrill
Jarckow of South Dakota discussed some
of the broader aspects of general railroad
history, and Philip Jordan, also of Mianii
University, whose special interest lies in
the field of social history, suggested that
a study of railway medical officers aud
their work would be well worth doing.
Madison Kuhn of Michigan State College
pointed out the close relationship between
the shift of population and the flow of
railway traffic, suggesting that more attention could be profitably devoted to the
subject. I put in a few words about the
nature of the Burlington's rich source material relating to the development particularly of Iowa and Nebraska. From these
various points of departure we spent a
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good part of the night in lively conversation and, before we broke up, decided to
exchange names and addresses and pass
around among ourselves n~utuallyhelpful
information in the field of railway history
-and so began the Lexington Group.
Our first circular letter was dated July
20, 1932. W e sent it to 22 kindred spirits
who had not been able to join us at Lexington and enclosed with it a list that the
Association of American Railroads had
recently compiled that included the names
of the men on each railroad who could
answer requests for historical information.
W e also sent a reprint from Minnesota
History that described in a very general
way the type and location of railroad departmental archives. Later on in the
year, Henrietta Larson of Harvard Business School gave to us her provocative
and most informative paper entitled Sonte

Unexplored Fields i n A~flericanRailroad
History. This started the ball rolling, and
since then such members of the Group as
Herbert Brayer of the State Historical
Society of Colorado, Col. Robert S. Henry
of the Association of American Railroads,
Stanley Pargellis of the Newberry 14ibrary, Thomas Cochran of Kew York
University, Eleanor Hunter of the Illinois
Central, Ralph Budd of the Burlington,
Elizabeth Cullen of the Bureau of Railway
Economics and others, have donated pertinent material from time to time.
Meanwhile, we continued to hold meetings whenever it seemed appropriate to do
so, and gradually our little Group began
to grow. Our second gathering was held
during the M. V. H . A. meeting at Cedar
Rapids in April 1933, when 16 of us participated in one of the liveliest sessions
ever held. Those who joined us for the
first time on this occasion were: George
Anderson of Colorado College, Lewis
Beeson of the Minnesota Historical Society, Homer Clevenger of Lindenwood
College, Elmer Ellis and W . F . English
of Missouri University, Paul Gates of
Cornell, S. R. Kamm of Wheaton College, James Malin of Kansas, Stanley
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Pargellis of Newberry Library, J. J. TaIman of the University of Western Ontario, Austin Vanderslice of the University of Arkansas, and Oscar Winther of
Indiana University. W e spent most of
our time discussing the problems facing
historians in obtaining access to corporation records, and tried to work out some
formula that would be satisfactory to corporation officials and would at the same
time assure to scholars the necessary academic freedom to pursue their work on a
sound basis.
Again in the spring of 1944 we foregathered at St. Louis, along with the
Mississippi Valley Historical Association.
Twenty-five members attended and for
the first time we welcomed Julian C. Aldrich of Northwest Missouri State Teachers College, Lester Cappon of the University of Virginia Library, Shepard Clough
of Columbia, Richard Current who is now
at the North Michigan College of Education, Chester Destler of Connecticut College, James Lyne of Railway Age, William Overman of Firestone Tire & Rubber
Company, Virgil Peterson of the State
Historical Society of Colorado, James
Sellers of Nebraska, Henry Tatter of Paducah Junior College and Lynn Turner
of Monmouth College. At this meeting
Shepard Clough discussed the work that
he and Thomas Cochran were doing in the
metropolitan New York area where they
had already secured the permission of several large corporations and firms, including one important railroad, to file a finding list of their historical records. W e
next took a hand in compiling a tentative
list of more than fifty basic books dealing
with the history and development of railways that we thought could properly form
a nucleus for collections suitable for
school, college and public libraries. Before the meeting adjourned we learned
about a number of interesting individual
projects that were under way and many
suggestions were offered as to the location of additional source material and
methods by which records hitherto unac-
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cessible could be made available.
When the Economic History Association held its annual meeting at Princeton
in September 1944, we gathered together
under the chairmanship of Thomas Cochran. Stanley Howard told us about the
Pliny-Fiske collection which is housed
in the Princeton University Library and
contains a great deal of information about
railroad finance. Col. Henry and Elizabeth Cullen described the resources of the
Bureau of Railway Economics Library at
Washington, and Thomas Martin of the
Library of Congress called attention to the
Cooper-Hewitt Collection concerning railroad finance that is in his custody. Unfortunately, the limits of time prevented
our obtaining a full list of all those who
were present, but among others the following joined us for the first time : Ralph
Budd of the Burlington, Arthur Cole of
the Baker Library, Elizabeth Cullen of
the Bureau of Railway Econon~ics,Arthur
Dunham of Michigan, Kent Healy of
Yale, Stanley Howard of Princeton, Leland Jenks of Wellesley College, Donald
McMurry of Russell Sage, Carleton
Meyer of the New York Central, Holcombe Parkes of the Southern, Louis Pelzer of Iowa, Harold Read of the Opinion
Research Corporation and Harold Williamson of Yale.
The last meeting we have had to date
was officially announced and held as part
of the annual meeting of the American
Historical Association in Chicago last
December. Paul Gates presided and 36
members were present, including 14 oldtimers and the following 22 new members :
Donald Ashton of the Burlington, Douglas Brown of New York State Teachers
College, Elizabeth Coleman of the Newberry Library, M. A. Fitzsimons of Notre
Dame, Karl Hartzell of Genesee, New
York, Walter Hendrickson of MacMurray College, Eleanor Hunter of the Illinois Central, Marie Johnston of Fort
Wayne, Frank Klement of Lake Forest
College, C. I,. Marquette of Northland
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College, Constantine McGuire of Washington, Neil McNall of Westminster College, Edward Nightingale of Minnesota,
C. W . Paape of Illinois, Mrs. Grover
Platt of Western College, Lt. E . 0 . Porter of the Army Intelligence Service at
Chicago, Herbert Rice of Marquette University, Don Russell of the Chicago Daily
News, James Sullivan of the Illinois Central, Rev. V. Tegeder of Madison, L. G.
VanderVelde of Michigan and D. W.
Yungmeyer of the Burlington. After summarizing the work and purposes of the
Group, Paul Gates called for a discussion
of the Department of Comn~erce'sbulletin
entitled Suggested Research Topics in the
Field of Business Economics, and urged
all members to forward suggestions relating to the field of railway history to the
Department of Commerce. Col. Henry
then suggested that a guide to collections
of railroad material that were open to
scholarly use might be of great assistance,
and many of those present suggested ways
and means by which such a guide could
be prepared. Arthur Cole raised the question as to whether it would be feasible to
organize a depository specifically designed
for the concentration of railway historical
material, and Herbert Brayer told us of
the great saving of space that could be
accomplished by microfilming original records. Eleanor Hunter of the Illinois Central outlined for us the nature of the corporate archives her company was then
placing in the Newberry Library and
Stanley Pargellis of that institution read
to the Group the terms under which the
deposits of rich source material made by
the Burlington and the Illinois Central
would be open to research men. Herbert
Rice of Marquette described the history of
the Milwaukee Railroad he had in progress, and Louis Pelzer inquired about the
disposition of corporation records of banking concerns. There followed the usual
discussion of significant subjects for future research.
W e had hoped to gather in Bloomington in April 1935, at the time of the an-

3%

nual M. V. H . A. meeting but, of course,
traveling conditions prevented our doing
so. Nevertheless, our circular letters have
continued to keep our contacts and interests alive and we are now thinking of
holding small local meetings in Chicago,
New York and Washington later this
year; if the spirit moves enough of us, we
shall do so, and then compare notes afterwards by means of our circular letters.
In any event, we hope that like the famous "Inforn~ation Please" program, we
shall continue to function in our spontaneous and unrehearsed way.
As is perhaps apparent by now, the
Lexington Group has no formal organization; there are no dues and no officers.
Any member may call a meeting whenever
the opportunity arises for a substantial
number of the Group to get together, and
any member has the privilege at any time
of writing to any other member or the
entire Group whenever he thinks he has
something of mutual interest to present.
Simply to prevent the charmed circle from
becoming too unwieldy, we have a more
or less tacit understanding that membership may be "acquired" only by attending
one of our meetings, but not wishing to be
too formal about the matter and in view of
traveling conditions, we have added the
names of some people to our membership
list who have not yet attended a meeting
but who are definitely interested in what
we are trying to do and who have displayed their interest by circulating pertinent material. Every so often one of us
sends around a list bearing the names and
addresses of members of the Group; the
last one was circulated early in 1945. W e
now have 104 members, including 61 historians and economists, 14 railroaders, 9
librarians, 8 officers of historical societies,
2 newspaper men, and 10 in various professions and businesses.
As Louis Pelzer once wrote, the Lexington Group is "a unique 'organization'
because its bond is a robust interest in its
theme . . . there must be more interchange
and communion among its members".

BUSINESS MAGAZINES AND PUBLIC
LIBRARIES
A N ANALYSIS OF THE AVAILABILITY OF CURRENT
BUSINESS INFORMATION
By MARIAN C. MANLEY
Chairman, C. E. D. Library Service Committee and Librarian, Business Library,
Newark Public Library, Newark, New Jersey

T

0 plan boldly for postwar enterprise businessmen need information
from two sources, the records of
their own business and the published records covering many aspects of industry.
Public libraries are the logical repositories
for published information. The extent to
which libraries meet these business needs
varies with different areas.
Businessmen themselves and special librarians as their representatives are vitally
concerned in discovering the present
status of business information service
throughout the country. The Committee
for Economic Development in its effort to
promote a constructive postwar business
program has been conscious both of the
need for a clear picture of present resources and of the advisability for cooperation in strengthening the collection to
meet heavier demands. T o discover the
extent to which business information is
available throughout the country the CED
Library Service Coinmittee in March
1945 sent to some 900 libraries in cities of
10,000 and more population a checklist of
business resources. This checklist covered selected business magazines and the
directories, services and other publications
most frequently used in seeking business
information. The purpose of the Survey
was to measure existing resources. No
attempt was made to define basic collections.
The checklist was sent as a part of a
general CED mailing. The additional
material, enlightening as to the purposes

and procedures of CED, shifted attention
from the check sheet. As a result the returns were not as complete as would have
been the case had less material been enclosed.
The difference in response according to
the complexity of the library was noticeable in the returns. Small libraries where
fewer departments are involved and less
mail is received frequently gave inore immediate attention to the checklist than did
the larger libraries. Since, however, returns of more than 10 per cent were received both from large and small cities and
from different areas the survey may be
considered a fairly representative sample
of present business information resources
in the country.
The results are gratifying in showing
good general distribution of needed information. Business magazines were widely
distributed and some directories and services were generally available. O n the basis
of the returns business information may
be assumed to be available in public libraries according to these percentages with
for example Busi~zess Week found in 91
per cent, Pri~zters' I ~ z k in 47 per cent,
Natiods Bzlsiness in 76 per cent, etc.

PERIODICALS
General
American Business ........................................
Business Week ..............................................
Domestic Commerce ....................................
Dun's Review ................................................

31 7%
9470
36%
3470
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Foreign Commerce Weekly ........................
Fortune ............................................................
Harvard Business Review ..........................
Monthly Labor Review ................................
Nation's Business .........................................
Survey of Current Business ........................

32%
93%
32%
83%
76%
47%

Management
Advertising and Selling ..............................
Credit and Financial Management..............
Factory Management and Maintenance ....
Industrial Marketing ....................................
Journal of Accountancy ..............................
Management Review ....................................
Modern Packaging ........................................
Printers' Ink ..................................................
Purchasing ......................................................
Sales Management ........................................
Special Business or Industry
American Builder ..........................................
American Machinist ....................................
Architectural Record ..................................
Automotive and Aviation Industries ..........
Chain Store Age ........................................
Chemical Industries ......................................
Editor and Publisher ....................................
Electrical World ........................................
Engineering News-Record ..........................
Food Industries ............................................
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry......
Iron Age ........................................................
National Real Estate Journal ......................
Publishers Weekly ........................................
Railway Age ...........................................
Steel ..................................................................
Textile World ............................................

S P E C I A L PUBLICATIONS
American Management Association ..........
Committee for Economic Development......
National Industrial Conference Board ......
Research Institute .........................................
Department of Commerce ............................

SERVICES
Brookmire ......................................................
Commerce Clearing House W a r Law
Service ......................................................

26%
67%
30%
27%
64%

PRESENT COVERAGE VERSUS NEEDED
INE'ORMATION

58%
55%
67%
41 %
13%
28%
31 %
57%
68%
35%
36%
41 %
29%
84%
32%
32%
32%

Financial
Banking ............................................................ 32%
Barron's ....................................................
32%
Commercial and Financial Chronicle ........ 31%
DIRECTORIES
American Medical Directory........................
Ayer's Directory of Newspapers and
Periodicals ..................................................
Congressional Directory ..............................
Hotel Red Book ............................................
MacRae & Hendrick Commercial Register
Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory..........
Polk's Banker's Encylcopedia ....................
Poor's Register of Directors ........................
Standard Advertising Register ..................
Thomas' Wholesale Grocery Register ........
Thomas' Register ........................................
Who's Who in America ................................

Dartnell ............................................................
3%
6%
Fitch ................................................................
Kiplinger's Washington Letter.................... 25%
Moody's ........................................................ 43%
4%
Planning for Business.................................
Standard and Poor ........................................ 15%

52%
85%
9070
47%
38%
30%
13v0
22%
15%
16%
82%
99%

Since trade magazines are a universal
source of business information they provide an effective measure of available data.
The Survey shows many are on file in
public libraries. I t shows also that a
clearer understanding of relative uses is
needed to provide the best return on the
investment in information sources. The
magazines noted as available are not always those that give business information
from many angles. This condition indicates that the trade paper publishers and
others interested in promoting business library service have failed, in great part,
to show the relative values f& business
reference service of different magazines.
Since winning the peace is a paramount
necessity, and making information available as quickly as possible is a challenge
that even the smaller libraries must meet,
the question of the best information return
at tlle smallest expenditure calls for careful consideration. Ten magazines are listed
as first choices, both for their normal information and for the special compilations
that supplement the regular issues. Six
of these fall into the General business section, three into Management and one, into
the Special Business section since that
business touches all others. Showing the
percentage of libraries now subscribing to
them and listed in the order advisable for
purchase these magazines are :
PERCENT

2%
10%

OF

LIBRARIES

Domestic Commerce ..................................
Industrial Marketing ....................................

36%
29%
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Business Week ..............................................
Sales Management ........................................
Editor and Publisher ....................................
Factory Management and Maintenance....
Monthly Labor Review ................................
Survey of Current Business ........................
Foreign Commerce Weekly ........................
Nation's Business ..........................................

Periodical holdings for different sections of the country have been broken
down to show variations in interest. The
analysis shows first the percentage of libraries in which the standard minimum
periodicals are found and second the supplementary periodicals making up the ten
While these magazines in general pro- magazines leading the business subscripvide the broadest information return, in tion lists in these sections. As a measure
only the four starred instances are they of service the national average percentage
among the ten periodicals most generally is listed beside the local percentage.
available. Listed in order of Dresent li- Starred periodicals in the recommended
brary holdings popular business maga- list indicate periodicals ranking in the first
ten in sectional distribution.
zines are:
The NEW ENGLAND
DIVISIONincluded
PERCENT
OF LIBRARIES reports from C o ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ c ~ ~ - ~ r i d g e p o
*Business Week ......................................... 94%
Bristol, Hamden, Hartford, New Britain,
Fortune ..........................................................
93%
*Monthly Labor Review .............................. 8370 New Haven, Stamford, Wallingford,
Waterbury. MAINE- Biddeford, Port*Nation's Business ........................................ 76%
Engineering News-Record ........................ 68%
land. MASSACHSETTS-Andover,BrockArchitectural Record .................................. 67%
ton, Cambridge, Fitchburg, Malden, New
American Builder ........................................ 58%
Bedford, Newburyport, Somerville, SouthElectrical World ........................................ 57%
bridge, Springfield, Winchester, WorAmerican Machinist .................................... 55%
cester. NEW HAMPSHIRE
- Manchester.
*Factory Management and Maintenance.. 50%
RHODEIsLAND-E~s~ Providence, ProviOf the ten standard ~eriodicalsfor mini- dence, bvesterly. VER~IONT-Rutland.
mum business information service, this
analysis shows those most frequently
N E W ENGLAND D I V I S I O N
available to be Business W e e k , Monthly
Local National
Labor Review, Nation's Business and Recommended List
Holdings Average

Factory Managenzent and Maintenance.
O n the other hand. Domestic Co~nmerce.
first in general usefulness, is in only 36
per cent of the libraries; Indzrstrial Marketing, second in value for its supplementary service, in 29 percent. Sales Management with its remarkable coverage of
market data and its excellent articles on
business developments is found in 32 per
cent.
One of the more remarkable developments brought out by the Survey was the
widespread availability of one of the more
expensive magazines while others with
much broader information service were
less generally received. While many files
of business magazines are desirable, until
funds for a long list are at hand, a different distribution of periodical subscriptions
is recommended for libraries with limited
funds.

*Domestic Commerce .............. 46%
Industrial Marketing .............. 2570
*Business Week ........................ 82%
Sales Management .................. 32%
Editor and Publisher .............. 18%
Factory Management and
Maintenance ........................ 4670
*Monthly Labor Review ............ 71 %
Survey of Current Business.. 4370
Foreign Commerce ................ 32%
*Nation's Business .................... 64%

37%
23%
94%
34%
2570
50%
8370
47%
3070
7670

Other Most Frequrttt Subscriptions
Fortune ...................................... 79%
American Builder .................. 75%
American Machinist .............. 68%
Architectural Record ............ 6470
Engineering News-Record .... 6470
Electrical World .................... 5770

93%
58%
55%
67%
68%
57%

This analysis shows the contrast between the national average and New England's recognition of the comparative information return on the investment for
Do~nesticConwnerce and Fortune.
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MIDDLE ATLANTIC DIVISION: The
analysis of magazine holdings in this section was based on replies from: NEWJEKSEY-Belleville, Bloomfield, East Orange,
Elizabeth, Englewood, Garfield, Glen
Rock, Hoboken, Irvington, Hackensack,
Newark, Ridgewood, Paterson, Rutherfor'd. NEW YORK- Albany, Fulton,
Jamestown, Mt. Vernon, New Rochelle,
Port Washington, Rochester, Schenectady, Scarsdale, Troy. PENNSYLVANIAHazleton, Reading, Tamaqua, Warren,
Wilkes-Barre, Williamsport, York.
MIDDLE: A T L A N T I C D I V I S I O N
Local National
Recommended List
Holdings Average
36%
Domestic Commerce .............. 24%
Industrial Marketing .............. 15%
29%
*Business Week ........................ 88%
94%
Sales Management .................. 26%
3270
31%
Editor and Publisher.............. 15%
Factory Management and
Maintenance ........................ 3570
5070
*Monthly Labor Review ............ 6570
8370
Survey of Current Business .... 35%
4770
3270
Foreign Commerce Weekly.. 15%
76%
*Nation's Business .................. 6570
Oilzcr .Illost Frcqucnt Subscriptiom
Fortune ...................................... 91 %
9370
Engineering News-Record .... 65%
68%
Architectural Record ............ 53%
6770
American Machinist .............. 44%
5570
Iron Age .................................. 41 %
41 0/0
American Builder .................. 38%
58%
Electrical World .................... 38%
57%
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*Foreign Commerce Weekly.. 80%
Nation's Business .................... 80%
Otkcr Most Frequent Subscriptions
Architectural Record ............10070
Electrical World ......................100%
Engineering News-Record ....10070
Fortune ...................................... 80%
American Machinist .............. 86%
Barron's .................................... 80%

For this area the returns were too few
to give even a faint picture of the actual
representation of business magazines. The
re-grouping in popularity however introduces new aspects.
The libraries reporting in the EAST
CENTRALDIVISIONrepresent such wide
variety in size and industrial interests, that
the holdings may form a fairer average
than in other regions. These cities are:
ILLINO~S
- Aurora, Chicago, Danville,
Decatilr, East Moline, Elgin, Evanston,
Moline, Peoria, Springfield, Waukegan.
I N D I A N A - A ~ ~ ~Gary,
~ S O Indianapolis,
~,
Lafayctte, Muncie, South Bend. MICHIGAN--Battle Creek, Detroit, Hamtramck,
Muskegon, Port Huron. 0r11o--Akron,
Ashtabula, Cleveland, Coshocton, Elyria,
Lakewood, Lorain, Painesville, Springfield, Tiffin, Toledo, Wooster. WISCONSIN
--Beloit, Green Bay, Lacrosse, Racine,
Waukesha, West Allis. MISSISSIPPIClarksdale. T E ~ ~ ~ s s ~ ~ - K n o x v i l l e ,
Nashville.

E A S T CENTRAL D I V I S I O N
Again sectional interests are reflected in
Local National
the stronger emphasis on heavy industry.
List
Holdings Average
Analysis for the SOUTH ATLANTIC Recommc~~drd
3670
DIVISIONis based on these cities. DEI,A- Domestic Commerce .............. 3870
Industrial Marketing .............. 22%
29%
WARE-lvilmington. GEORGIA-Atlanta,
*Business Week ........................ 9870
9470
Savannah. NORTHC A R O L I N A - C ~ I ~ ~ ~Sales
O ~ Management
~~.
.................. 38%
32%
i i . VIRGINIA-Huntington.
Editor and Publisher.............. 22%
31 %
SOUTH ATLANTIC DIVISION
Local National
Recommended List
Holdings Average
Domestic Commerce .............. 60%
3670
Industrial Marketing .............. 20%
2970
*Business Week ........................ 10070
94%
Sales Management .................. 40%
32%
31 %
Editor and Publisher.............. 60%
Factory Management and
Maintenance ........................ 60%
50%
*Monthly Labor Review..........100%
83%
*Survey of Current Business..100%
47%

*Factory Management and
Maintenance ..........................60%
*Monthly Labor Review.......... 89%
Survey of Current Business .... 51%
Foreign Commerce ................ 27%
*Nation's Business .................... 8770
Other Most F r e q u ~ n tSubscriptions
Fortune ...................................... 9670
Engineering News-Record .... 73%
Architectural Record ............ 6770
American Builder ................. 6470
Electrical World .................... 6470
American Machinist .............. 62%

50%
8370
47%
32%
76%
9370
68%
67%
5870
5770

55%
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MOUNTAIN AND PACIFIC DIVISION
Again these magazine holdings indicate
strong support of industrial activity.
Local National
Holdings Average
In the WEST CENTRALDIVISIONthe Recommended List
36%
Domestic Commerce .............. 33%
proportion and type of returns are an indi29%
Industrial Marketing ............ 28%
cation of this area's development and dif- *Business
94%
Week ........................100%
fer widely from the industrial development
32%
Sales Management .................. 33%
of the East Central Division. The cities
31%
Editor and Publisher .............. 44%
for which replies were received are: IOWA Factory Management and
50%
Maintenance .......................... 50%
-Cedar Rapids, Council Bluffs, Newton.
*Monthly Labor Revievr.......... 89%
83%
KANSAS-Topeka, Wichita. MINNESOTA Survey of Current Business.. 50%
47%
--Faribault. MISSOURI-Clayton, Kansas
32%
Foreign Commerce Weekly.. 3370
City, St. Joseph, St. Louis. N~BRASKA- *Nation's Business .................. 72%
76%
Omaha. OKLAHOMA-Po~c~
City. SOUTH Other Most Frequent Subscriptions
- Port Fortune ...................................... 94% 93%
DAKOTA
- Watertown. TEXAS
67%
Architectural Record ............ 72%
Arthur.
W E S T CENTRAL DIVISION
Local National
Recommended List
Holdings Average
Domestic Commerce .............. 36%
36%
29%
Industrial Marketing ............ 21 9%
*Business Week ........................ 100%
94%
32%
Sales Management .................. 36%
Editor and Publisher .............. 29%
31%
*Factory Management and
50%
Maintenance ........................ 57%
*Monthly Labor Review..........100%
83%
Survey of Current Business.. 43%
4770
*Foreign Commerce Weekly.. 50%
32%
76%
*Nation's Business .................... 9370
Other Most Frequent Subscriptions
Fortune ...................................... 1 0 0
93%
67%
Architectural Record ............ 86%
Banking .................................... 57%
32%
68%
Engineering News-Record .... 57%
Advertising and Selling.......... 50%
41 %

Engineering News-Record ....
American Builder ..................
Electrical World ....................
Printers' Ink ............................
Automotive and Aviation
Industries ..............................

67%
5670
56%
56%

68%
58%
57%
47%

56%

41 %

An analysis of returns by population
groups shows that cities over 100,000
maintain a diversified collection of business magazines with the periodicals in the
recommended list as well as in the popular
list generally available. A breakdown for
cities in the 40,000 to 49,999 group includes Fitchburg, Mass., Stamford, Conn.,
Jamestown, N. Y., Bloomfield, N. J.,
Williamsport, Pa., Lorain, Ohio, Anderson and Muncie, Ind., Aurora, Ill., Battle
Creek, Muskegon and Hamtramck, Mich.,
and Green Bay and Lacrosse, Wis. Here
the periodical holdings follow these percentages :

I n this area heavy industry is a minor
factor while market problems have re40,000 to National
ceived greater attention than in other secRecommended List
50,000 Average
tions.
Domestic Commerce ................ 42%
36%
The returns from the MOUNTAINAND Industrial Marketing .............. 14%
29%
PACIFIC
DIVISIONreflect the strong sup- Business Week .......................... 100%
94%
32%
port given CED library interests in Cali- Sales Management .................... 28%
31%
fornia in the heavy proportion of replies Editor and Publisher................ 14%
Management and
from that state. For the whole area li- Factory
50%
Maintenance .......................... 77%
braries represented are : CALIFORNIA- Monthly Labor Review............ 100%
83%
Alllambra, Glendale, Lodi, Long Beach, Survey of Current Business.... 49%
47%
32%
Los Angeles, Monterey, Sacramento, San Foreign Commerce Weekly .... 63%
76%
Francisco, San Jose, Ventura. MONTANA Nation's Business ...................... 93%
-Billings.
NEW MEXICO-Las Cruces. Other Most Frequent Subscriptions
Fortune ........................................ 1 0
93%
OREGON-Portland. UTAH-P~OVO,Salt Architectural Record ................ 86%
67%
Lake City. W A s ~ ~ ~ ~ T o ~ - B e l l i n g h a rEngineering
n,
68%
News-Record ...... 72%
58%
American Builder .................... 58%
Longview, Seattle.
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American Machinist ................ 5170
Electrical World ...................... 44%

distribution of other selected business tools
in the different sections is of interest.

55%
57%

The cities of less than 12,000 population represented in the replies were Andover, Mass., Westerly, R. I., Wallingford, Conn., Glen Rock, N. J., Coshocton,
and Wooster, Ohio, Newton, Iowa,
Watertown, S. D., Las Cruces, N. M.,
Lodi and Monterey, Calif. Business periodicals distribution is as follows :
Small National
Recontmended List
Cities Average
Domestic Commerce .............. 4%
36%
Industrial Marketing ....................
29%
Business Week .......................... 100%
94 %
Sales Management ........................
32 %
Editor and Publisher ....................
31%
Factory Management and
Maintenance ................................
50 %
Monthly Labor Review ............ 92%
83 %
Survey of Current Business .... 4%
47%
Foreign Commerce Weekly.... 4%
32 %
Nation's Business ...................... 20%
76%
Other Most Frequent Subscriptions
Fortune ........................................87%
93 %
Architectural Record ................ 16%
67 70
Engineering News-Record ...... 40%
68 %
American Builder .................... 12%
58%
American Machinist ....................
5570
Electrical World ............................
57%

While business magazines are so varied
and so generally available as to provide a
tentative gauge for the development of
business library service, the percentage
New
Middle
England Atlantic

Ayers .................. 79%
Congressional
Directory ........ 96%
Thomas'
Register .......... 86%
Moody's .............. 46%
Kiplinger's ........ 29%

-

CONCLUSIONS

While the Survey represents only an
incidental feature in a program of CED
activity, it provides the most complete information along these lines so far assembled. Two things are clear from these
returns. Business information is widely
available in public libraries. Clearer
understanding of the information to be
found through various publication agencies
is as widely needed to secure the best results from library expenditures.
That libraries are now conscious of
the need for some development of business
information service has been demonstrated
in recent months. Besides the normal
professional contacts, three agencies are
ready to assist librarians in promoting
such service. These agencies serving different associations and cooperating with
each other are the S. L. A. Public Business Librarians Group, Rose Vormelker, Chairman; the A. L. A. Business
and Technology Round Table, Milton
Drescher, Chairman and the CED Cornmittee for Library Service, Marian C.
Manley, Chairnzan. The current economic
needs are a challenge that libraries cannot fail to meet. To meet them professional cooperation is a privilege and an
obligation.
E.

W.

So*
Atl.

Cent.

Cent.

Pac.

Whole
Country

74%

100%

91%

86%

94%

85%

82%

100%

89%

79%

100%

90%

74%
38%
12%

100%
60%
20%

84%
44%
22%

86%
36%
21%

72%
39%
50%

82%
43%
25%

"South Atlantic" statistics based on too limited a response to give adequate
sample.

PETROLEUM PERIODICALS
By MARGARET M. ROCQ, ELIZABETH NUTTING
and KATHERINE KARE'ENSTEIN"

M

A N Y of the answers to reference
questions in an oil company library are found in periodicals
and other serial ~ublications. Some deal
with such topics as business and financial
statistics, industrial relations and inanagement, but others deal solely with the
~etroleumindustrv and answers are found
only it1 the specialized petroleum n~agazines. Many of these are not indexed in
~ v t ~ i n e e r i ni ngd e x or Indz~strialarts.
Accordingly it was felt that a discussion
of some of the more frequently used titles
would be useful to the new assistant and
possibly to those in the more specialized
petroleun~libraries who occasionally need
to find information outside of the usual
scope of their activity. General petroleum magazines, and those on geology and
exploration, development and production,
refining, transporta&on and myrketing are
described. Natural and liquified petroleum
gas are omitted. Many house organs of
oil coinpanies are good sources of information; with one exception they also are
omitted. A guide to these may be found
in Pritzter's ink direcfory of house organs.
All services and most of the weekly newspapers are excluded. Regional titles are
not fullv covered. Governn~ent serials,
except for some Latin American countries
and for California, are excluded. There
are a number of other titles which mieht
well have been included but were not.
However it is believed that the list of
some ninety-odd titles is representative
and should at least give the be,'ninner some
backm-ound.
A d v e r t i s e m e n t s and b i o g r a p h i c a l
sketches have been n~entionedonly when
they seemed of some value. As a rule the
2

-

-

* Librarian

Standard Oil Company of California,
S. F . Assistant librarian
Shell Development
~ o m ~ a hS.y F., and ~ i b r a r i i n ,Geological Library,
Standard Oil Company of California, S. F., respectively.

following points were considered : scope;
type (organ of a professional society or
trade association, as distinguished from a
con~mercialor trade journal) ; news of the
industry ; articles on comn~ercialdevelopment (i.e., those describing new products
or developments by name) ; reports of
extended research; foreign industry and
trade ; market reports ; abstracts ; statistics, reviews and lists of new publications ;
special numbers ; signed articles ; indexes.
The list of titles at the end of the paper
gives no bibliographical information if the
title is indexed in one of the listed index~s.
The section on Refining and Petroleuin
derivatives was prepared by Miss Nutting. Mrs. Rocq compiled the data for a11
other sections except Geology, and revised
the manuscript. Miss Karpenstein wrote
the text from the data supplied by Mrs.
Rocq and supplied the data and wrote the
section on Geology.
GENERAL PERIODICALS

As any treatment of the literature on
the petroleum industry seems to fall into
the natural chronological divisions of geology, exploration, drilling, production,
inanufacturing, transportation and marketing, so also does this discussion of
periodicals. There is, however, a group
of journals whose coverage is industrywide. They contain news of all branches
of the industry ; technical articles on production and refining processes; descriptions of new oil fields and pipe lines;
price schedules and regular statistical
pages.
One of the best known and most widely
distributed of these is the Oil and gas
joztmall A trade magazine published
weekly since 1902, it has a circulation
around 15,500 and is found in most large
libraries. News and technical articles on
all divisions of the industry including
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some geology, articles on commercial developments, trade announcements, advertising, statistics and prices of doniestic
petroleum and products are carried regularly. Previous to 1941 it listed personnel
of refineries in U. S. and Canada, in the
annual Refinery issue. One of its regular weekly feature^ is the wildcat drilling
record, by state, for the U. S. Reprints
of papers delivered at meetings are sonietimes published. Although there are notices of new books and trade literature,
reviews are non-critical. Foreign developments are reported regularly, with a
summary of developments yearly in the
International number. Several special
numbers are issued annually. In 1944
these were : Annual (featuring statistics),
Geological, Refinery, which listed refineries operating in U. S. and Canada, Natural Gasoline Association convention,
Natural Gas convention ; Semi-annual statistics, Pipe line, Post war, International.
The annual subject and author index is
comprehensive. Biographical Sketches.
The National petrolezm
a general, weekly conimercial and technical
journal, emphasizes marketing, refining
and chemical technology. Signed reprints
of papers on refinery management and
chemical technology appear in its "Monthly technical section" which is issued separately. The news section contains news
of the industry, advertisements and nrtides on commercial developments, principally doniestic. For domestic market
reports it is an especially good source;
statistics are a regular feature. Although
book notes and notices of new publications
are printed, there are no signed, critical
reviews. The only index is the semi-annual author and subject index to the
"Monthly technical section." Biograpliical sketches.
Although the title would indicate otherwise, Petroleum engineer3 may properly
be classed as a general magazine. Characterizing itself as "a magazine of methods
for operating men", this monthly covers
drilling and production practices, refining
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and natural gasoline management, oil and
gas transportation, major oil field activities and economics of the industry. This
is a comniercial and technical publication ;
it does not reprint research reports. News
of the industry,
- . articles on commercial
developments and some information on
foreign industry are included in the articles, which are signed by staff members
and outside authorities. There are no market reports, but some statistics (drilling
wells, U. S. crude prices, production and
stocks) appear as a regular feature. Trade
literature is listed. Special numbers are
the Annual reference number (reviews
of advances in operating methods) and
the Annual pipe line number. Other special features are the sections on niachinery and equipment and "Continuous
tables, a daily reference for operating
men". The subject index is by large
grouping only; the author index gives
page number but not titles of articles. Advertisements. Biographical sltetches.
World pet1*01ezm~is a monthly co111n~ercial publication now in its fifteenth
year. As the "management publication of
the international petroleum industry", it
carries signed articles by staff members
and outside authorities on all phases of
the industry, including some geology. Emphasis is on the foreign field, particularly
Latin America. News of the industry and
information on commercial developments
are included. There are no market reports. Abstracts of articles and new
books are a regular feature. Although
statistics are not a regular feature, in?portant statistical studies on world petroleum production, supply and demand, and
economic studies appear from time to
time. A five-year financial review of U. S.
oil conipanies in the June 1935 issue is
such a n example. ~ i & r a ~ h i eappear
s
in
three regular features : "Oil company
staff changes"; "Foreign oil legion"; and
"Washington oil notes." An important
annual number is its refinery issue. In the
past special issues on individual countries
have been issued. Although most commer-
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cia1 magazines are illustrated and print
maps and diagrams, those in World petroleum may be singled out for special
mention. Advertisements.
The American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineering has, since 1938,
published an important journal which
prints exclusively technical and scientific
papers and highly specialized signed research reports by authorities in the industry. I t is the most important source for
original research findings. This is Petroleum technology5 and it appears every
other month. As the sponsoring organization would indicate, papers on petroleum engineering and production predominate. There are, however, some studies
on pipe lines, refining, geophysics and
economics, particularly on the topic of estimated future consumption.
The Institute also publishes Mining and
rutefallu~gy,~
a monthly magazine, which,
although it covers a more general field
than petroleum, sometimes prints relatively short, signed articles by members,
on producing, refining, geology and petroleum economics. Some addresses delivered at Institute meetings are reprinted.
A regular feature is the section "Petroleum news", short notes reviewing briefly
outstanding developnlents of the preceding month. News of the Institute is given,
as well as biographical sketches of members. Advance programs of the annual
meetings, including those of the Petroleum
division, are printed here. New publications of the Institute are listed regularly
and there are signed book reviews. The
Annual (February ) review issue gives
highlights of the year's developments in
geophysics, the petroleum industry as a
whole (this year's review being "Petroleum at war"), production geology, production and production engineering, economics, refining and engineering research.
This is a good encyclopedic review by
specialists. The annual author and subject
indexes are good.
One may possibly consider the Institute
of Petroleum an English counterpart of
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the Petroleum division of the A. I. M. E.
Its publication, the Institute of petroleum
j o ~ r n a l ,is~an important scholarly mont!lly publication covering the world petroleum industry, and carrying signed research reports. There are no articles on
commercial developments. I t is a source
of information on the foreign industry,
although there are no market reports.
About half of the journal consists of abstracts; these are indexed. Those concerned with exploration developments are
too old by the time they are received here
to be of much value. Book reviews, critical
and signed, and book notes are a regular
feature. There are few biographies and
no lists of the members of the Institute.
The author and subject indexes are excellent; the index of abstracts is separate.
The American Petroleum Institute is
the largest trade association of the industry in this country. Its weekly Statisiical
bulletins has appeared since 1920 and is
an important source of statistical information, as it prints the widely quoted A P I
tables of statistics, the compilation of
which is an important part of the Institute's work. These cover production and
refining, gasoline consun~ption by state,
and a summary of California oil field operations. There are no market reports.
Its QzsarterlyVs devoted to economic,
statistical and technical information. The
articles are signed. There are no research
reports, nor articles on comn~ercialdevelopments. Division reports of district
meetings are printed. Although it carries
news of the Institute's activities and biographies, there is no list of members. Hocvever officers, directors and members of
committees are listed. An important annual feature in the April issue is the report on crude oil reserves and discoveries
in the U. S. Critical book reviews and
notes are an important feature. There is
no index.
An important English fortnightly is
Petroleuiiz times,1° a commercial journal
publishing both general news of the industry and brief technical articles. There
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are no research reports. It is especially
good for news and for con~mercialand
technical developments of the world industry. Special features are market reports, information on the London oil
share market, and reports and news on
corporations. The annual subject and
geographical index is especially good in
tracing foreign developments. Biographical sketches.
The Independent Petroleum Association of America wzonthlyll is the official
publication of this trade association, which
represents the independent operators. It
carries notices and articles on activities
of the Association, as well as news of its
members. Discussion of legislation as it
affects the independent producer is an important feature. Articles are signed.
There is no index.
News of the world industry in the fields
of economics, finance, taxation and trade
regulations is covered by the British publication, Petroleum press service,12 a
monthly commercial magazine. I t has a
weekly statistical supplement. Foreign
industry and trade are well covered ; market reports for the U. S. are listed. The
notes are not signed. Statistics are also
included in the discussions in the notes.
The index is geographical.
Petroleunz13 is a British monthly cornmercial and technical magazine devoted
to producing, refining, engineering and
transportation. News of the industry,
mainly foreign, and of commercial developments are also reported. There are no
market reports nor statistical sections. Abstracts of articles are printed, but they
are not an important feature. Book notes
and lists of new publications appear irregularly. Articles are signed by outside
contributors and staff writers. This magazine is one of relatively lesser importance.
There are a number of general titles
covering particular regions only. Only
three are described here. The California
a commercial publication, usoil
ually prints once a month papers pre-
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sented at the meetings of the California
natural gasoline association. Technical
articles, some on geology, news of the industry, and articles on commercial developments appear. Only the major articles
are signed. There are no market reports.
The "Monthlv summarv" of Pacific coast
statistics of developments, well drilling,
initial production, production, supply and
demand. are im~ortant. So also is the
special annual number on statistics of the
California oil industry and related Pacific
Coast territory. I t carries many advertisements. There is no index.
The Petroleum
is important for
the California industry. A commercial
monthly, it covers all phases of the industry, including some geology. Industry
news and articles, some signed, on commercial developn~ents are important.
There are no market re~orts. A few statistics appear regularly for California.
"California oil field notes" regularly reports drilling activities. There are no
book reviews, but lists of new trade publications are run. The "Annual review"
number is im~ortantfor its statistics on
California development and production,
refining, natural gasoline and marketing.
There is no index. Advertisements. Biographical sketches.
News of the Rocky Mountain oil industry may be found in the Rocky Mountain
oil reporter,16 a small con~mercialmagazine published twice a month. I t covers
development, production, refining, pipe
lines and news of the trade for this area.
There are no signed articles. Features include well reports by state and crude
prices.
Despite interruption in the publication
or reception here of foreign journals, a
few of some of the better known ones will
be described because it is assumed that
those which were suspended will resume
~ublication. The French Revzre Pktrol i f h e ; revue gknkrale d u pktr01e'~ was a
general, weekly, commercial and technical journal. I t covered marketing, economics, refining, some geology, producing
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and statistics. News of the industry and
corporations, particularly in the foreign
field, and articles on commercial developments were covered. Its market reports
gave prices of petroleum products. Abstracts were a regular feature, as well as
book reviews and notes of new publications. Special numbers issued at irregular
intervals were devoted to particular subjects. Oil share markets in London, Paris
and New York were featured. Patents
were reviewed. Articles were signed. Its
annual index was good.
The conlplicated bibliographical history
of Oel and Kohle, vereinigt wzit Petrolezwzl* may be traced in Gregory. I t is
the official organ of four German organizations, and appeared at various times
under varying titles. I t usually carries
several short, signed technical articles on
chemical technology, refining, production ;
unsigned notes, news of the organizations
which sponsored it; and notes on developments in the industry and of exploration
in other countries. There are some production statistics for Germany and neighboring countries but this is not a regular
feature. I t is illustrated, and prints small
maps. Sometimes there are special numbers, as the one in 1910 on southeastern
Europe. Abstracts of literature in geology, refining, equipment, economics are a
regular feature.
The Ilfonifezw du pitrole Rounzai~z;
revue de science et de documentation petrolierelg seems to have resunled publication in November 1944, on a n~onthly
basis. I t is printed in both French and
Roumanian. A general comn~ercial and
technical publication, it covers mainly financial and other news of the industry,
but not conxnercial developments. Its
statistical coverage of the foreign industry, with market reports, is particular!^
good ; the tables include financial reports
by company. Articles are signed.
The Russian journal Neftinnnia p r o m y
shlennost' S S S R Z O(Petroleum industry)
is a monthly technical publication, published in Moscow, dealing mainly with
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production. Articles are signed. I t also
runs news of the industry, Russian and
other foreign countries, and statistics. Ahstracts of articles are published along with
book notes. Maps and descriptions of oil
fields are special features. I t has an annual index. The Baku journal, '4scrbaidzl~anslsoeneftianoe l~hosiaistvo," contains signed commercial and technical articles and news notes of the oil industry
in the Azerbaidzhan Republic. There is
an annual index.
Latin -4merica is covered by periodicals
published in this country as well as in
South and Central America. The bimonthly Petr6leo interanze~ricano~~
is a
conmlercial and technical journal published by the same firm which publishes
the Oil and gas jozwnal. Articles, a few
being signed, are by staff members and
outside authorities, including men in the
industry in South America. Each article
is printed in both Spanish and English;
coverage is general and includes producing, geology, pipe lines, refining and marketing. News of the industry in all Latin
American countries is included. There are
no market reports and no special statistical sections. There are biographical notes.
An equipment feature called "Field and
plant" appears regularly. A glossary of
exploration and geological terms, EnglisnSpanish, and Spanish-English, appeared
in the May-June 1944 issue.
Written wholly in Spanish, Petro1t.o
dcl nzundo" is published in this country
by World petroleu~n,"exclusively for the
petroleum industry of Latin America."
Some of the articles in that magazine apDear here in translation. This is likewise
a con~mercialjournal, dealing mainly with
production and refining. I t is published
bi-monthly. News of the industry, trade
announcements and notes on equipment
are featured. There are also biographical
notes. Articles are signed. There is no
index.
The Boletin del Instituto Sztdamericano
d e petr~lco,'~organ of the recently organized society of government officials,
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public and private institutions, industrial
and conimercial corporations, and persons
engaged in the industry in South America,
proniises to be an important journal. I t
began in 1943; publication is irregular.
All articles are signed, and are written
by members of the Institute on all South
Anierican producing countries. Coverage
includes articles on particular oil fields,
industrial plants and research laboratories. Statistics on production, manufactl.iring, consumption, imports and exports are
included in the articles. Addresses delivered at Institute meetings and activities
of the Institute are featured.
In Argentina the Y. P. F. publishes the
monthly Boletin d e infor~macionespetroleras." This contains articles on geology
(with maps), production, marketing, legislation and economics. There are also
articles on exploitation, and on news and
developments in the Argentine oil industry and trade, and occasional articles on
petrology. Other features : statistics ; 11lustrations ; charts and graphs ; annual
index.
I n Bolivia the Ministerio de ininas y
petr6le0, Direcci6n general de minas y
petrbleo, has published since 1939 a semiannual Boletin minas y petro'le~,~%liich
contains articles on statistical and economic problems of the petroleum industry.
The Brazilian MinistCrio da agricultura, through its Departamento nacional
da producao mineral, Divisao de fomento
da producao mineral, publishes its
A ~ u l s o which
, ~ ~ contains articles on niineral deposits, exploitation and refining.
The Departmento nacional da p r o d u ~ a o
mineral, in the same ministry, publishes
a B ~ l e t i n , ' ~which deals with mineral deposits including petroleum geophysics,
economic geology in general, and mining
legislation.
The national society of mining in Chile
sponsors a monthly Boletin ~ & a e r o . The
*~
governtnent department of mines and petroleuni has, since 1939, published in the
same bulletin its work in the fields of
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geology, paleontology and mineralogy.
Sections on petroleum and of statistics
on production and prices are included.
Articles also discuss technical and economic matters and legislation.
The government of Colon~biapublishes,
through the Ministerio de minas y petr6leos, its Roletin d e w i n a s y p e f r d l e o ~ . ~ ~
Reports on oil with reference to national
exploitation, technical articles on geology,
petrology and geochen~istry,and reports
on national legislation are printed. There
are maps and illustrations. Each volume
is indexed; it appears irregularly. The
Instituto Colonibieno de Petr6leos publishes, at irregular intervals, its Estudlo
issue consists of one
t e c l ~ i c o . ~Each
~
signed monograph dealing with geology,
refining or production.
The Peruvian director of mines and
petroleum publishes, at irregular intervals, a Boletin ojiciaP2 which contains official reports, news of professional organizations and signed technical articles on
geology and petroleum engineering. Texts
of laws and decrees are also reprinted.
There are maps, tables and illustrations.
I n Venezuela the Ministerio de fomento
publishes a Revista de f o ~ z e n t o ,usually
~~
monthly, which has signed articles on
geology, natural resources and industry.
The representative Mexican journal is
the government publication, the Boletin
~~
by the
d e minas y p e t ~ o ' l e o , published
Direcci6n general de niinas y petr6leo. Reports with statistical data on mining conditions and activities are ~ r i n t e dat the
rate of about one or two articles per issue.
I t appears irregularly and its importance
for the petroleum industry is slight. It
was preceded by several related bulletins
dating from 1916. Official legislation is
also reported.
GEOLOGY A N D RELATED SUBJECTS

There are only a few journals devoted
primarily to petroleum geology, but there
are a considerable number of general journals important in the fields of petroleum
geology, geophysics and paleontology. A
few will be discussed here. The leading
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and indispensable journal is the monthly
Bulletin of tlze American Association of
Petroleum Geologi~ts,~"rst published in
1917. Detailed and exhaustive research
papers by leading authorities in the profession cover all phases of oil geology.
Many include descriptions of the geology
of various oil fields, both domestic and
foreign. Others deal with theories of the
origin of oil and problems related to reservoir studies and reserve problems. Each
article is preceded by an abstract. There
are many maps. Committee reports are
printed. In June of each year an important review of exploration and development for U. S. and Canada, for the preceding calendar year, is presented. Statistics on exploratory (wildcat) drilling
show by state, the number of oil, gas and
condensate wells drilled, productive and
dry; average depth; distribution, and
basis for locating.
The advertisements and professional
cards are important. A directory of regional and state geological societies also
appears in each issue, and the membership
of the Association is printed annually in
the March issue. The annual and consolidated indexes, the latter through 1936,
are detailed. In 1944 the Bulletin contained 87 papers, 56 being major articles
and 31 geological notes or discussions.
News of members and of the profession,
and biographical sketches are regular features. The book reviews which are signed
and critical, and the lists of new publications received by the Association library,
are the best single source for keeping up
with the literature of the field.
The Society of Economic Paleontologists
and Mineralogists is a division of the
AAPG and publishes the Journal of sedimentary petrology.36 When it was started
in 1931 it was intended to be a journal in
which the Society could publish articles
that did not deal with paleontology and
could not properly appear in its Journal
of paleontology. I t emphasizes articles
dealing with the constitution of sediments,
but not with their deposition, which is
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within the scope of the AAPG bulletin.
Most articles deal with the physical, chemical, mineralogical and petrographical
characteristics of sediments and sedimentary rocks. Many discuss methods of
study or present statistical studies of various features of sediments. Since the Society is concerned with problems of oil
field discovery and development, contributions are intended to contribute to
knowledge in this field. Authors are members of the Society or are sponsored by
members. Each article is preceded by an
abstract. Book reviews are signed and
critical. There is an annual index; the
review is now published three times a
year.
G e o p h y ~ i c sis~ likewise
~
the organ of a
professional association, the Society of Exploration Geophysics, and is published
quarterly. The Society functions to promote the science of geophysics, particularly as it relates to petroleum geology
and to the discovery and production of oil
and natural gas. I t publishes papers, discussions and communications from the
membership. Abstracts accompany each
article. Advertisements are important for
equipment information, and there are professional cards. Abstracts of patents are
printed. News of the Society, obituaries,
personal items and membership lists are
printed. There are no book reviews, but
a regular feature is the list of publications received, including articles of particular interest to geophysicists.
Each number of the Quarterly of tlze
Colorado School of mines38 is a monograph devoted to -one topic. In recent
years an increasing number have been
on petroleum geology, and since 1943 the
April issue has presented a "Review of
petroleum geology" for the previous year.
The review is sponsored by the Research
committee of the AAPG, based on a
search of the literature and a canvass of
leading workers in geology, geophysics
and petroleum engineering. Pertinent
news items of the profession are presented. The results of important confer-
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ences and symposia are reviewed, and a
report is given on fundamental investigations in progress or completed. The more
important contributions to the literature
are digested under the appropriate topics.
Many other publications are listed in the
comprehensive bibliography, which covers
some foreign titles.
There are a number of general geological magazines which are useful in this
field because of regional studies and
papers on structure, stratigraphy, sediments, etc., as well as for occasional
papers on oil fields. All but one are the
organs of professional associations or are
sponsored by institutions of higher learning. The most important is the scholarly
monthly Geological Society of America
B ~ l l e t i n .Abstracts
~~
of papers presented
at the annual and at some section meetings
of the Society, as well as of the Paleontological Society and the American Association of the Advancement of Science, Section E, are printed in the December issues.
The Journal of geology,40 a bi-monthly,
is published by the University of Chicago.
Unlike the GSA Bulletin, it has signed
book reviews and lists of new publications.
These are often late in appearing.
The "dean" of scientific journals, the
American journal of s~ience,4~
pays particular attention to geology; there are
signed reviews. The Society of Economic
Geologists sponsors Economic geology,42
a semi-quarterly which carries news of the
Society in addition to signed papers, reviews and lists of new books.
As an example of a regional journal,
only the California journal of mines43 is
cited ; it is published quarterly by the state
Division of Mines, and constitutes the annual report of the State Mineralogist.
Technical reports by staff members are
grouped into three classes : 1. Mines and
mineral resources of a particular county;
2. Reports on specific minerals; 3. Geological reports on specific areas, with
maps. This publication in one form or
another has appeared since 1880. It is
adequately indexed.
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For papers on foreign areas the Geoa bi-monthly published
logical ~zagazine,4~
in England by a commercial firm, and the
Geological Society of London Quarterly
journal,45 have in the past been of value.
Both are well illustrated and have maps.
Papers are signed. The book reviews and
notes in the Quarterly are good for the
foreign field. Both have adequate indexes.
The organs of both the American and
the British geographical societies have in
the past published articles on mineral resources abroad. The Geographical review46 is published quarterly by the Geographical Society of New York. I t abstracts articles of related interest appearing elsewhere, and carries signed reviews.
The Geographical journal47 now appears
rather irregularly, but was formerly a
monthly. I t is the organ of the Royal
Geographical Society. I t notes publications in the foreign field, particularly new
maps. Both are well illustrated and print
maps. Annual indexes are good.
Data on the geology of oil fields and oil
districts appear from time to time in the
Oil weekly, Oil and gas journal, Petroleum world, Petroleo interamericano,
World petroleum, Mines magazi+ze, Mining and metallurgy, California oil world
and California oil fields. These titles are
discussed in the General and Production
sections.
In the foreign language field only a few
dealing with Latin America will be mentioned. A number of these have been briefly
considered in the General section. As they
are adequately annotated in the Library
of C o n g r e s ~and
~ ~ Pan American
lists, they will not be discussed here.
A few of the more commonly cited ones
not mentioned previously, are as follows
(the numbers indicate the numbers under
which they will be found in the two lists) :
For all of South America: Notas del
Museo de La Plata, Geologia, L. C. 954,
P. A. 45. For Argentina: Boletin de la
Acadewzia de ciencias, L. C. 292 and P. A.
17; Boletin, Ministerio de agricultura de
la nacio'n, Direccidn de minus y geologia.
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P. A. 25, indexed in E. I. For Brazil:
Notas prelizlzinares e estudos, Divisao de
gcologia y nzineralogia, Departanzefzto nacional da produgao ~nineral,Mi-rzist&io da
agriczzltura, P . A. 128. For Peru: Bo!etilz del Cz~erpo de ingcnieros de minas
del Perzi, P. A. 251, indexed in E. I.
For Uruguay: Boletilt del Institztto geoldgico del LTrzlgzlay, P. A. 267, indexed
in E . I., G. S. A.
I n the paleontological field, mention is
made of three titles: T h e Jozirctnl of paleontology," which is published by the Society of Economic Paleontologists, and
partially supported by A A P G ; Bulletim
ppublished by
of A ~ ~ l c r i c apaleontology,"
n
the Paleontological Research Institution ;
and Contribzltiom of the Cztshzan laboraresea~clz.~"
tory for f ora~ni~ziferal
Aerial surveying as an aid to mapping
and exploration will have a tremendow
growth. The only technical journal in the
field is that of the American Society of
Photogranimetry, P l z o t o g r a n ~ ~ ~ ~ eengitric
n e e r i ~ ~ Igt. has
~ appeared since 1934 and
is a quarterly. Signed articles and book
reviews by members are highly technical.
News of the members and of the profession appear regularly. There is no index.
Ad~ertisementsare useful for equipment
developments. A glossary of terms used
is in the October-December 1942 issue.
For scientific investigations of earthquake phenomena and records of earthquakes, there is the quarterly Seismoloyical Society of America b~clleticz.~~
DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION

Many of the periodicals useful in this
field have already been discussed with the
General periodicals. Ranking with Ozl
and gas jozirnal in all-around importance,
Oil zc~ee1~ly5%esapes
inclusion in the general classification because it does not deal
with refining. Its scope covers drilling,
development, production, geology and
pipe lines. A comnlercial and trade journal, its articles are signed either by staff
members or by outside authorities. I t
publishes no lengthy reports of research.
News of the industry includes foreign
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countries. A regular feature is its "International news" page, plus an annual International number. I t contains market
reports and statistics. The latter are both
a weekly feature and an annual compilation in the Yearbook number. There are
occasio~lalnon-critical book reviews ; trade
literature is noted. Special numbers appear yearly; in addition to the Yearbook
Porecast number (featuring statistics for
preceding years), there is the International number. Special features include
maps, reviews of field operations, exploratory completions and wildcat starts. Its
index by author and subject is adequate.
Advertisements. Biographical sketches.
The Intersfate oil compact quarterly
b ~ l l e t i r z "is~ a technical publication of the
Interstate Oil Compact Con~missionand
deals primarily with producing. I t contains addresses and committee reports in
addition to articles on resources and exploitation, engineering problems, and government in relation to the industry. Statistical appendices reprint API, USBM
and P A W statistics.
Drilling" has a restricted circulation to
the trade. I t appears monthly and contains news of drilling in the U. s., and of
equipment and men in the industry. Articles deal also with commercial developments. There are biographical sketches.
The Annual (September) petroleum
i n the
e~~
number of the Mines ~ ~ m g a ~ is
only issue of any importance in this field,
although very occasionally articles of interest appear during the year. The annual
number covers development, production,
geology and geophysics, and articles on
fields and technical producing problems.
The first of these annual reviews appeared
in 1936. Articles are signed; the magazine is the official organ of the alumni
association of the Colorado School of
Mines.
As in the case of general periodicals,
there are a number of titles dealing only
with particular regions, and only three
will be mentioned here. California oil
which also serves as the annual
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report of the state oil and gas supervisor, one devoted exclusively to refining is the
is published twice a year by the Division Petroleum refinere2 which, according to
of Oil and Gas. Signed reports on in- the publishers, is "specialized for the oil
dividual oil and gas fields, by division en- refining industry, including petro-chemigineers and qualified outside men show: cal Engineering, petroleum synthetic and
history, geology, drilling and production natural gasoline." The first issue of this
technology, and production statistics. A
monthly appeared in September 1922.
statistical summary of oil field operations
- the earlier volin California shows the following: pro- While back files including
umes
are
not
as
widely
distributed as
duction of oil and gas fields; summary of
drilling operations by fields ; collection of those of the more general petroleum magfunds by assessment, and financial state- azines, some of the larger libraries have
ments of the state petroleun~ and gas complete files, and it should be possib!e
secfunds ; proved acreage ; wildcats aban- also-to find a fairly long one in
doned. In one issue each year there is a tion of the country where the petroleum
directory of California oil operators. The refining industry is important. I t is a
publication is always late in appearing; standard-size macazine of two to three
the January-June, 1944 issue was re- hundred pages and contains detailed techleased July 1, 1915. There is a good nical articles, descriptions of new plants,
news items. abstracts. book notes. considcumulative subject index.
is devoted erable advertising and announcen~entsof
The Producers nzontldy
to the interests of the Eastern producers. new trade bulletins and catalogs. The
I t is published by the Bradford District index, which is good, appears at present
Pennsylvania Oil Producers Association. in the December issue. The numerous
The objects of this Association which are technical articles are supplemented by ilreflected in its magazine are: to prepare lustrations, graphs and tables. Authors
statistics on production, stocks, etc., in include memie& of staffs of oil companthe district, to disseminate information on ies, universities and government agencies,
state and federal laws and regulations of consulting engineers and other experts in
interest to the members, and to promote various fields. Most of the relativelv few
research on secondary methods of recov- unsigned articles are descriptions of new
ery. Signed reports of researches and ad- plants and discussions of news and probdresses given at meetings are included, as lems of current interest to ~etroleumrewell as news of the industry and the Asso- finers. One of the valuable services renciation. Posted crude oil prices are run. dered by the magazine is the occasional
presentation of interesting articles reWell completions are noted.
printed from other technical and chemiActivities in western Canada are recal journals, and translations of similar
ported in the Weslertz oil e x a ~ i n e r a, ~ ~
articles, chiefly from Russian and Gerweekly commercial newspaper printing
man magazines. Many of the papers read
news of the oil industry, drilling progress
before the Refining Section of the Ameriand new wells, with field maps. Prices of
can Petroleum Institute are published in
oil company stocks on the Calgary stock
this magazine, along with well-selected
exchange are listed. A statistical summary
papers presented at a wide variety of other
of Alberta production, stocks and sales
meetings. As far as the news items are
are weekly and monthly features. An anconcerned, they are quite numerous and
nual review number presents brief recover other phases of the industry as well
views of discoveries, gives annual statisas refining. Activities of companies, intics.
dividuals and government agencies are reREPINING A N D PETROLEUM DERIVATIVES
ported. The few book reviews, unsigned,
Among petroleun~magazines the only give a good idea of the scope of the books,
3
'
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but are not critical. The abstracts are de- An annual refinery number appears each
signed to call the attention of readers to year in the spring. This year it included
pertinent articles appearing in the more a "Blueprint of refinery processes" in
widely distributed chemical and technical which forty-two of the more important
periodicals, and in the British petroleum processes were described in detail, and
journals. The advertising is supplemented there were also quite a few technical arby a monthly list of new bulletins and ticles, as well as a list giving data on war
catalogs.
plants, and one giving statistical informaThe separate technical section of the tion on operating refineries. Petroleum
National petroleum news which is sent engineer offers several articles on refining
to subscribers as a part of the first issue and natural gasoline manufacture in each
of the journal each month has developed issue. One of the issues each year, the
in a few years from a mere section de- Refinery number, has a special refining
voted to articles on refining into what is, section featuring a dozen or more articles
to all intents and purposes, a regular mag- on various subjects of interest, some genazine. Its eighty or so pages contain many eral and others dealing with particular
excellent features including a number of problems. Among the British petroleum
signed technical articles written by engi- magazines, the Journal of the Institute of
neers and chemists, several unsigned gen- Petroleum should be mentioned because of
eral articles discussing matters of current its large, well-arranged abstract section
interest, some papers-selected from those which covers patents as well as articles,
presented at various scientific and techni- many of them on refining and allied subcal meetings, occasional translations of jects.
articles from foreign journals, news items,
A discussion of periodicals in which
a few book reviews, advertising, and a cal- articles on petroleum refining and the like
endar of coming technical meetings of in- may be found should include mention of
terest to oil men.
some of the well-known magazines deThere are several of the other general voted to the chemical industries in genpetroleum periodicals which have features eral, because the problems involved in the
which should be mentioned in this discus- refining of petroleum and the production
sion. World petroleum publishes an extra of an ever-increasing number of derivaissue, the Annual Refinery issue, some tives are demanding more and more attentime during the latter part of the year. tion from chemists and chemical engineers
The articles in it, written mainly by per- all the time. Not so many years ago a
sons prominent in the industry, are well petroleum refinery was merely a place
illustrated and not too technical. The aim where petroleum was distilled, either with
seems to be, among other things, to give or without cracking, to produce such
a ~ i c t u r eof the current activities of-the things as gasoline, kerosene, fuel oil, luvarious oil companies in the fields of re- bricants, paraffin wax and asphalt. Nafining and the development of new or im- tural gas and the gases produced in the
proved products. Oil and gas journal con- refining process were used often simply
tains one or more articles each week deal- for fuel, and were not very highly reing with such topics as petroleum refinery garded by the refiner. Today these same
processes and engineering problems. The gases serve as the starting material for
flow diagrams, data and practical details the manufacture of many important prodincluded in them are especially valuable. ucts such as synthetic resins, plastics, rubRegular features such as a "Refiner's ber, insecticides and solvents, as well as
notebook", "Questions on technology", a wide variety of chemicals for use in
and "Refining news" also make this mag- practically every manufacturing industry.
azine interesting to the refinery engineer. By the application of such chemical pro-
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Pipe line newss7 covers pipe lines carrying crude petroleum and its products,
and natural gas. This monthly trade journal is the best source for news of pipe
lines building, as it gives descriptions of
new pipe lines and their construction, as
well as general news of the industry. I t
quotes *C reports on pipe line finance
and mileage. Some articles are signed.
Small outline maps of pipe lines are
printed. There is some advertising.
A number of the general periodicals
carry articles on pipe lines, particularly
Oil and gas journal, Oil weekly and Petroleum engineer. The annual Pipe line
numbers of Oil and gas journal and Petroleum engineer contain reviews of pipe line
construction and of technical progress.
Sometimes page size maps of pipe line
systems indicating operating company are
printed, and in some years there have been
folding maps of crude oil, gasoline and
natural pipe lines in the country.
The Petroleum transportersS characterizes itself as the "national trade journal
of the petroleum transport industry",
"published in the interests of the transportation of petroleum products by motor
vehicle." I t is devoted to "better operation and maintenance of trucks, truck-type
tractors, trailers and semi-trailers." Its
coverage is largely Eastern. I t carries
news notes and articles on maintenance
and operation of trucks, etc., stressing the
commercial side of petroleum transportaTRANSPORTATION
tion.
The construction of tankers, news and
MARKETING
technical articles about them, may be
In the field of general magazines which
found in the following marine periodicals :
Marine engineering and shipping re- devote considerable attention to marketview;76 Shipbuilding and shipping rcc- ing, National petroleum news should be
o ~ d ; ~Nautical
?
gazette;78 British motor mentioned. Other sources of marketing
ship;79 M o t o r ~ h i p ; ~Marine
~
news;s1 information are house organs of oil comMarine progress;s2 Pacific marine r-e- panies. These are outside the scope of
view;s3 Shipbuilder and marine engine- this article. All titles mentioned below are
builder,84 and
Technical articles trade journals; they all carry consideron tanker design, operation and naviga- able advertising.
Super service station and the Petroleum
tion constitute the sole subject matter of
the Ships' bulletin,s6, a house organ pub- retailersD is important in the retail marlished by the Marine Department of the keting field. I t has signed and unsigned
articles and notes on commercial developStandard Oil Company (N. J.) .

cesses as polymerization, alk~lationand
isomerization it has become possible to
improve the old, conventional refinery
products as well as to make all these new
ones. Aviation could not have reached
its present state of development without
the special fuels and lubricants which the
chemist has been able to provide. Thus it
is not surprising that if one wishes to read
about these developn~ents he turns not
only to the petroleum magazines but also
to the chemical journals. Among such
periodicals are the publications of the
American Chemical Society-Industrial
and engineering chemistrys3 (both the Industrial edition and the Analytical edition) and Chemical and engineering
news,64 of interest because they contain
papers presented before the Petroleum division as well as numerous other articles
on petroleum refining and related subjects.
Chevnical i n d u ~ t r i e s Che~nical
,~~
and metallurgical engineeringsG and Canadian
clzenzistry and process industriesB7 should
be noted also in this connection. Magazines in specialized fields, for example
Soap and sanitary c h e n ~ i c a l s ,Automo~~
tive and aviation i n d z t s t r i e ~ ,India
~~ rujber
Rubber age,71 S. A. E. journ ~ l British
, ~ ~ plastics,73 Modern plast i c ~and~ ~plastic^^^, also often contain
articles on subjects related to the petroleum industry, now that so many new
petroleum derivatives are being developed.
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ments, news of the industry and the men
in it. I t is particularly good for designs
and layouts of service stations and for
articles on station operation. I t gives retail gasoline prices for cities in the U. S.
Monthly.
The Gasoline retailerm appears in two
editions, Eastern and Western. I t covers
"gasoline, autonlobile and garage service
stations". I t describes itself as a "merchandising publication ; supplemented by
news reports." I t is published every other
week in newspaper format. Gasoline and
kerosene prices as posted by various coinpanies, by cities in the U.
are listed
regularly. I t is important as a source for
this information. The same editor publishes T h e Oil jobber; combined with
"Petrolezm age,"s1 in newspaper format,
every other week. I t carries much the
same kind of news, including prices. I t
formerly appeared in the Gasoline retailer and assumed its numbering,
Service station n e w s O ~ r o v i d e good
s
coverage for the West for dealers, oil
jobbers, distributors, oil marketers and
bulk plants. Signed and unsigned articles
on automotive service and equipment and
petroleum marketing are supplemented
by news notes on the industry and the
men engaged in it. There are also articles
on commercial developments and service
station operation. Prices of petroleum
products in Western cities are listed ; also
monthly gasoline sales by state and by
company, for California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Nevada and New Mexico. Monthly.
Other titles in the general marketing
field are Petroleunz nzarlzetev" and Gus
station, garage and motov car dealer.g4
The former is designed as a "n~onthlydigest for oil marketing executives", and as
such is composed largely of news items
and quotations from other sources. Gas
sfation is "devoted to the independent
service stations, super service stations,
garages and battery shops and car agencies of the West." I t contains news of
the independents and equipment news. I t

s.,

is composed largely of advertisements.
The illustrations are useful for layouts of
garages and service stations.
Two magazines dealing with the marketing of fuel oil and burners will be mentioned here. Fueloil and oil Izeatg5
(monthly) carries articles, some signed,
on commercial developn~ents, trade announcements, and news of the industry
including notices of meetings. Regular
features are: Adjusted Census bureau estimates of shipments and stocks of oil
burners and units; adjusted index of
burner and building permits of selected
cities in the U. S., and official degree day
tables. In January an annual "oil heating analysis" prints statistics on oil heating equipment sales, dealers, etc. Of lesser importance is Fuel oil
published twice a month in newspaper form.
I t prints news of the industry, giving
prices and discussing government regulations. From official sources it quotes
burner shipments, and monthly degree
days.
UNCLASSIFIED

A quarterly journal which fits no classification is Petroleunz e q ~ i p & e n t . ~I t~consists almost wholly of advertisements and
descriptions of new equipment for producing and drilling, pipe lines and refining. Lists of new bulletins and trade
catalogs describing equipment are important features. I t describes itself as "devoted to new and improved equipment,
better materials maintenance and services
for the petroleum industry." There are
two indexes in each issue, one of advertisers and one of equipment advertised.
News of men and companies in equipment work is printed. The magazine is
furnished free to members of the industry in production, refining, pipe lines, to
their purchasing agents and to natural
gasoline plant operators.
ABSTRACTS

The abstracts or notes provided through
the broad coverage of CIze~~zicnl
abstracts
and Engineering i n d e x can be supplemented by those appearing in several of
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the journals previously discussed under of Foreign Petroleum Literature publishes
the General classification. These are : In- weekly issues of translations and abstracts
stitute of Petroleum journal, Petrolezun from 15 Russian journals and some
and World petroleum. Among the foreign books . . ." This service was started in
language journals there are Oel and hohle, January 1941 ; the coverage of journals
Revue petrdlifhre and Neftianaia promy- has greatly increased since the note quoted
above was written. Abstracts and transshlennost' SSSR.
The mimeographed Survey of foreign lations vary from two to more than six a
petroleumn l i t e ~ a t u r e by
, ~ ~J . G. Tolpin of week. There are two annual indexes,
the Universal Oil Products Company was author and subject. The scope of the Suradequately described in a note in the vey also includes synthetic rubber, petroA ~ ~ z e r i c aChemical
n
Society journal, news leum substitutes, plant equipment, naedition, August 24, 1941, at page 881: tural resources and industrial develop"n~uch research work in hydrocarbon ment of the USSR including new dechemistry in Russia is throwing light on posits, evaluation and production. This
catalysis, the basic tool of research and last section is now covered in greater dedevelopment men in commercializing the tail than was formerly the case.
The Library bulletin of abstracts,99
newest refining processes--catalytic cracking, catalytic re-forming, isomerization. also compiled by the Universal Oil Prodaromatization and others. Universal Oil ucts Company, is devoted to abstracts of
Products obtains, sifts, translates and dis- scientific and technical articles, particutributes to subscribing companies reports larly in chemistry and refining. I t has
on Russian research work. This Survey been published weekly since 1926.

Footnotes
Periodicals described in the text, initial date and periodical indexes
in which titles are indexed
Abbreviations

C.A. Chemical abstracts
E.G. Annotated bibliography of economic geology. Society of Economic Geologists
E.I. Engineering index
G.S.A. Bibliography and ilzdex of geology exclusive of N. A. Geological Scciety of
America
I.A. Industrial arts
L.C. Latin American periodicals currently received. U . S. Library of Congress. 1944.
(Not a periodical index, but gives bibliographical information)
P.A. Journals dealing with the natural, physical
and nzathenzatical sciences published i n
Latin America. Pan American union.

1944. (Not a periodical index, but gives
bibliographical information)
U.S.G.S. Bibliography of N o r t h American geology. U . S. Geological survey
Oil and gas journal. 1902. C.A., E.I., LA.,
E.G., U.S.G.S.
2 National petroleum news. 1909. C.A., E.i.,
I.A.
3 Petroleunz engineer. 1929. C.A., E.I., I.A.

* World

betrokwn. 1930. C.A.,

E.I., G.S.A.,

U.S.G.S.
5
6

Petroleum technology. 1935. E.I., U.S.G.S.
Mining and metallurgy. 1905. C.A., E.I.,

I.A., E.G., U.S.G.S.
1914. C.A.,
E.I., I.A., E.G., G.S.A.
8 American Petroleum Institute Statistical 171~1letin. 1920. C.A., E.I.
9 American Petroleum Institute.
Quarterly.
1931. 50 W. 50th St., New York 20
10Petroleum times. 1919. C.A., E.I.
7 Institute of petroleum journal.

11 Independent

Petroleunz Association o f America monthly. 1930. 706 Thompson Building,

Tulsa 3.
press service. 1934. Ethelhurqa
House, 91-93 Bishopsgate, London E. C. 2.
13 Petroleum. 1938. C.A.
14 California oil world. 1908. 117 W . 9th St.,
Los Angeles 15.
15 Petroleum world. 1915. C.A., E.I.
16 Rocky Mountain oil reporter. 1944. 730 17th
St., Denver 2.
17 Revue petrolif?re. 1922. C.A.
I S O e l und kohle. 1905. C.A., G.S.A.
12 Petroleum

10 Moniteur du pitrole Rouniain. 1900. C.A.
20 Neftianaia promyshelennost' S S S R . 1920. C.A.
2 1 Azerbaidzhanskoe neftianoe khoziaistvo. 1921.

C.A., E.I.
22 Petroleo

interantericano. 1944. 21 1 S. Chey-

enne, Tulsa.
23Petroko del mundo. 1943. 2 W . 45th St.,

N. Y. C. 19.
24

Boletin del Instituto Sudanzcricano del PEtr6leo. 1943. Avenida Agraciada 1464 Mon-

tevideo, Uruguay. P.A. 281.
1924.
C.A., E.I., E.G., G.S.A., L.C. 1576, P.A. 16.
26 Boletin ntinas y petro'lco. La Paz, Bolivia.
1939. L C . 477, P.A. 80.
27 Avulso.
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. G.S.A.,
P.A. 93.
28 Boletin. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. G.S.A., P.A.
116.
29 Boletin minero. Santiago, Chile. 'C.A., E.G.,
G.S.A., L.C. 478, P.A. 156.
30 Boletin de minas y petrdlcos. Bogota, Colombia. 1929. L.C. 368, P.A. 173.
31 Instituto Colombieno de Petroleos. Estudio
tecnico. 19422 Bogota, Colombia.
32Boletin oficial. Lima, Peru. G.S.A., L C .
486, P.A. 253.
33 Revista de fontento.
Caracas, Venezuela.
G.S.A., L.C. 1172, P.A. 278.
34 Boletiiz de minus y petroleo. Mexico, D.F.
L.C. 367, P.A. 220.
35 Bulletin of the American Association of
Petroleum Geologists. 1917. C.A., E.I., I.,4.,
E.G., G.S.A.. U.S.G.S
36Journal o f sedi~nentnrypefrology. 1931. E.G.,
G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
37 Geophysics. 1936. C.A., E.I., E.G., U.S.G.S.
38 Quarterly of the Colorado School of Mines.
1906. C.A., E.I., G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
39 Geological Society of America Bulletin. 1888.
C.A., E.I., LA., E.G., G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
40Journal of geology. 1893. C.A., E.I., E.G.,
G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
4 l American journal o f science. 1818. C.A., E.I.,
I.A., E.G., G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
42Economic geology. 1905. C.A., E.I., I.A.,
E.G., G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
43 California journal o f mines and geology. C.A.,
E.I., U.S.G.S.
44 Geological niagazine. 1864. C.A., E.I., E.G.,
G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
45 Geological Society of London, Quarterly journal. 1845. C.A., E.I., E.G., U.S.G.S.
46 Geographical reziezc~. 1916. E.I., G.S.A.,
U.S.G.S.
47 Geographical journnl. 1893. G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
48U. S. Library of Congress. Latin Americun
periodicals currently received . . . 1944. 2491).
(Its Latin American serial 8).
49 Pan American Union. Div. of Intellectual Co25
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Boletin de informacioites petroleras.

operation. Journals dealing w i t h th.e natural,
physical and mathematical scicnccs pdlished
i n Latin America. A tentative directory.
1944. 62p.
50

Journal of paleontology. 1927. G.S.A., U.S.-

G.S.
51 Bulletins

o f Anterican paleontology.

1895.

G.S.A., U.S.G.S.
5.2

Contributions from the Cushman Laboratory
for Foranainiferal Research. 1925. G.S.A.,

U.S.G.S.
engineering. 1934. American Society of Photogrammetry, Box 18,
Benj. Franklin Sta., Washington, D.C.
54 Seismological Society of America bulletiw.
1911. E.G., U.S.G.S.
55 Oil weekly. 1916. C.A., E.I., E.G., U.S.G.S.
56 Interstate Oil Compact Quarterly butl~tin.
1942. State Capitol Building, Oklahoma City 5,
Oklahoma.
57 Drilling. 1939. C.A.
5s Mines magazine. 1910. C.A., E.I., E.G.,
U.S.G.S. '
59 California oil fields. 1919. E.I.. U.S.G.S.
60 producers n&hly.
1936. Bradford Dist.
Penn. Oil Producers Ass'n, 43 Main St.,
Bradford, Penn.
61 Western oil examiner. 1926. Examiner Building, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
6?Pctroleunz rrfiner. 1922. C.A., E.I., I.A.
6 3 Industrial and engineering chemistry. Zttd~strial edition, 1909 and Analytical edition, 1929.
C.A., E.I., I.A.
64 Chentical and engineering news. 1923. C.A.,
I.A.
G3CIzemicul industries. 1926. C.A., E.I., I.A.
66 Chcmieal and ~netallurgicalengineering. 1902.
C.A., E.I., I.A.

53 Photogrammetric

67

Canadian chcn~istry and process industries.

1917. C.A., I.A.
6s Soap and sanitary chemicals. 1925. C.A., I.A.
139 Automotive and aviation industries.
1899.

C.A., E.I., I.A.
70 India rubber world. 1889. C.A.. E.I.. I.A.
71 Rubber age. 1917. C.A., E.I., 1.A.
73s. A. E. journal. 1917. C.A., E.I., I.A.
73 British plastics. 1929. C.A.
74 Modern plastics. 1925. C.A., E.I., I.A.
7 5 Plastics (London). 1937. C.A.
76 Marine engineering and shipping r e n i m .

1897.

E.I., I.A.
and shipping record. 1913. E.I.
7s Nautical gazette. 1871. E.I.
7 9 British motor ship. E.I.
60 Motorship.
1920. Diesel Publications, 192

77 Shipbuilding

Lexington Ave., New York 16.
Marine news. 1914. E.I.
8% Marine progress. 1933. E.I.
6 3 Pacific marine review. 1904. E.I.
84 Shipbuilder and marine engine-builder. 1906.
81

E.I.
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86Log. 1921. E.I.
86 Ship's bulletin. Marine Dept., Standard Oil
Co. (N. J.) 1921? 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20.
87 Pipe line m w s . 1929. E.I.
8s Petroleum transporter. 1937. 1002 Terminal
Building, Lincoln 8, Nebraska.
89 Super service station. 1929. Irving-Cloud
Pub. Co., Tribune Tower, Chicago, Ill.
90 Gasoline retailer. 1930. 480 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17.
" O i l jobber combined with "Petroleum age."
1938. 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17.
92Service station news. 1922. 121 2d St., San
Francisco 5.
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93 Petroleum marketer
94 Gas station, garage,

C.A.
and rnotor car dealer.
1934? Chap Book Press, 281 Alpine St., Pasadena 5.
95 Fuel oil and oil heat. 1922. E.I.
06 Fuel oil news. 1934. Oildom Publishing Co.,
1217 Hudson Building, Bayonne, N. J.
97Petroleum equipment. 114 Liberty St., New
York.
98Survey of foreign petroleum literature. 1941.
Universal Oil Products Co., 310 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago.
g9 Library bulletin of abstracts. 1926. Universal
Oil Products Co., 310 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.
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SECRETARY
P O N the eve of five years of service
as Executive Secretary, the Secretary is
amazed at the rapid rate of expansion
which the Association has undergone
in this period. On June 30, 1940, S. L. A. had
16 Chapters and 2,386 members. Today, almost
five years later, there are 23 Chapters and 3,916
members-an increase of 1,530. During this same
period, subscribers to SPECIAL LIBRARIES increased from 247 to 385, while subscriptions to
Technical Book Review Index increased from
340 in 1940, to 1,129 in 1945-an increase of
over 300 per cent.
During this time the Placement Service of
Special Libraries Association also expanded a t
a tremendous rate. For the year prior to April
15, 1940, approximately 90 openings were received and 38 placements made under the auspices
of a volunteer Employment Chairman. Since
the transfer of the employment work to the
Executive Office in June 1941, the Service has
grown each year. Of the 492 openings received
during the Association year, 1944-45, 256 were
filled through the Executive Office, and through
the cooperation of Chapter Employment Chairmen. Individual increases ranging from $1,000$2400 were secured for members in several instances while at least two libraries were induced
by the Secretary to increase their starting salaries by $100-200 a year. Because of the low
salaries still offered in many areas to librarians,
the Secretary prepared an article for the MayJune issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES, and reprints
are available for those interested.

In conducting the placement work. the Secretary wrote 2,919 letters about employment during the past year, received 484 incoming telephone calls and made 237 outgoing calls on
this subject, plus many telegrams about placement opportunities when there was not time to
reach candidates by mail. A total of 572 interviews were held during this period. In addition, 9 new Institutional members were secured through the Placement Service, 203
Active, 4 changed to Active from Associate, 41
Associate and 2 Student, amounting to approximately $1,200 in revenue from this Service
alone.
In an effort to obtain new recruits for the
special library field, the Secretary addressed the
"Special Librarian" classes at Columbia University, on November 29, 1944 and on April 17,
1945; the library school class at Catholic University of America, on February 13, 1945;
Syracuse University, on April 6 ; and Oceanside High School on April 13, 1945. Due to a
recruiting talk given at Hunter College, by
Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, former President
of Special Libraries Association, 10 students
called at the Executive Office inquiring about
opportunities for summer employment in the
special library field.
As Secretary, Mrs. Stebbins attended the
annual luncheon meeting of the American
Standards Association, on December 8, 1945;
the University and College Group meeting of the
Washington, D. C., Chapter, on February 13, on
recruiting; the reception in honor of Mrs.
Woodrow Wilson given a t the opening of the
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new Woodrow Wilson Memorial Library, on
April 17, 1945; the dinner given to instructors
and students of the course given by the Advertising Group of the New York Chapter, on
April 30; the dinner meeting of the Library
Public Relations Council, on May 17, 1945, and
as many Group and Chapter meetings in New
York as possible.
All S. L. A. publications in print show a
substantial profit, with the Handbook of Conzmercial, Financial and Information Services netting $431.93, and the other 1944 publication,
A Source List o f Selectcd Labor Statistics, netting $101.65, as of April 30, 1945. The loss on
S. L. R., Vol. I, has now been reduced to $34.10,
so that this publication should shortly begin to
make a profit. The half-price sale, held during
the latter half of May and the month of June,
has netted $88.55 to date, and is helping to clear
the shelves of publications issued prior to 1944.
The annual audit recently completed by Lybrand, Ross Brothers and Montgomery showed
S. L. A. in a very sound financial condition.
with a net surplus as of December 31, 1944,
of $4,815.02.
The first embassy librarian to be appointed
from the ranks of present S. L. A. members,
Miss Edith Humphrey, left this month (June)
for Buenos Aires, Argentina, While Miss Alice
James, also of the Washington, D. C. Chapter,
is with the Office of Inter-American Affairs in
Caracas, Venezuela. A number of members are
with 0. W. I. overseas, and 5 post librarians
have already left for overseas service with the
army, and more are preparing to leave. Mrs.
Marian Magg, working with the State Department Library in Cairo, has organized a library
group there, and is making a survey of the resources of Egyptian libraries. A roster of persons qualified for foreign service was compiled
by the Secretary from the personnel record
cards and Manpower Survey questionnaires in
hand, for the Office of W a r Information, State
Department, U. S. Army, and the Civil Service
Commission, so it is hoped more S. L. A. members will be selected for overseas work.
A total for 269 Classification schemes and
subject headings lists and 51 staff manuals have
been loaned from the file a t the Executive Office since June 10, 1944 to date-an increase of
60 schemes and 10 manuals over the corresponding period a year ago, and an increase of
213 over the corresponding period in 1939-40.
A new classification scheme on "Welding" was
purchased for the collection, and the subject
heading list and classification of the American
Geographical Society were donated to S. L. A.
for the file. The mimeographed list of the
Classification schemes available at the Executive Office has served to bring the collection to
wider attcntion, and some 18 copies of the list
have been sold to date.
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Forty-six publications have been loaned from
the Professional Literature Library since its
establishment in September 1944, as well as 10
house organs, containing articles on company
libraries. S. L. A. will be included in the next
edition of T h e Avnerican Library Directory because of this library. The Secretary furnished
information about the Association to the Americana, Britannica and New International Yearbooks, as well as the W o r l d Almanac and A L A
Handbook, and copies of the Annuals of these
encyclopedias, as well as a complete set of
Facts on File, have been donated to the library.
The Secretary is also collecting material on
the re-training and re-employment of veterans,
and on the library profession in general,
New appointments to the S. L. A. Executive
Office staff include Mrs. Beatrice Tambor, May
6, 1945, replacing Miss Edith Cooper. Because
of ill health, Mrs. Tambor will resign June 30,
but hopes to be able to return to work Septcmber 1. Miss Eleanor Hess has been engaged
as a stenographer for S. L. R., Vols. 2-4, effcctive June 18, 1945. Mr. Earl Edmonds, C. P. A.,
who has been engaged to check the books and
the quarterly statement, has completed checking
of the March 31, 1945, statement, which has
been mailed, with his letter of certification, to
the members of the Executive Board and Advisory Council.
The Secretary has assisted the Publications
Governing Committee Chairman, Miss Betty
Joy Cole, since the November Board meeting,
by securing prices for publications, interviewing printers and seeing material through the
press. She had been requested by the Executive Board to keep a record of the time spent in
these activities, since Miss Cooper had been
engaged last November to relieve Mrs. Stebbins
of clerical duties, and permit her to assist Miss
Cole, rather than engage a part-time employe
for publications work. Mrs. Stebbins spent a
total of 7 hours, or one full day's time, on these
activities. One publication, the Classification
List, is now available in mimeograph form, and
the Map Manual will be off the press July 1,
while the Chemical Subject Headings List is
being planographed by Edwards Brothers. The
Secretary recently completed a year's course a t
New York University, "Magazine Making and
Editing," in order to be of additional assistance.
The Secretary recommends that, since the
Editor of S. L. R., Vols. 3-4, Miss Isabel Towner,
is working at the Executive Ofice, and a
stenographer has been secured to assist her, no
additional part-time employe be engaged for
publications work at this time. No definite
schedule for S. L. A. publications has yet been
set up, and the Secretary does not feel that anyone should be engaged for this work until there
is a regular enough schedule to warrant the
services of a part-time worker. The Secretary
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would like to recommend that Miss Hess devote
Our special funds (including Student Loan
any time not taken up with $. L. R., Vols 3-4, Fund and Reserve) totaled $28,374.78.
to publications work when desired, and that
I n June 1944, the Executive Board acting
Mrs. Tambor be re-employed September 1 as upon the suggestion of last year's Treasurer,
general clerical assistant to do general billing, voted to remove $20,000 from the checking acfilling publication orders, welcoming letters, count a t the National City Bank and place it
employment notices, in addition to the other where it would earn some interest. Upon vote
of the Board, $10,000 was invested in one Series
regular duties which she now does.
G W a r Savings Bond, $5,000 was deposited
During the past year, erlvelopes were addressed for seven different Groups, and mem- the West Side Savings Bank and $5,000 was
bership lists checked for two Chapters and one deposited in the Central Savings Bank.
Our bank balance with the National City
Group. The Secretary would like t o have
enough office staff to be able to offer addresso- Bank of New York as of March 31, 1945 was
graphing services regularly to the Groups for $18,702.60.
Because the 1944 Conference was held so late
their mailings, and to work out a program 'for
such work so that the addressographing for the in June, it was possible for last year's Treasvarious Groups would not conflict. The Secre- urer to include figures through May 31. Due
tary also would like to recommend that consid- to the early date of this meeting, however, it is
eration be given to providing secretarial service impossible to include anything later than March
to the President, when living in or near New 31 except for our balance a t the National City
York, since the correspondence has grown ex- Bank. This balance on May 31, 1945 was
$15,690.19.
pressively heavier each year.
MARYP. MCLEAN
In closing, the Secretary would like to express her appreciation of the cooperation she
has reccived from the President, Mr. Walter
The total revenue derived from advertising
Hausdorfer, who has put in a vast amount of
in SPECIAL LIBRARIES for the calendar year of
work on S. L. A. matters. She would also like 1939, six months before the present Advertising
to thank the members of the office staff who Manager took office was only $1,311. Each
have worked so faithfully during the past year, succeeding year has seen a large increase in
Mrs. IVinifred Forwood, assistant to the Secre- advertising revenue with 1944 the largesttary ; Rfrs. Emily Shoemaker, bookkeeper and in $4,313. Even though the budget for 1945 for
charge of files ; Mrs. Charlotte Thormann, part- advertising in SPECIAL LIBRARIES was set a t the
time worker in charge of addressographing and high figure of $5,278, the Advertising Manager
mailing of membership cards to Chapters and expects to equal or better this sum if the present
Groups ; and Miss Dorothy Houser, part-time trend continues. For the first quarter of 1945,
clerk and mail girl, who leaves June 22 upon a total of $1,373.92 was received.
graduation from high school for the Cadet
A total of $4,453 was received beginning with
Nurse Corps.
the July-August number, 1944, through the
KATHLEENB. STEBBINSMay-June, 1945, issue, or $990.80 more than the
same period a year ago. The increase in adverTREASURER
tising rates which went into effect January 1,
I t is gratifying to report that the Associa1945, has helped to increase the revenue with a
tion's financial health continues to be excellent. corresponding saving in space. The May-June,
Because a detailed report is available to anyone 1945, advertising schedule just completed, shows
wishing to consult it, I shall present only the a total of 16% pages for a revenue of $742-the
most outstanding features.
largest amount ever received from a single isThe audited report shows that during 1944 sue. Previously the biggest number had been
our total income amounted to $38,103.71. Ex- May-June 1944, with nineteen and one-eighth
penditures came to $33,288.69, leaving a net in- pages amounting to $668.
come of $4,815.02.
During the Association year just passed, 9
For the period January 1-March 31, 1945 our page advertisements at $400 were received from
new advertisers in SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
plus 9 oneincome was as follows :
half pages at $238, 9 one-quarter pages a t $160,
Dues ............................$16,251.52
and 7 one-eighth pages a t $78. During this
Publications .............. 10,773.90
time ten time contracts for former advertisers
Other income ............ 201.1 1
were secured for four page advertisements,
amounting t o $1,600, four half-page advertiseTotal income ............$27,226.53
ments a t $700, and five one-eighth pages a t
Total operating expenses for the same period $360, or a total of $2,660 in contracts from
totaled $9,669.80, leaving an excess of income former advertisers.
over expenditures of $17,556.73.
KATHLEENB. STEBBINS
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EDITOR
OF SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
During the past year there have been two
or three changes in the editorial set up of
SPECIAL LIBRARIES.
Acting upon a recommendation of the Editor in her report before the
S. L. A. Executive Board at its November
meeting, it was voted to change the Convention
issue from July-August to October of each year
beginning with 1945. This change will allow
the Editor more time for assembling and editing
the various reports and papers presented at a
Convention and will assure the publication of all
Convention material in one issue instead of her
being obliged, as has often been the case in the
past, to print in later issues those papers received after the dead-line date. I t also was
voted at that meeing to appoint a Committee to
assist the Editor with the Convention issue.
In January of this year a change was made
in the format of the magazine when, in order
to have sufficient space for a new departmentGROUPSA N D
ACTIVITIESOF S. L. A. CHAPTERS,
COMMITTEES-the spacing between the lines of
type on each page was reduced. This has netted per page eight additional lines where ten
point type is used and ten lines where eight
point type is used and thus eliminated the necessity of increasing the size of the magazine.
S o that the Editor would have news for this
new Department, she wrote in November t o
each Chapter President, Group and Committee
Chairman asking that they cooperate with her
by appointing a "News Scout" who would send
in material by the fifteenth of each month. Special emphasis was laid upon the news wanted;
that it should include unusual meetings and
projects, and that personal items would be noted
only if the individual made an outstanding contribution to the profession or to the community.
Changes of position for example would not be
mentioned unless it was an unusual one, as information of this type was generally noted in
Chapter Bulletins. Although nearly everyone
agreed that such a column would be most interesting and informative, very little material has
come to the Editor through "News Scouts".
Most of the copy has been gleaned from the
Chapter and Group Bulletins.
The Editor thought it would be rather interesting to the members to group the type of
articles appearing during the year, as well as
to analyze the comments received regarding various issues. Here are the results :
One comment which frequently comes to the
Editor is that too many articles appear on certain types of libraries and that nothing is written about others, as for example-Museum.
To
offset this criticism, the Editor wrote in March
to the Chairmen of the Advertising, Biological,
Sciences, Financial, Insurance, Museum and
Social Science Groups asking if they would
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be responsible for special issues of the magazine.
The response has been very gratifying and in
future issues articles dealing with many Group
interests will appear.
Since the libraries represented by readers of
the magazine cover many fields it has been
found that an issue which includes in it articles
of pertinent value to any library receives the
most favorable comment. The one for March
seems to be the prize winner for this year. It
is hoped to follow this issue with others of a
similar nature and the May-June issue will, I
believe, fall into the same category.
I n grouping the types of articles, it was found
that from September 1944-April
1945 there
have been 4 articles devoted exclusively to newspaper libraries, 4 to government libraries, 3 to
hospital libraries, 2 to technical and research
libraries, 2 to museum libraries, 2 to college
and university libraries, 1 to a municipal reference library, 1 to a theatre collection and 5 on
postwar planning. The other 14 articles, exclusive of those appearing in Convention issues,
have been of a more general nature.
In closing I wish to express my appreciation
of the helpful and cooperative assistance rendered me by Mrs. Stebbins and by the President, Walter Hausdorfer. My appreciation also
goes to Jean Macallister of Columbia University
and to Bettina Peterson of the Crowell-Collier
Publishing Company for the fine proof-reading
job they have done for each issue, as well as to
those who have sent me contributions and suggestions. I t is pleasing to note that so many
members are willing to contribute articles on
the results of their experiences for the benefit
of the entire Association. Nor would it be fitting to end this report without mentioning my
appreciation of the work performed on the
magazine by one of my own staff, Esther Brown,
who assists me with its mechanical preparation
and make-up.
ALMAC. MITCHILL
PAGE"I N Wilson
EDITOROF "SPECIALLIBRARIAN
Libvary Bulletin
Articles have appeared on our page in the
Wilson Library Bztlletitr during the past year
as follows :
"The Engineering Library of the Ford
Motor Co.," Rachel McDonald, LibrarianDecember 1944.
"The Library of the Mellon Institute of
Industrial Research," Edith Portman, Librarian-February 1945.
"The National Geographic Society's Library," Esther Ann Manion, LibrarianApril 1945.
Miss Margaret Wallace sent us an article
about her work as Hospital Librarian of the
Gary, Indiana, Public Library, showing what is
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being done by way of library service to hospitals
in one community. W e expected this to be published on our June Page, but since she already
had two feature articles about other special
libraries for this issue, Miss Loizeaux and I both
felt that special libraries would not suffer by
omission of the "Special Librarian Page" and
Miss Wallace's article will be used next Fall.
Paper restrictions made it impossible for Miss
Loizeaux to print all three articles.
Miss Manion's and Miss Wallace's articles
represent contributions from two new subject
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groups in S. L. A., the Geography and Map
Group and the Hospital and Nursing Librarians
Group.
A few weeks ago I received a letter from a
librarian in Virginia inquiring about training
facilities for hospital library work. Since Miss
Dorothy Robinson, Director of the Hospital
Library Bureau at the United Hospital Fund of
New York, is planning such a course for Columbia University summer session, I sent her the
letter which she kindly agreed to answer.
MARGARET
R. BONNELS

REPORTS OF CHAPTERS, GROUPS,
COMMITTEES AND SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVES
CHAPTERS

HE extra work, longer hours and other

T

difficulties that the past few years have
brought seems in some subtle way to
have developed a better understanding
and closer cooperation between the Chapters
and the National Association. The value of
the National Association to librarianship and a
clearer comprehension of its problems, its aims,
is evidenced by the Chapter reports. A substantial indication of this is the recent formation
of two new Chapters, the Puget Sound Chapter and the Western New York Chapter. These
were organized in the late spring so that they
have only had time to elect officers and make
tentative plans for the coming year.
All Chapters have continued their meetings
which in spite of transportation difficulties have
been well attended. Many of the meetings were
held in the libraries in the particular locality,
thus giving members an opportunity to learn
more about the collections of their next-door
neighbors. A large percentage of meetings was
round table discussions of current or postwar
library problems. This type of meeting 113s
proved quite popular. X number of the Chapters had a joint meeting with the state library
associations. Such meetings with local A. L. A.
units do a great deal toward promoting friendliness, cooperation and respect for the other
fellow's problems.
All Chapters took part in the national membership campaign, thereby increasing their own
membership as well as that of the National
Association.
Bulletins have been issued. Some of these
contained brief write-ups of a library or a short
article on some phase of library work. This

is a good trend as material of this type increases the value of a Chapter bulletin.
A number of the Chap.ters gave short training courses in library techniques or library
tools. These proved very popular both with
those new in the field and with those who
wanted to "brush up".
Some Chapters have prepared new directories; some are working on union lists of
periodicals. Other Chapter publications included an Editor's Book Shelf for the Industrial Editors' Association prepared by Illinois
and manuals or guides for the use of Chapter
officers, Committee and Group Chairmen prepared by New York.
W a r work has been continued, notably in
Baltimore which has continued the collecting
of books for British and American merchant
ships; Cleveland, which checked shelf cards for
classification and subject headings for the Crile
Hospital Library and established a library for
WAVES at their headquarters; Illinois, which
prepared scrapbooks for men overseas and
served a Sunday morning breakfast for 350
service men at the U. S. 0 . ; New York, which
filled a number of assignments for organizations
needing volunteer help; and Washington, which
maintains library services at the United Nations Service Center.
Montreal did its part for the U. N. R. R. A.
Conference by assembling books needed for the
temporary library and assisted in maintaining
the necessary service.
Philadelphia has become civic minded and
affiliated with various city organizations for improving the community.
Washington is the only Chapter which issues
membership cards.
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Although some Chapters mentioned difficulty
in getting people to serve as officers or on committees, the above shows that members a r e
available who will and do give generously of
their time and effort to carry on the work of
Special Libraries Association.
BETTYJOY COLE
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issued three general letters plus a set of minutes and a questionnaire which is presently
in the process of compilation. This report will
be available in the near future. An appraisal
of Bzilletins was carried in the Fall issue of the
Chapter To~cvtCrier. T w o Group editors have
consulted with Round Table members on matters of publication.
With changes due in this Group and a new
program in formulation the outlook for the corning season is one to look forward to with
interest.
F. RUNT&,Ckaimtaiz pro-fern
ANTHONY

CHAPTERLIAISONOFFICER
The chief duty of the Second Vice-President
is to act as liaison officer for the Chapters.
During the late summer a letter was sent to
all Chapter Presidents, describing the duties of
this office, offering its assistance, and asking
for information on any summer meetings o r
GROUPS
other Chapter activities, as well as plans for
the winter.
ADVERTISING
Throughout the year, this office has had
The New York Advertising Group's course
correspondence with various presidents, answered on "Advertising Sources" is probably the highinquiries and occasionally given advice on Chap- light of the year's work. Delphine Humphrey
ter matters.
was the moving spirit and found quick approval
One issue of the Chapter Tozcw Crier was and cooperation in organizing the course. Ten
published in February. This issue included librarians, in addition to Miss Humphrey, agreed
various items of special interest to Chapter to speak on assigned topics and to hold the
officers. William J. Haas and Anthony RuntC, meetings in their libraries. The class was limleaders of the successful Round Table on Chap- ited to eighteen students and over twenty apter Bulletins, held a t the Philadelphia Confer- plications had to be refused. A charge of $5.00
was set, and in practically every case the fee
ence last June, contributed a n article on "Chapwas paid by the student's employer.
ter Eulletins."
The talks were both stimulating and informaJEAN NORCROSS
tive and each teacher was asked to turn in a
copy of her talk, for reproductiotl in mimeograph form. Since the talks were mostly in(Informal Group)
Chapter Bulletim have appeared regularly formal, some of the reports consist mainly of
bibliographies. Copies of these mimeographed
and on time despite the well known difficulties
talks and lists will be given to each student and
of help and paper shortages.
teacher, and will be sold for a small fee to others
Several advances are noted in that all Bulleinterested.
National Headquarters has retins carried statements on Public Relations;
quested copies, as has the Columbia University
ODT ruling affecting the conference; Man Library School library.
Power Survey; and tributes to the memory of
One Group bulletin was issued this year, and
past president, Laura A. MToodward. Likeit is hoped that next year there may be several,
wise most Bulletins directed attention to the a t regular intervals. The work on Standards,
article in the February SPECIAL LIBRARIES by
Organization charts, and hlanual for the Group
John Moriarity, "Special Libraries, How Spe- seems to be at a standstill, since the cooperating
cial ?"
librarians have not found the time necessary to
A number of the Chapter Bullctiias this sea- carry on these projects.
son featured brief news of other Chapter proEVAE. TRACHSEL,Chairmatt
grams, indicating an effective exchange arrangement. I n some instances advertising has been
added and definite efforts to elicit wider memThe following projects were considered by
ber participation will continue to pay dividends. the Group : (1) Formulation of tentative standT h e high quality of typography has been sus- ards for libraries and librarians, (2) Preparatained a t a uniformly high level. These regution of library manuals, ( 3 ) Preparation of
lar features plus emphasis on local affairs have organization charts, (4) Public relations, ( 5 )
made the Bulletim individual and of importance
Dropping for the present of the tentative prot o the respective Chapters. T o a good degree ject to compile a list of unpublished bibliogthe Round Table members believe that it has raphies, indexes, literature surveys, etc., ( 6 )
aided in focusing attention which has permitted
Preparation for the B. S. issue of SPECIAL
these gains.
LIBRARIES, (7) Preparation of papers for conDuring the season the Round Table has vention-in-print issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES and
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(8) Indexing medical journals. I t has been
thought for some time that the B. S. Group
should go on record as suggesting to the publishers of medical journals that they assume the
indexing of abstracts, particularly foreign abstracts, which appear in their journals. T o
this end the Chairman wrote to publishers to
feel out their sentiments relative to assuming
as a postwar aim this extra burden.
The Group Bulletin, the Grouplighter, was
issued in March 1945 and sent to the entire
Group membership. Another issue is expected to
be sent out early this summer.
The Chairman sent letters to a selected list
of active Biological Sciences Group members
in which were given suggestions for group projects. The consensus of opinion seemed to be
that the suggestions were too ambitious and not
practical a t this time and that the pressure of
their work would make them hesitate to assume
additional responsibilities.
There are four B. S . Groups within Chapters. The Illinois Chapter Group undertook the
compilation of a subject heading list for small
medical libraries. This is not yet completed.
A SIaort List of Books on Library Techniques,
prepared by the Education Committee of this
Group, is on file a t Headquarters. Copies may
be secured from there. This Group did not approve of the name Hospital and Nursing Librarians Group as it felt the hospital librarian was
not defined and that the medical library was
excluded. I t also felt that rather than a new
Group, these librarians should form a Hospital
Librarians Section within the Biological
Sciences Group.
The Chairman suggests that past recommendations for handling Group archives in the
Groups be evolved. There have been recommendations for handling Group archives in the
past but no definite policy has been established.
There should be some provision for the election of officers when a convention cannot be
held and the matter of rotation of officers decided upon.
ELIZABETH
WEISSINGER,
Chairman
FINANCIAL
Four issues of the Financial Group Bullciin
were published during the year. The August
issue contained the minutes of the Group's meetings a t the S . L. A. Conference in Philadelphia,
June 19-21, 1944 ; the November, February and
May issues have contained bibliographies o n
postwar tax plans, bank letters and general reference tools, indexes to Congressional hearings
of interest to financial librarians, interesting
articles on methods and operations of member
libraries, and our record of new members and
job changes.
T h e Bulletin now has a paid circulation of

77. Through the courtesy of the T a x Foundation Inc. in mimeographing the Bulletin without
charge and because of the purchase of a paper
supply four years ago, the only expenses have
been for postage, for the printing of the masthead
and for a gift to the clerk who did our mimeographing for two years. The "profit" we make
on the Bulletin, therefore, will last only as long
as free processing and low-cost paper are available. Unless the 395 members of the Group
take a more active interest in the Bulletin-if
only to the extent of raising the number of subscriptions above 19 per cent of the membership figure-the question will persist whether the
effort and work that go into the Bulletin are
being validly spent or whether the game is not
worth the candle.
The Group is furnishing copy for a forthcoming issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES.The contributions highlight the fact that the membership
of the Financial Group is not confined to the
librarians of banks and investment houses, but
that the financial field also embraces Government agencies, corporations and universities.
Among our contributions is a very useful checklist of the annual review and statistical numbers of trade publications.
The Group began the year with two unfinished projects. The first of these, A Manual o f
Routine for Corporation Riles, has not yet been
completed. The second, Suggestions for the
Organization and Management of a Financial
Library, by Miss Roberta Herriott, Librarian
of the Chase National Bank, was submitted to
the Publications Governing Board in June. The
Board was so well pleased with it that the
Financial Group has been asked to revise it for
use as a basic manual for all special libraries.
The Group is now faced with the necessity of
furnishing a supplement to the basic manual
giving procedures and information sources of
specific value to financial libraries.
Miss Joan Holland, Librarian of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago, has undertaken work
on the problem of setting professional standards
applicable to the special needs of the Financial
Group.
A N N E P. MENDEL,Chairman
GEOGRAPHY
AND MAP
The Geography and Map Group has two
active local groups, Washington, D. C., and New
York, with a membership of 82 persons.
T h e Washington Group has completed its
fourth year. Mrs. Lewis, Map Librarian of
the U. S . Department of State and co-author
of the S. L. A.'s Manual for the Classification
and Cataloging of Maps and Atlases, is the
Group's Chairman, and Miss Kathleen Irish of
the U. S. Army Map Service Library is its
Secretary.
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T h e New York Group was organized on
March 7, 1945 and held its first regular meeting May 3, 1945 a t the American Geographical
Society, under the leadership of its chairman,
Dr. Walter W. Ristow, Chief of the Map Division
of the New York Public Library and Miss Ella
L. Yonge, Map Curator of the American Geographical Society, its Secretary.
Plans for increased activities, which the end
of the war makes possible, are being developed
in both Groups.
A Group Bulletin is in preparation and will
be issued shortly.
CLARAEGLILEGEAR,Chairmait
HOSPITAL
A N D NURSING
LIBRARIANS
The first year of the Hospital and Nursing
Librarians Group has been largely one of recruitment and publicity, and the results have
been most gratifying.
Notices of the Group's formation appeared
in 15 professional magazines, including medical,
nursing, library and hospital journals. T w o
News Letfers were issued; the first in September 1944, the second in January 1945. The
third Letter will be sent out in June 1945.
Since reading case records is a n important
phase in the work with patients, a project is
being developed with the cooperation of the
University of Minnesota Hospital Librarianship
Course. The Group has begun to work on the
projects sponsored by the various S. L. -4. committees. A bibliography for literature on hospital libraries has been started and a n outline
for a manual of procedures is being drafted.
Miss Helen Pruitt has been asked to serve as
Chairman of the Committee on Standards. A
questionnaire is being included in the third
News Letter. Brief statements as to experience,
training, type of work, special methods and
problems will be requested as a more intimate
knowledge of the capacities and interests of our
members is needed for greater efficiency.
The past year has proved that the formation
of the Hospital and Nursing Librarians Group
was a wise move by the Special Libraries Association since cooperation and unity among the
members of the hospital librarian's profession
had not previously existed. There had been little
uniformity in procedures and little agreement on
standards. Response of the hospital librarians to
the Group and interest in the future of the profession can be seen not only by the large membership, which the Group already has, but also by
the correspondence which we receive. That such
a national group has long been needed can
further be noted by correspondence from interested persons in hospitals and colleges, asking
for help in planning library rooms, setting up
courses and organizing a library in a hospital.
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O u r aim and hope for the year 1945-46 is to
be able to further and promote the interest of
the hospital librarian to its fullest extent by
successful completion of projects now started.
RUTH hl. TEWS.Chairman

The only actual work of the Insurance Group
has been on the lnsurame Book Reviczvs. An
issue was published for July 1944. Difficulties
in mimeographing caused delay on the October
issue. A n annual issue dated July 1945 will
replace the 1944-1945 issues not published.
Copies will be mailed within the next several
weeks.
PATKLEIMAN,Chuirman

The Museum Group has undertaken one new
project this year, namely, the evaluation of
standards and qualifications for librarianship
within the Group. This work is being carried
on in cooperation with Miss Ruth Leonard and
her national committee on standards.
The project of gathering material for the
files of the Technical Advisor is still being
carried on.
I n accordance with the plan of Miss Alma C.
Mitchill, editor of SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
to devote
several issues of the periodical to articles dealing with the subject field of a particular group,
five articles dealing with Museum Group interests have been solicited and will soon appear
in tlie form of the first Museum Group issue
of SPECIAL LIBRARIES.
The New York Chapter's Museum Group
held three meetings during the year. The first
was a t the American Geographical Society. The
second meeting was held at the New York Public
Library Picture Room and A r t Reference Room,
while the American Institute for Iranian A r t
and Archaeology was host for the final meeting of the yearThe Washington, D. C. Chapter's Museum
Group held a n organization meeting in October.
I n April this Group held a joint meeting with
the Geography and Map Group a t the National
Museum.
MARYW. CHAMBERLIN,
Chairman
PUBLICBUSINESSLIBRARIANS
The Public Business Librarians Group a t the
1944 S. L. A. Conference took a step that has
had important national results. The Group
passed a resolution recommending to the Committee for Economic Development the appointment by that organization of a Committee for
Library Service, the function of the Committee
to be to find ways in which to cooperate with
libraries and other educational institutions in
the promotion of better economic understanding
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through emphasized collections and activities
toward this end. The Group also passed a
resolution to offer its services as a cooperating
agency for business information service to business groups in general. Other associations such
as the National Chamber of Commerce expressed appreciation of this offer. The Committee for Economic Development expressed
appreciation and took action by appointing a
Library Service Committee. A s a further result of the action initiated by the Public Business Librarians Group a t the Philadelphia
S. L. A. Conference the American Library
Association passed a resolution to appoint a
committee to develop cooperation with business
groups.
Through this Philadelphia resolution a program was set under way by which interests in
effective use of business information could be
channeled for cooperation and action. Through
a SPECIAL LIBRARIES article on the developments
the program was presented to all S. L. A.
members. The Public Business Librarians
Group has served as a contact point in further
activities.
MARIANC. MANLEY,Chairnian

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
The past year has been a very active one
for this Group with several definite accomplishments. No new projects were undertaken, but
several are being considered for the day when
it will be possible to devote more time and energy to professional activities.
Major emphasis has been placed on finishing the active projects and discarding the inactive ones before any new work was started.
Preliminary plans for papers to be prepared
for the "convention in print" issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES were made a t the March 24 Executive Board and Advisory Council meeting.
The Chemistry Section projects are completed. T h e Patent indcx to Chemical Abstracts
1907-1936 was published in December. The List
of szibject headings for chemistry lrbraries is a t
the printer's now.
The Engineering-Aeronautics Section has
two sections-Materials
and processes--of the

Subject headilzg list for aeronautical libraries
nearly ready for a preliminary mimeographed
edition. Work on the holdings list of RTP-3
Translations is progressing slowly.
T h e S - T Marmal is being rewritten by Ross
Cibella and Lucille Jackson, with the cooperation of the Pittsburgh S - T Group.
The Russian periodicals holdings list is making excellent progress this year and it is expected that it will be ready for submission to
the Publications Governing Committee by the
end of 1945.
T h e Public Relations Committee work is
now being coordinated with that of the national

Committee. Else Schulze gave a talk and interviewed students a t a symposium a t the University of Cincinnati. Irene Strieby prepared a
paper for a recent issue of Library Journal on
training for technical library work. Allen G.
Ring and Betty Arper have prepared papers
for School Science and Mathematics. One
paper is in preparation for Chemical Industries. Thelma Reinberg is preparing the subject and author index for the A. S. M. Review
of Metal Literature 1944. The American Society for Metals, which is one of the sponsors of
the Metal Congress, have been contacted in regard to a possible symposium on libraries, similar to the one a t the American Chemical Society meeting, Spring 1944. Reprints of six
papers presented a t that meeting have been
distributed to library schools and departments
of chemistry in A. C. S. accredited colleges, as
well as being sent in answer to many requests.
Pictures of the Lilly Research Laboratories
Library are used in a new information booklet
issued by the University of North Carolina
Library School.
The Professional Standards Committee has
reviewed the work previously done by S. L. A.
in this field and has a definite program outlined
which will be presented to our group shortly.
There have been several indications of interest
by S-T members and by library suppliers in
the idea of sponsoring a design competition for
ideal special libraries. I t now looks as if it
might be possible to have a sponsored competition with several manufacturers working with
S. L. A. on the program.
All local groups have been working on national projects; many have also assisted in the
indexing and classifying of patent abstracts for
the Office of the Alien Property Custodian.

ELMAT. EVANS,
Chairmum

SOCIAL
SCIENCE
Two numbers of the Social Science Bulletin
have been issued during the current year and
a third is in preparation. I n addition to the
usual news of Group members and of Group
activities, the second number contained a twopage article entitled, "Proposals for World
Organization," which was contributed by Miss
Helen L. Scanlon, Librarian of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace.
Miss
Edith K. McMahon has edited the Bulletin during the year, and the mimeographing has been
done through the courtesy of the American
Federation of Labor.
The March issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES included an article, "The Company Library: A
Personnel Approach," which was written by
Mrs. Asa S. Parsons, formerly Librarian of
the Phoenix Mutual Insurance Company, a t the
suggestion of the Group Chairman.
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The Social Science Group has cooperated
with other groups in the collection of library
organization charts and bibliographical references to special libraries. Efforts to find a
qualified person to work with the Training and
Professional Activities Committee in studying
the problem of professional standards as it affects our Group have so far been fruitless.
The Social Science Group is not at present
sponsoring any projects although several interesting suggestions have been made recently. The
Source List of Selected Labor Statistics, which
appeared in a preliminary edition last year, will
soon be out of print and the advisability of revision is under consideration.
At the request of President Hausdorfer, and because no machinery exists for conducting group
elections by mail, all present Group officers have
consented to serve another year.
HAZEL
C. BENJAMIN,Chairman
The Transportation Group, which was organized in 1943, has grown from an original membership of 32 to 129.
During the year the Group participated in
the organization charts project, contributing
three charts for the use of the Public Relations Committee. Several attempts were made
to secure chairmen to carry on the professional
standards and manual projects, but these attempts have been unsuccessful so far. The
Source List of Tmnsportation Statistics still
remains to be completed.
A 22-page Book List was issued in April by
a Committee headed by Mr. A. A. Paradis of
the American Airlines, Inc., and a Bulletin was
issued in June. I n this Bulletin the status of all
projects was outlined and the need for workers
stressed. Members were asked t o check on a
questionnaire which accompanied the Bulletin,
what projects they would be willing to work on.
A list of members also accompanied the Bullctilz.
A local group was organized in New York
during the year, the first meeting being held in
November 1944.
The Pacific Coast Group has undertaken a
survey of transportation sources and needs in
the Los Angeles area, and hopes to conduct
similar surveys in the San Francisco Bay region and in the Northwest, thus completing the
picture for the entire West Coast. The ultimate hope of the Group is to set up a clearing
house of information, a directory of sources of
transportation information, or a depository of
some kind, so that business men in the West
can get transportation information quickly
without having to write to Washington or New
York to secure it.
EDITHC. STONE,Chairman
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UNIVERSITY
AND COLLEGE
Two bulletins were issued by the University
and College Group during the year. The first,
in December 1944 carried an article by Phillips
Temple, Librarian of Georgetown University,
on "The College Student and the Library: a
Strategic Approach." This article was later reprinted in the Catholic Library World, April
1945. Since the printing of the article we have
received a number of requests for the publication from people who are not even members of
S. L. A., thus securing some publicity for the
Group as well as for our Association.
The second bulletin dated May 1945 included
an annotated bibliography on "College and University Education for Veterans; a Selected List
of Pamphlets and Periodical Articles" by Eleanor Bross Allen, Reference Librarian of Lippincott Library, University of Pennsylvania.
Each bulletin mentioned the fact that the majority of S. L. A. members had not filled out the
Manpower Survey.
Mr. Carl Hintz, Director of the Library of
the University of Maryland, delivered a n address at a U. & C. meeting in Washington. His
paper on "Recruiting and Training of Library
Personnel" will be published in the "Conference
in Print" issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES as the
U. & C. Group contribution.
There were three committee appointments
made the past year. Miss Elsie M. Kresge,
Serials Librarian at Pennsylvania State College, was appointed Chairman for the Group of
the S. L. A. Organization Chart project. She
presented a chart of her library which is typical
of the average university library whose departmental libraries are under the supervision of
the head librarian. In addition some references
to literature describing the organization and
function of a library of this type were submitted.
Sister M. Grace Melanie, Librarian of Seton
Hill College, was appointed Chairman of the
committee on raising professional standards
within the group.
The local Groups situated in Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh and Washington have been quite
active throughout the year. The Pittsburgh
Group started an attractive bulletin for its members and it has proved very successful. Washington was fortunate in having Mrs. Stebbins
speak to them at one of their meetings.
Recently interest has been shown on the part
of some of the New York Chapter members in
forming a local U. & C. Group.
Due to the change in group affiliation the
U. & C. Group lost 442 members during the
year, or a loss of 46 per cent, and gained 148
new members, making a total loss of 26 per
cent. The approximate total membership is 700
as of May 1, 1945.
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lection of classifications, old and new, for research workers. Some of these schemes were
out of date, some were of little value to the loan
collection and some had been superceded by later
editions. Two hundred and eighty-one schemes
and lists were recataloged; 63 new ones were
Two Bulletins were issued to the Group added by gift or purchase; 351 were on file a t
Chairmen during the year, one in January and Headquarters when this count was made.
A dictionary catalog and shelf list have been
the second in May.
A t the request of President Hausdorfer, the made. Although all catalog rules were not folcollection of library organization charts and lowed strictly, essential information is contained
bibliographies of library literature was under- on the cards. Where neither date nor place of
taken. Sample charts and bibliographies were publication had been given no attempt was made
sent to each Group Chairman with the sug- to supply this information. In many cases the
gestion that she appoint a committee or indi- date of receipt gives some indication of the
vidual within the group to collect similar ma- date of compilation.
A mimeographed list was authorized by the
terial for the group. The results to date have
been fair, with five Groups submitting the de- Publications Governing Committee. This is by
sired material, which has been turned over to Mr. subjects only and makes 38 pages. In 1938 a list
Hausdorfer for the use of the recently-organized was published in the January issue of SPECIAL
Public Relations Committee.
LIBRARIES giving the number of schemes under
subject headings. One hundred nineteen headings were listed. I n the new list 33 of these
I t has been suggested by one of the Group were not used and 85 were added, making 171
Chairmen, that recommendations be made for subjects covered.
When the Committee was revived in the
the handling of Group archives; also for bylaws that would enable Groups to hold elec- Fall of 1943 it was suggested that representations or appoint chairmen when no convention tives for various Groups make up the Commitis held. Since these suggestions were just re- tee to aid in adding new schemes. Some of the
ceived, nothing has been done about them. I Groups assigned members but not very much
would suggest that at the next convention a was done in this connection since it seemed
meeting of outgoing and incoming Chairmen be better at that time first to get the collection into
held, a t which the above-mentioned subjects be good shape. Now that that has been done a
discussed, as well as any other questions that committee of representatives would be of great
the Group Chairmen may have to bring up for assistance although the present Chairman thinks
discussion. Thus, the incoming Chairmen would that every member of the Association should be
have the benefit of advice from the outgoing on the lookout for new classifications or old
Chairmen, and the Group Liaison Officer would ones that are not in the collection. With the
be in a better position to know how she can be mimeographed list in hand it is possible to see
what the collection lacks and what new subof assistance to the Groups.
I would also recommend a thorough dicus- jects should be represented. The National Secsion of the subject of Group Bulletins. Some retary, from the requests that cannot be filled,
Groups do not issue any, and those that have can suggest subjects that need to be covered.
One suggestion made was that the Classificabeen issued vary considerably in size, format
etc. Perhaps a round-table similar to that held tion Committee should offer to cooperate in the
last year by the Chapter Bulletin editors would revision of the Dewey Decimal Classification
prove beneficial to all Chairmen.
with special regard to sections that are of inEDITHC. STONE terest to Special Libraries Association members.
The Chairman met with Mrs. Esther Potter,
Director of the Dewey Decimal Classification,
COMMITTEES
and discussed the possibility of such cooperaCLASSIFICATION
tion. Mrs. Potter was very much pleased with
The Classification Committee Chairman can the idea. There are two committees of the
at last report with pleasure that the Loan Col- A. L. A. working with her but there would be
lection of Classification Schemes and Subject no duplication if our Classification Committee
Headings Lists at Headquarters has been classi- makes a third. Several possible methods of profied and recataloged. There were 358 schemes cedure were discussed but definite plans were
(including subject headings lists) in the file left for the next Chairman.
From the number of requests that are being
when the work was started. Of these 70 were
discarded and many of them sent to the Library received for permission to borrow the classifiof the School of Library Service at Columbia cations, there is no question about their being
University, since that library is making a col- needed and appreciated. Thanks are especially
No Group project has been attempted this
past year, as was the case during the preceding
war years.
SARAM. PRICE,
Chairntan
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due to Miss Louise Keller, who represented the
Philadelphia Chapter on the Committee, for her
suggestions and help in many ways.
ISABEL
L. TOWNER,Chairman
The International Relations Committee after
an initial period of watching and waiting, is now
preparing to go forward. The close of hostilities has opened up opportunities for relations
with our colleagues in other lands, and the Committee is planning how best it can make use of
the opportunities offered to the mutual advantage
of our own Association and special libraries
elsewhere.
The outstanding interest during the year has
been the progress of the campaign in favor of
devastated libraries.
Miss Cavanaugh has
represented the Association in the Executive
Committee of the Council of National Library
Associations charged with organizing the campaign. Since the work of this Committee is of
such great importance, it will be the subject of
a special report by Miss Cavanaugh. I shall
do no more here than express my very warm
thanks to her for the devoted interest and effort
she has given to the project and congratulations on all the Committee has accomplished so
far.
Your Chairman has continued to represent
the Association on the A. L. A. Committee on
Aid to Libraries in W a r Areas. This Committee is administering a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation for the purchase of periodicals
for devastated libraries, supplemented by a campaign for gifts for the same purpose, and a
further grant of $100,000 for the purchase of
certain selected titles from among the best books
published in this country during the past six
years. The books have been selected and purchases are in progress. A tentative distribution
plan has been drawn up, and some shipments have
already been made. Some shipments of periodicals have also been made, and the sorting of
gifts received is under way. In relation to the
whole question of collecting material for libraries in war areas, there is an understanding
that this Committee will look after periodicals
and the campaign organized by the American
Book Center set up by the Conference in Aid
of Devastated Libraries will confine its attention to books. Gifts received by one which fall
within the sphere of operations of the other
will be turned over to it.
A branch of our work which might profitably
be developed is in connection with international
conferences. I t is something which calls for the
alertness and co-operation of all our members
and gives us an opportunity to make the value
of our services much better known than it is. A t
the first meeting of the Council of U N R R A a t
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Atlantic City, a library especially for the use
of delegates to the conference was organized
for the Department of State by Miss Helen
Scanlon, Librarian of the Carnegie Endowment
in Washington. At the second meeting in Montreal last September, the librarian of UNRRA,
Miss Lucile Donovan, came to Montreal to
organize a special library service for the Conference. Most of the books she needed were
borrowed in Montreal, some from McGill University Library others from various special libraries throughout the city. The work of rounding
up the books required and of providing supplementary volunteer staff, most of it recruited
from members of the Chapter was centralized
in the hands of the secretary of the Montreal
Chapter. A t San Francisco, the library service
has been organized by the Library of Congress.
Most of the books required have been borrowed
locally. The president of the San Francisco
Chapter offered the services of the Chapter,
and I am sure it has been able to contribute
something to the documentation of the conference. In the coming months, there will probably be many international conferences held in
this country. These conferences do not have the
local contacts that a single national association
would have. They meet to discuss and try to
solve problems of vital interest to the whole
postwar world. Sometimes these conferences
are of a general nature, and the library service
required is best supplied by public or university
libraries. Many, however, will be dealing with
special questions-financial, economics, aviation,
hygiene, textiles, food supply and so on. In
such cases the resources and expert knowledge
of special libraries may well be of great value.
Though special libraries are seldom open to the
public in general, yet in cases like this they
should be ready and willing to offer their services to the community. I would suggest, therefore, that in every case where an international
conference is to be held the local Chapter should
at once offer its services to the body organizing the conference, not only in the matter of
material, but even more in the expert knowledge
of specialists in the subject under discussion.
The Committee is formulating plans for further expansion of its services. Our foreign
membership is growing, and inquiries are being
received as to our methods and techniques. T o
meet these demands and anticipate them the
Committee is considering the publication of special news bulletins for foreign members, and
later on perhaps exchange of librarians in special fields. Courses might be arranged in foreign library schools to be given by some of our
own members sent abroad for the purpose. I n
carrying out plans of this nature, our Manpower
Survey should prove of the utmost value. Let
us hope that members who are interested in
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such missions and have the necessary lcnowledge
of some foreign language will have sent in their
questionnaires when the time comes.
S,
JANETF. S A U N D ~ RChairman
W e hoped for better than a ten per cent increase over our report for last year, in fact we
hoped to be able to report a national membership of 4,000 a t this time. W e beg your indulgexce however for our failure to meet the 4,000
mark. W e have gone over the ten per cent and
we hope that the end of June will see 4,000
names on our national roster.
Since May 31, 1944, Special Libraries Association has been increased by 12 sustaining, 23
institutional, 314 active, 61 associate and 15 student memberships, making a total of 349 new
members to May 20, 1945, and giving the Association a total membership of 3,916.
As one can see the national Membership
Committee has been a t work. Fifty committcemen, two representing each Chapter, and the
others a t large, have worked faithfully all year,
cooperating with Chapter programs, hospitality
and publicity committees. The cooperation of
the entire Committee is herewith acknowledged,
but special aclcnowledgment is due the Washington, D. C., New York, Southern California
and Minnesota Chairmen, who filed detailed reports and who showed by their own interest,
the value of membership in S. L. A.
January was designated as national membership month this year in the hope that many
prospective members would thereby have the
fullest advantage from their affiliation with us.
There were no awards offered as it was felt the
new member brought to us enough in special
knowledge and information to make the entire
effort reciprocal.
The national Committee prepared and submitted a budget a t the request of the Executive Board and we are glad to report that the
Committee expense is well within the limitations
of the budget a t this time. One general mailing of instructions was sent out through the
kindness of Mrs. Stebbins and other mail has
been handled personally.
T h e Membership Committee this year had a
new function, that of Chapter extension, passed
on to the Committee on the recommendation of
the Comnlittee of Three. W e were fortunate
in having Mrs. Irene Strieby accept a n appointment as vice-chairman of the Membership
Committee to handle Chapter extension. That
her job performance has been outstanding, is
testified by the announcement of two new Chapters in S. L. A. the Puget Sound Chapter and
the Western New York Chapter. Miss Josephine Hollingsworth represented the Association
a t the formal meeting of the Puget Sound
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Chapter in Seattle, and Miss Elcanor Cavanaugh represented the Association a t the formal installation of the Western New York
Chapter in Rochester.
Miss Marie Gould of the Department of
Agriculture, Portland, Oregon, has been appointed membership representative for the
Puget Sound Chapter; Miss Helen Rowley will
serve the Western New York Chapter. Miss
Elma Evans and Miss Mabel Gleason continue
as members-at-large. Miss Caroline Dunn, Indiana Historical Society, accepted the appointment for Indiana.
T o Miss Winnifred Jones goes the credit for
the Puget Sound Chapter and to Miss Evans
and Miss Gleason, our compliments for the
Western New York Chapter.
W e repeat our request for further consideration of the prorated dues as our experience indicates such a n arrangement to be less than
efficient for the Association and for the initial
member.
The membership of Special Libraries Association has increased over one-third in the past
three years. W e know that our ranks are not
filled; there is a welcome waiting for many
more members. But the very nature of our
work places the burden of uncovering our prospective members on the entire membership.
Every member is a member of the Committee.
LVith the cooperation of the membership in
addition to the continued assistance given so
graciously by our national officers, the editor
and our national Secreof SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
tary, we should see applications for membership increase as opportunities for our special
services will increase.
Any member who wishes to meet all of the
members and prospective members should ask
for an assignment to the Membership Commitlee! I can pledge that he will increase his
knowledge of the Association and his profession
as well as the sources of knowledge in direct
proportion to the effort he puts forth.
If you are depressed because cooperation and
courtesy seem to have departed "for the duration", like meat from the market, lift your spirit
by working with this Committee and finding a t
first hand what wonderful cooperation you will
receive from Headquarters. Indeed, that office
is the Emily Post of all association headquarters. Add to that happy situation, the exhilarating experience of exchanging ideas with our
23 Chapters and you will have a formula guaranteed to keep you alive, alert, keen and special.
It has been a worthwhile experience to have
served as Chairman of the national Membership Committee and I thank the members and
officers for the responsibility.
JANE BREWER,Chairman
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MICROFILMING
AND DOCU~IENTATION
The Committee on Microfilming and Documentation, with one exception, was made up
of local members of S. I,. A. I n fact, the
Committee consisted of the same personnel as
for 1943-1944. The local character of the Committee was felt to be justified on the grounds
that such a committee could meet frequently
and accomplish a great deal more than a committee scattered over the United States. T h e
1943-1944 Committee had worked together very
well and consisted of the individuals in charge
of the most important institutional microfilm
sources in New York City. I t might be of interest to note that the 1944-1945 Committee included three former chairmen of the Committee.
T h e Committee met throughout the year a t
the New York Academy of Medicine and a t
the New York Public Library. Various problems in connection with microfilm and photostat
work were discussed a t these meetings. However, most of the work of the Committee was
connected with the proposed revision of the
Directory of Microfilm Sources.
The scope of the new Directory was outlined
to the Publications Governing Committee in a
report submitted in May 1944 by the 1943-1944
Committee. Further discussion was carried on
in Committee meetings in the Fall of 1944. I n
November 1944 the Publications Governing
Committee asked the Committee to begin work
on the Directory.
The questionnaire to be used was completed
and approved in January. Then the work of
compiling an efficient mailing list began. This
proved an arduous task which was somewhat
long in completion since the Committee members were overburdened with other work and
difficulty was experienced in getting clerical
help. I n compiling this list, the mailing list
used for the original directory was checked
against the A. L. A. Handbook, Special Library
Resoztrcrs, Directory of Microfilm Sources,
Union List of Serials, Historical Societies i n
the U . S . and Canada, and American Library
Directory.
By the end of May some 900 questionnaires
were in the mail and the first part of the work
on the Directory was finished.
I n addition to the above, the Chairman contacted the newly formed National Microfilm
Association in order to try to procure a list of
commercial microfilm concerns for the Directory. A number of inquiries concerning microfilming were answered during the year.
Chairnran
JURGENG. RAYMOND,

I n the two months since the March 24 meeting of the S. I,. A. Executive Board and Advisory Council when Mr. Hausdorfer reported
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on the activities of the Public Relations Committee, the work has been developing according to the program outlined.
The Council in Chicago will have drafts of
the projected publicity pieces ready for the
June 9th meetings of the Executive Board and
Advisory Council. Clippings on Special Libraries which have been sent by National and
Chapter officers will make a n enlightening
scrapbook and a useful basis for promotion
letters.
Notification of articles on special libraries appearing in current publications are of practical
interest and specially so if reprints o r copies
are available. Notice of new libraries formed
and of new institutional members of S. L. A.
are welcomed by the Chairman in spite of a
rather abysmal silence by way of acknowledgment.
T o sum up, the Chairman deeply appreciates
the cooperation given her and hopes to show
good results. She is planning to spend time
on S. L. A. during the summer in order to
capitalize on the ground work already done, so
that S. I,. A. will gain through increased membership and so that business and other specialized institutions may gain by streamlining their
information sources into a special library in
their own organization.
ELOISE
REQUA, Chairlnan
Publications
There have been six projects under way during this past year-the Manual on Classification and Cataloguing of Maps, T h e List of
Classifications a t S. I,. A. Headquarters, the
List of Subject Headings for Chemistry Libraries, the Directory of Microfilm Sources, the
Russian Scientific Periodicals List, and a series
of Manuals on the organization and operation
of special libraries.
Three of these are near completion o r have
been completed. The Map Manual is in press
and should be ready for distribution in July.
Although it has been impossible to set a sales
price a t this date, the manual will probably sell
a t about $9.00 with a 50 per cent discount t o
Institutional members.
T h e List of Classificatiom on file a t Headquarters has been mimeographed. The cost for
100 copies was $103.00. This list is being sold
for $1.25 per copy.
T h e List of Subject Headitzgs is a t Edwards
Bros. for photolithoprinting. The cost will run
$260-$300 for 1,000 copies. This should be
ready for distribution not later than August 1.
The other publications are being worked on
but have not reached the point for submission
to the Publications Governing Committee with
the exception of the general Manual. The Committee feels that while the material contained
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in it is very good, it should be expanded and
made more general in its application. T o date,
no one has consented to undertake this work.
I t is hoped that the Microfilm Directory and
the Russian Periodical List will be submitted
for approval not later than the coming winter.
Two manuals are in course of preparation
now. While the Committee does not know just
how long it will be before these are complcted,
it does not expect that S. L. A. will be able to
issue a manual on libraries before another year.
BETTY JOY COLE,Choirman

STUDENT
LOANFUND
The balance in the Student Loan Fund as of
May 9, 1945 is $1,182.50. There are outstanding loans, for
(1) Lee Ashe, Jr. $238 plus interest at 3
per cent, an account overdue since
August 1942; two payments of $25 each
having been collected since the interim
report in March 1945.
(2) Mrs. Dorothy Orde, original loan, $275,
not yet due, has already begun payments
of $10 each on this.
(3) Mildred Kumer has only her final payment of $12.50 plus interest to make before June 1945.
Mrs. Dorothy Orde's application was the
only one received during the year.
The first plan recommended by the Committee in March 1945 to promote the use of the
Student Loan Fund is under way.
As my term of office now expires, the membership of the Committee will now consist of
Mrs. Lucile Keck, Librarian, Joint Reference
Library, Chicago, Illinois, and Marion L. Hatch,
Librarian, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, with one vacancy for a three year
term.
FRANCESH . KELLY,
Chairman
TECHNICAL
BOOKREVIEW
INDEX
The Technical Book Review Index is publishing its eleventh volume in 1945. The demand for it from libraries of the Armed Forces
still continues. The number of subscribers increased to the record total of 1,115 as compared
with the previous highest figure of 975 of a
year ago. In consequence of this demand and
of requests for back issues 1,300 copies are now
being printed each month.
With the termination of the war we expect
to lose many of our present subscribers, but we
are reasonably certain to gain new ones from
foreign countries.
The Committee wishes to express its thanks
to Mrs. Kathleen B. Stebbins, Secretary of the
Association, for her constant help in adrninistrative procedures connected with our publication.
JOLANM. FERTIG,Chairman
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TRAINING
AND PBO~SSIONAL
ACTMTIBS
This Committee has continued and intensified
its recruiting efforts of last year and, in addition, sponsored the establishing of professional
standards within the various groups of S. L. A.
and attempted to discover what courses are being offered in Library Schools in preparation
for special library positions.
The Committee secured the services of Mrs.
Margaret H. Charles again this year t o write
a leaflet for distribution among personnel officers and students in colleges. Mrs. Charles
also wrote another "recruiter" leaflet giving
"profiles" or candid camera shots of four different types of spccial library careers: in aeronautical, radio, chemistry and investment libraries and entitled This Might be You. I t was
sent to some 1,000 college personnel officers of
whom 160 were new names on our mailing list.
A form letter accompanied the leaflet. Although
the number replying was not as large as last
year, the number of copies given away in response to individual requests from many sources
is greater. Additional colleges, from whom we
did not hear last year, have shown an interest
in special librarianship as a career and have requested our pamphlets.
The demand for Something Special, our 1944
recruiter, and Special Librarianship as a
Career, written and revised by Ruth Savord
for the Institute of Women's Professional Relations, 1945, continues. The following tabulation of the number of copies printed and distributed for each pamphlet may be of interest :
Sometlzi~zgSpecial
Number of copies reprinted .................... 2,950
Number of copies distributed ..................2,500
Special Librarianship as a Career
Number of copies purchased .................. 1,200
Number of copies distributed .................. 1,065
This Might be Y o u
Number of copies printed ........................ 6,000
Number of copies distributed .................. 4,500
Talks by special librarians to library school
students cannot be enumerated. However, it is
known that the majority of library schools have
an outside lecturer for a t least one talk on special library work. Mr. Hausdorfer spoke to the
library school students of Columbia University,
College of St. Catherine and Western Reserve
University; and Mrs. Stebbins, to the students
in the special libraries course at Columbia University, winter and spring sessions, and to the
library school students at Catholic University
and Syracuse University. Others who gave
talks include Miss Abbie G. Glover, Librarian,
Insurance Library Association of Boston, at
Simmons ; Miss Rebecca B. Rankin, Librarian,
New York Municipal Reference Library a t
Pratt Institute; and Miss Marion I,. Hatch, Librarian, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Ten members of S. L. A. responded favorably
to the suggestion that they be representatives
for this Committee in their vicinities and be
"on call" to give talks a t college vocational conferences or to talk with small groups and individual students. Personal letters were written
to some 35 colleges to suggest that a n S. L. A.
representative was available for a visit or a
talk on special library work. Considerable
correspondence ensued with a definite personal
interest shown in our program. S o far six
talks have been given: two by Miss Eleanor S.
Cavanaugh, a t Brooklyn and Hunter Colleges ;
one by Miss Gertrude G. Harris, a t Swarthmore College; one by Miss Ruth S. Leonard, at
Rhode Island State College; one by Miss Rose
Vormelker, a t Wooster College; and one by
Miss Helen Yoder, a t Bucknell University.
Others have been planned for next fall. Many
special librarians have contributed their services
to the recruiting effort in various ways and it is
to be regretted that their work cannot be separately noted.
I n addition to college students, this Committee has attempted to reach the Veterans.
Plans are under way for having some of our
recruiting literature placed in Army Separation
centers.

concerning the extent to which attention is given
to preparation for special library positions in
the respective library schools. Thirty-two of the
34 library schools have responded and it is
hoped that a report of the information included
in the replies can be made ready for inclusion
in an early issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES.
This Committee conceives as one of its
functions that of acting as a clearing house for
information on problems relating to training for
the special library field. A t the same time this
Committee believes that it should encourage the
development of courses to meet the demands of
the times. Both objectives have resulted in
considerable correspondence and planning with
both special librarians and library school directors.
The Chairman wishes to express her grateful
appreciation to the members of her committee,
Miss Anita Christoffersen, Miss Ethel M. Fair
and Miss Delphine V. Humphrey, for their excellent cooperation; and to Mr. Hausdorfer and
Mrs. Stebbins for their valuable aid.
RUTH S. LEONARD,
Chairman

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

A. S. A. Committee 2-39, originally formed
to work on standardization in the field of library work and documentation, again held no
meeting during the year 1944-1945 and no subcommittee activity has been reported.
Your Special Representative still thinks, as
she recommended last year, that some discussion
of library standardization problems of special
interest to S. L. A., and some preliminary
planning for future activity, could be done even
under wartime conditions.
RUTITMcG. LANE,
S. L. A. Special Representative

Another function of this Committee is that of
fostering professional standards for special
libraries and special librarians. This is the
function which was formerly carried on by the
Professional Standards Committee.
Acting
upon the advice of Mr. Hausdorfer, the Committee decided that the most effective means
by which professional standards can be set up
is through Group action. Consequently, a twopage letter and an outline of Suggestions for
Procedure in Setting Up Professional Standards
was sent November 29 to various Group Chairmen. S i x Group Chairmen have appointed a chairman for this project each one of whom is presumably actively engaged in working out standards for her Group. Although no tangible results
can be reported upon this year, it is gratifying to
report the interest of many special librarians in
the project and the fact that some of the Groups
have made some definite progress toward evaluating their standards.
TRAINING

PROBLEMS

The Chairman, in cooperation with Miss
Fair, prepared a Szwzwary of the Discussion on
Prrparatioiz for Special Librarianship held a t
Philadelphia, Sunday evening, June 18, 1944,
which was sent to the 34 accredited library
schools. A t the same time a letter with a brief
questionnaire was sent asking for information

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES

During the year, the Joint Committee has collected copies of communications from book
dealers in France, Italy and liberated areas of
Europe, as well as from branches of American
firms in these areas. Abstracts of these communications have been issued as Statement No.
13, and are on file a t the S. L. A. office.
The tone of all these communications is optimistic. Not as much interruption of publishing schedules or destruction of stocks of periodicals occurred as was expected, so that 1942
and 1943 journals with invoices are in process
of being mailed to the U. S. from Stechert's
Paris office. Shipping conditions to and from
France, however, may still cause some delays
in receipt of these.
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I n Germany, nearly all scientific journals are
being issued, but a t less frequent intervals, and
with some amalgamation of journals.
I n Italy, the Libraria gia Nardecchia has
been appointed by the Allied Military Government with responsibility safely to guard and
store material which has been collected during
the war for American subscribers, to whom
proforma invoices had been sent. Most of the
other Italian dealers have also managed to preserve material on subscription to the U. S., although much antiquarian material was destroyed.
The Joint Committee would be pleased to
receive copies of any communications from book
dealers abroad.
Edwards Bros. of Ann Arbor, under the
auspices of the Alien Property Custodian, are
continuing the program of republication of German texts at prices more reasonable than those
of the original publications.
During the coming year it is expected that
1943 and 1944 foreign journal subscription shipments will be completed, but as Europe is suffering from an acute paper shortage and inflation in book material prices it is doubtful
whether many current journals will arrive here
on time.
LUCY0. LEWTON,
S. L. A. Representative

The Microcard Committee was fortunate in
having Dr. Vernon D. Tate of National Archives meet with it, as his technical advice was
very helpful. Mr. Fremont Rider was elected
Chairman and Miss Mary A. Bennett, Secretary.
The meeting on January 23, 24 and 25 was
called to consider whether and how it might be
possible to put into effect the ideas put forward
by Mr. Rider in his The Scholar and the Future
of the Research Library, and had as a basis for
its deliberations a volume of agenda containing
suggested rules for all phases of microcarding.
Some of these rules were discussed, amended o r
approved, with much time devoted to the discussion of principles from which no conclusions
were reached but which was valuable as a background against which to view the rules. Needless to say, all of those present were sympathetic toward the microcard idea. Everyone
had some knowledge and experience in one o r
more of the fields involved in the plan. Consequently there was no lack of opinion and discussion on all points.
A great deal of time was necessarily taken
up in the consideration of the technical processes
by which it would be possible to make microcards. The word microcard (without a hyphen) was adopted by the Committee and it
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was decided t o have the word trade-marked to
prevent its use by any commercial firm to the
exclusion of general use. Various processes of
reproducing the reduced text, both photographic and printing processes, were described
and their practicability a t this time stated. The
Boni method was discarded since it reaches its
maximum reduction ratio a t a point not adapted
to microcards. However, greater reductions
can be made photographically, and, Dr. Tate believes, by a printing process which he expressed
his willingness to attempt. Samples of photographic reductions made by the Eastman Company for Mr. Rider and others made by Dr.
Tate were viewed on the Boni Readex, the only
reading machine now available for reading
opaque reductions. N o agreement as to method
or degree of reduction was reached except that
it would have to be within the range of reduction readable on the Readex while that remains
the only machine capable of reading any microprint. There are a t least three other machines
projected experin~entally at the present time.
The size most desirable for the microcard
was agreed to be the standard library catalog
size. Technical difficulties not yet overcome,
however, may make a larger size desirable for
projects now under consideration. The Library
of Congress is considering the Boni 6 x 9 sheet
for some O P A records about to be duplicated.
Sheets of other sizes would not, of course, be
microcards and most of the Committee members felt very strongly the undesirability of variety of size.
The division of fields anlong sponsoring libraries while ultimately desirable though not
practical in just the form proposed was considered best left to future consideration. Much
experimental work remains to be done before
any library can pledge itself to microcard all
the material in any field. There are several
experimental projects under consideration,
however.
The centralization of the cataloging, manufacture and distribution of microcards was considered the ideal arrangement of the work.
However, cataloging in the individual libraries
will probably prove more satisfactory from all
points of view provided it were possible to have
a central office for revision to insure uniformity of entry and to prevent duplication.
The matter of financial support came up several times and on this as on all other points
there was division of opinion. However, the
Committee finally adopted a resolution approving experimental sponsorship and publication of
projects by the Committee as a temporary measure, provided funds for such an undertaking
can be obtained.
MARYA. BENNETT,
S. L. A . Representative

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE S.L.A. BOARD AND
ADVISORY COUNCIL M3ETING IN
CHICAGO, JUNE 8-10,1945
N lieu of the regular S. L. A. Conven-

quickly as possible and that until it reaches
tion this year, a three-day session of that amount it should not be used without
the Executive Board and Advisory recommendation of the Finance CommitCouncil was held at the Drake Hotel, Chi- tee to the Executive Board regarding
expenditure.
cago, on June 8-10, 1945.
At the Board meeting on June 8th Mr.
At these meetings reports were presented and many important projects were Ford 14. Pettit presented the following
discussed. Among the reports were two resolution on the death of Laura A. Woodthat do not appear in full in this issue, ward, which resolution as read was
both given by Eleanor Cavanaugh, one as adopted by the Board :
WHEREASGod, in His infinite wisdom, has
Chairman of the S. I,. A. Finance Comseen fit to remove from our midst Laura A.
mittee and the other as the S. L. A. RepWoodward, and
resentative on the Joint Committee on DeWI-IERGAS
Miss Woodward had been a valued member of Special Libraries Association,
vastated Libraries. As Finance Chairman,
serving willingly and capably in many capaciMiss Cavanaugh stated that the Committies, whenever and wherever called upon, givtee found very little real work to do for
ing skillful leadership in many worthwhile
the 1944-1945 year since Mr. Hausdorfer
undertakings and inspiring others to new and
as previous Chairman had done such an
higher standards of library service and
WHEREAS
her untimely death has left a void
excellent job in setting up the Associain the councils of this organization and in the
tion's accounts and devising a flexible
profession to which she had so wholeheartedly
budget. However, she made the following
given her life, be it therefore
recommendations to the Executive Board :
Resolved that the sympathy of this Board,
and through it of the entire membership of
That the duties of the Finance Committee
Special Libraries Association, be conveyed to
be outlined by the incoming Executive
the members of Miss Woodward's family in
Board and that the Committee be charged
their great loss, and that a copy of this resowith analyzing the Association income
lution be engrossed in the permanent records
of Special Libraries Association.
each year according to the procedures outAt the Board and Council meeting on
lined by Mr. Walter Hausdorfer ; that the
Finance Committee arrange for the annual June 9th, Mr. Hausdorfer announced that
audit and that the Chairman be present the membership gavel, based on the perat some time during this audit and that a centage of increase in paid up membercopy of the auditor's statement be sent to ship, again was awarded the Minnesota
the Chairman of the Finance Committee Chapter.
At this meeting the President also anin addition to the President; that the
Chairman of the Finance Committee be nounced that, travel regulations permitpresent at the meeting of the Executive ting, the 1946 Convention of S. L. A.
Board when expenditures are discussed; would be held at the Drake Hotel, Chithat all funds in the treasury of S. L. A. cago, during approximately the same
to be expended in amounts exceeding $500 dates as those planned for this year.
On June 10th the new Board with Herand not provided for in the annual budget
be referred to the Finance Committee for man Henkle as President; Betty Joy Cole,
recommendations to the Executive Board President-Elect and Firsf Vice-President;
for action by the Board ; that the Reserve Marion E. Wells, Second Vice-president;
Fund should be built up to $40,000 as Paul Gay, Treasurer; Walter Hausdorfer,

I

I~nwcediatePast-President and Melvin J .
Voigt, Ford Pettit and Mary D. Carter,
Directors, held its first meeting. At this
time Mr. Henkle announced the following
appointments of Committee Chairmen :
Constitution and By-Laws, Mr. Howard
L. Stebbins; Convention, Miss Marion
Wells and Mrs. Madge Preble; Finance,
Mr. Walter Hausdorfer ; International
Relations, Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh;
S t ~ d e n tLoan Fund, Miss Frances Kelly;
Pz~blications,Miss Betty Joy Cole; S.L . A .
Representative on American Docuntentation Conzazittee and Microcard Conznziftee,
Dr. Mary A. Bennett; S . L. A . Representative on Joint Committee on Devastated Libraries, Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh; other appointments to be made
later.
Mr. Henkle told the Board that the
Washington, D. C. Chapter had invited
the Association to hold a Convention in
Washington as soon as it was possible.
Since the 1946 Convention will be in Chicago and that for 1947 in Los Angeles, to
take the place of the one postponed in
1942, the Secretary was instructed to
write Mrs. Hooker, President of the
Washington, D. C. Chapter, that the
Chapter's invitation could not be accepted
earlier than 1948.
On Friday evening, June Sth, the Illinois Chapter was the host to the delegates at a get-together dinner.

In Appreciation
Our National Secretary, Mrs. Kathleen
B. Stebbins, wishes to take this opportunity to thank all those who sent flowers,
cards and messages to her during her
recent illness.

DOCTORAL
DISSERTATIONS
Accepted by
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES

Approximately 3000 independent researches to extend and record human
knowledge are continuously being conducted in our larger universities. The
results are published annually on
printed pages, typewritten or multigraphed pages, or on microfilms.
Doctoral Dissertations is the only key
that locates and tells how to obtain this
important material that embraces the
whole field of man's endeavor. The
list is in seven major subject divisions
and has both a subject and author
index.
Just pvblEshed:
No. 12: 1944-1 945
No.
No.
No.
No.

I.
2.
3.
4.

1933-34.
1934-35.
1935-36.
1936-37.

-

$2.50

xv, 98p.........pa.
xiii,l02p ......... pa.
xiv,l02p......... pa.
xiv,lO5p......... pa.

$1.00
$1.00
$2.00
$2.00

The four in one bound volume $I
No. 5. 1937-38. xvii,l09p.........pa. $2.00
No. 6. 1938-39. xiii, Il3p ......... pa. $2.00
No. 7. 1939-40. xvi, 12Gp......... pa. $2.00
T h e three in one bound volume $3.50
No. 8. 1940-41. xv,l42p.......cloth. $2.50
No. 9. 1941-42. xv,l28p ....... cloth. $2.50
No. 10. 1942-43. Il0p........... cloth. $2.50
NO. 11. 1943-44. 88p............. cloth. $2.50

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 UNIVERSITY AVL

NEW YORK 52
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The Library In a State Welfare
Agency
( C o d n u c d from page 351)

Hundreds of thousands of returnin@ servlcc
men have been trained in radio and electronics
and the servicing of such equipment. Many will
seek specialized information that will establish
them in civilian radio repair work. The books
below were written for and are used by professional servicemen throughout the world. Check
the list below and send for latest cqtalog on
Rider Radio Books.

THE CATHODE RAY TUBE AT WORK
Accepted authority on subject.. . . ,338 pp.-$4.00
FREQUENCY MODULATION
Gives principles of FM rodio.. . . . . ,138 pp.- 2.00
SERVICING BY SIGNAL TRACING
Bosic method of rodio mointenonce.
English ed. 360 pp.-$4.00 Spanish ed. 385 pp.- 4.00
THE METER AT WORK
An elementary text on meters.. . . I52 pp.- 2.00
THE OSCILLATOR AT WORK
How to use, test and repair..
. 243 PP.- 2.50
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS
Theoretical and practical . . . . . . . ,179 pp.- 2.50
AUTOWATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEMS
-olsa outomotic tuning systems.. . .I43 pp.- 1.75
AN-HOUR-A-DAY-WITH-RIDER SERIES
Provide foundation for advanced sfudy on "Alternating Currents in Rodio Receivers," on "Resonryce
6 Alignment," on "Automatic Volume Control. on
"D-C Voltage Distribution." Hard binding$ 1.25 eo.
A-C CALCULATION CHARTS
Faster than a slide rule.. . . . . . . . I60 pp.-$7.50
ALSO RIDER MANUALS-NOW I N XIV VOLUMES
Reference books giving circuit diagrams and data
on Rodio Receivers-used by professional rodio servicemen in all ports of the world.

.

..
. .. . .

..

.. .

None of the libraries reporting note the
inclusion of microfilm facilities or microfilmed records. This is probably a function that will come to the sdpw library
in the future for it is clear that much material, now a part of correspondence, legal
and other files in the Departments, will
be needed for occasional reference as the
years go by. Highly confidential records
of cases that are long closed and should no
longer be a part of current case files contain material that is frequently needed
and needed badly. Such is the bulk oE
much of this material that it cannot be
maintained in its present form. I n dead
or other storage files it becomes inaccessible. Microfilm is the logical method of
preservation and the library is the logical
place for the microfilm. However, in the
State of Indiana, the legality of the use
of microfilm as official record will have to
be established by law before the sdpw can
consider the microfilming of records.
CONCLUSION

Many functions not ordinarily ascribed
to library responsibility may at various
times and in various departments become
a part of the sdpw library function. Many
of those numerous letters of general query
that come into every public agency may be
answered by the library. One library
maintains a legislative reporting service
during the sessions of state legislature and
through it keeps the texts and progress of
all bills introduced that have to do with
public welfare interests.
There will be other changes in and additions to sdpw library function within
the coming years. Just as transients and
legal settlements were foremost problems
to the agency of a few years ago, so are
rehabilitation of the handicapped, responsibility of relatives, budget, medical care,
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A COMPANY MUSEUM

juvenile delinquency and problems of
war dislocations those foremost today.
Problems born of a nation's shift from a
war to a peacetime economy and other
questions and issues will arise in the future, become a part of the sdpw's responsibility, and as such will claim the attention and function of the agency library.
Further recomnlendations of the Secawify,
Work, altd Relief Policies1 report will
probably be carried out.
I h'ational Resources Planning Board. Security,
Work, and Re!ief Policies. Washington, D. C.,
Government Prmttng Office, 1942. 640p.

A Company Museum
Chesapeake and Ohio museum may take
form and the old Minute Books and Letter Books in fading handwriting dating
back to the 1830s, be placed in glass showcases for the public to view. These books
record the order and dimensions of the
first passenger coaches ; of the early locomotives, one of which "We have called
the Westward EIo and I will thank you
not to abbreviate the word West-Ward!"
Here, too, one finds the agreements between the railroad and the stage coaches
as passengers were transferred in their
journey to the White Sulphur Springs.
Detailed investigation of accidents, the
struggle to raise funds, the arrangements
for carrying United States mail and many
operating incidents, all too vital then, are
told in these old volumes. At present,
however, museum material is filed while
this road participates in proving how true
is the slogan that the railroads are America's First Line of Defense. During the
waiting interval the one-man staff continues to seek out sources and to learn from
S. I,. A. publications.

41I

Amerilulr ermpe from
tyranny and the
4 counter-atfuck on freedom!

P)

b

)

1

i
a The American
Revolution
h n d Its lnfluencei
on World
4
a Civilization
( ROBERTR. MCCORMICK b

1
4

I
I

Editor and Publisher of the Chicago Tribune

What was the effect of the American
Revolution in Latin America, Canada,
in the lands bordering the Pacific, in
Europe, in England itself? What were
the basic i d e s underlying the revolt
of 13 of the 17 British colonies in
North America-and how does the
present trend to destroy these ideas
contribute to today's world unrest?
Here, condensed for quick reading,
is the inspiring story of the impact of
American ideals on world history and
the manner in which other nations
may bring peace and freedom to subject peoples. Here are identified the
reactionary influences which would
stifle the human gains inspired by
America's example.
Casebound, 6 x 9 inches, complete with
bibliography and index. Order from
your book seller or the Chicago Tribune
Public Service Ofice, 1 So. Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Ill. Price, 1.00.
Published by THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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Service to Returned Veteran
(Continued from page 291)

CLASSIFICATION
AND CATALOGING

YAPS AND ATLASES
BY
S. WHITTEMORE
BOGGS
Chief
and
DOROTHY
CORNWELL
LEWIS
Map Librarian
Division of Geography and Cartography
of the U . S. Department of State

A manual of procedure for classification and cataloging of maps and
atlases. Primarily concerned with
practices needed for separate map
collections but allows for adaptation to a consolidated book and map
catalog. Includes information about
map projections, prime meridians,
centesimal system of latitude and
longitude and other technical notes
with illustrations.
An outline map of the world showing the classification numbers for
geographical areas also included.
Of outstanding importance to geographers, cartographers, scientists,
political economists, researchers,
and all librarians using maps and
atlases.
Printed.
July, 1945. 180 pages. $8.75.
Order from

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

31 East Tenth Street, New York 3

techniques sometime. At present we try
to assign the staff person whose work is
closely related to whatever field we are
trying to emphasize, and if possible the
person who has an interest in that field. I
have found that such a person is more apt
to give the added time and punch needed
to make any project a success. Sometimes
we have two or three persons assigned
to a special project because both the Reference and Circulation departments are
usually involved. In the case of postwar
planning, and service to veterans, our
Business and Technology Department also
devotes much of its time and thought to
improving our service.
So far not enough veterans have returned to Stamford or called upon their
public library, to have made any real test
of our adequacy in this field. W e need
more and tougher requests for information to guide us.

Census Bureau Publications
(Cotztiizued from page 305)

cost, when such work does not interfere
with the regular program of the Bureau.
I t is therefore possible that, if more detailed information than is found in the
published reports is needed, a letter to the
Bureau of the Census will reveal that such
information can be obtained at a relatively
low cost.
LIBRARIANS A N D CZNSUS DATA

Librarians, as a group, are among the
most important channels through which
the basic statistics compiled and collected
by the Bureau of the Census reach the
public. The comments and suggestions of
librarians for improving these reports and
for iinproving the finding media prepared by the Bureau will be very helpful
in making available the information on
hand to the people of the United States.

Please Mention S ~ e c i a Libraries
i
When Answering Advertisements
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Out of Print

Publications By Businessman's
Bureau
(Cowtinued from page 310)

number imported and exported, the value,
channels of distribution, local demand,
and credit terms extended wherever possible to obtain. Data will be from both
official and non-official sources and will
be published as rapidly as possible.
A survey has been started on the world
leather situation to determine the trends
abroad since 1939. I t is danned to mepare a series of reports on specific markets based on the findings.
Channels for Trading Abroad is the
title of a booklet now being prepared
which will outline the distributive channels for both exporting and importing.
A statistical recapitulation of medicinals and toiletries-1938 vs the war years
is underway. I t will be released through
articles in Foreign Cowmerce W e e k l y
and in greater detail through the Indz4strial R ~ f ~ r e n .Cerwice.
ce
Only the high spots have been touched
in this preview of things to come from
the Businessman's Bureau. Suffice to say,
however, that all possible effort will be
expended to provide the business public
with the variety and type of facts and
figures it will require for sound and
profitable marketing and market analysis.

1

United States Government
Publications
Recently Issued Lists

198 Nat'l Advisory G m m Aeronautics
201 Smithsonian Institution
202 U . S. Oflice of Education

206 U . S. Bureau of Mines

JAMES C. HOWQATE, Bookseller
128 So. Church St.. Schenectady 5, N. Y.

I

Expert Service on Magazine
Subscriptions for Special Libraries
Write for a free copy of Faxon's
Librarians' Guide.
Also odd numbers of magazines,
volumes, or complete sets.

F. W. FAXON COMPANY
83-91 Fwncis Street
Back Bay, Boston, Massachusetts

I

WANTED TO PURCHASE

I

Scientific Publications
Books Periodicals
Foreign-Domestic
Complete aats. runs, odd volume8
Please send me your List of Duplicate
Journals

WALTER J. JOHNSON

Announcements

125 Eut 23rd St.. New York 10, N. Y.
Orchard 4-3015

Changes in General Electric Company
Library Staff
After completing a quarter century of efficient
service with the General Electric Main Library
a t Schenectady as Reference Librarian, Mr.
Ansel A. Slobod retired on pension as of September 29, 1945.
A long-time member of the Special Libraries
Association and the American Library Association, Mr. Slobod joined the G-E organization
on September 1, 1920, bringing with him an
interesting fund of experience. Graduating from
Ohio State University in 1910 with the degree
of electrical engineer, he took up technical work

FOOD REGULATION
and COMPLIANCE

I

I

By Arthur D. Herrick
A practical guide to food labeling, packaging, advertwng and grades.., " A n inoalsable addrtron to every
reference l ~ b r a r y
AGRICULTURAL
L E A D ~ RDIGEST.
S
"A thorough, carefully prepared study .
grves clear,
precrse explanattonr."
FOODPREVIEW."The most
readable and comprehensiae text thus far published in
thts field." THE TRADE-MARK
REPORTER."Mr. HerPACKGING
PARADE."Of
trrk has done a splendid lob."
cspecral tnterest to food adnertisers." PRINTERS'
INK.

..

REVERE PUBLISHING COMPANY
32 Broadway, New York 4
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REFRIGERATING

ENGINEERING,

a

leading monthly magazlne in refrlgeration and air conditioning. $3 a year.

R E F R I G E R A T I N G D A T A BOOK A N D
C A T A L O G , published biennially-$4
in

the U. S., $4.50 elsewhere.
Basic Volume-Refrigerating Principles
and Machinery-5th ed.-1942
Refrigeration Applications
Volume-2nd ed.-1946
Both volumes for $7, less library discount.
( A limited number of copies of the 2nd
(1934-36) and 3rd (1937-38) editions are
available)
Descriptive Literature on Request
40 W E S T 40th ST.

N E W Y O R K 18. N. Y.

Periodicals for Sale

--

CHEMICAL, MEDICAL and
SCIENTIFIC
Complete sets, volumes a n d odd issues.
Reference Books n o longer obtainable
a t t h e Publishers.
Exchange w i t h L i b r a r i e s gladly effected.

B. LOGIN & SON, Inc.
(Est. 1887)
2 9 East 21st Street, New York

HENRY G. FIEDLER
31 East 10th Street, 6th Floor,
New York, 3

+
Large
Stock of
BIOLOGICAL,
CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL, a n d other
S C I E N T I F I C PERIODICALS. BOOKS
o n t h e NATURAL a n d EXACT
SCIENCES.

I
I
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with Leeds and Northrup, and Westinghouse.
Then technical library work attracted him and,
after serving in the Technology Department of
the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, he served
successively as librarian of the U. S. Bureau of
Mines in Pittsburgh, as assistant to the librarian of the U. S. Patent Office in Washington,
and as organizer and librarian of the aeronautical library of the Curtiss Engineering Corporation in Garden City. Following this, he was
associated with the Engineering Societies' Library in New York City, as a specialist in classification problems.
I n the quarter century he spent with General
Electric, he helped the Main Library to expand
its technical facilities considerably, and has compiled many useful bibliographies to further the
research and development activities of various
G-E engineers and scientists, and was frequently
called upon to prepare extensive lists of references for progress committees of prominent engineering societies.
A s a n expert in technical library classification systems, he was often consulted in such
matters. H e compiled an extension of the wcllknown Dewey Decimal System as applied to illuminating engineering, which was published in
the Transactions of the Illuminating Engineering Society in July 1934. Also he prepared a
similar extension to the much broader field of
electrical engineering, which was to have been
published but which was regrettably suspended
during the depression era.
His successor, Mr. Edward H. Elliott, w h o
joined G - E on August 20th, also possesses a
variety of technical experience both in industry
and library fields. A native of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
he studied basic engineering in evening classes
a t the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn while
employed by Bell Telephone Laboratories as a
technician on sound amplification problems.
His technical library experience began with
the New York Public Library in the technology
division. Then he spent three years as research
librarian and later reference librarian of the
Standard Oil Development Company a t Elizabeth, N. J., after which he was appointed head
of the Science and Technology Reference Department of the Pratt Institute Library in Brooklyn.
During this tenure, he taught classes in the literature of science and technology and special library administration at the Pratt Institute Library School. Also during this period, he acted
as a part-time literature searcher for the l i b r ~ r y
of the General Foods Corporation in Hoboken,
N. J. Upon leaving Pratt Institute Library, he
served as patent analyst for the Hercules Powder
Company in Wilmington, Del., with which he
was associated until his departure for Schenectady.
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MOULDERS OF PUBLIC OPINION

WHAT IS
YOUR RIGHT

Complete addresses of
Business-Labor-Government
Educational-Religious
Political-Economic-Social
Leaders

VITALSPEECHES

FREE PRESS?

OF T H E DAY 33 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Issued s e m i - m o n t h l y , $3.50 a y e a r , $6.00 t w o y e a r s

Library Paste
Permanent

Clean

Cream the Paste with the
brush. Spread thin. Card
pockets. book plates. and
even bindinfs x i 1 1 he
inseparably held.
A 2-0;. surnple s e w

on reoricst

oi a n r iibrunan

E

VERY American citizen feels
free to criticize his public officials and government, but how
free is he to do so? What do the
courts say he can or cannot do?
Liberty and the Press is a factpacked record of the Chicago
Tribune's historic $3,000,000
fight during the past 25 years to
preserve freedom of utterance
not only for itself but for every
private citizen. It tells the story
of seven celebrated court cases
involving attempts t o destroy
this Constitutional right. Every
person who has any interest in
public affairs will want to read
this revealingrecord which bears
directly on his personal liberty.
Bound i n cloth; 108 pages; 6 x 9
inches. Price $2.00; by mail anywhere i n the United States $2.10.
Order from your book seller or the
Chicago Tribune Public Seroicc
Ofice, 1 South Dearborn Street, Chimg0, I l / i n o i ~ .

Published by the

CHICAGO TRIBUNE

m
~ma~mmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmC

SANFORD I N K CO.
Chicaco

New York

6 Reasons Why

--

No. 533 8 oz.
No. 534 5 02.

...

The Engineering Index should
be in your library
I-COVERS

EVERY BRANCH OF ENGINEERING

The developments made in the alltomolive, civil, and elcctricnl
flelds are indexed just as completely as those made in management. mnrine, mecha~tical, mining, petroleum and milroad
enginecring.

2-WORLD-WIDE

IN SCOPE

Articles indesed are selected from the enginecring literature.
no matter where i t is published.

%BROADENS

YOUR INTERESTS

Each voiume contaius references on more than 5,000 subject&

&MORE

THAN AN INDEX

Pollowlng the title of even article indesed is a roncise digest
which gives accurate eo:mption of Its rontcnts. Nama mcntioned in the text matter. including those of authors engixeen
scientists and many prominent industrialists are irouped al:
phabeticnlly in an Autllor Index.

%
!S
-AVES

TIME AND EFFORT

With references classifled under alphabetically arranged snbject
headings; with copious cross-references grouping material under
bmad sul~jects bringiac together all related nrtirles. you ran
learn almost instantly of all published lnfornlatio~ on ally
subject.

&DEPENDABLE.

COMPREHENSIVE

The number of magazines you And time to rend In the roune
of a year is but a small percentage of those published; ronueqnently, you do not get a romplete picture of ellbineering
progres. Only the amassed periodical terhnical lltorature can
give you that, and only the Engineering Index has the facilities to index thls wide and varied mlleetion or Lnformation,
and make i t arcessihlc as the telephone ou your deli.
price $50.00

T H E ENGINEERING INDEX, INC.
29 W e s t 39th S t r e c t , N e w Y o r k 18, N. Y.
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SELECTED TITLES ON THE
ASIATIC SCENE
FROM WHITTLESEY HOUSE
THE CHALLENGE O F RED CHINA

A LIST

I
I

I

By GUNTHER STEIN

SUBJECT HEADINGS
CHEMISTRY LIBRARIES

Asian Foreign Correspondent for
The Christian Science Monitor

Compiled by

Gunther Stein's analysis of t h e recent
progress of Communist China is the most
thorough and yet the most human yet
published. I t reveals how closely China's
internal conflict affects the future relations of Asia and Soviet Russia with t h e
Western Allies. Detailed, unbiased, i t is
a n indispensable introduction to a group
controlling over 95 million people and over
three million troops and militia men.
Illustrated with photographs and color
$3.50
map.

A Committee of the
Science-Technology Group
R. Cameron, Chairman
Chemistry Library
Louisiana State University

Grace

This list of subject headings was
compiled for use in assigning subject headings to the entries in a
catalog of books, pamphlets and
other literature in a chemical library.
General or main headings are used
which can be expanded as needed.
Subdivisions which may be used
under general headings are also
given. Examples of expansions for
specialized fields such as dyes, paper
and rubber are included. Important
f o r all college, university, public,
and special libraries containing any
chemical material.

THE BASIS O F SOVIET STRENGTH
By GEORCE B. CRESSEY

Chairman, Dept.

of Geology and Geography
S y r a c u ~University

The distinguished author of the widely
~cclaimedASIA'S LANDS AND PEOPLES
writes, in handy and readabte form, a
full, objective, a n d up-to-the-minute
analysis of Russia's resources in land,
r a w materials, industrial potential, transportation, and manpower. Here i s fundamental d a t a neecssary to a n y realistic
appraisal of Russia and h e r future role.
With maps, charts, and photographs.
$3.00

THE BUILDING O F THE BURMA
ROAD
By DR. TAN PEI-YING
Dr. Tan, t h e man in charge of t h e
building of the road, tells the rnagniflcent
story of the creation of the famous lifeline t o China.
I t is t h e thrilling story of work carried
on against great handicaps, never enough
men and money, without bulldozers, rock
drills, excavators, or dynamite-+ 600 mile
struggle in Which over 10,000 lost their
lives.
Illustrated with photographs and maps.
$2.78

I

[October

August,

1945.

Planographed.

64 Pages.

$1.50

WHITTLESEY HOUSE

1

A Division of t h e McGraw-Hill
Book Company, N. Y. IS

I

Order f r o m

Special Libraries Association
31 EAST TENTH STREET
NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Announcing Publications

N E W BQQKS OF
LASTING VALUE

WHITE'S

THE
NATIONAL CYCLOPEDIA

20th CENTURY PSYCHOLOGY
Edited by Philip Lawrence Harriman
A selected group of essays by 50 eminent psychologists discussing contemporary psychology.
Includes psychological theory, social psycho lob^.
animal behavior, abnormal phenomena, etc.
$6.00

AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY
VOLUME XXXI

Handbook of

INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Here you will find full-length, detailed biographies (not thumbnail
slretches) of America's foremost
Authors, Actors, Architects, Engineers, Educators, Inventors,
Jurists, Statesmen, Physicians,
Surgeons, Scientists and Military
and Naval Officers who have contributed to our National Life and
Culture.

May Smith
"Covers the entire panorama of problems hesetting 'those who a r e in some way responsible for
others, o r who have to get on with others.'
Required reading for the man who wants t o do
more than issue orders."-Public
Personnel
Review.
$5.00

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE ARTS
Edited by Dagobert D. Runes
and Harry G. Schrickel

Approximately 900 Biographies.
Price $15.00-Library Discount.

Authoritative, comprehensive survey of all the
arts, of ail times and all places. Monumental in
scope; more than 100 authorities collaborated in
its preparation. 1,100 pages.
$10.00

REVISED INDEX
New and revised Index Pages are
being shipped free of charge to
our library subscribers for insertion in the loose leaf Index
Volume.
Write if you hare a complete set
and did not receive these new
Index Pages.
To insure prompt delivery, please
send continuation order for future
volumes.

PSYCHOLOGY OF SEEING
Herman F. Brandt
First-hand information on ocular performance and
its psychological implications. Illustrates how
people look a t art, advertising, copy in print, etc.
Essential to artists, educators, advertisers, illumination engineers, efficiency experts, psychologists, optometrists and laymen. Over 100 illus$3.75
trations.

I

Milton Harrington
On how to keep mentally fit. Contains numerous
case histories end outlines treatment for neurotic and psychotic case&
$3.00

JAMES T. WHITE & COMPANY
70 Fifth Avenue

I

MANAGEMENT OF THE MIND

New York 11, N. Y.

'

I

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY
Publishers
15 EAST 4 0 T H STREET
N E W YOUK 16, M Y.

I
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If you are not already
receiving the University
of Toronto Press Catalogue and announcements
of new books, may we
suggest that you send a request for us to place you
on our regular mailing list.
The interest, support and
encouragement of all libraries is much appreciated
by

THE UNIVERSITY OF
TORONTO PRESS
Canada

Toronto

-

-

-

(

[October

Art Books to Aid Beginners

Step by step instruction in clear, concise, easy
to follow words and illustrations.
e Pencil Drawing

-

-

Art Anatomy
a Simplified Drawing
a Ink. Pen and Brush
Drawins for Illustration
Pastel Painting
a

-

-

$1 .OO
$1.00
$1.50
$1.00
$1.00
$ 1 .OO

HOUSE OF LITTLE BOOKS
80 E. 11th Street

a

New York 3,

N. Y.

BROUGHT U P T O DATE,
N E W S C I E N T I F I C
INFORMATION ADDED

T H E CARE A N D
. . REPAIR OF BOOKS

by

Dr. Harry Miller Lydenberg
and

John Archer
CONTENTS:

The Care of Books in
General
The Care of Books in
the Library
Some Enemies of Books
Repair and Mending of
Books
Treatment of Paper,
Vellum, etc.
Care of Leather Bindings
Treatment of Cloth
Bindings
Bibliography

The book t h a t fights the enemies of
books and lengthens book-life, brought
up-to-date in all of i t s eight important
chapters. Enlarged, more clearly written
edition of advice and methods, based on
the experience of the authors. Begins with
how to open a book, and continues t o the
point where the volume (or print, or
papyrus) is beyond the aid of the amateur
mender. Here is all you need to know
about book preservation, in interesting-toPrice $2.50
read form.

R. R. BOWKER CO.

62 W.45th Street, N. Y. 19
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I LOVE BOOKS

The Journals

By J. D. SNIDER
This book is a treasure house of good
reading for young and old. A paragraph
or two a day from its pages will stir your
thinking and give you new appreciations
of literature that will make all other books
more alive and more interesting.

of

HENRY
MELCHIOR

576 pages $2.50
A Perfect Gift for Your Bookish Friends
"Makes him who reads i t want to
read."-Wm.
L. Stidger, Boston University.
"A lovely book, and all good."Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes.
"An excellent book for all to read."
-John
W. Bunn, Stanford University.
"The author knows literature and
knows how to write entertainingly.
A pleasure to commend without reserI,. Hilt, Editor, Broadvation."-John
man Press.
"This is a must book for every
complete library."-Christian
Advocate.

MUHLENBERG
a4g e

...

REVIEW & HERALD PUBLISHING
ASSOCIATION
Washington 12, D. C.

'dO\''

AMERICANA
8GENEAOLOGY
8 CHURCH HISTORY
8

Muhlenberg was one of the great religious leaders
of 18th Century America-a participant in the Great
Awakening. H e was the father of such distinguished patriots as General John Peter Gabriel
Muhlenberg, aide to Washington at Valley Forge;
Henry Ernest Muhlenberg, pioneer American botanist and educator, and Frederick Augustus Muhlenberg, speaker of the first Congress.
Kept with scrupulous care, his Journals vividly
describe his life and times. Translated from
original, hitherto unpublished documents, they constitute a mine of American social and church history and biography. Essential to research students,
they should be in every outstanding library.

IN THREE VOLUMES
VoI.1
Vol. I1
Vol. I11
Select books from our
FREE 100-page catalog
and supplementarylists.
More than 50,000 titles.

-

TO SELL
send us list
of any books you may
have for sale or

: 1711-1763 : Ready-$3.50
: 1764-1776 : Ready-$3.50
: 1777-1787 : Jan. 1947-$3.00

(Sold by sub~criptiononly, $10.00 a ~ e t )
Brochure on Request
Each volume has over 700 pages-about
500,000
words. Volume Iincludes an extensive introduction
and Volume 111 a complete index. Handsomely
bound. Modern Typography. Page size 7 x 10
inches.

MUHLENBERG PRESS
1228 Spruce Street

Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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The STAKLITE

Pinisbed k
permanent

, porcelain

enamel

LIBRARY
REBINDING
AND

PREBOUND
LIBRARY BOOKS
+

"BOUND TO STAY BOUND"

QUALITY
+

NEW METHOD
BOOK BINDERY, INC.
JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS

Illuminates Book Stackstop to bottom !By directing more
.

light to the sides.. shielding aisles from glare
building up intensities where light is needed
most.
the Goodrich Staklite does what no
other fixture has ever done to provide proper
book stack illumination! With the Staklite,
troublesome shadows are eliminated. Locating
titles is easier.
mistakes are fewer. There's
comfortable reading anywhere in the aisles.

...

..

..

"The light has increased threefold in addition
to giving an ideal illumination without glare."
This from Northwestern University. And from
other big users of the Staklite: "Light is well
distributed between the lamps and o n the
lower shelves". "Our former
equipment was by far more expensive a n d less efficient."
Learn what Goodrich Staklite
does to earn this unanimous
praise! Write for Bulletin 92 !

..

text that "hs the need for a coml)rehensive explanat~onof this highly specialized branch of aeronautics. This excellent work explains elementary hydraulic
theory, power transmission, friction,
weight and strength analysis. It contains
practical information for pilots and mechanics on operation. testing, and maintenance of transport hydraulic systems, 11lustrating and describing the complete
system. For all w h o wish to advance in
aeronautics here is information on the
mechanics of the airplane which you cannot possibly afford to be without!
Order Your C o p y Now!
A

Sold through electrical
wholesalers

AIRCRAFT SPECIALTIES
134 South Wafler Ave., Chicago 44, 111.
I
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SPECIALIZED SERVICE FOR SPECIAL LIBRARIES

I

Whatever your problems, the Library Bureau background of 60
years experience in planning and installing libraries, large und small,
assures you of competent service and most efficient equipment and
supplies. We con supply everything you need to ossure the maximum
usefulness of the special library.

The Standard of Excellence in Special Library Equipment

0 Filing Equipment

0 Bulletia Boards

0 Card Catalog Cases

0 Tables and Chairs

iDust Proof Exhibit Cases

0 Magazine Racks

0 Shelving-Steel

or Wood

LIBRARY B U R E A U D E P A R T M E N T

REMINGTON RAND
315 Faurth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
C011110MT

U 1 5 ICI(INGIOII RAND I W C

LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
74 Oraton Street

Branch Ofcc:
580 Fifth Avenue, New York
Hempstead, L. I., New York

RADEMAEKEFCj LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance.
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW,uptodate, practical.
Prompt service is a specialty.
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians.

SPECIAL SERVICE for Special Libraries
We are prepared to supply our trade with almost any back numbered issue of
Technical Magazines or Trade Journau.
Send as your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing
issues.
Pieuse Mention Special Libraries When Answering Advertisemews
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,encourage reading
Gaylord Bros. equipment is
ideally adapted to the newest
library trend of informality. In
the illustration, a settee, low dropleaf table, and Windsor chairs
captlire the spirit of intimacy, yet
retain the traditional Gaylord
standards of lastiug quality. Materials and manpower shortages
have caused us several months'
orders.
delay in filling Fur~~iture
but we stand ready, as always, to
render assistance with any planning program yo11 may consider.

Financial
Printing 7
11

MORTGAGES
BRIEFS
CASES
-

-

A . C . PANDICK

NEW Y O R K O F F I C E

-

PANDICK PRESS, I n c .
T H A M E S
NEW Y O R K 6
2 2

---

S T R E E T

N. Y .

T e l e p h o n e R e c t o r 2-3447

-DIVISION II
I/ NEW JERSEY
A R T H U R W. CROSS, Inc.

71-73 C L I N T O N STREET
NEWARK 5
NEW JERSEY

T e l e p h o n e Market 3-4994
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SOURCE for NEWS and FACTS on AVIATION
AMERICAN AVIATION- he

NEWS Reporter for the Aviation Industry.
NEWS of Transport, Manufac-

Fortnightly magazine of developments and trends.

turing. Equipment, Airports, Personnel, Regulations, Legislation, Private Flying. Military, Fixed-base Operators. One year (24 issues) $4.00.*

AMERICAN AVIATION DIRECTORY -Complete

roster of adminir-

trative end operating personnel in Aviation. Airlines, manufacturers, schools, orgenizations, federal end state agencies-Their

functions, products, titles, addresses and

phone numbers. Cross-indexedfive ways. Published twice a yeer-April

*

Single copy $5.00; Two successive issues $IS&

AMERICAN A V IATlON DAILY-T~OIndustry's

and October.

Daily Reporter

-A

MUST for the aviation executive. Dispatched first-class and airmail every weekday.

By the month $15.00: by the year $170.80..

AMERICAN AVIATION TRAFFIC GUIDE-the

latest airline sched-

ules, rates, information and. regulations in one volume. Used constantly by airliner,
traffic managers and, frequent travellers. Published the firs$ of every month.

year (twelve issues) $5.00.

AMERICAN AVIATION
Departments.

*

REPORTS-For

One

Statisticians and Re*earch

Monthly financial and traffic reports of U. 5. airlines. Balance sheets;

passengers carried, miles flown, mail carried, gasoline and oil used, etc., etc.

year (more than 500 separate reports) $175.00.

iNTERNATlONAL AVIATION- he

*

One

newest addition t o the AMERICAN

AVIATION group. A weekly newsletter for readers in North America-furnishing
foreign aviation NEWS in advance of normal publication. Via first-class niail every
Friday-One

year $100.00.

*

300 A M E R I C A N B U I L D I N G .rt W A S H I N G T O N 4, D. C.
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NEW VAN NOSTRAND BOOKS
NETWORK ANALYSIS A N D FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER DESIGN
By Hendrik W . Bode
This book meets the need for a more fundamental approach to network theory in order solve the problems raised
by the important new circuits and equipment of today. The great advances of recent years have shifted the engineering emphasis from narrow-band problems to broad-band problems, and from passive networks to networks
including or intimately associated with vacuum tubes. In this new book the theory is extended to cover these needs.

Illustrated

568 Pages

6 l/4 x9 /'4

Cloth

$7.50

FUNDAMENTAL THEORY OF SERVOMECHANISMS
By LeRoy A. MacColl, Ph.D.
This book furnishes the link. in mathematical reasoning necessary to use the available feedback amplifier theory
and mathematical methods in solving problems in servomechanisms. I t is therefore a direct aid to the man who
must make practical applications of servomechanisms. In addition to the basic mathematical theory, it includes a
study of a simple, yet frequently used servomechanism. Emphasis is placed upon the essential identity of servomechanism theory with the highly developed theory of feedback amplifiers.

P"

Illustrated

U.H.F.

133 Pages

6x9

Cloth

$2.25

RADIO SIMPLIFIED

By Milton S. Kiver
In this baok U.H.F. radio is simply explained in plain English. U.H.F. radio has proved so valuable in this War,
and is certain to play a mighty part in the peace-time developments to follow. Already television, amateur radio
bands, inter-train communication networks, and a new feature called citizens' radio, are scheduled by the latest
F.C.C. regulations to occupy the ultra-high frequencies.

Illustrated

242 Pages

5 %x8 =/4

Cloth

$3.25

THE N E W PLASTICS
By Herbert R. Simonds, M . H. Bigelow and Joseph V . Sherman
This book covers the composition, methods of manufacture and fabrication, properties and uses of all the new
plastics-those
that have already reached tonnage production, as well as those newest ones that are closer to the
pioneer stage. I t has complete chapters on the new fibers, the new organic coatings and adhesives, the new laminating materials and the new synthetic rubbers-with
other chapters on the new processes and methods of
fabrication, and the present business facts and economic trends.

Illustrated

316 Pages

6x9

Cloth

$4.50

TECHNOLOGY O F PLASTICS A N D RESINS
By John Philip Mason and Joseph Francis Manning
The entire technology of the plastics industry is explained from the basic principles in this up-to-date reference
work. Broad discussions of the resinous state, the plastics state, the methods and mechanism of polymerization, and
the relationship of the physical properties of plastics to chemical structure, provide the most thorough foundation
for the great chapters on the preparation, properties, compounding fabrication and applications of all types of
synthetic plastics and resinous materials, thermosetting and thermoplakc.

Illustrated

494 Pages

6x9

AMERICAN PETROLEUM REFINING--New
By H. S. Bell

Cloth

$6.50

Third Edition

This one volume combines a comprehensive coverage of theory and practice in the refining industry. The methods
of calculation of the chemical, physical or engineering data needed in practical design are fully explained, with the
information arranged in hundreds of comprehensive tables and graphs, and with sample problems to show you
every step in its application to your needs. Photographs and diagrams illustrate refinery construction-from the
flow sheets of processes to the details of apparatus. Each important class of refinery equipment is the subject of
an entire chapter, which covers its design from the basic principles and calculations down to the details of
constructi011.

Illustrated

640 Pager

4'
61'

x9 %

PAINT, PAINTINGS A N D RESTORATION-Second

Cloth

$7.50

Edition

By Maximilian Toch
This book describes in a most interesting and lucid manner, the present-day practice and the latest techniques used
in the saentific examination of paintings; the practical methods used in their restoration; and all the facts on
pigments, varnishes, oils, lacquer's synthetic resin and other painting materials. For the many pigments and colors
it discusses their characteristics, relative permanence, and suitability for various purposes; and it provides a working
list and practical guide to enable the purchaser to avoid deception and to obtain materials that make for artistic
success.

Illustrated

149 Pages

6 '14 x9 l/4

Cloth

$5.00

PEOPLES O F MALAYSIA
By Fay-Cooper Cole
This fascinating book gives an intimate account of the lives and customs of the peoples who live in that vast
region which embraces the Philippine Islands, the Malay Peninsula and the Dutch East Indies. In all these
countries the author has visited and lived with men in every rank of society, from primitive aborigines to princes
and savants. He tells all about them in this stirring narrative.

Illustrated

354 Pages

6x9

Cloth

$4.00
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NO LIBRARY IS COMPLETE WITHOUT..
THESE SPECIAL BOOKS FOR SPECIAL NEEDS
DESIGN IN THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
By Charles B. Bradley

Reserve your copy of this complete and advanced guide to the approach of problems in
designing articles to be manufactured for daily use. Details are clearly defined for planning
articles to be made in craft shop or factory. 171 fine illustrations of representative articles
selected for practicability, attractiveness, authentic styling. The fundamenal principles of
design, color and art values are used to balance traditional as well as modern decoration and
construction. The technique of streamlining is fully explained with beautiful illustrations.
Probable price, $3.00
Ready this fall.
These 10 Great Books Available Now
A PRACTICAL COURSE IN HOROLOGY
By Harold C. Kelly

H O W TO TEACH A TRADE
By R. W. Selvidge

Complete comprehensive covera e of the repair and
adjustment of watches. All pro%lems are discussed
with accurate detailed drawings. Thoroughly practical. Prepared by a veteran watchsmith and col$2.7S
lege instructor in Horology.

This book grew out of the famous "Selvidge
Series of Instmaion Manuals." Clearly tells how
to analyze a trade for teaching apprentices. A difect treatment of organization and use of units of
instruction.
$1.25

ACCESSORIES OF DRESS
By Katherine M. Lester and Bess V. Oerke

PRINCIPLES OF TRADE & INDUSTRIAL TEACHING
By R. W. Selvidge and Verne C. Fryklund

In a single volume this luxurious book covers the
accessories of costume from primitive times to the
present. A comprehensive annotated history. Fully
indexed. 704 choice illustrations. 575 pages.

A stimulating reference book widely used for train-

ing teachers and armed forces. The methods have
been thoroughly tested and extensively used.
$3.00

$1 0.00
HISTORIC COSTUME
By Katherine M. Lester

COLORING, FINISHING & PAINTING W O O D
By Adnah C. Newell

Famous as a standard illustrated reference book
on period costume from ancient times up to 1940.
Brilliantly illustrated. A truly authentic record
$3.50
of fashion.

A complete scientific and up-to-date coverage of
varnishes, stains, paints, synthetic resins and other
wood and finishing materials and their uses. Illustrated.
$5.50

TABLES OF FOOD VALUES
By Alice V. Bradley

CREATIVE DESIGN IN FURNITURE
By William H. Vamum

N o other book for dietitians, nurses and housewives can duplicate this excellent book of usable
tables. Complete recommendations of the National
Nutrition Conference is included. 224 pages of
$3.50
easy-to-read tables.

For the beginner, craftsman, or professional, this
book is the criterion in its field. It presents the
principles and the creative approach to modern
$2.75
design in furniture. Fine line drawings.

HISTORY OF MANUAL & INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
By Charles A. Bennett

THE PRACTICE OF PRINTING (Third edition)
By Ralph W. Polk

The only complete authoritative record of the
thoughts and progress in educational history from
ancient times to the 20th century. In two volumes:
$4.00
Vol. I, Up to 1870, 461 pages,
Vol. 11 1870-1917,568 pages,
$4.50

A beginner's book that has won nation-wide approval in the commercial print shop and the school
shop as well. This edition is completely modernized, with new layouts and illustrations. Special
coverage of presswork, photolithography and the
Ludlow machine.
$2.75

Order through your book dealer or direct from

...

THE MANUAL ARTS PRESS, 129 DUROC BLDC.,

PEORIA 3, ILL.
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MATERIALS LIBRARY-

A Practical a n d Timely Series o f Books Providing Essential a n d Accurate Information o n
M o d e r n Industrial Materials a n d Processes
Designed f o r Ready Reference b y Special Librarians
INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

406 Pages

$5.00

Herbert R. Simonds

New third edition containing revised list of top plastics, important new developments and processes, discussion of plastics industry in foreign countries, and
chemistry of plastics.
W O O D TECHNOLOGY

336 Pages

$4.80

Harry D. Tiemann

Authoritative presentation of the nature and uses of wood. Wood anatomy, wood
physiology, timber physics, wood chemistry and timber mechanics fully discussed.
MODERN W O O D ADHESIVES

220 Pages

$3.00

Thomas D. Perry

Essential facts on development and technical applications of wood adhesives. Covers
origin and history of types of glues; mixing; spreading; pressure; heat; redriers;
impregnation; testing.
MODERN PLYWOOD

378 Pages

$4.50

Thomas D. Perry

Thorough delineation of the techniques of plywood industry. Includes history of
plywood, characteristics and advantages, veneer and plywood manufacture, and
latest developments.
GLASS--THE

MIRACLE MAKER

436 Pages

$4.50

C. 1. Phillips

Semi-popular treatment of the technology and numerous applications of glass.
History, chemistry of glass, mechanical and other physical properties included with
many photographs and diagrams.
MODERN METALLURGY FOR ENGINEERS

432 Pages

$4.50

Frank T. Slsco

A concise study of recent and important developments in ferrous and non-ferrous
metallurgy. Deals with engineering properties of metallic materials, variables
affecting them, and importance of those variables.
AIRCRAFT MATERIALS A N D PROCESSES

344 Pages

$3.50

George F. Titterton

Comprehensive, up-to-date discussion of the many materials used in airplane construction and processes involved in their use. Offers valuable suggestions on the
choice of materials and the best processing for a particular application.
MAGNESIUM: ITS BRODUCTlON AND USE

148 Pages

$4.80

E. V. Pannell

An introductory but thorough survey of basic information on 'this important light
metal. Discusses chemical and physical properties, various sources in this country
and abroad, and industrial applications of numerous alloys.

PUBLISHING CORPORATION2 W e s t 4 5 t h Street

N e w York 19, N. Y.
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A "Checklist" of
$2.25
THE AMAZING PETROLEUM INDUSTRY, by V. A. Kalichevsky
$1.75
THE WAR ON CANCER, by Edward Podolsky
$1.50
WE NEED VITAMINS, by Walter H. Eddy and G. G. Hawley
FATS AND OILS-An
Outline of Their Chemistry and Technology,
by H. G. Kirschenbauer
$2.75
THE TECHNIQUE OF THE TERRAIN, by H. A. Musham
$3.75
THE CITY-Its Growth, I t s Decay, I t s Future, by Eliel Saarinen
$3.50
$3.50
CITIES OF LATIE1 AMERICA, by Francis Violich
$8.50
BIOENERGETICS AND GROWTH, by Samuel Brody
CHEMISTRY OF LEATHER MANUFACTURE,
by G. D. McLaughlin and E. R. Theis. A. C. S. Monograph
$10.00
THE CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF PETROLEUM,
by A. N. Sachanen
$8.50
HOUSING AND CITIZENSHIP, by George Herbert Gray
$6.50
NEW CITY PATTERNS, by S. E. Sanders and A. J. Rabuck
$7.50
THE ART OF BUILDING CITIES,
by Camillo Sitte. Translated by Charles T. Stewart
(Price undetermined)
CALCIUM METALLURGY AND TECHNOLOGY,
by C. L. Mantel1 and Charles Hardy. A. C. S. Monograph
$10.00
ADVANCING FRONTS I N CHEMISTRY, Volume I, High Polymers,
$4.00
by Sumner B. Twiss and N. E. Gordon

FOUR RElUHOLD BQOKS WHICH SHOULD BE IN
EVERY SPECIAL LIBRARY
THE CONDENSED CHEMICAL DICTIONARY, 3rd edition.
Compiled and Edited by the Editorial Staff of the Chemical Engineering
Catalog, Francis M. Turner, Editorial Director; Thomas C. Gregory,
Editor
$12.00
$5.00
CHEMICAL MACHINERY, by E. Raymond Riegel
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY, 4th edition. By E. Raymond Riegel
$5.50
METALS AND ALLOYS DATA BOOK, by Samuel L. Hoyt
$4.75
Send for FREE 1945 Book Catalog - "Let's Look It UP"
( o v e r 200 Titles)

-

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
330 West 42nd Street

New York 18, N. Y.

Also publishers of Chemical Engineering Catalog, Metal Indurtries Catalo Materials and
Method,, formerly Metals and Alloys, and Progressive Architecture, f o r m e r t Pencils Points
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Books for the Special Library

FOOD OR FAMINE
The Challenge of Erosion
By WARD SHEPARD
Here is a revolutionary plan for meeting the most gigantic and complex
economic task confronting men-the task of reconstructing the world's
broken-down soils and river systems. "An arresting book on the fundamental world problem of erosion, with a graphic portrayal of the crucial
$3.00
need fop action."-Library Journal.

CHINA'S POSTWAR MARKETS
By CHIH TSANG
China, with her mass population, is a potential market of special interest
to the West. Here is an estimate of the kinds and amounts of producers'
and consumers' goods she will be able to purchase immediately after the
$3.50
war, and the financial problems involved.

AN INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS
By Ralph G. Hudson
A scientifically authoritative yet very simply written explanation of the basic
theory of this enormously
important science, the construction of its key devices,
and their -almost limitless
uses. Illustrated.
$3.00

WHO'S WHO
T h i s indispensable reference book, revised to date,
is now in its ninety-seventh
year of issue. It contains
approximately 40,000 biographies of English men and
women prominent i n a l l
fields of enterprise. $18.00

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
60 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 11
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